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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This book aims at a comprehensive presentation, discussion, and 
analysis of parenthesis in Biblical Hebrew. It begins with a theoretical 
discussion of parenthesis in general and continues with its recognition 
and realization in Biblical Hebrew. Complications are shown to arise in 
formulating a universal de�nition of the essence and structure of paren-
thesis, but also in the identi�cation of parenthetical clauses, phrases, 
and words in speci�c languages, in particular Biblical Hebrew. Terms 
like parenthesis, parenthetical expression or remark, parenthetical unit 
or entity, and the like, are widely used in various related studies. In this 
book they primarily refer to any peripheral information external to a 
sentence, a piece of information which can be expressed by a single 
word, a phrase, or a clause.

Theoretical discussions of parenthesis can be traced in linguistic, 
discourse, and literary studies. Linguistic means to express peripheral 
parenthetical content are part of any language system. However, in 
many languages it might be dif�cult to determine the exact border 
between parenthetical units and other tangential constructions, the most 
prominent being certain types of sentence adverbials. As to adverbs and 
adverbial constructions, in Biblical Hebrew, for example, elements mor-
phologically identi�able as adverbs are very rare.1 Other adverbial units 
in Biblical Hebrew, including sentence adverbials, might be somewhat 
easier to trace and de�ne. Parenthetical words and phrases in Biblical 
Hebrew are perhaps as exceptional as morphological adverbs. In fact, 
a comparison of Biblical Hebrew and Modern Hebrew reveals that 
most adverbs, sentence adverbials, and parenthetical words and phrases 
in use in Modern Hebrew were created in Medieval Hebrew, in the 
Hebrew of the enlightenment and revival, or in still later stages, and 
do not originate in Biblical Hebrew. Parenthetical words and phrases 
seem scarce in Biblical Hebrew. By contrast, certain Biblical Hebrew 
clauses and extended discourse units can more easily be pinpointed 

1 On elements morphologically identi�able as adverbs see, e.g., Kogut 2002:115–
121.
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2 chapter one

and identi�ed, and they can often be categorized as parenthetical not 
according to their shape but according to their content.2

In the light of these statements, in this book �rst parenthetical clauses 
are exhibited and discussed, and only in the next chapter are certain 
words and phrases described that might be relevant to the discussion. 
Most of them do not represent clear and perfect parenthetical units, 
and several might also be regarded as sentence adverbials.

1.1 Parenthesis in General Linguistics

As stated above, the widespread terms parenthesis, parenthetical expres-
sion or remark, parenthetical unit or entity, and the like, generally refer 
to any peripheral information, expressed by a single word, phrase, or 
clause, which in terms of content is external to a sentence. As for their 
syntax, it is generally accepted that parenthetical units do not depend 
syntactically on, and are not complements of, any sentence part or 
the sentence as a whole; the sentence to which they are attached is 
grammatically complete without them. A short review follows of sev-
eral contributions to the delimitation, recognition, and explanation of 
parenthetical units.

A starting point for this review could well be the famous book of 
the well known linguist, Leonard Bloom�eld, Language.3 In a discussion 
of parataxis in syntax Bloom�eld de�nes parenthesis as “a variety of 
parataxis in which one form interrupts the other.”4 Many more later 
studies, when discussing parataxis, namely coordination or juxtaposition, 
versus hypotaxis, namely subordination, frequently state that paren-
thetical units are independent, and, like Bloom�eld, that parentheses 
interrupt the sentence in which they appear.5

Another scholar, Ziv, mentions two characteristics of parenthetical 
units: they do not hold a �xed position in a sentence and they are not 
dependent on other sentence elements.6 Both characteristics are based 

2 But note that recognizing boundaries of discourse units and their possible identi�-
cation with orthographic paragraphs may also meet dif�culties. For discussions of this 
complexity by many discourse scholars see, e.g., Brown & Yule 1983:95–100, §3.6.1.

3 Bloom�eld 1933.
4 Bloom�eld 1933:186, §12.3.
5 See the continuation of this approach, e.g., in Peterson 1999, who accepts these 

terms and also de�nes the connection between parenthetical clauses and their host 
clauses as non-syntagmatic relations.

6 Ziv 1985:182–183. On the possibility to locate parenthetical units in more than 
one position, also see, e.g., Peterson 1999:237–238, §5.
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 introduction 3

on negating certain properties. Elsewhere Ziv indicates that a positive 
de�nition of parenthetical units is generally absent in linguistic litera-
ture, although a common denominator of many linguistic treatments 
is “the observation that the entities in question lack any grammatical 
role in the sentential unit and do not partake in syntactic processes 
affecting the sentence.”7

Nevertheless, the basic criteria for syntactically identifying paren-
thetical units are not always completely ful�lled by units interpreted as 
parenthetical. In a chapter on parenthetic clauses Jespersen8 mentioned 
units he entitled ‘ordinary parenthetic remarks’, like “This, I think, (or, 
This, it seems,) is madness,”9 and ‘speaker’s aside’, like “Talking of golf, 
have you met Nelson lately?”10 but also certain types of non-restrictive 
relative clauses and cleft sentences.11 Non-restrictive relative clauses and 
the ‘it is (is it) together with the connective word’ component of cleft 
sentences, mentioned by Jespersen, cannot be called entirely syntacti-
cally independent. Another prominent problem which arises in various 
languages is the complexity in determining the exact border between 
parenthetical units and certain types of sentence adverbials.12 Once 
again, a clear-cut detection and a satisfying syntactic description of a 
parenthetical unit, as completely distinct from sentence adverbials, are 
unattainable.

These two dif�culties, namely (1) differentiating parenthetical and 
non-parenthetical units that both display a certain syntactic  attachment 

 7 Ziv 2001:1, and see more references regarding linguistic treatments of parentheti-
cal units ibid.:10, note 1.

 8 Jespersen 1937:72–79, §25.
 9 Jespersen 1937:72, §25.1.
10 Jespersen 1937:79, §25.9.
11 Jespersen 1937:72–79, §25.2–§25.8. Note ibid.:76, §25.6. On the relation of 

non-restrictive relative clauses to parenthetical units in English see also McCawley 
1988:427.

12 Sentence adverbials are adverbs which function as sentence modi�ers. They do not 
refer to certain parts of the sentence but to the sentence as a whole (Crystal 2003:14, 
Blau 1977:2–4, §1.2–§1.3). The borderline between parenthetical units and sentence 
adverbials is not clear, nor is that between sentence adverbials and other adverbials 
(e.g., Blau 1977:2, §1.2). On the complexity in the classi�cation of English adverbs see, 
e.g., Greenbaum 1969:15–34, Biber & Others 1999:136, §3.4. On a partially similar 
use of modal parenthetical verbs and sentence adverbials and their dissimilarities, see 
Urmson 1952:486–489. Rouchota isolates an English group of adverbials which he 
labels ‘adverbial discourse connectives’, like moreover, nevertheless, after all, furthermore, then, 
etc. and suggests that in contrast to other connectives, like but, whereas, so, etc., the 
former should be regarded as parenthetical because they enjoy relatively free position 
and “function as a comment or gloss on some aspect of the meaning of the host clause” 
(Rouchota 1998:100–102).
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4 chapter one

by coordinates or subordinates to their host clause, and (2) differentiat-
ing parenthetical units and certain sentence adverbials, are tackled in 
other studies. One such example is Haegeman’s paper on parentheti-
cal adverbials in which she argues, following others, that “peripheral 
adverbials can best be treated as being outside the syntactic represen-
tation of the sentences which they modify” and further, that “such 
adverbials are not syntactically integrated in their modifee at any level 
of representation.”13 Haegeman’s work is established in the frame of 
Relevance theory, which is not our concern here, and she covers Eng-
lish examples only. Still, she discerns the loose syntactic connection of 
parenthetical adverbials to their host clause, while formally initiated by 
coordinates and subordinates similar to other sentence adverbials, and 
she observes that these constructions should be interpreted not on the 
level of syntax but of utterance, namely taking into account contextual 
pragmatic discourse considerations; these matters are signi�cant for the 
current work. Espinal in a paper published at the same time14 recognizes 
that there might be nothing syntactically peculiar in parenthetical units, 
as well as other disjuncts, in comparison with their host clauses. This 
paper introduces pragmatic considerations into the analysis of these 
constructions, mostly in English.

Contextual pragmatic discourse considerations are introduced into 
the analysis of English parenthetical units in earlier works also. Corum, 
as early as 1975, talks about the illocutionary force implicit in construc-
tions she refers to as ‘parenthetic adjuncts’ and to which she assigns 
shared functional properties of strengthening or weakening the force 
of an assertion.15 The term parenthetic adjuncts includes, according to 
Corum, parenthetical adverbs, adverbial phrases, parentheticals, some 
non-restrictive relative clauses, and rhetorical tag questions.16 More-

13 Haegeman 1991.
14 Espinal 1991:727–728. By ‘disjuncts’ Espinal refers to “a wide variety of constitu-

ents [which] bear no obvious syntactic relationship to the sentences they seem to be 
included in,” that is, disjunct sentences, disjunct appositive relatives, disjunct adjectival 
phrases, disjunct adverbial clauses, disjunct adverbial phrases, disjnct noun phrases, 
disjunct prepositional phrases and combined disjuncts (ibid.:726–727). The lack of 
syntactic relation between parenthetical units and their host clause is further treated 
by Burton-Roberts, who draws the discussion into the realm of utterance instead of 
the clause (Burton-Roberts 1999).

15 Corum 1975.
16 A ‘tag question’ is “a question structure usually consisting of an auxiliary verb 

plus pronoun, attached to the end of a statement in order to convey a negative or 
positive orientation” (Crystal 2003:456). The term ‘parentheticals’ may be differentiated 
as a special type of a parenthetical unit and it may accordingly be used in reference 
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 introduction 5

over, the inclusion of such a variety of patterns under the single title 
parenthetic adjuncts re�ects the dif�culty of de�ning within the frame 
of syntax alone the exact distinction between parenthetical units and 
other interfacing syntactic patterns.17 This problem is also manifested 
in later studies, such as Espinal’s paper mentioned above.18

Yet again, pragmatic discourse considerations are called on for a 
description of a unique type of parenthesis in a paper published in 1979 
by Mittwoch. This paper treats a special type of English parenthetical 
units, namely a �nal parenthetical question following another question, 
like “Is he going do you know”, and other partly similar types, and 
Mittwoch compares them with equivalent sentences with opposite word 
order.19 Mittwoch concludes that the two questions in such construc-
tions are syntactically separate while pragmatically they form one unit. 
Another pragmatic approach analyzes German parenthetical units 
alongside a few English ones as syntactically separate units embedded 
in their host clauses for pragmatic reasons which do not contribute 
to the primary pragmatic function of the host clause. This view is 
expressed by Hoffmann.20 Trumer’s work on the status of parentheses 
from a pragmatic viewpoint is a similar attempt to  introduce pragmatic 

to “expressions which can be appended parenthetically to an anchor clause but which 
also have a non-parenthetical use in which they take a declarative content clause as 
complement—expressions like I think, don’t you think?, and so on” (Huddleston & Pul-
lum 2002:801).

17 Pragmatic considerations are deliberated by Hand (1993) as well as his discussion 
of the common omission of ‘that’ before English indirect speech and its syntactic impli-
cations. Hand tries to minimize the need to syntactically distinguish between indirect 
speech propositions which contain ‘that,’ introducing embedded constructions, and 
those which avoid it, whose speech expression is parenthetical. An attitude expressing 
such indifference to the distinction between these two constructions is fairly common, 
e.g., Urmson 1952:481. Nonetheless, Hand’s treatment of the topic does convey the 
pragmatic dissimilarity of the two constructions. Reinhart (1983), on the other hand, 
claims that the two constructions, with and without ‘that,’ when containing verbs 
expressing point of view alongside speech verbs, are evidently distinct. Reinhart claims 
that they can be distinguished by the number of points of view involved in each: a clause 
connected by ‘that’ expresses more than one point of view, but when parenthetical it 
expresses only one (Reinhart 1983:172–175). On p. 176 Reinhart too introduces into 
the discussion the need to look at the context to differentiate between the two types. A 
distinction between such embedded constructions with ‘that’ and others in which verbs 
like, think, know, etc., are parenthetically used, is also stated in Emonds 1973, though 
he is mainly interested in their representation in transformational grammar.

18 Espinal 1991.
19 Mittwoch 1979.
20 Hoffmann 1998.
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6 chapter one

considerations into the analysis of parenthetical units in reference to 
Modern Hebrew.21

Kaltenböck, in his recent paper “Charting the Boundaries of Syntax: 
a Taxonomy of Spoken Parenthetical Clauses,” presents a collection 
of de�nitions of parenthetical units which are not necessarily entirely 
independent from a syntactic point of view. His list of “syntactic cat-
egories commonly included under parenthetical” includes the following 
potentially dependent syntactic constructions: coordinated main clauses, 
reporting clauses, non-restrictive relative clauses, content appositive 
clauses, adverbial clauses, question tag, adverbial phrases, interjections 
and discourse markers.22 Kaltenböck goes on to discuss in detail a cer-
tain type of parenthetical clauses that he names ‘syndetic parenthetical 
clauses’; these show a certain type of connection to their host sentence, 
by markers like namely, that is, that is to say, especially, and other coordinate 
and subordinate elements.23 The range of constructions covered by 
this paper, and by other linguistic literature, as potentially parentheti-
cal makes the task of identifying parenthetical units in any language 
a complex task. Consequently, one has to rely not only on linguistic 
syntactic de�nitions but on functional-pragmatic ones as well.

A good conclusion to a discussion of the general linguistic status of 
parenthetical units is Kaltenböck’s words, as follows:

Parenthetical clauses (PCs for short) are interesting especially because 
of their borderline status, crossing, as it were, the boundaries of syntax. 
On the one hand, PCs are part of syntax in terms of linear precedence: 
they intersect with other structures (their host structures) on the linear 
plane, sharing with them a terminal string. On the other hand, they 
fall outside the scope of syntax since this linear order is not controlled 
by independently motivated principles governing the linearisation of 
underlying structures (e.g., c-command). PCs, in other words, have no 
syntagmatic (i.e. paratactic, hypotactic) link to their host clauses. They 
are related to their host by linear adjacency but are not part of any larger 
syntactic unit, i.e. they do not form constituents. This ‘peripheral’ posi-
tion of PCs, where the principle of linearity overrules that of hierarchical 
relations is, of course, dif�cult to account for in a grammar and has been 
a particular concern for generativists. On the one hand, it has led to 
proposals to extend the grammar to include such fringe phenomena by 

21 Trumer 1987.
22 Kaltenböck 2005:25–27. See also a potentially wider de�nition of parenthetical 

units in Biber & Others 1999:138, §3.4.2.
23 Kaltenböck 2005:34–36.
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adding an extra level of representation . . . or stipulating elaborate trans-
formations. . . . On the other hand, it has led to analyses which exclude 
PCs from the domain of grammar altogether, treating them simply as 
utterance phenomena. . . .24

Although Kaltenböck refers only to parenthetical clauses and his work is 
established in terms of generative grammar, which is outside the scope 
of this book, his statements support the general agreement regarding a 
fundamental criterion, that parenthetical units do not depend syntacti-
cally on and are not complements of any sentence part or of the sentence 
as a whole, and the sentence is grammatically complete without them.25 
This syntactic independence of parenthetical units becomes evident by 
their being dispensable and unattached to any other sentence parts, 
and it is further con�rmed, according to Kaltenböck and others, by 
certain tests, like the inability to become the focus of a cleft sentence 
and of being questioned, quanti�ed, and affected by negation in the 
host clause.26 Taking this observation a step forward, another scholar, 
Taglicht, in his work on focus and scope in English, shows that, being 
external, parenthetical units might acquire another function, that is, 
they can function as what he labels ‘partitions,’ namely parenthetical 
units can set off  marked themes from the rest of the sentence.27

The second important criterion mentioned above, that parenthetical 
units do not hold a �xed position in a sentence, is also indicated by 
Kaltenböck, who entitles it ‘positional �exibility.’28 Kaltenböck correctly 
highlights the inherent problem in de�ning parenthetical units: they 
“cannot be de�ned by themselves . . . They derive their existence, as it 
were, from their interaction with a host clause.”29

24 Kaltenböck 2005:21–22. For more references regarding the de�nition of paren-
thesis and parentheticals in linguistic literature see, e.g., Kaltenböck 2005:23–27.

25 In fact, grammatical theories like generative grammar, relevance theory, etc., in 
particular have stimulated extensive debate on the syntactic status of parenthesis, since 
they are most curious about its representation in formal syntactic descriptions. Although 
formal syntactic descriptions are not an interest of this book, the theoretical approaches 
expressed in those studies contribute to understanding the proper framework for the 
classi�cation of Biblical Hebrew parentheses.

26 Kaltenböck 2005:31, and more references there. See also Espinal 1991:729–735, 
§1.2.

27 Taglicht 1984:22. The term ‘theme’ is used by Taglicht for what is elsewhere 
referred to as ‘logical subject’, ‘topic’, etc.

28 Kaltenböck 2005:22.
29 Kaltenböck 2005:27.
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8 chapter one

Due to the vague de�nitions of parenthesis and parenthetical units, 
confusion obviously arises about which constructions are entitled to be 
included under this heading. A prosodic test for spotting parenthetical 
units by recognizing them as separate tone units might also be called 
for, but it cannot become a standard overall criterion given that many 
parenthetical units are not indicated by prosodic marking,30 and more 
important for this book, prosody cannot be examined in ancient lan-
guages preserved only in written forms, such as Biblical Hebrew. The 
prosodic approach to speech utterances is paralleled regarding writ-
ten texts in the search for similar evidence in typographic signs, like 
punctuation marks, brackets, dashes, etc. Such signs frequently mark 
parenthetical units in English, Modern Hebrew, and other languages.31 
But again, modern typographic signs do not assist much with ancient 
texts. As to Biblical Hebrew, although the Masoretic system of accents, 
which was added to the Hebrew Bible around the 7th–9th centuries 
C.E., might be regarded to a certain extent as the equivalent of pro-
sodic and typographic features, alongside its other roles, it should not 
be treated as the one and only reading instruction but as a reading 
suggestion based on the Masoretic tradition and re�ecting a certain 
exegesis. Therefore, it cannot make up for the gap in prosodic or 
typographic data.

The complexity in establishing formal criteria for parenthetical units 
leaves only two formal criteria as fundamental for identifying paren-
thesis in this book: (1) parenthetical units are relatively independent 
syntactically, and (2) they frequently enjoy �exible positioning in a 
sentence. (3) A third criterion, functional-pragmatic, relies on contex-
tual considerations. These criteria, and the degree of their ful�llment 
in each of the constructions discussed in the following chapters, are 
the basis of this study.

1.2 General Discourse Studies

Several linguistic works which prefer pragmatic discourse terms to syn-
tactic ones in treating parenthetical units have been cited in the previ-
ous section on general linguistics. This approach is further developed 

30 Kaltenböck 2005:28.
31 See, e.g., Quirk and Others 1972:1071–1072, App.III.23, Quirk and Others 

1985:1625–1626, §III.16, 1629–1630, §III.20, Biber & Others 1999:137, §3.4.2, Huddle-
ston & Pullum 2002:1748–1751.
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in general discourse studies regarding external information deviating 
from the main discourse. Brown and Yule, for example, consider a 
certain pattern described by them as ‘a further context,’ which may 
be constructed with its own index and co-ordinates.32 Later in the text 
they also label this context an ‘extracted fragment.’33 The co-ordinates 
of the index mentioned by Brown and Yule, following Lewis,34 are pos-
sible world co-ordinates, that is, “to account for states of affairs which 
might be, or could be supposed to be or are”; time co-ordinates, that is, “to 
account for tensed sentences and adverbials like today or next week”; 
place co-ordinates “to account for sentences like here it is”; speaker 
co-ordinates, that is, “to account for sentences which include �rst per-
son reference (I, me, we, our, etc.)”; audience co-ordinates, that is, “to 
account for sentences including you, yours, yourself, etc.”; indicated object 
co-ordinates, that is, “to account for sentences containing demonstrative 
phrases like this, those, etc.”; previous discourse co-ordinates, that is, “to 
account for sentences including phrases like the latter, the aforementioned, 
etc.”; and assignment co ordinates, that is, “an in�nite series of things 
(sets of things, sequences of things . . .).” [Italics in the original] Such 
co-ordinates can assist in identifying parenthetical units in any language, 
including Biblical Hebrew, which is our focus here. Especially important 
for the current research are time and place particles traced in biblical 
texts which refer to time and place different from those of the main 
story line. Such time and place particles should probably be accredited 
to editorial work done by a certain scribe or narrator.

The term ‘discourse’ itself is found in the titles ‘discourse grammar’ 
and ‘discourse studies,’ which are partially equivalent to ‘text linguistics’ 
and are aimed at a study of text and conversation units which integrate 
pragmatic and functional considerations. Still, the term ‘discourse’ by 
itself, and more strictly ‘direct discourse,’ might also be used simply for 
a set of utterances joined in a conversation.35 In any event, discourse 
studies and text linguistics deal with coherent units of texts, and seek 

32 Brown & Yule 1983:48, §2.2.2.
33 Brown & Yule 1983:49, §2.2.2.
34 Lewis 1972:175–176, Brown & Yule 1983:40–41, §2.2.1. Other scholars with 

similar lists of co-ordinates are mentioned in Brown & Yule 1983:41, §2.2.1.
35 Crystal 2003:141–142, 461–462. On this term see also Dawson 1994:13–14, 

21–22. On the terms narrative syntax, text grammar, text linguistics, and discourse 
grammar, and their equivalents, see van der Merwe 1997b:134–135. For an introduc-
tion to this �eld in Biblical Hebrew see Bodine 1995b:1–18. Niccacci indicates that the 
�rst scholar to apply the term ‘text linguistics’ to Biblical Hebrew was W. Schneider. 
(Niccacci 1995:111, note 2).
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to describe their common characteristics; a fundamental distinction in 
this �eld of research is between narrative and conversation.36 Discourse 
and text linguistic studies look for distinct characteristics of the two 
text types, narrative and discourse, and they display extreme sensitiv-
ity to syntactic marking of the shift from one type to the other. More 
important for the present work, such studies constantly discuss the 
possibility of a break in the narrative �ow by a shift from narrative to 
direct discourse and vice versa, or by the introduction of parentheti-
cal, new, and contrastive background, and off-the-line information by 
several syntactic means.37

1.3 Biblical Hebrew Syntax and Discourse Studies

Thus far syntactic and discourse approaches to parenthesis have been 
presented and discussed only from a theoretical point of view. The 
present subsection reviews progress in these �elds regarding Biblical 
Hebrew to date.

First, let us tackle a tangential topic, namely parenthetical words 
and sentence adverbials in Biblical Hebrew. Numerous scholars, some 
of whom are mentioned here, generally conclude that most adverbials 
and parenthetical words and phrases in use in Modern Hebrew do not 
originate in Biblical Hebrew. This statement is true and valid. Blau’s 
work “An Adverbial Construction in Hebrew and Arabic, Sentence 
Adverbials in Frontal Position Separated from the Rest of the Sentence” 
is a good example.38 Blau presents sentence adverbials at four Hebrew 
stages: Biblical Hebrew, Middle (Mishnaic) Hebrew, Medieval Hebrew, 
and Modern Hebrew.39 The section dealing with sentence adverbials in 
Modern Hebrew in Blau’s work is the largest and contains the widest 
variety.40 Blau’s discussion of sentence adverbials in Biblical Hebrew 

36 Other terms in use are ‘speech’, ‘dialogue’, and ‘discourse’, the last in the narrow 
sense (Crystal 2003:141). For the German terms parallel to narrative and conversation, 
Erzählung and Rede, see, e.g., Polotsky 1985:157, Schneider 1978:161–163, §44.2. In 
this book ‘narrative’ is regarded as a text which conveys temporal events. On such a 
de�nition, alongside other de�nitions of narrative, see, e.g., Reinhart 1984:781.

37 On the term background, namely a break in the narrative temporal �ow to insert 
side information, and its contrast, foreground, namely the narrative temporal �ow, in 
linguistics, see, e.g., Reinhart 1984:782–785.

38 Blau 1977.
39 Blau 1977:18–52, §2.
40 Blau 1977:34–52, §2.4.
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concentrates on particles and conjunctions which separate sentence 
adverbials from the rest of the sentence: the presentatives � �� �� and � �� �� ��, 
and the conjunctions, conjunctive and consecutive w�w, � �	, 
 �� �, and 
rarely ��. Sentence adverbials separated from the rest of the sentence by 
these particles and conjunctions include time particles, e.g., � �� �� ��, � �� �� + 
time reference, � �
 �� �� + time reference, ��� �� + time reference, and 
many other time references, as well as other particles which express 
nuances of addition, cause, af�rmation, contrast, and the like, e.g., 
� ��, � �� ��, � �� ��, � �� �� ��, � ��. Occasionally, prepositional phrases also function 
as sentence adverbials, e.g., � ���� � �� (Gen. 40:9).41 Such sentence adver-
bials are also treated in Blau’s discussion of later periods of Hebrew. 
Several of these sentence adverbials might also be regarded by certain 
scholars as parenthetical to some measure.

The treatment of Modern Hebrew by other scholars also includes 
many epistemic modal adverbials, like,  �!��, . . . "  ����, . . .  "  ����, 
. . . "  ��!�$, . . . "  �$���,  . . . "  %&'  ���, . . . "  ��
��, . . . "  ��$, and the 
like, which might at least partially be de�ned as parenthetical words and 
phrases as well, as suggested, for instance, by Livnat.42 The probable 
late origin of many parenthetical words and phrases in Hebrew is also 
apparent in Dubnov’s work on parenthesis with emotional meaning in 
Modern Hebrew. She convincingly shows that such constructions are 
products of much later stages of Hebrew, some originating in Medieval 
Hebrew under the in�uence of Arabic, but many more having devel-
oped under the in�uence of German, Yiddish and Russian, either in 
independent Hebrew writings or in Hebrew translations from German 
and Russian literature.43 

 A similar conclusion regarding a more speci�c type of post-Bibli-
cal Hebrew parenthetical units is also expressed by Sarfatti, in his 
short discussion on the expressions that he names ‘parenthetical lau-
datory formulas’ such as ����  �(� ����),  ���"�  ��� ,  ��
$�  ���
�),  
�)  

41 Blau 1977:18–30, §2.1.
42 See Livnat’s Ph.D. hybrid title “Parenthetic Sentential Adverbials in Contempo-

rary Hebrew” (Livnat 1994b). Also see Livnat 1999 in which she states that epistemic 
modality can be realized in Modern Hebrew by various syntactic measures, e.g., 
principle propositions, formal predicates, sentence adverbials (also entitled by her 
‘parenthetic sentential adverbials’), parenthetical clauses, heads of relative clauses, 
and one-member clauses. In another paper Livnat isolates a sub-group of Modern 
Hebrew sentential adverbs which speci�cally indicate the domain in which a clause 
is true (Livnat 2000).

43 Dubnov 2005.
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��
$� %�!* etc. and their acronyms.44 Sarfatti indicates that these for-
mulas might have remote roots in certain non-laudatory expressions 
in Biblical Hebrew and in Rabbinic Hebrew, and suggests that they 
mainly evolved in the Medieval Hebrew dialect that developed under 
the in�uence of Arabic. Sarfatti presents his thesis as a proposal for fur-
ther research on this topic more than as a conclusive account; ultimately 
he concludes that the essence of these parenthetical units should not be 
sought in Biblical Hebrew or Rabbinic Hebrew. Nonetheless, as Sarfatti 
 intimates, and Sharvit in a paper on invocations of the dead details and 
 demonstrates, certain parenthetical laudatory formulas, especially those 
following the name of a deceased person, such as ��
$� ���
�), etc., in 
fact have roots in certain Biblical Hebrew verses, in their equivalents 
in the analogous language of the book of Ben Sira, and in Rabbinic 
Hebrew literature and epigraphy. Examples are Prov. 10:7—%� �+ �* 
 �� �) 
$ �% �
 ��  �� �� �� �
  � �� ��  � �� �
 �$ ��—“The memory of the righteous is a blessing, 
but the name of the wicked will rot,” and �$��� �
�) �"� (Ben Sira 
45:1).45 The important distinction between the earlier rare occurrences 
and the later widespread medieval formulas lies in the mostly dissimilar 
syntactic status of either: the latter are always parenthetical while the 
former are rarely so. The development, distribution, and parenthetical 
role of these laudatory formulas as parenthetical units, therefore, is to be 
traced, as Sarfatti suggests, not earlier than Medieval Hebrew, and very 
probably to the in�uence of Arabic. Consequently, these parenthetical 
words and phrases exceed the scope of the current work.

The foregoing statement leads the discussion of Biblical Hebrew 
parenthesis in other directions. A productive course is not to seek out 
Biblical Hebrew parenthetical words and phrases but how Biblical 
Hebrew deals with larger units of information outside the �ow of Biblical 
narrative. Since the typical verbs in Biblical Hebrew narrative clauses 
are pre�x conjugation forms pre�xed by the conversive w�w, namely 
wayyiqtol forms, the narrative �ow can be broken by means of a differ-
ent type of verbal clauses in order to introduce parenthetical, new, and 
contrastive settings and off-the-line information, namely clauses with 
suf�x conjugation forms (qatal forms) following their subjects. This pos-

44 Sarfatti 2003.
45 Sharvit 2001, Beentjes 1997:79. Sharvit 2001 and Sarfatti 2003 both suggest that 

the laudatory formula ���"� ���  in Rabbinic literature is probably a later addition in 
printed editions, since it does not appear in manuscripts. Both also suggest an Arabic 
origin for this expression (Sharvit 2001:85, Sarfatti:81).
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sibility is described in numerous studies. Other scholarly works enlarge 
the number of means used for this purpose, and indicate, in addition 
to clauses containing qatal verbal forms, all clauses not introduced by 
wayyiqtol, namely verbless, participial, and elliptic clauses. Several such 
contributions are discussed below.46

Ewald and Gesenius, the well known nineteenth-century Biblical 
Hebrew grammarians, acknowledged even then the sequential nature 
of what they called the imperfect with w�w consecutive, which is their label 
for the wayyiqtol forms, and they de�ned this verbal use as a narrative 
tense.47 Moreover, within a discussion of verbal usage in relation to the 
consecutive w�w, Ewald speci�cally mentions the term ‘parenthetical 
proposition’: “when any parenthetical proposition begins, whether it be a 
relative one with 
 �� �, who, � �	, for, etc. or a circumstantial clause . . ., 
the simple tense-form always reappears” (italics in the original).48 By 
‘simple tense-form’ Ewald means qatal forms. Also, Ewald includes 
under the de�nition of a parenthetical proposition alongside certain 
types of circumstantial clauses other subordinate clause types too. This 
implies that he recognized as potentially parenthetical not only syntac-
tically disconnected clauses but certain subordinate clauses in certain 
contexts as well. The term ‘parenthesis’ reappears in Joüon’s grammar 
in connection with a certain circumstantial clause, to which he assigns 
parenthetical properties.49

46 For references other than those discussed next see, e.g., Schlesinger 1953:386–390, 
who mentions several syntactic conditions for using suf�x conjugation verbs, Gibson 
1995, Gross 1981, Sailhamer 1990:321–323, §1.1.1–§1.1.3, Talstra 1995b. Myhill & 
Xing question the use of the term contrast in Myhill & Xing 1993:37, and discuss 
other uses of clauses in which the verb is in a second place including foreground and 
background information (ibid.:40ff ). de Regt 2006 discusses several motivations for 
Hebrew syntactic inversions and their re�ection in English. See many more references 
in van der Merwe 1994, 1997a, 1999; a brief reference to these measures in van Wolde 
1997b:39; Zevit 1998, mostly for the role of qatal in expressing anterior constructions 
in Biblical Hebrew, but also other constructions like subject-predicate word order 
(Zevit 1998:71), and see Zevit 1998:1–13, for other references; Joüon & Muraoka 
2006:362–363, §118da. A similar interpretation of yaqtulu for expressing foreground 
information and qatala for expressing deviations from the narrative �ow is offered by 
Greenstein regarding Ugaritic narrative verse (Greenstein 2006:91–101).

47 Ewald 1881:244–245, §342, GKC 1910:326, §111a. Also see Joüon & Muraoka 
2006:350–352, §115, 360–362, §118a,c,d. On West-Semitic origins and parallels to these 
forms see, e.g., Smith 1991:14, 17–19. On their role also see Givón 1977:198, 200.

48 Ewald 1881:254, §346c.
49 Joüon & Muraoka 2006:566, §159: “On the other hand, a nominal or verbal clause 

with Waw forms a sort of parenthesis and precedes the main clause as in. . . .”
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Other works on Biblical Hebrew syntax which show sensitivity to the 
function of certain clause types and verbal forms in various texts are 
those of Andersen, Khan, and the extensive Biblical Hebrew Syntax of 
Waltke and O’Connor.50 Though these authors choose to work in the 
frame of the sentence and avoid analyzing larger units, they indicate 
that certain clause types might be selected by the scribes or narrators 
for functional-pragmatic reasons.51 Andersen observes many clause 
types which deviate from the main story line. Of these, especially note-
worthy for us is Andersen’s treatment of circumstantial clauses,52 more 
speci�cally the type he describes as “circumstantial clause beside the 
episode.” At the beginning of his treatment of such clauses Andersen 
also discusses “circumstance as parenthesis,” and his observations there 
are fundamental for this study. He states:

The best-known circumstantial clauses are those which come alongside 
the main thread of discourse. They generally report some coetaneous 
event or state, hence the name ‘circumstantial’. For the same reason they 
are sometimes described as subordinate or ‘adverbial’, and not always 
distinguished from parenthetical information placed in apposition. We 
pay more attention to surface features, and distinguish circumstantial 
clauses carefully from conjunctionless apposition.
 It is a token of this standing alongside the main time stream that 
predicators in such circumstantial clauses are predominantly tenseless, 
neither past nor future, even when the rest of the discourse is either past 
or future. Verbless clauses, and clauses with participles or quasiverbals 
as predicators, when used circumstantially, take their tense from the lead 
clause or from a paragraph as a whole.53

50 Andersen 1970 discusses nominal clauses; idem 1974 discusses apposition sentences, 
coordination, circumstantial, adjunctive, and surprise clauses, conjunctive, chiastic, 
disjunctive, contrastive, inclusive, exclusive, and antithetical sentences. Khan 1988 is 
a treatment of sentences involving extraposition in Biblical Hebrew alongside Arabic, 
Aramaic (Biblical Aramaic and Syriac), Akkadian, and Amharic. The examination of 
the linguistic evidence is accompanied by a discussion of the discourse roles played 
by extraposition in each language. Waltke & O’Connor 1990:53–55, §3.3.4 indicate 
their reservations about using discourse methods, but they are amenable to functional-
pragmatic considerations, as can be seen in Waltke & O’Connor 1991:490, §30.5.2b, 
where the use of the past perfect is discussed, and 651–652, §39.2.3c, where it is said 
that “a disjunctive-waw clause may also shift the scene or refer to new participants.” 
Clauses are described as interruptive, explanatory, or parenthetical, following Lambdin 
1971:164.

51 Andersen 1994 goes beyond the borders of a clause and treats connections 
between clauses.

52 Andersen 1974:77–91, §5.
53 Andersen 1974:82, §5.1.3, §5.1.3.0.
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This book follows Andersen’s observations above on the essence of 
these circumstantial clauses, the clause patterns of which they are made, 
that is, mainly verbless, participial, and quasi-verbal, and their tense-
less character. It also adopts Andersen’s observation of a similar role 
of circumstantial clauses with suf�x conjugation verbs and with pre�x 
conjugation verbs in non-initial position.54

A short but important paper by Polotsky discusses the distinction 
between narration and discourse and the existence of sequential and 
non-sequential verbal forms in Ramesside Egyptian and in Biblical 
Hebrew.55 Polotsky shows that the sequential forms appear in narra-
tive, and alternate with another tense, ‘a retrospective’ or ‘a perfect’, 
in his terms. According to Polotsky and according to his examples, the 
sequential tense in Biblical Hebrew is wayyiqtol and the non-sequential 
as well as speech tense is qatal. Rainey too, in a paper on yaqtul preterite 
in Northwest Semitic,56 discusses yaqtul as a narrative tense capable of 
being replaced by qatal, when fronting or contrast is involved.57 Rainey 
is also aware of the use of yaqtul in �rst position versus qatal in second 
position, following another sentence component.58 The Northwest 
Semitic form, yaqtul, is obviously re�ected, according to him and oth-
ers, in the form wayyiqtol in Biblical Hebrew. Zevit, in his monograph 
on the anterior construction in Classical Hebrew, states the following 
regarding certain uses of qatal as anterior past:

Syntactically, anterior clauses are connected to the narrative �ow through 
the conjunction which creates formally a minimal cohesion; semantically, 
they are disconnected because they introduce a new topic; but logically, 
they work against text cohesiveness by arresting and reversing temporarily 
the chronological �ow of the narrative. Their main function is to provide 
information for the main narrative line by advancing heretofore unknown 

54 Andersen 1974:85–86, §5.1.3.4, §5.1.3.5. The non-initial position of the pre�x verb 
is revealed in Andersen’s example � �� �
, �" ��-� �� ��  �, � ��-� ��  ��� �� �� ��  �� �� �$ � �� ��—“. . . their names 
according to the names of the sons of Israel,” from Exod. 28:21. For a classic study 
of the function of Biblical Hebrew circumstantial clauses, see Driver 1892:195–211; 
see Gibson 1995:275–276, and references to Andersen, Driver and others in Kotze 
1989:114–119, §3.

55 Polotsky 1985.
56 Rainey 2003a.
57 See Rainey 2003a:407 regarding Ancient Hebrew, and Rainey 2003b:12–21. 

Rainey 2003b:34–39 extends these conclusions to other West-Semitic languages. These 
papers follow and extend Rainey’s earlier views presented in prior publications, pri-
marily Rainey 1996 II, which deals with the Canaanite verbal system in the Amarna 
tablets; see especially Rainey 1996 II:221–233, 347–366.

58 Rainey 2003a:407.
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background information into the foreground. In some cases, the informa-
tion can be trivial, as in death notices ( Judg 4:1; 16:31); in others, it can be 
signi�cant, marking the incipit of motifs that then come to dominate the 
narrative (Gen 6:7–8m 37:2–3); in yet others, it may be of a parenthetical 
nature (Gen 8:4–5; 31:25).59

A major contribution to the understanding of the verbal usage in 
Bib lical Hebrew is made by Niccacci, who again, like the above 
author, reveals sensitivity to various text types. Niccacci mainly follows 
Weinrich’s division into distinct use of tense in discourse and narra-
tive, both of these having three aspects which Niccacci calls linguistic 
attitude, foregrounding, and linguistic perspective.60 Accordingly, he 
draws three basic tables, in each of which he sets the main verbal 
forms in two columns, one for the narrative type of text and one for 
the discourse type.61 The �rst of the three aforementioned aspects, 
namely linguistic attitude, concerns narrative and commentary; the 
second, foregrounding, concerns highlighting and background;62 the 
third, linguistic perspective, concerns retrieved information, degree 
zero, which is the level of the story itself, and anticipated information.63 
As for basic verbal forms in the Biblical Hebrew texts, Niccacci treats 
not merely two, that is, wayyiqtol and qatal, but four: wayyiqtol, yiqtol, 

qatal, and w�qatal. He mentions wayyiqtol as the main narrative form 
and yiqtol as dominant in discourse, and he indicates that both are the 
basic forms of Hebrew prose.64 Niccacci further states that “narrative 
develops by means of a chain of WAYYIQTOLs.”65 By contrast, he 
considers qatal retrospective, namely a form which expresses recovered 
information (like an antecedent event or �ashback) or a comment on the 
main events (background). It is used in narrative and discourse but not 

59 Zevit 1998:25–26. Zevit uses ‘parenthetical’ in reference of some of the  examples.
60 Niccacci 1990:19–20, §2–§3, Weinrich 1971. Weinrich is mentioned among oth-

ers who refer to the distinction between narration and discourse by Polotsky (Polotsky 
1985:157), and see van der Merwe 1997a:9–10, §4.4.1 and Longacre 1995:99.

61 “Narrative concerns persons or events which are not present or current in the 
relationship involving writer-reader and so the third person is used. In discourse, on 
the other hand, the speaker addresses the listener directly (dialogue, sermon, prayer)” 
(Niccacci 1990:29, §7).

62 On the meaning of these terms see, e.g., Cook 2004:254–257, §2.2, and a short 
de�nition on pp. 261–262, note 27. Also see van Wolde 1997b:34–39 for these terms, 
and Aristar Dry 1992 for various approaches to the de�nition of foregrounding.

63 Niccacci 1990:20–21, §3.
64 Niccacci 1990:29, §7.
65 Niccacci 1990:30, §9. See also Niccacci 1990:175–176, §140.
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as a narrative form.66 The form w�qatal might function in discourse, in 
a chain of verbs, somehow similar to wayyiqtol in narrative.67 Niccacci’s 
description of the verbal and clausal uses in Biblical Hebrew conforms 
to the idea of breaking a narrative �ow by using clause patterns which 
deviate from the normal narrative pattern.68

In another paper Niccacci indicates that he makes “a sharp distinc-
tion . . . between verb forms of connection and verb forms of interruption” 
and that the former are verbal and the latter are nominal sentences.69 
He also states there that “in narrative a verbal sentence is a linguistic 
sign of connection, while a nominal sentence (simple or compound) is 
a sign of interruption in the mainline of communication.”70 Niccacci’s 
distinction between verbal and nominal clauses is sometimes considered 
controversial,71 but his distinction between connecting and interrupting 
patterns is signi�cant for the current work; several of Niccacci’s inter-
rupting patterns can be de�ned as parenthetical.

Many scholars consider Longacre’s discourse approach and its appli-
cation to Biblical Hebrew pioneering and fundamental work.72 Though 
the complete scope of his discourse theory is beyond the concern of this 
study, Longacre’s recognition that different verbal forms and clause types 
in Biblical Hebrew are used in distinct narrative and non-narrative text 
types and to introduce off-line information is relevant and signi�cant.73 
Longacre’s approach has been maintained, developed, and modi�ed by 
several scholars. Dawson, for example, also takes into account various 
types of texts, narrative and non-narrative,74 and the parameters of 
main-line versus off-line, and foreground versus background.75 He fol-
lows and develops Longacre’s methods, �nding Longacre’s contributions 

66 Niccacci 1990:35, §14, 180, §147.
67 Niccacci 1990:82–86, §57–§59, and also recently Niccacci 2006:250. For w�qatal 

forms in this use see also Longacre 1994.
68 See also Niccacci 1994a, and ibid.:117–118 his criticism of the discourse linguistic 

approach.
69 Niccacci 1994b:175.
70 Niccacci 1994b:177, §3. See also Niccacci 1999, which discusses types and func-

tions of the nominal sentence, and Niccacci 1997, which applies his theory to Exodus 
19–24.

71 See, e.g., Gross 1999:35–37.
72 Longacre 1979, 1983, 1989, 1992a, 1992b, 1995. See also van der Merwe 

1997b:142–145.
73 Longacre 1989:60, 64–82.
74 Dawson 1994:94–100, §2.2.1, 114–116, §3.2.3, 123ff.
75 Dawson 1994:101–103, §2.2.2.1.
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in this �eld “particularly productive”.76 Heller’s “Narrative Structures 
and Discourse Constellations, an Analysis of Clause Function in Biblical 
Hebrew Prose” likewise develops Longacre’s approach and methods 
and applies them to a speci�c Biblical Hebrew corpus.77 Heller, like 
others, emphasizes the role of wayyiqtol as a sequential verb.78

Longacre’s approach and analysis have not been accepted by all. 
Another scholar, Heimerdinger, in “Topic, Focus and Foreground in 
Ancient Hebrew Narrative,” rejects Longacre and his followers’ methods 
and conclusions.79 He links his own approach to literary studies rather 
than text linguistics, and explains Biblical Hebrew word order and 
verbal choice by functional criteria only, concentrating mostly on topic 
and focus as stimulating the choices of word order and verbal usage.80 
Though Heimerdinger himself sees his approach as sharply opposed 
to Longacre’s, it might be better to consider the two approaches as 
complementary, since both discourse and functional grounds play a 
part in word order and verbal choice in Biblical Hebrew, as in many 
other languages.81 Another critic of the discourse approach is Cook, 
who in a recent paper maintains that wayyiqtol and w�qatal are not 
merely empty verbal forms functioning according to discourse factors 
but they necessarily carry a basic semantic meaning. This meaning 
might support the discourse’s functional usage but it is not identical 
to it.82 Again, and according to Cook himself, his approach can be 
regarded as complementary to the discourse approach, not contradic-
tory. A similar view of the need to combine the two approaches was 
nicely expressed still earlier by Joosten: “. . . the recent text-linguistic and 
discourse-oriented approaches to the problem of the Biblical Hebrew 

76 Dawson 1994:114, §3.2.2.
77 Heller 2004. See also Zewi 2004.
78 Heller 2004:430–432, 456, and ibid. for more references. See also Revell 1985 

on the narrative techniques in Judg. 20:29–48. Revell indicates several times that the 
main narrative sequence is carried by wayyiqtol verbs (Revell 1985:418, 422, 425). 
More references are, e.g., Bergen 1994b:325, Longacre and Hwang 1994:337, 345, 
§5.1, Goldfajn 1998:70.

79 Heimerdinger 1999:10, 52–100.
80 Heimerdinger 1999:101–220. For functional-pragmatic considerations in analyz-

ing Biblical Hebrew verbal clauses also see Gross 1996:53–72, §1.5.3, 2001:10–14. For 
other such approaches see, e.g., Bandstra 1992 and Zewi 1992.

81 Works which nicely combine the two approaches are Buth’s thesis of 1987 on 
“Word Order in Aramaic from the Perspectives of Functional Grammar and Discourse 
Analysis,” and Buth 1995.

82 Cook 2004.
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verb do not replace earlier analyses in terms of tense and aspect, but 
are complementary to them.”83

One more important work on Biblical Hebrew verbal usage in the 
frame of discourse studies is Eskhult’s “Studies in Verbal Aspect and 
Narrative Technique in Biblical Hebrew Prose.”84 At the outset Eskhult 
indicates that the scope of his �rst application is “to show how the static 
(w�)subj-q�l clause is used as an episode marginal circumstantial,” and 
that the scope of his second application is

to exhibit a broader ampli�cation of the theoretical outline: how static 
clauses are used in the economy of a narrative or an episode, and fur-
ther to investigate the interplay between foregrounded and backgrounded 
clauses, especially as to the delimitation of scenes, and, �nally, to investi-
gate the function of the different aspectual values in their narrow context, 
and the bearing of the difference between narrative discourse and direct 
speech in this respect.85

Eskhult’s conclusions emphasize the distinction in verbal usage between 
narrative and speech and the central role played by circumstantial 
clauses in establishing marginal information.86 His observations, includ-
ing his use of terms like ‘marginal’ and ‘circumstantial,’ and ‘foreground’ 
versus ‘background’ clauses, are crucial for this study.87

In his book Participants in Old Testament Texts and the Translator, de Regt 
discusses various ways of introducing participants into a Biblical text 
and their re�ections in Bible translations.88 de Regt concentrates on 
implicit and explicit ways of referring to characters in Biblical Hebrew, 
most of which are irrelevant for this book, and he examines various text 

83 Joosten 1997a:51, and see the application of his approach in Joosen 1997b.
84 Eskhult 1990.
85 Eskhult 1990:9–10.
86 See especially his treatment of dialogue versus narration in Eskhult 1990:37–41, 

§2.5, of circumstantial clauses in Eskhult 1990:31–33, §2.3.3, and of episode marginal 
circumstantial clauses in Eskhult 1990:45–57, §3, and its summary there on p. 57, 
§3.5.

87 References to the issue of time, and sometimes also word order and discourse in 
Biblical Hebrew, also exist in many studies on the complexity of the tenses and aspects 
in Biblical Hebrew. See Driver 1892 for the treatment of Hebrew verbs as expressing 
aspects, Mcfall 1982 for his historical survey, Hatav 1997:3–5, Van der Merwe 1997c, 
and Goldfajn 1998 for introducing the concept of ‘relative time’, that is, according to 
Goldfajn, “the time that is being talked about or the temporal standpoint from which 
the event is considered” (Goldfajn 1998:46) to the study of Biblical Hebrew, and 
Goldfajn 1998:69–72, 78–85, 90–104, for the pre�x w�w and telicity, for discourse 
studies and Biblical Hebrew, and for word order in Biblical Hebrew narrative. On 
Goldfajn’s work also see Zewi 2001.

88 de Regt 1999.
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genres—narrative, dialogue, poetry and prophetic texts, of which the 
last two are also irrelevant here. Yet de Regt makes some important 
observations for a discussion of parenthesis in Biblical Hebrew. In one, 
he concurs with others that “. . . it is often preverbal subjects that are 
associated with the reintroduction of participants and the beginning 
of a new paragraph.”89 In another he points out that “sometimes a 
participant is introduced in a verbless clause that gives him a name,” 
with examples such as Gen. 4:21,22 and Num. 26:59. de Regt adds that 
occasionally an additional preceding clause introduces a new character 
into the story, as in Gen. 38:1 and 1 Sam. 17:13.90 These measures 
should also be considered as breaking the narrative �ow by inserting 
information which is external to the story line.

Finally, parenthesis is hardly ever mentioned or discussed in syn-
tactic studies of other Semitic languages. An occasional reference to 
parenthetical units appears in Reckendorf ’s Arabische Syntax in which 
he mentions the break of an Arabic sentence by a parenthetical clause 
initiated by one of the two Arabic conjunctions �� ( fa) and �� (wa) 
under a general discussions of these particles.91 Another short section 
dedicated to parenthesis in Syriac appears in Nöldeke’s Compendious 

Syriac Grammar, in which he treats parenthetical units involving verbs of 
thought and speech which interrupt the clausal sequence.92 A slightly 
longer treatment of parentheses in several Semitic langauges appears 
in Brockelmann’s Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen 

Sprachen.93 Brockelmann discusses and demonstrates several parentheti-
cal constructions in Arabic, neo-Ethiopian languages, Biblical Hebrew, 
and Syriac.

The elusive linguistic nature of parenthesis in general and certain 
parenthetical patterns in particular, and the dif�culty in recognizing, 
de�ning, and analyzing them, have certainly aggravated the rela-
tive ignorance of scholarly studies on Semitic languages about these 
 constructions.

89 de Regt 1999:17, §2.1.
90 de Regt 1999:32–33, §2.2.2.
91 Reckendorf 1921:319, §164.6, 321–322, §165.5.
92 Nöldeke 1904:315, §380.
93 Brockelmann 1913:668–671, §462–§463.
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1.4 Textual Philology: Interrupted Syntactic Structures 

as Possible Parentheses

Gottstein examines another way supposedly employed for expressing 
marginal parenthetical remarks in a paper on “Afterthought and the 
Syntax of Relative Clauses in Biblical Hebrew.”94 He de�nes ‘after-
thought’ thus: “Talking on a certain matter, one may switch over to 
something else, still thinking dimly of the �rst, and suddenly turn back. 
Or one �nishes a sentence and then proceeds to comment on a detail 
of it.”95 Gottstein considers relative clauses that do not immediately 
follow their head as expressions of afterthought. A much similar view 
is expressed by Weingreen, who explains a relative clause detached 
from his head in terms of a ‘gloss’. He explains a ‘gloss’ as “a brief 
note on the text, not inserted into the text editorially, but incorporated 
into it by a copyist.”96 According to the de�nition of these two schol-
ars these are cases of anacoluthon,97 and they raise two questions: (1) 
Is anacoluthon in general to be considered a type of parenthesis?; (2) 
Are the interrupted relative clauses attested in the Hebrew Bible to be 
considered anacoluthon?98 Such approaches might generally belong 
to the sphere of textual philology. Despite Weingreen’s remark, which 
attaches glosses not to editorial work but to possible intervention by 
copyists, these textual supplementary elements can generally refer to 
any interference in a text later than the initial time of its creation and 
hence can be regarded as some kind of editorial work.

94 Gottstein 1949. Waltke & O’Connor 1991:648, §39, note 1, consider Gottstein’s 
paper as dealing with parenthetical expressions.

95 Gottstein 1949:36.
96 Weingreen 1957:151. Weingreen illustrates his view with Josh. 1:15— ��� �� ��-
 �� � ! �� 

� �� �� � ./ 0
 ��  1 �
 �� ��  � �� �$ �� ��  � �� ��  � ��, �  � ��� ��2 3�  4 �-
 �� �  1 �
 �� ��-� ��  � �5 ��-� �(  6� �
 �� ��  � �� �	  � ��� �� � ��  4 � 
� �� � ./ ��  � �
 �) ��  � �+ �
 �7 ��  
 �$ �� ��  4 �  ! �$ ��  � ��, �  � �� ��  � �� ��  
 �� �  8 ����  � �� �� �
� ��—“Until the LORD 
gives rest to your brethren as well as to you, and they also take possession of the land 
which the LORD your God is giving them; then you shall return to the land of your 
possession, and shall possess it, the land which Moses the servant of the LORD gave 
you beyond the Jordan toward the sunrise,” in which the relative clause � �� ��  
 �� � 
� �� � ./ ��  � �
 �) ��  � �+ �
 �7 ��  
 �$ �� ��  4 �  ! �$ ��  � ��, �  � �� �� is disconnected from its head (Weingreen 
1957:150–151). Note that the RSV translation repeats the head “the land” before the 
relative clause. Weingreen generally differentiates between intentional editorial notes, 
which are integral part of a text, and glosses (Weingreen 1957:149).

97 However, the term ‘gloss’ might be used in general linguistics for any comment 
on a clause or utterance, not necessarily anacoluthon (e.g., Rouchota 1998:121). Such 
an interpretation of ‘gloss’ corresponds to a parenthetical expression.

98 A discussion of the possibility than such constructions are a consequence of an 
editorial work of biblical texts appears in Zevit 1998:35–37.
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The �rst question arises sporadically in discussions on parenthetical 
units, and Kaltenböck, for instance, in his paper on the classi�cation 
of spoken parenthetical clauses in English, wisely rejects the possibil-
ity of including anacoluthon under the title of parenthetical clauses: 
“The difference between PCs [parenthetical clauses] and anacolutha 
is this that the former follow a clear and relatively predictable pattern, 
whereas the latter fall into the category of performance error, caused 
by working memory limitations.”99

As to the second question, in an earlier paper I tried to show that 
interrupted relative clauses in the Hebrew Bible are not anacolutha 
but systematic Biblical Hebrew patterns. Interrupted relative clauses 
in Biblical Hebrew, in my opinion, are only one type of a general 
syntactic organization and conduct whereby interrupted syntactic 
structures, that is, extraposition, prolepsis, adverbials between logical 
subject and predicate, broken predicates, objects separated from their 
verbs, and attributes, appositions, and attributive clauses separated 
from their heads (relative clauses in Gottstein’s terminology), function 
as normal components of the language variety, even if they are not 
as widespread as parallel continuous structures.100 These interrupted 
syntactic structures may or may not serve as parenthetical units, and 
their possible parenthetical action is recognized not due to their being 
syntactically detached but to other considerations.

In general, attributes, appositions, and attributive clauses, or in Gott-
stein’s terminology relative clauses, sometimes do and sometime do not 
carry relative external information. The distinction between those that 
do and those that do not only partly overlaps the distinction between 
joint and disjoint heads and attributes, appositions, and attributive 
clauses. Only some of the interrupting phrases and clauses that break 
the sequence of the so-called interrupted syntactic structures suit the 
de�nition of parenthetical units designated in this book.

One example of an interrupted syntactic structure which may nicely 
be interpreted as containing a parenthetical unit whose  information 

 99 Kaltenböck 2005:49, and another reference there.
100 Zewi 1999b. Also see Tsumura 1996 who considers certain similar interrupted 

constructions in Biblical Hebrew poetic texts and poetic prose as involving insertion 
of certain elements rather than inversion, break up, or ellipsis, and explains them as 
stylistic/rhetoric variants. Interest in discontinuous syntactic structures, including par-
enthetical units, is also manifested in several studies by transformational grammarians, 
but their main interest is aimed at the preferred grammatical representation of these 
patterns by generative trees, e.g., McCawley 1982, Espinal 1991:735–751, §2–§3.
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is external to the host sentence is 1 Kgs. 11:26—� �$ ��-� ��  � �� �$ �
 �� �� 
� �� �5 ��  ! ��  � �
 �7 ��  �, �2 �� ��  ! �$ ��  hn:m;l]a'  hV;ai  h[;Wrx]  /Mai  μvew“  � �! �
 �9 ��-� ��  � �� �
 �& �� 
—“Jeroboam the son of Nebat, an Ephraimite of Zeredah, a servant 
of Solomon, whose mother’s name was Zeruah, a widow, also 
lifted up his hand against the king.” The clause in boldface above, 
which conveys external parenthetical information regarding Jeroboam’s 
mother, intervenes in the Biblical Hebrew version between � �$ ��-� �� � �� �$ �
 �� �� 
� �! �
 �9 ��-� ��  � �� �
 �& �� and the adjacent nominal phrase which continues 
the description of Jeroboam, �,�2 �� ��  ! �$ ��. The RSV translation, for 
instance, is uneasy about this Biblical Hebrew word order and changes 
the places of � �� �� �� ��  � � ./ ��  � ��6
 �*  �5 ��  � �� �� and �,�2 �� ��  ! �$ ��, putting the 
latter before the former, in accordance with English word order con-
ventions. Nonetheless, the phrase �,�2 �� �� ! �$ �� itself can be interpreted 
either as the predicate of � �! �
 �9 ��-� ��  � �� �
 �& ��  � �$ ��-� ��  � �� �$ �
 �� ��, considering 
the whole of � �� �� �� �� � � ./ �� � ��6
 �* �5 �� � �� �� � �! �
 �9 ��-� �� � �� �
 �& �� � �$ ��-� �� � �� �$ �
 �� �� 
�, �2 �� ��  ! �$ �� a complete sentence, or as its apposition, considering the 
verb � �
 �7 �� the predicate.

Miller, in her book on the representation of speech in Biblical 
Hebrew, also discusses what she calls ‘discontinuous frames’ in which, 
according to her, “a quotative frame may be interrupted by paren-
thetical narrative material.”101 Miller adds: “The parenthetical material 
is marked off  from the frame by being either a nominal clause or a 
disjunctive verbal clause,”102 thereby adopting the position of many 
discourse studies. Miller divides her four instances of this phenomenon 
into those in which the quotative frame is split into two halves (1 Sam. 
22:9 and Judg. 20:27–28a, discussed here) and those in which the 
quotative frames are stated twice (2 Sam. 21:2–3 and 1 Kgs. 12:10, 
discussed here).103

However, Miller’s example from 1 Sam. 22:9—�6� �� � ��, ! � �� ( ��, + � �� �7 �� 
$6� �� �-� ��  � �� ��� �� �-� ��  � �$, �  � ��  � �� ��-� ��-� ��  � ��� �� �
  
 ���, 7 ��  �6� ��-� �! �$ ��-� ��  $ �9 �� 
—“Then answered Doeg the Edomite, who stood by the servants of 
Saul, ‘I saw the son of Jesse coming to Nob, to Ahimelech the son 
of Ahitub’”—is in fact a circumstantial clause �6� ��-� �! �$ ��-� ��  $ �9 ��  �6� �� 
which describes a proper name, and its appearance next to the proper 
name creates an interrupted syntactic structure which, as suggested in 

101 Miller 1996:217, §4.4.2. On interruption in direct speech see also de Regt 
1999:21–22, §2.1.1.

102 Miller 1996:217–218, §4.4.2.
103 Miller 1996:218–220, §4.4.2.
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my paper on this topic, is natural to Biblical Hebrew.104 Likewise, 1 
Kgs. 12:10—� �: �� � �� ��  
 ���,�-�, 	 
, �� �� �� �� 6� �! ��  
 �� � �� �! �� �� ��  �� �� �� 6
 �� �! �� �� 

 �� �! ��  �, 	  6�� �� �� ��  � �% ��  � �� �� ��  6� �; 0�-� ��  !� �� �� ��  <� �$ ��  
, �� ��  <� �� ��  6
 �� �+  
 �� � 
� �$ �� � �� �� �5 �� � �$ �� � �� �� �% � ��� �� �—“And the young men who had grown up 
with him said to him, ‘Thus shall you speak to this people who said to 
you, ‘Your father made our yoke heavy, but do you lighten it for us’; 
thus shall you say to them, ‘My little �nger is thicker than my father’s 
loins’”—contains an interrupted syntactic structure of a similar nature, 
and the repetition of the quotation frame in this verse is probably due 
to the length of the relative clause and its conclusion of another speech 
expression within it.

Only two of Miller’s examples truly constitute parenthetical units. 
These are Judg. 20:27–28a—μyhiløa‘h; tyriB] ˜/ra} μv;w“ 4 � �� � �� �
, �" ��-� �� �$ 6� � �� �7 �� 
= �'�� ��  
, �� ��  μheh;  μymiY:B'  wyn:p;l]  dme[o  ˜roh}a'Î˜B,  rz:[;l]a,Î˜B,  sj;n“ypiEW  μheh;  μymiY:B' 
� �+ �� ��-� ��  � �� ��  � �� �� �� �$-� �� ��-� ��  � �� �� �� �5 ��  �� �* ��  !� —“And the people of 
Israel inquired of the LORD (for the ark of the covenant of God was 
there in those days, and Phinehas the son of Eleazar, son of Aaron, 
ministered before it in those days), saying, ‘Shall we yet again go out 
to battle against our brethren the Benjaminites, or shall we cease?’” 
and 2 Sam. 21:2–3—alø  μynI[ob]GIh'w“  � ��� �� �  
 ���, 7 ��  �� ��,  �$ �� ��  � �� �5 ��  � �
 �% �7 �� 
lWav;  vQeb'y“w"  μh,l;  W[B]v]nI  laer;c]yI  ynEb]W  yrimoa‘h;  rt,Y<miÎμai  yKi  hM;he  laer;c]yI  ynEB]mi 
� �� ��  �, �" 3� ��  � ��  �� ��,  �$ �� ��-� ��  ! �� �+  
 ���, 7 ��  hd:WhywI  laer;c]yIÎynEb]li  /taNOq'B]  μt;Koh'l] 
4 � � �� � ��-� �� 6� �
 �$6 
 �> �� � � �5 �$6—“So the king called the Gibeonites. Now 
the Gibeonites were not of the people of Israel, but of the remnant of 
the Amorites; although the people of Israel had sworn to spare them, 
Saul had sought to slay them in his zeal for the people of Israel and 
Judah. And David said to the Gibeonites, ‘What shall I do for you? 
And how shall I make expiation, that you may bless the heritage of the 
LORD?’.” The parenthetical units are � �� �� �� �� �7 �� �� ��2 3� �� �� �
 �� ��
 � � �� �� 
� �� �� �� �� �7 �� �� �� �& �� ! ��,   �, 
 � ��-� �� 
 �) �� �� ��-� �� ' �� ��� �&6 in the �rst example, and 
� �� ��  6 �� �� ��  � �� �
, �" ��  � �� �$6  � �
, � 3� �� 
 �� �7 ��-� �� � �	  � �5 �� � �� �
, �" ��  � �� �� �� �, �  �� ��,  �$ �� �� �� 
� �!6�� ��  � �� �
, �" ��-� �� �$ ��  ���, � �% ��  � ��, 	 �� ��  �6� ��  � �? �$ �� �� in the second, and they 
split the quotative frame into two. Again, the repetition in the second 
example is probably due to the length of the parenthetical unit, but 
its context af�rms its parenthetical nature. These two examples are 
discussed below in the appropriate section.

104 Zewi 1999b.
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1.5 Literary Approaches

Like discourse studies, works taking a literary approach to biblical texts, 
whose main interests are the art and aesthetics of the biblical narrative, 
have again created a young �eld of research, compared with biblical 
exegesis and philology.105 This fresh �eld is connected to biblical lin-
guistics through its exponents’ awareness of the language means used 
by the authors of the biblical narrative to achieve their literary goals. 
The literary approach has made certain contributions to the question 
of parenthesis, several of which are discussed below.106

Robert Alter, a scholar of the biblical text from a literary point of 
view, made one such important contribution to the subject of paren-
thetical information. The term in his work relevant to parenthesis is 
‘exposition,’ or ‘expository information,’107 meaning brief, generally 
verbless statements (excluding forms of ���). They appear mostly at the 
start of biblical stories, but also occasionally interrupt the sequence and 
present general data unrelated to any speci�c time as background.108 
Another Bible scholar who works in the frame of the literary approach, 
Berlin, detects a similar feature and describes its use as expressing dif-
ferent points of view in a narrative.109 On change in tense she says, 
“sometimes a shift to a nominal construction seems to indicate a shift 
in perspective, even though this construction is the normal way to form 
a circumstantial clause.”110

Sternberg, in his book The Poetics of Biblical Narrative, Ideological Litera-

ture and the Drama of Reading, employs the term ‘exposition’ for certain 

105 On the development of this �eld, see, e.g., Amit 2001:10–14.
106 This book makes no distinction between biblical authors and biblical editors, since 

it is generally impossible to identify and separate original texts from editorial changes 
and additions. On the inability to distinguish between authors and editors of biblical 
narrative see Amit 1999:15–16. The term ‘narrator’ is also used in this book not for 
a character within the story but as an equivalent to the term ‘author’.

107 Alter 1981:80–87.
108 Literary expositions can be units larger than one clause or sentence. Such units 

will not be discussed in this book. Exposition in general �ction is explained at length in 
Sternberg 1978:1–34. Note also Ska’s de�nition of ‘exposition’: “The ‘exposition’ is the 
presentation of indispensable pieces of information about the state of affairs that precedes 
the beginning of the action itself. These details are necessary for the understanding 
of the narration. Logically the exposition is the �rst moment of a narration, but 
concretely the action can begin in medias res (expression coined by Horace) and the 
exposition can come afterwards.” (in Ska 1990:21, italics are in the original text).

109 Berlin 1983. On ‘point of view’ in Hebrew narrative see also Ska 1990:65–81.
110 Berlin 1983:93.
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intrusions of the scribe or narrator into the biblical texts. These expo-
sitions, according to him, are the scribe/narrator’s commentaries on 
certain points in the text, and he identi�es several such types: “. . . general 
information about the world, relate to individuals or groups, consist 
in external accounts or . . .” any of character sketches, descriptions of 
objects, interscenic summaries, retrospects, prospects, genealogies and 
catalogues, identi�cations, value judgments, telescoped inside views, 
notes and stage directions in dialogue, intrusions into direct discourse, 
bibliographical references, and temporal or cultural bridging.111 Though 
the classi�cation of external information re�ecting the scribe/narrator’s 
viewpoint in this book does not entirely conform with Sternberg’s clas-
si�cation, his observations are signi�cant.112

Another scholar concerned with the structure of biblical narrative 
including exposition is Amit in her books The Book of Judges: The Art of 

Editing and Reading Biblical Narrative.113 Though Amit does not mention 
any linguistic means employed for expressing exposition, like paren-
thesis, change in word order, use of nominal clauses, etc., in either of 
her books, the role of exposition at the beginning of biblical stories is 
well de�ned and summarized. The following is a quote from “Reading 
Biblical Narrative”:

In most cases, the story opens with an exposition, which provides readers 
with the primary information and basic background materials to enable 
them to enter the world of the story, at least at the start. These materials 
may present the central characters, refer to the time and/or place of the 
action, or depict the prevailing conditions and customs in the story’s set-
ting, which introduces the readers to a world that is differently constituted 
from their own.114

She continues:

The exposition is usually made up of descriptive and static information, 
which can even be determined as habitual, and ends with the transition 
to the dynamic action in the form of some statement or deed that changes 
the initial situation. Consequently, the elements from which the exposi-
tion is constructed are different from those of the story itself.115

111 Sternberg 1985:120–121. Also see Sternberg’s de�nition of the function of ‘expo-
sition’ in �ction in Sternberg 1978:1.

112 Sternberg (1985) also notes other cases in which expositional information is placed 
in a text, e.g., ironic exposition on pp. 193–194.

113 Amit 1999, 2001.
114 Amit 2001:33. Also see Amit 1999:121–122.
115 Amit 2001:33–34.
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Brichto in his book Toward a Grammar of Biblical Poetics, Tales of the 

Prophets evinces his awareness of the role of parenthesis in Biblical 
Hebrew literature for �ashbacks and side information. He mentions 
this role in relation to resumptive techniques: “The availability of the 
nominal sentence with waw-conjunctive for �ashback scenes (actually 
for parenthetic asides, of which one type is the �ashback) points to the 
resumptive episode as a highly nuanced and �exible device, not limited 
to parenthetical of �ashback functions.”116

1.6 Frame of Work

The purpose of this study is to identify, collect, classify, describe, and 
analyze several types of parenthetical means and expressions employed 
in Classical Biblical Hebrew, and to set out the linguistic options exist-
ing in Biblical Hebrew for inserting parenthetical information into a 
clause or a chain of clauses. The parenthetical means and expressions 
are classi�ed in two major groups: full parenthetical clauses, which 
express external information within a main sentence or in a chain 
of clauses; and parenthetical words and phrases within a clause or a 
sentence. Parenthetical clauses are described �rst because their par-
enthetical nature is more apparent in Biblical Hebrew than is that of 
parenthetical words and phrases, most of which are on the borderline 
between adverbs and parenthesis units.

The basic questions confronted and discussed for each example or 
group of examples are these:

1. Does the parenthetical unit have some sort of syntactic relation to 
the host clause or not? The answer depends on linguistic syntactic 
considerations.

2. What is the context in which each parenthetical unit occurs? This 
question introduces functional-pragmatic considerations into the 
discussion of each type of parenthesis.

3. Does the parenthetical unit add information or comment on one 
speci�c sentence part or on the whole sentence? This question 
involves linguistic as well as pragmatic considerations.

116 Brichto 1992:16–17.
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4. Does the additional information or comment expressed by the par-
enthetical unit include a subjective opinion of the writer or speaker, 
namely does it express an epistemic or deontic modal nuance or not? 
The issue of modality again belongs to the realm of linguistics.

5. Should a certain parenthesis be regarded as a natural spontaneous 
parenthetical unit which is part of direct speech cited in the story 
or the general narrative �ow, or it is an editorial addition inserted 
into a text by a later scribe, narrator, or even a later copyist?

The use of the term ‘functional’ in the current work is generally aimed 
at “the relationship between a linguistic form and other parts of the 
linguistic pattern or system in which it is used,” according to one de�ni-
tion of ‘function’ in Crystal’s dictionary of linguistics and phonetics.117 
The term ‘pragmatic’ is used very broadly in this book. It is based on 
the assertion of Brown and Yule that “Any analytic approach in lin-
guistics which involves contextual considerations, necessarily belongs to 
that area of language study called pragmatics,”118 and is not restricted 
to the theory of speech acts.

The gap between the linguistic and discourse approaches to Biblical 
Hebrew on the one hand, and literary and exegetical approaches to the 
Hebrew Bible on the other, has considerably widened in the 20th–21st 
centuries, almost to the point of detachment. Aware of this state of 
affairs, I have made a special effort to consider all these approaches in 
explaining and analyzing parenthesis and to bene�t from any contribu-
tion of each of them to this topic.

The corpus under consideration includes all the books of the Penta-
teuch and the Early Prophets, some prose parts of Isaiah and Jeremiah, 
and the book of Ruth, that is, chie�y Classical Biblical Hebrew prose. 
Late biblical books and earlier and late poetic texts are excluded. The 
basic English translation employed for each example is the RSV, with 
occasional minor changes whenever they are found to be necessary 
highlight or clarify a certain construction or meaning.

117 Crystal 2003:191. Ibid. and on p. 193 see more on the connection of this 
de�nition to the ‘Functional Sentence Perspective’ (FSP) approach of the Prague 
School. On the broad scope and the complexity of the term ‘function’, see Crystal 
2003:191–192.

118 Brown & Yule 1983:26, §1.3.4. For the range of de�nitions related to pragmat-
ics, see Mey 1994, especially p. 3267, §2.3.3 regarding grammar and context. Note 
also his opening remark: “Among pragmaticians, there seems to be no agreement as 
to how to do pragmatics, nor as to what pragmatics is, nor how to de�ne it, nor even 
as to what pragmatics is not” (Mey 1994:3260, §1.1).
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Several mostly Semitic Bible translations have been consulted for this 
study, and they are cited whenever they seem to contribute to a bet-
ter or different signi�cant understanding of the syntactic constructions 
examined. These translations were selected eclectically as a study such 
as this can bene�t from the insights of any Bible translation. Several of 
these translations are known to be relatively �exible and free. Others 
are more literal and strict. The Semitic translations are the following: 
the early 10th-century Arabic translation of Saadya Gaon (882–942 
C.E.) of the Pentateuch, famous in its syntactic �exibility; the Christian 
Arabic Bible known as al-kit�b al-muqaddas; the Geez translation of the 
Octateuch; the Targum Onqelos Aramaic translation of the Pentateuch; 
the Targum Jonathan Aramaic translation of the Former Prophets; and the 
Syriac translation known as the Peshitta.119 Another non-Semitic English 
translation, the JPS, was consulted in addition to the RSV, because the 
two translations differ in style. The former is generally known for its 
tendency to translate the biblical passages in a relatively freer style than 
the latter. Again, the references in this book to these Bible translations 
are selective. The translation source is not given after each quote except 
when it sheds special light on certain examples or topics.

Let us turn now to the next stage and discuss the biblical parentheti-
cal units themselves, parenthetical clauses �rst.

119 Examples in Geez and Syriac are presented both in original orthography and in 
transliteration. The Geez transliteration conventions are based on Leslau 1989. I thank 
Prof. Gideon Goldenberg for his assistance and advice regarding the transliterations.              
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CHAPTER TWO

PARENTHETICAL CLAUSES

The issues and examples discussed in this chapter include clauses 
which present external information within a main sentence or a chain 
of clauses in discourse and narrative Classical Hebrew prose. Some 
examples, like appeals and pleas, and expressions af�rming God’s ex-
istence, identity and status, appear in speech expressions inserted into 
the story line. Others, such as references to speakers, �xed narrative 
formulas, and circumstantial clauses with additional information, belong 
to the narrative sequence.

The examples are presented and discussed in three sections. (1) Paren-
thetical units related to speech, that is, external expressions referring to 
a speaker; appealing and pleading; af�rming God’s existence, identity 
and status or indicating external intervention; oath patterns. (2) Unique 
narrative formulas introduced by � ��-� ��/� �� 	� or 
 �� � ��  � �� �
 �� and others 
indicating a proper name, a month name or related information. (3) 
Other external information, mostly expressed by circumstantial clauses, 
whereby the narrative is augmented with some background, foreshad-
owing, and explanation, theological and historical remarks, and other 
marginal matter.

As explained below some of the clause types and patterns are more 
easily de�ned as parenthetical units, while others can be interpreted 
as such only partially. Sometimes the interpretation of units as paren-
thetical can be based on both linguistic and functional-pragmatic cri-
teria. In other cases the units examined are linguistically subordinated 
to, or coordinated with, other sentential elements; syntactically they 
resemble any other non-parenthetical sentence components, and can 
be interpreted as parenthetical only from a functional and pragmatic 
point of view.

2.1 External Expressions Referring to a Speaker, Appealing 

and Pleading, Affirming God’s Existence, Identity, and Status 

or Indicating External Intervention, and Oath Patterns

All the examples in this section are related to speech. References to a 
speaker recall a previous speech act involving a declaration of intentions, 
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while appeals and pleas, and expressions af�rming God’s existence, 
identity, and status, are speech utterances. Since the two latter types 
appear within speech, they should be considered speech or discourse 
parenthetical units, while the �rst type should be considered part of 
the narrative.

2.1.1 Reference to a Speaker

Most examples in this section contain references to God or other speak-
ing characters as complete clauses introduced by � �� �� ��. The informa-
tion in these clauses is usually the content of the speech, and should be 
considered an extension of the clause which yields extra information 
about the speaker. A sub-type of these examples is a pattern which 
contains a reference to God as the speaker, but also an af�rmation 
that his words will be executed. It is constructed as . . . � �� . . .  � � �� �� or 
as a full clause � �� . . . � 	� ��  � �� �� ��  /� �� ��  �� � ��. Other analogous examples 
which contain no more than the phrase . . . � � �� �� or . . . 
 �� � �� ��, but give 
information of the kind found in the clauses covered in this section, are 
discussed below, among parenthetical words and phrases.

These clauses, which add external information by referring to the 
speaker as responsible for certain content, usually appear at the end 
of the full sentence, but their syntactic structure is not completely 
independent. The clause type which conveys the external information 
should in fact be syntactically labeled adverbial; more speci�cally it can 
be de�ned as a comparative adverbial clause because of the use of the 
comparative ��  in its introduction.1 This clause type should be regarded 
as adverbial according to its grammatical pattern and parenthetical 
according to its context.2 Examples of this type are presented below, 
sub-divided into those which refer to God as speaker and to others as 
speakers.

1 Desmets & Roussarie 2001, though working in the frame of Head-Driven Phrase 
Structure Grammar which is beyond the scope of this work, treat similar clauses 
introduced by comme in French, which they name ‘French reportive comme clauses,’ as 
a case of parenthetical adjunction. They treat this topic from a semantic standpoint 
and determine that these clauses are parenthetical since they do not contribute to the 
referential content of the head-phrase to which they are connected.

2 Zevit mentions these constructions as examples of anterior past and rightly states 
that in such examples “the verb alludes to a prior event in the narrative and does not 
present the prior event itself ” (Zevit 1998:67–68).
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2.1.1.1 God as the Speaker

In the following examples the name of God is mentioned as respon-
sible for certain past, present, or future events and situations. These 
events and situations are indicated in the clause mentioning God as the 
speaker, and they are regarded as ful�llments of God’s wish expressed 
by God at a certain point in time. The pattern employed for referring 
to God as the speaker consists of ‘� �� �� �� + a verb of speech (mostly 
� �� ��, and also � �� �� ��  ,� 	� ��  ,� �� 	�) + the name of God.’ This pattern is 
very common in the corpus examined, and its appearance and function 
in certain points in the story should probably be regarded as being a 
certain �xed literary formula. The examples can appear in the course 
of narrative, e.g., Gen. 17:23, 21:1, Judg. 6:27, 2 Sam. 24:19, 1 Kgs. 
5:26, and 2 Kgs. 24:13 below, and in discourse, e.g., Gen. 24:51, Lev. 
10:15, Deut. 2:14, 6:19,25, and Josh. 22:3. In 1 Kgs. 6:12 God himself 
in �rst person recalls his role as the speaker responsible for a certain 
earlier promise. In both types, the indication of God as the speaker 
refers to a previous act of speech ascribed to God.

The �rst example mentions God as a speaker in the course of nar-
rative, and his speech refers to an earlier instruction made by God 
regarding circumcision.

Gen. 17:23—� �� �� ��-� 	� � �� ��  !�
 � 
 ��
 �� �
-� 	� � �� ��  !� �� �� �� 	� �� �
-� �� " 	� 	� � �� # �$ �% �� 
rv,a}K'  � �& ��  "!% ��  " �� �� ��  " 	� 	� �� 	�  �� �' ��-� �� � 	� 	% ��  " 	� 	� � �� �
 ��  
 �� �� �� ��  � 	� 	(-� 	�  !) �* �� 
�yhiløa‘ /Tai rB,Di—“Then Abraham took Ishmael his son and all the slaves 
born in his house or bought with his money, every male among the men 
of Abraham’s house, and he circumcised the �esh of their foreskins that 
very day, as God had said to him.”

The second example makes two references to God as speaker with 
the two most common speech verbs in the Bible, � 	� 	� and � �� ��, as the 
verse is parallel in structure. As evident from the examples in this sec-
tion the verb �+ �� is not commonly used in indications of God as the 
speaker, probably because this verb is mainly employed elsewhere in 
the Bible to introduce direct speech.3 Its appearance here is probably 
due to the scribe/narrator’s wish to use different verbs in the two parts 
of the parallelism. Other verbs which frequently occur in this pattern 
and are also demonstrated in other examples below are � 	� �� and � �� �� ��. 
The choice of the latter re�ects more obviously the obligatory nature 

3 For the difference between �+ �� and �+ � see Goldenberg 1991:85–86.
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of God’s speech. Note that the RSV renders the verb � �� �� in the fol-
lowing example not as a verb of speech but as expressing promise. 
This again might be due to the need to use different translations for 
two closely similar verbs of speech in order to create a parallelism in 
the translation. However, such rendering appears in other examples 
as well, e.g., Josh. 22:3 below.

Gen. 21:1—rBeDi  rv,a}K' � 	�� 	' �� . � �' �� �% ��  rm;a;  rv,a}K' � 	�� 	'-� �� � �� 	) . � ��—“The 
LORD visited Sarah as he had said, and the LORD did to Sarah as 
he had promised.”

The following verse is part of a direct speech addressed to Abraham’s 
servant by Laban and Bethuel, both of whom acknowledge that their 
consent to give Rebekah is according to God’s wish.

Gen. 24:51—ùh  rB,Di  rv,a}K'  0
 ��� � ��-� � ��  � 	 12 ��  
 �� ���  3 �� 	�  # ��  0
 �� 	4 ��  � 	� � ��-� �5 ��  
—“Behold, Rebekah is before you, take her and go, and let her be the 
wife of your master’s son, as the LORD has spoken.”

God’s command in the following example concerns the ordained laws 
of the offerings.

Lev. 10:15—� 	4�� �6 7
 �� 	� ��  ��
 � 	
  "
 � 	� �# ��  
 � 12 �� � ��  � 	4�� �6 ��  � �( �# ��  � 	��� �6 ��  �!� 
ùh  hW:xi  rv,a}K'  " 	�!�-� 	# ��  0 �6 ��  0
 �� 	 ���  0 ��  � 	
 	� ��  . �  
 �� �4 ��—“The thigh that is 
offered and the breast that is waved they shall bring with the offerings 
by �re of the fat, to wave for a wave offering before the LORD, and it 
shall be yours, and your sons’ with you, as a due for ever; as the LORD 
has commanded.”

The sense that the clause referring to the speaker has a looser con-
nection to the inner content of the preceding clause than to its other 
components is sometimes expressed in other modern Bible translations 
such as the JPS by a special punctuation mark, a hyphen, instead of 
the more common comma, for instance, in the verse above: “. . . and 
which are to be your due and that of your children with you for all 
time—as the Lord has commanded.”

The following example recalls the strongest manner of promise, 
namely an oath.

Deut. 2:14—� �� �(  � �# ��-� ��  �� �� � 	�-� �� ��  � ��  �� �� �� ��  � �� 	$ ��  �� �� �� 	�-� �� ��  "
 �� 	% �� �� 
[B'v]nI  rv,a}K' � �� �# �8 ��  �� �$ �� � 	� 	# �� �8 �� 
 �� �� �� �!� ��-� 	� "� 6-� �� � 	� 	� � ��� � ��� "
 ��9 �� 
�h,l; ùh—“And the time from our leaving Kadesh-barnea until we crossed 
the brook Zered was thirty-eight years, until the entire generation, that 
is, the men of war, had perished from the camp, as the LORD had 
sworn to them.”
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Again, the Biblical Hebrew verb typical of indirect speech, �+ �, occurs 
in the following verse and the whole pattern of indication of God as 
the speaker is embedded in direct speech.

Deut. 6:19—ùh rB,Di rv,a}K' 0
 �� 	) �� 0
 � �
� �-� 	�-� �� 7� � �� ��—“By thrusting out all 
your enemies from before you, as the LORD has promised.”

Another embedding within a direct speech utterance occurs in the next 
example, and the verb �� 	� �� speci�cally expresses a command.

Deut. 6:25—. �  
 �� �4 ��  ��� & ��  � 	� �� �8 ��-� 	�-� ��  �� �:� ' �� ��  �� � �� ��-
 ��  �� 	;-� �
 �� �6  � 	� 	� ��� 
WnW:xi  rv,a}K'  ��
 ��9 <�—“And it will be righteousness for us, if we are careful 
to do all this commandment before the LORD our God, as he has 
commanded us.”

The example of Josh. 22:3 is embedded in direct speech as well. The 
verb used for the indication of God as a speaker is ��� ��  and it is ren-
dered by the RSV as expressing promise.

Josh. 22:3—" �� 	� �� ��� �� �) � 	6 �� �� �h,l; rB,Di rv,a}K' " ��
 �# �� �� " ��
 ��9 <� . � �#
 �� �� � 	6 �� �� 
� �� �� �% ��  � � �� ��  . �  � � ��  � ��� �  " �� 	�  � �� 	�  � �� ��  " �� �� �& =# ��  > �� ��-� ��  " ��
 �� ?� 	� ��—“And 
now the LORD your God has given rest to your brethren, as he prom-
ised them; therefore turn and go to your home in the land where your 
possession lies, which Moses the servant of the LORD gave you on the 
other side of the Jordan.”

In contrast to the above translation of the verb � �� �� as a promise, its 
translation in Judg. 6:27 is as an ordinary speech verb.

Judg. 6:27—
 �� �
 ��  ùh  wyl;ae  rB,Di  rv,a}K'  � ' �� �% ��  �
 	� 	 �� ��  "
 �� 	� ��  � 	�� 	' ��  �!� �� �@  # �$ �% �� 
� 	� �
 	� � ' �� �% �� " 	�!
 �� �:� ' �� �� �
 �� 	� 
 �� �� ��-� �� �� �
 � 	� �
 ��-� �� � �� 	
 � �� �� ��—“So Gideon 
took ten men of his servants, and did as the LORD had told him; 
but because he was too afraid of his family and the men of the town to 
do it by day, he did it by night.”

The next example is again an indication of a command given by God, 
and it is embedded in the course of the narrative. God’s command in 
this case is transmitted through Gad whom the scribe/narrator also 
indicates by the phrase � 	@-� � �� ��—“at Gad’s word.”

2 Sam. 24:19—ùh  hW:xi  rv,a}K'  � 	@-� � �� ��  � �� 	�  � �� �% ��—“So David went up at 
Gad’s word, as the LORD commanded.”

Another example which mentions God’s speech, and, according to the 
RSV rendering, God’s promise, by using the verb � �� �� is the following.
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1 Kgs. 5:26—�
 ��  " 	�
 �#  �
 ��  "9 	�  
 �� �
 ��  /lÎrB,Di  rv,a}K'  �� �9 �� ��  � 	� �� 	#  � �� 	�  . � �� 
" ��
 �� ��  �
 �� �  �� �� �� �% ��  �� �9 ��—“And the LORD gave Solomon wisdom, as 
he promised him; and there was peace between Hiram and Solomon; 
and the two of them made a treaty.”

In the next verse God himself recalls, in direct speech in �rst person, 
his own earlier promise, and adds to it certain conditions.

1 Kgs. 6:12—�� �' �� �6  
 �A 	) �� ��-� �� ��  
 ��� $ =# ��  3 �� �6-" ��  � ���   � 	6 ��-� �� ��  � �& ��  � �
 �� �� 
dwID:Îla,  yTir]B'Di  rv,a}  3 	6 ��  
 �� 	 ��-� ��  
 ��� � �� �� ��  " �� 	�  � �� �� 	�  
 ��� � �� ��-� 	�-� ��  	6 �� �� 	� �� 
Úybia;—“Concerning this house which you are building, if you will walk in 
my statutes and obey my ordinances and keep all my commandments and 
walk in them, then I will establish my word with you, which I spoke 
to David your father.”

The clause 0
 � 	�  � �� 	�-� ��  
 �6 �� �� ��  � �� �� here at �rst seems to be a rela-
tive clause, and is understood as such by many translators. The JPS, 
for instance, translates it: “…I will ful�ll for you the promise that I 
gave to your father David.” But note that the relative clause in 
the Hebrew version is subsequent to the direct object 3 	6 ��  
 �� 	 ��-� ��, 
as also in the RSV translation above. Such a structure, where the rela-
tive clause is not immediately adjacent to its head—in this case 
 �� 	 ��, 
occurs sporadically in Biblical Hebrew and should be considered, as I 
have suggested elsewhere,4 an ordinary construction in that language; 
yet in this case the original Hebrew could also mean � �� �� �� (as) instead 
of � �� �� (which/that).

Finally, in 2 Kgs. 24:13 below the indication of God as the speaker 
appears again in discourse. Though the verb chosen is the ordinary 
indirect speech verb, � �� ��, it actually refers to a dramatic episode, namely 
the ful�llment of an important prophecy on the fate of Jerusalem.

2 Kgs. 24:13—> �B �� �
 ��  3 �� �8 ��  �
 ��  �!� ��!� ��  . �  �
 ��  �!� ��!�-� 	�-� ��  " 	 12 ��  � ��!% �� 
ùh rB,Di rv,a}K' . � � ��
 �� �� � �� 	�� �' �
-3 �� �� ���9 �� �� 	' 	� � �� ��  	� 	& �� 
 �� ��-� 	�-� ��—“And 
he carried off  all the treasures of the house of the LORD, and the trea-
sures of the king’s house, and cut in pieces all the vessels of gold in the 
temple of the LORD, which Solomon king of Israel had made, as the 
LORD had foretold.”

2.1.1.2 Inclusion of the Pattern � �� . . . � 	� �� � �� �� �� /� �� �� �� � ��
The pattern displayed in this section is an extended variant of the fore-
going and it similarly conveys an af�rmation of God’s wish and respon-

4 Zewi 1999b, and especially 90–91.
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sibility regarding a certain past, present, or future activity or situation. 
This type is a complete sentence in the pattern � �� �� ��/� �� ��  �� � ��/� � �� �� 
. . . � �� . . . . �/"
 ��9 <�  � 	� ��. It contains an adverbial comparative clause in-
troduced by the comparative particle ��, and it involves repetition of 
previous content by means of an in�ected verbal form, usually of �+ '�. 
When this pattern appears in direct speech, e.g., 2 Sam. 3:9 below, it 
does not refer to a speaker only but generally belongs to the realm of 
deontic modality, since it involves self af�rmation by a speaker.

The next two examples demonstrate two modi�cations of this pattern. 
The �rst is ‘� �� �� �� � ��’ + a verb of speech � 	� �� + the name of God’.

Gen. 6:22—hc;[; ˜Ke �yhiløa‘ /tao hW:xi rv,a} lkoK] �#� � � ' �� �% ��—“Noah did this; he 
did all that God commanded him.”

The second example is constructed in the pattern ‘� �� �� �� + a verb of 
speech � 	� �� + the name of God’.

Num. 36:10—� 	# �4 	� �� �!� �� Wc[; ˜Ke  hv,moÎta, ùh hW:xi  rv,a}K'—“The daughters 
of Zelophehad did as the LORD commanded Moses.”

Another plausible variant of this formula appears as part of an oath in 
the next example, though the content particle 
 �� intervenes between 
the two parts of the pattern and slightly changes its structure.

2 Sam. 3:9—˜keÎyKi dwId:l] ùh [B'v]nI rv,a}K' 
 �� !� 7
 �*� 
 �� � �� � �� � �� �� "
 ��9 <� �� �' �� �
-�� � 
/LÎhc,[‘a,—“God do so to Abner, and more also, if I do not accomplish 
for David what the LORD has sworn to him.”

In 1 Kgs. 14:11—7!� �� ���� 
 � ��� 	2 �� � �8 �� �� "
 � 	� �� �� �� ���� 
 �
 �� 	� " 	� � 	� 	
 �� � �8 �� 
rBeDi  ùh  yKi  " �
 	� 	 12 ��—“Any one belonging to Jeroboam who dies in the 
city the dogs shall eat; and any one who dies in the open country the 
birds of the air shall eat; for the LORD has spoken it,” what looks 
like a causal clause, � �� �� . � 
 ��, is in use instead of a clause introduced 
by � �� �� ��. This clause is furthermore translated as a causal clause by 
the RSV, the Arabic translation al-kit�b al-muqaddas, and Targum Jonathan. 
However a close examination of the context shows that it is part of 
God’s prophecy dealing with the fate of Jeroboam sent by the prophet 
Ahijah, and the role of the insertion of the name of God as speaker 
here is quite similar to that in all the other clauses above.

More examples of this pattern are Gen. 7:16, 21:4, Num. 17:30, 
Deut. 9:3, 10:9, 11:25, 18:2, 19:8, 26:18, 27:2, Josh. 23:4,9, 1 Kgs. 
5:19, 8:20, 56, and 2 Kgs. 15:12.
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2.1.1.3 Examples with Other Speakers

Other characters, usually of a superior status, are also indicated as 
responsible for a certain wish or command by the same pattern. The 
�rst example includes an in�ected verbal form of �+ ��, and it refers 
to a wish and command expressed by Jacob in his last words before 
his death.

Gen. 50:12—�W:xi  rv,a}K'  � ��  !�  �
 	� 	  ��' �� �% ��—“Thus his sons did for him as 
he had commanded them.”

The next three examples display in�ected forms of the verb �+ �, and refer 
to commands in Lev. 10:5 and Num. 32:27, and a promise in 2 Kgs. 
4:17. Moses is indicated as the speaker in Lev. 10:5:

hv,mo  rB,Di  rv,a}K'  � �� �# �8 ��  >�# ��-� ��  " 	�� � ?6 =� ��  " =�� 	2 �% ��  � �� �� �% ��—“So they drew 
near, and carried them in their coats out of the camp, as Moses had 
said.”

Num. 32:27 indicates Moses as the speaker once more, though he is 
not mentioned by his own proper name but by the title 
 ��� � ��:

rbeDo  ynIdoa}  rv,a}K'  � 	� 	# �� �8 ��  . �  
 �� �4 ��  � 	 	�  >�� �#-� 	�  �� � �� �
  0
 �� 	 �� ��—“But your 
servants will pass over, every man who is armed for war, before the 
LORD to battle, as my lord orders.”

The next example, 2 Kgs. 4:17, indicates the prophet Elisha as the 
speaker. A shortened form of � �� �� ��, namely the relative particle � �� �� 
without the comparative ��, appears in this verse. Its meaning and func-
tion here, though, are equivalent to � �� �� ��:

[v;ylia‘  h;yl,ae  rB,DiÎrv,a}  � 	% �# � �� 	� � �& �� � ��!8 �� � �� � �� �6 ��  � 	 12 �� 	� � �� �6 ��—“But the 
woman conceived, and she bore a son about that time the following 
spring, as Elisha had said to her.”

2.1.1.4 Examples with the Pattern � �� . . . � 	� �� � �� �� �� /� �� �� �� � ��
The extended pattern of a full sentence containing an adverbial com-
parative clause initiated by C�� and a repetition of previous content by 
a certain in�ected form, usually of the verb �+ '�, is also frequent with 
reference to characters other than God. As in the examples in §2.1.1.2 
above, which refer to God, when this pattern appears in direct speech, 
e.g., Gen. 18:5 and 2 Sam. 9:11 below, it does not refer to a speaker 
only but generally belongs to the realm of deontic modality, since it 
involves a subjective af�rmation.

In the following example the order of the two main parts of the pat-
tern is inverted, and the adverbial comparative clause, 	6 �� �� �� � �� �� ��, ap-
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pears second, after �� �' �� �6 � ��. This modi�cation is not unusual in Biblical 
Hebrew, and it is demonstrated once more in Josh. 4:8, presented in 
§2.1.1.5 below. The whole pattern appears in direct speech.

Gen. 18:5—" �6 �� � ��  � ��-� ��-
 ��  ���  �� �6  � �# ��  " �� �� ��  �� �� �* ��  " �# ��-� �4  � 	# �� �� �� 
T;r]B'Di  rv,a}K'  hc,[}T'  ˜K'  �� ���� % ��  " �� �� � ��-� ��—“ ‘…While I fetch a morsel of 
bread, that you may refresh yourselves, and after that you may pass 
on—since you have come to your servant.’ So they said, ‘Do as you 
have said.’ ”

In the next example the verb �
	 �	  appears instead of the more common 
in�ected verbal form of �+ '�, since it refers to a general situation more 
than to a speci�c event. The whole pattern refers to a past situation 
and appears in narrative, and it is part of the Joseph stories.

Gen. 41:13—� 	� 	� !�� � �� 
 �5 ��-� �� 
 �� �� 
 ��� � hy:h; ˜Ke Wnl;Îrt'P; rv,a}K' 
 �� �
 ��—“And 
as he interpreted to us, so it came to pass; I was restored to my 
of�ce, and the baker was hanged.”

An in�ected form of the verb �+ '� recurs in the following example in 
a pre�x conjugation, and the two pre�x conjugation verbs in the pat-
tern refer this time to the future. Again, the whole pattern appears in 
direct speech, addressed in this case to a superior, a king.

2 Sam. 9:11—˜Ke  /Db]['Îta,  Jl,M,h'  ynIdoa}  hW<x'y“  rv,a}  lkoK]  3 �� �8 ��-� �� � 	
 ��  � ���� % �� 
3 �� �8 �� 
 �� �� �� � �# �� �� 
 �� 	# �� =�-� �� � ��� � � ��� 
 �4 ��� 0 �� � �� hc,[}y"—“Then Ziba said to 
the king, ‘According to all that my lord the king commands his 
servant, so will your servant do.’ So Mephibosheth ate at David’s 
table, like one of the king’s sons.”

More examples are Josh. 4:10,12, 1 Kgs. 8:53, 12:12, 2 Kgs. 7:17.

2.1.1.5 God and Another Speaker

The following example includes as speakers God and another, in this 
case, a high ranking leader, Joshua. The �rst occurrence is constructed 
according to the long pattern of an adverbial comparative clause initi-
ated by ��  and a reference to previous content by an in�ected form of 
the verb �+ '� in inverted order, namely � �� 	�� �' �
-
 �� ��  � ��-��' �� �% �� �rst and 
�� =�!� �
  � 	� ��  � �� �� �� second. The second occurrence is the simpler com-

parative clause, �� =�!� �
-� ��  . �  � �� ��  � �� �� ��. Both patterns appear within 
narrative.

Josh. 4:8—3!6 �� "
 �� 	 �� � ��� �' ��-
 �6 �� ��� �' �% �� ['vu/hy“ hW:xi rv,a}K' � �� 	�� �' �
-
 �� �� ˜keÎWc[}Y"w" 
�!� 	8 ��-� �� " 	8 �� "�� � �� �% �� � �� 	�� �' �
-
 �� � 
 �A � �� � �) �* �� �� ['vu/hy“Îla, ùh rB,Di rv,a}K' - � �� �� �% �� 
" 	� "�# �5 �% ��—“And the men of Israel did as Joshua commanded, and 
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took up twelve stones out of the midst of the Jordan, according to the 
number of the tribes of the people of Israel, as the LORD told Joshua; 
and they carried them over with them to the place where they lodged, 
and laid them down there.”

2.1.1.6 Other Syntactic Structures Introducing a Speaker

Another way to refer to a speaker in a sentence is by setting him as 
the subject/agent of a speech verb, while the content of his speech is 
the object of that speech verb. In such cases the speech expression is 
syntactically dependent on the speech verb, and in most cases the clause 
containing the speaker/agent and the verb of speech is syntactically 
considered the main clause. Nonetheless, when a speaker and a verb 
of speech appear in the middle of a speech expression, and in certain 
cases even when they follow it, they are deemed parenthetical units 
in many syntactic treatments.5 Such a duality and ambiguity in place-
ment and analysis regarding speech verbs also exists in scholarly works 
concerning modal verbs expressing attitude and opinion, e.g., believe, 
think, etc. In fact, such modal verbs can be syntactically followed by 
a content clause introduced by ‘that,’ although they can also be used 
parenthetically without ‘that.’6 The latter constructions rarely occur in 
Biblical Hebrew, and a few of them are discussed later.

Miller, in her study of representation of speech in Biblical Hebrew 
narrative, says that she �nds in her corpus only two examples of a 
speaker and a speech verb in medial position.7 One is in prose, more 
speci�cally in prophetic language, since it concludes a prophecy intro-
duced as . �-� � �� and transmitted by Isaiah to Hezekiah:

2 Kgs. 20:16–18—"
 �� 	�  "
 �� 	
  � �5 ��  .. �-� � ��  � �� ��  �� 	% �� �( �#-� ��  �� 	
 �� �� �
  � ���� % �� 
� 	 	�  � �� 	� �
-�� �  � 	� � 	�  � �& ��  "!% ��-� ��  0
 ���  ��  �� �� 	�  � �� �� ��  0 ��
 � ��  � �� ��-� 	�  �� 	2 �� �� 
3 �� �� � ��
 �� �� "
 �*
 �� 	* �
 	� ��  �# 	$ �
  # 	$ �
  �
 ��!6 � �� �� 0 �8 �� �� �� �
  � �� �� 0
 �� 	� ���  .ùh  rm'a; 
� � 	�—“Then Isaiah said to Hezekiah, ‘Hear the word of the LORD: 
Behold, the days are coming, when all that is in your house, and that 
which your fathers have stored up till this day, shall be carried to Babylon; 
nothing shall be left, says the LORD. And some of your own sons, who 
are born to you, shall be taken away; and they shall be eunuchs in the 
palace of the king of Babylon.’ ”

5 Lyons 1977:738.
6 On this duality in English, see Reinhart 1983:172–175.
7 Miller 1996:213–215, §4.4.1.
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Miller’s other example is in poetry, in the Song of Deborah, and its 
language in general re�ects ancient poetic language.

Judg. 5:23—. �  � �� �( �� ��  �� 	-�� �  
 ��  	�
 � ��� 
  �!� 	�  ��� �  .ùh  Ja'l]m'  rm'a;  (!� ��  ��!� 
"
 ��!� �@ �� . � � �� �( �� ��—“Curse Meroz, says the angel of the LORD, curse 
bitterly its inhabitants, because they came not to the help of the LORD, 
to the help of the LORD against the mighty.”

As to �nal position, Miller states that such cases are also very rare. 
Especially important for this study are those, cited by Miller, in which 
the speaker and the speech verb are mentioned before the speech 
expression and are repeated in post-position: repetition of information 
about a certain speech mentioned earlier in the text is proof of its 
parenthetical nature.8 Here is an example:

Exod. 19:3–6—hKo  �� �� ��  � 	� 	�-� ��  . �  �
 	� ��  � 	� �� �% ��  "
 ��9 <� 	�-� ��  � 	� 	�  � ��� �� 
�� 	2 �� 	�  " �
 	� �� �� ��  
 ��
� �' 	�  � �� ��  " ��
 �� ��  " �6 ��  .laer;c]yI  ynEb]li  dyGEt'w“  bqo[}y"  tybel]  rm'ato 
" �6 �� �� ��� 
 ��� � �� �� �� �� �6 ��!� 	�-" �� � 	6 �� �� .
 	� �� " �� �� �� � � 	� 	� "
 �� 	� �� 
 �4 �� ��-� �� " �� �� �� 
"
 �� ��� � � �� �� �� �� 
 ��-�
 �� �6 .> �� 	� 	�-� 	� 
 ��-
 ��  "
 �8 �� 	�-� 	� �� � 	; =E �* 
 ��  " ��
 �
 �� ��  
 ��
 �� ��-� �� 
laer;c]yI  ynEB]Îla,  rBed'T]  rv,a}  �yrib;D]h'  hL,ae �!� 	� 
!E ��—“And Moses went up to 
God, and the LORD called to him out of the mountain, saying, ‘Thus 
you shall say to the house of Jacob, and tell the people of 
Israel: You have seen what I did to the Egyptians, and how I bore you 
on eagles’ wings and brought you to myself. Now therefore, if you will 
obey my voice and keep my covenant, you shall be my own possession 
among all peoples; for all the earth is mine, and you shall be to me a 
kingdom of priests and a holy nation. These are the words which 
you shall speak to the children of Israel.’ ” 

Brockelmann gives more such examples regarding parenthesis in Biblical 
Hebrew in his extensive comparative account of the grammar of the 
Semitic languages.9 Two examples are from prose. The �rst is Genesis 
3:3, which displays an utterance attributed to God.

Gen. 3:3—�� �@ ��  �� � ��  �5 �8 ��  �� �����  �� �  �yhiløa‘  rm'a;  � 	@ ��-3!� ��  � �� ��  > �� 	�  
 �� �) ��� 
��� =� �6-� �) !�—“But God said, ‘You shall not eat of the fruit of the tree 
which is in the midst of the garden, neither shall you touch it, lest you 
die.’ ”

The second example is in Exod. 5:16, which relates a complaint submit-
ted by the foremen of the Israelites to Pharaoh. The phrase �� 	� "
 �� ��� � 
refers to Pharaoh’s taskmasters as those uttering the command aimed 
at the Israelites: �� ' �� "
 �� � ���—“Make bricks!”

8 Miller 1996:215–217, §4.4.1.
9 Brockelmann 1913:671, §463b.
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Exod. 5:16—�� ' �� Wnl; �yrim]ao "
 �� � ��� 0
 �� 	 �� �� � 	6 �� �
 �� � � �6—“No straw is given 
to your servants, yet they say to us, ‘Make bricks!’ ”

The fragile nature of the word order in the examples above is further 
revealed in certain Bible translations. The RSV translation, for example, 
changes the place of the reference to the speaker in Gen. 3:3 and Exod. 
5:16 so that it introduces the speech instead of interrupting it. However, 
Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translation and al-kit�b al-muqaddas both are 
hesitant about the word order in these verses. Saadya Gaon keeps the 
original word order in Gen. 3:3—�A*�  
4  
���  ��. E'��  ��. �  ��  ��� 
. . . ����  �����  ��  hlla  laq, and changes it in Exod. 5:16—"�  �� 
��� ��. �� anl ˜wlwqyw ��
�� �4�
.10 But al-kit�b al-muqaddas transforms 
the syntactic structure of the �rst verse, Gen. 3:3, into a complete 
extraposition, and the reference to the speaker is set at the beginning 
of the clause that immediately follows the extraposed part, namely � ���� �� 
�	 �
� ���  �������  �	� �� ���  �� ��  �� �� ��  ���� ���  ��  ������  ��� �� ��  �!�� �"�� �  �# �$ ��  %��  %�&��� �  �' �( �")��� �  �( ���*, while 
Exod. 5:16 maintains its word order in this translation.

The reference to the speaker is preserved in the middle of Gen. 3:3 
in the Geez Bible translation as well, although the verb of speech is 
repeated at its end. The status of the independent speech is also changed 
in the Geez Bible translation since the subordinate content particle kama 
twice precedes the speech:11 �������	
�����������������������
�������������� �!�������"�#����� �$%������ �"����� / 
b���ttu ��m-f�re ��� za-hallo m���kala gannat y�belana � ���gzi�ab��er kama 

�i-n�bl�� ��mnehu wa-kama �i-n�gs(!)�s(!)o kama �i-n�mut y�be. By contrast, 
the Geez translation of Exod. 5:16 places the word ‘bricks’ at the end 
of the verse and avoids the break in the word order and the extra
position: …#���&'�"���(�� )�/wa-y�belwomu g�baru g�nf�la. Of 
the translations examined, only Onkelos and the Peshitta preserve the 
Hebrew word order in both verses.

The rest of Brockelmann’s examples are from Prophetic books, like 
the following three.12 In the �rst example, Isa. 1:18, the parenthetical 
clause . � � ���� 
 appears in middle position.

10 The translations of Saadya Gaon are cited in this work according to Derenbourg 
Edition unless otherwise stated. Ms. St. Petersburg and �as�d edition are also consulted 
and are mentioned only where they present dissimilar meaningful versions.

11 A third occurrence of the content particle kama appears in the translation. This 
time it is not subordinate to the verb of speech but to the verb which precedes the 
particle kama, namely �i-n�gs(!)�s(!)o, and it renders the Hebrew particle � �).

12 For more such examples in prophetic language see Brockelmann 1913:671, 
§463b.
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� 	�!6 �� ��
 �� �� �
-" �� ��
 �� �� �
 E �� � 12 �� "
 �� 	 12 �� " ��
 �� 	A �# �
 �� �
-" �� ùh rm'ayO � 	# �� 	� �� �� � 	�-�� �� 
�
 �� �
 � �� �B ��—“Come now, let us reason together, says the LORD: though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are 
red like crimson, they shall become like wool.”

In the second example, Isa. 48:22, the clause . � � �� 	� appears in middle 
position again.

"
 �� 	� �� 	�  ùh  rm'a;  "!� 	�  �
 ��—“ ‘There is no peace,’ says the LORD, ‘for 
the wicked.’ ”

In the third example the clause . � � �� 	� �� � can be considered in initial 
position since only the coordinate particle � �� 	� precedes it.

Jer. 11:11—� 	5 �8 �� �� �� 	� �� ���
-�� � � �� �� � 	� 	� " ��
 �� �� �
 � �� 
 �� �� �� ùh rm'a; hKo � �� 	� 
" ��
 �� �� � �� �� �� �� � �� 
 �� �� �� �� 	( ��—“Therefore, thus says the LORD, Behold, 
I am bringing evil upon them which they cannot escape; though they cry 
to me, I will not listen to them.”

In all these last three examples a certain form of the direct speech verb 
�+ �� followed by the name of God as the speaker forms a de�nite 
parenthesis.

2.1.2 Appeal and Plea

Appeal and plea expressions generally belong to the sphere of deontic 
modality, which re�ects a subjective standpoint, and they are not neces-
sarily syntactically parenthetical. The �rst group of examples includes 
phrases of appeal and plea that syntactically are full clauses, such as 
0
 ��
 �� �� � �# 
 ��� 	� 	� � 	�-" �� and the like. These clauses can be analyzed in 
more than one respect. As for the syntactic status of the idiom � 	�-" �� 
0
 ��
 �� ��  � �#  
 ��� 	� 	�, it is a protasis of a conditional sentence, hence de-
pendent on the main sentence, but this idiom is actually frozen and 
its content is parenthetical to the main content presented in the main 
sentence, which is the appeal or plea itself. Other expressions of appeal 
and plea that are not full clauses but words and phrases are discussed 
later in the appropriate section.

2.1.2.1 The Idiom 0
 ��
 �� �� � �# 
 ��� 	� 	� � 	�-" ��
The following are examples containing the appeal and plea formula 
. . . 
 ��
 �� ��  � �#  
 ��� 	� 	�  � 	�-" ��, which introduces a request and ful�ll other 
roles. Many ancient Bible translations of this formula are usually �xed 
and literal, and do not show its parenthetical nature well enough. A 
more accurate and adequate translation could have been simply ‘please’, 
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as in the JPS translation in 1 Sam. 20:29; or slightly longer versions, 
such as the JPS translation of Gen. 18:3 below: “If it please you . . .” and 
the JPS translation of the next example, Gen. 33:10: “I pray you. . . .” 
As we will see below, the JPS, as may be expected from modern Bible 
translations, also demonstrates elsewhere a greater �exibility in its trans-
lations of this formula. Even the more literal RSV translation reveals 
some �exibility in its rendering of this frozen formula.

As to modal nuances, deontic modality and subjectivity are revealed 
in the content of this expression and in the fact that almost all appear-
ances of this formula in the examples below, apart from 1 Sam. 1:18, 
which is third person, are in �rst person singular or plural. This formula 
regularly expresses a plea or thanks, but occasionally it stands simply 
in its literal meaning, as in 2 Sam. 15:25 below.

The RSV translations for the following examples are, as stated, 
somewhat �exible. Its rendering of 0
 ��
 �� �� � �# 
 ��� 	� 	� � 	�-" �� in both the 
next examples, Gen. 18:3 and Gen. 33:10, is “if I have found favor 
in your sight,” but the translation in the third example, Gen. 47:25, is 
different: “may it please my lord.”

In the �rst example the clause 0
 ��
 �� �� � �# 
 ��� 	� 	� � 	�-" �� is in �rst person 
singular. The pattern is part of an utterance containing an appeal and 
made by Abraham to three visitors whom he regards as three messen-
gers of God. This belief, along with the statement of a preceding verse, 
Gen. 18:1—� �� �� ��  
 ��9 �� ��  . �  �
 	� ��  � 	� �% ��—“And the LORD appeared to 
him by the oaks of Mamre,” explains why Abraham addresses the three 
men with the phrase 
 	�� � �� in singular, and employs a singular possessive 
pronoun in the word 0
 ��
 �� ��.

Gen. 18:3—0 �� � �� � �� �� ��  �� �� � 	�-� �� Úyn<y[eB] ˜je ytiax;m; an:Î�ai 
 	�� � �� � ���� % ��—“And 
he said, ‘My lord, if I have found favor in your sight, do not pass 
by your servant.’ ”

In the second clause the phrase 0
 ��
 �� �� � �# 
 ��� 	� 	� � 	�-" �� is stated again 
in �rst person singular. It is spoken this time by Jacob and constitutes 
an especially polite appeal aimed at his brother, Esau.

Gen. 33:10 —
 �� 	% �� 
 �� 	# �� �� 	6 �# �� 	� ��  Úyn<y[eB]  ˜je  ytiax;m;  an:Î�ai  � 	�-� �� � � �� �
  � ���� % �� 

 �� �� �� �6 �� "
 ��9 <� 
 �� �) �� � �� �� 0
 �� 	4 
 ��
 �� 	� � ��-� �� 
 ��—“Jacob said, ‘No, I pray you, 
if I have found favor in your sight, then accept my present from 
my hand; for truly to see your face is like seeing the face of God, with 
such favor have you received me.’ ”

In the third example the clause 
 ��� � �� 
 ��
 �� �� � �#-� 	� �� �� is expressed in �rst per-
son plural, employing a pre�x conjugation verb � 	� �� �� instead of 
 ��� 	� 	�. 
The clause 
 ��� � �� 
 ��
 �� �� � �#-� 	� �� �� in this example is spoken by the Egyptians 
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to Joseph, and it expresses either a plea or thanks. As expressed by the 
English translation of Gen. 47:25 below the formula under discussion 
is interpreted by the RSV as a plea. The JPS understands it as a thank-
ing formula: “We are grateful to my lord.” This seems more plausible 
in this case, for according to the context the Egyptians thank Joseph 
for saving them from famine. It also conforms with other examples 
presented later on, in which this very formula conveys thanks.

Gen. 47:25—�� � �� �4 �� "
 �� 	 �� ��
 �
 	� �� ynIdoa} ynEy[eB] ˜jeÎax;m]nI �� 	� �
 <# �� �� ���� % ��—“And 
they said, ‘You have saved our lives; may it please my lord, we will 
be slaves to Pharaoh.’ ”

More examples of the plea formula, in the RSV translation usually 
beginning “If we have found favor…” and continuing “in your sight/ 
with thee/ in your eyes/ in the eyes of the Lord,” are as follows.

The �rst, Num. 32:5, is in �rst person plural. It is said by the sons of 
Gad and the sons of Reuben and is directed mostly at Moses, and also 
at Eleazar the priest and the leaders of the congregation, as stated in 
a preceding verse, Num. 32:2. The plea formula 0
 ��
 �� �� � �# ��� 	� 	�-" �� in 
this case indeed expresses a plea.

Num. 32:5—� 	& =# �� �� 0
 �� 	 �� �� ��� & �� > �� 	� 	�-� �� � �6 =
  Úyn<y[eB]  ˜je  Wnax;m;Î�ai  �� ���� % �� 
� �� �� �% ��-� ��  �� �� � �� �6-� ��—“And they said, ‘If we have found favor in 
your sight, let this land be given to your servants for a possession; do 
not take us across the Jordan.’ ”

The next example, 0
 ��
 �� ��  � �#  
 ��� 	� 	�  � 	�-" ��, is in �rst person singular, 
and it too expresses a plea, made by Gideon to God.

Judg. 6:17—� �� �� �� � 	6 �� 	� �!� 
 �;  	�
� �' 	� ��  Úyn<y[eB]  ˜je  ytiax;m;  an:Î�ai  �
 	� �� � ���� % �� 

 �8 ��—“And he said to him, ‘If now I have found favor with thee, 
then show me a sign that it is thou who speakest with me.’ ”

1 Sam. 20:29 below contains 0
 ��
 �� �� � �# 
 ��� 	� 	�-" �� in �rst person singular 
once more. It again expresses a plea, and it is cited in an utterance by 
Jonathan in answer to Saul his father’s inquiry regarding the where-
abouts of David. The citation itself, according to Jonathan, includes a 
previous appeal made by David to Jonathan.

1 Sam. 20:29–
 �# 	�  
 ��-� 	� ��  ��� ��  �
 �� 	�  �� 	�  � 	# 	) �� ��  # � �(  
 ��  � 	�  
 �� �# �; ��  � ���� % �� 
� �# �� =�-� �� � 	-�� � � ��-� �� 
 	# ��-� �� � �� �� �� ��  � 	5  � 	A �� 	8 �� Úyn<y[eB]  ˜je  ytiax;m;Î�ai  � 	6 �� �� 
3 �� �8 ��—“he said, ‘Let me go; for our family holds a sacri�ce in the city, 
and my brother has commanded me to be there. So now, if I have 
found favor in your eyes, let me get away, and see my brothers.’ For 
this reason he has not come to the king’s table.”
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Another example of this pattern follows. This time it is with a pre�x 
conjugation verb, � 	� �� ��, also demonstrated in the form � 	� �� �� in Gen. 
47:25 above, instead of the more common suf�x conjugation verb 
 ��� 	� 	�, 
and again in �rst person singular. The formula . � 
 ��
 �� �� � �# � 	� �� ��-" �� in 
this example is spoken by King David to the priest Zadok. Contrary 
to all other examples presented here, . � 
 ��
 �� �� � �# � 	� �� ��-" �� is probably 
neither a plea nor thanks but conveys more or less the actual sense of 
the phrase: “If God wishes…. ”

2 Sam. 15:25—ax;m]a,Î�ai  �
 �� 	�  "
 ��9 <� 	�  �!� ��-� ��   �� 	�  �!� 	� ��  3 �� �8 ��  � ���� % �� 
�� �� 	�-� �� ��  !�� �  
 �� �� �� �� ��  
 �� � �� <� ��  ùh  ynEy[eB]  ˜je—“Then the king said to Zadok, 
‘Carry the ark of God back into the city. If I �nd favor in the eyes 
of the LORD, he will bring me back and let me see both it and his 
habitation.’ ”

Also see 1 Sam. 25:8, 27:5, and many more.
The same idiom appears to be a thanking formula in the three 

ensuing examples, 1 Sam. 1:18, 2 Sam. 16:4, and Ruth 2:13, though, 
as suggested above, the RSV translations of these examples are often 
frozen, literal, and do not re�ect it as well as they do the foregoing 
meaning. In the �rst example the thanking formula follows Eli’s prom-
ise that Hannah will see her wishes ful�lled. A non-literal translation 
of the thanking formula in this verse should be just ‘thanks’, but it is 
translated literally by an expression analogous to those employed in the 
previous examples: “Let your maidservant �nd favor in your eyes.” In 
the second example Ziba thanks David, and here too the RSV provides 
a literal translation, “let me ever �nd favor in your sight,” instead of 
just ‘thanks.’ In the third example Ruth thanks Boaz, and this is the 
only case of a non-literal translation by the RSV: “You are most gra-
cious to me.”

In the �rst example the verb  � 	� �� �6 is a pre�x conjugation verb in 
third person singular.

1 Sam. 1:18—� ����6 ��  F 	� �� �� ��  � 	 12 �� 	�  3 �� �6 ��  Úyn<y[eB]  ˜je  Út]j;p]vi  ax;m]Ti  � ����6 �� 
�!�  F 	�-�
 	�-�� �  	�
 �� 	4�—“And she said, ‘Let your maidservant �nd 
favor in your eyes.’ Then the woman went her way and ate, and her 
countenance was no longer sad.”

The next example consists of the verb � 	� �� ��, a pre�x conjugation verb 
in �rst person singular.

2 Sam. 16:4—� 	
 ��  � ���� % ��  � ��� -
 �4 �� ��  � �� ��  �� �  0 ��  � �5 ��  � 	 �� ��  3 �� �8 ��  � ���� % �� 
3 �� �8 ��  
 ��� � ��  Úyn<y[eB]  ˜jeÎax;m]a,  
 ��
 �� �# �6 �� ��—“Then the king said to Ziba, 
‘Behold, all that belonged to Mephibosheth is now yours.’ And Ziba 
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said, ‘I do obeisance; let me ever �nd favor in your sight, my lord 
the king.’ ”

The last example displays the pre�x conjugation verb � 	� �� �� in �rst 
person singular.

Ruth 2:13—0 �� 	# �4 ��  ��-� �� 	6 �� �� �� 
 �� �� 
 �� 	6 �� �# �� 
 �� 
 ��� � �� Úyn<y[eB] ˜jeÎax;m]a, � ����6 �� 
0
 ��� # �4 �� � �# �� �� � �
 �� �� �� � 
 ��� � 	� ��—“Then she said, ‘You are most gracious 
to me, my lord, for you have comforted me and spoken kindly to your 
maidservant, though I am not one of your maidservants.’ ”

2.1.2.2 Other Appeal and Plea Expressions

Other appeal and plea expressions which serve in Biblical Hebrew 
involve the verbs �
��� and �#

, the latter only in the pre�x conjugation 
and in a negative construction. Syntactically, these expressions are verbs 
of main clauses so they cannot be de�ned dispensable, as parenthetical 
units are expected to be. Nonetheless, once they are analyzed as frozen 
idioms and their meaning is carefully considered, it is clear that these 
expressions are actually external to the content of the appeal or plea 
itself, and function only as introductory formulas. This is the reason 
for their inclusion in the present discussion. Moreover, these patterns 
often appear in combination with the particle � 	�, whose meaning is 
discussed in §3.1.5.2 below.

The �rst example with �
���, in Gen. 18:27, includes 
 �6 �� ��!� as part 
of an appeal and plea formula which contains the self-diminishing clause 
� �4 �� 	� � 	4 	� 
 ��� � 	� ��—“I who am but dust and ashes.” The appeal is made 
by Abraham to God as part of a long dialogue regarding the fate of 
Sodom, stretching from verse 23 to verse 32 of Gen. 18.

Gen. 18:27—rp,aew: rp;[;  ykinOa;w“ yn:doa}Îla, rBed'l] yTil]a'/h an:ÎhNEhi � ���� % �� " 	� 	� � �� � �� �% ��
—“Abraham answered, ‘Behold, I have taken upon myself to speak 
to the Lord, I who am but dust and ashes.’ ”

In the next example, Judg. 19:6, the phrase � 	�-� ��!� should certainly be 
regarded as a plea, entirely analogous to the plea word ‘please,’ since 
it is found in direct speech which expresses pleading. A plea is also 
revealed in the use of the combination  !�-� �� �4 �% ��—“. . . urged him,” in 
verse 7 following. A similar meaning is re�ected in the RSV translation 
here, as well as other Bible translations.

Judg. 19:6—la,/h �
 �� 	�-� �� � 	� �� �5 �� 
 � �� � ���� % �� �6 �� �% �� � 	� �# �
 " ��
 �� �� �� ���� % �� � �� �% ��
0 �� ��  �A �
 �� �
 �� �� a 	nÎ—“So the two men sat and ate and drank together; and 
the girl’s father said to the man, ‘Be pleased to spend the night, and 
let your heart be merry.’ ”
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The last example of this type, 2 Kgs. 6:3 immediately below, consists 
again of � 	� � ��!� as part of a request. The request is made by a group 
of people acknowledged as the sons of the prophets to the prophet 
Elisha.

2 Kgs. 6:3—3 �� �� 
 �� �� � ���� % �� 0
 �� 	 ��-� �� 3 �� �� an: la,/h � 	# �� 	� � ���� % ��—“Then one 
of them said, ‘Be pleased to go with your servants.’ And he answered, 
‘I will go.’ ”

As stated above, pleas produced with �#

 are always negative. All four 
examples given here are rendered as such in the RSV translation. 
Although the full expression includes the negative particle � ��, the 
pre�x conjugation verb � �# �
, and the noun 7 ��, it is often shortened, 
omitting the noun 7 ��.

The �rst example, Gen. 18:30 includes the particle � 	� after the nega-
tive particle � �� as part of the pattern, but as we will see below, in Gen. 
31:35, Gen. 44:18, and Judg. 6:39 � 	� does not always have to be part of 
this pattern. The noun 7 �� is also missing in this example. This verse, like 
Gen. 18:27 presented above, is part of the dialogue between Abraham 
and God regarding the fate of Sodom in verses 23–32 of Gen. 18.

Gen. 18:30—� ���� % �� "
 ��9 �� " 	� ��� �� 	8 �
 
 ���� � 	� �� �� �� �� yn:doal'  rj'yI  an:Îla' � ���� % �� 
"
 ��9 �� " 	� � 	� �� ��-" �� �� �' <� �� �� � —“Then he said, ‘Oh let not the Lord be 
angry, and I will speak. Suppose thirty are found there.’ He answered, 
‘I will not do it, if I �nd thirty there.’ ”

The noun 7 �� is missing in the next example as well. The appeal is 
made by Rachel to her father, Laban.

Gen. 31:35—0
 �� 	) ��  "�� 	�  � ����  �!�  
 ��  ynIdoa}  ynEy[eB]  rj'yIÎla'  	�
 � 	�-� ��  � ����6 �� 
"
 �4 	� �6 ��-� �� � 	� 	� �� � ��  � ' �) �# �
 ��  
 �� "
 �� 	� 3 �� ��-
 ��—“And she said to her father, 
‘Let not my lord be angry that I cannot rise before you, for the 
way of women is upon me.’ So he searched, but did not �nd the house-
hold gods.”

The full pattern, which contains the noun 7 ��, is as follows. It is spoken 
this time by Judah to Joseph, whom Judah at this point in the story 
regards as a very high-ranking of�cial—in Judah’s own words “… like 
Pharaoh himself.”

Gen. 44:18—
 ��� � ��  
 �� �( 	� ��  � 	 	�  0 �� � ��  � 	�-� �� �� �
  
 ��� � ��  
 ��  � ���� % ��  � 	��� �
  �
 	� ��  � �@ �% �� 
�� � �� �4 ��  0!� 	�  
 ��  ÚD<b]['B]  ÚP]a'  rj'yIÎla'w“—“Then Judah went up to him and 
said, ‘O my lord, let your servant, I pray you, speak a word in my lord’s 
ears, and let not your anger burn against your servant; for you 
are like Pharaoh himself.’ ”
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The last example also exhibits a full pattern with 7 ��. It is employed 
by Gideon towards God. The request in this verse follows two previ-
ous similar requests by Gideon in verses 17 and 37 of Judges. 6. Judg. 
6:17, presented in §2.1.2.1 above, has the plea formula 
 ��� 	� 	�  � 	�-" �� 
0
 ��
 �� �� � �#.

Judg. 6:39—� �G �� �� " �� 	) �� 3 �� � 	� �� �� �� �� yBi ÚP]a' rj'yIÎla' "
 ��9 <� 	�-� �� �!� �� �@ � ���� % �� 
� 	H-� �
 �� �
 > �� 	� 	�-� 	�-� �� �� F 	� � �� � 	& �@ ��-� ��  ��� # � 	�-
 �� �
 � 	& �@ �� " �� �) ��-� ��-� 	5—“Then 
Gideon said to God, ‘Let not thy anger burn against me, let me 
speak but this once; pray, let me make trial only this once with the 
�eece; pray, let it be dry only on the �eece, and on all the ground let 
there be dew.’ ”

Other examples are: Gen. 18:31,32, and many more.

2.1.3 Af�rmation of God’s Existence, Identity, and Status

The examples in this section are clauses af�rming of God’s existence, 
identity, and status, often by God himself, and also by others, and all are 
in direct speech. Most examples are syntactically independent of the 
sentence in which they appear. They are in initial or �nal position, 
preceding or following the speech’s main content, and thus display rela-
tively free word order. Their pronouncements are also detached from 
the main speech in their content as well, so they should be considered 
parenthetical both syntactically and functionally-pragmatically.

In the following examples God himself declares his existence, identity 
or status within his own revelations and speech acts. The parenthetical 
remark expressed by God as part of his command to Abram in Gen. 
17:1, for instance, is probably meant to declare and ensure God’s 
identity.

Gen. 17:1—� ���� % ��  " 	� � ��-� ��  . �  � 	� �% ��  "
 �� 	�  � �� �� ��  � 	� 	�  "
 �� �� �6-� ��  " 	� � ��  
 �� �
 �� 
"
 �� 	�  � �
 �� ��  
 �� 	4 ��  3 �; �� �� ��  yD"v'  laeÎynIa}  �
 	� ��—“When Abram was ninety-nine 
years old the LORD appeared to Abram, and said to him, ‘I am God 
Almighty; walk before me, and be blameless.’ ”

In the next example God himself states his title as the introduction to 
his promise to Jacob in a way reminiscent of the introduction to oath 
formulas by swearing in the name of God.

Gen. 35:11— 	I �8 �� � �
 �� �
  " �
!@ � �� ��� 
!@ � � ��� � �� �) yD"v'  lae  ynIa} "
 ��9 <� !� � ���� % �� 
�� �� �
 0
 �� 	� �# �� "
 �� 	� ���—“And God said to him, ‘I am God Almighty: be 
fruitful and multiply; a nation and a company of nations shall come from 
you, and kings shall spring from you.’ ”
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Again, another promise by God to Jacob is prefaced by his announc-
ing his own identity.

Gen. 46:3—�!� 	@ 
!E ��-
 �� � 	� �
 �� �� �� � 	� �� �� � 	�
 �6-� �� Úybia; yheløa‘ laeh; ykinOa; � ���� % �� 
" 	� 0 ��
� �' ��—“Then he said, ‘I am God, the God of your father; do 
not be afraid to go down to Egypt; for I will there make of you a great 
nation.’ ”

In the next example God states his name at the end of the content of 
his promise to Moses and Aaron.

Exod. 12:12—" �
 �� �� �� > �� �� �� �!� ��-� 	� 
 ��
 �� �� ��  � �& �� � 	� �
 �; �� " �
 �� �� ��-> �� �� � 
 �6 �� � 	� �� 
ùh  ynIa}  "
 �A 	4 ��  �� �' <� ��  " �
 �� �� ��  
 ��9 <�-� 	� ��  � 	� �� ��-� �� ��  " 	� 	� ��—“For I will pass 
through the land of Egypt that night, and I will smite all the �rst-born 
in the land of Egypt, both man and beast; and on all the gods of Egypt 
I will execute judgments: I am the LORD.”

Another example of this is the following.

Lev. 18:4—�k,yheløa‘ ùh ynIa} " �� 	� � �� �� 	� �� �� �� �6 
 ��� $ =#-� �� �� �� ' �� �6 
 �A 	) �� ��-� ��—
“You shall do my ordinances and keep my statutes and walk in them. I 
am the LORD your God.”

The sense that the clause " ��
 ��9 <�  . �  
 �� �� here is not connected to the 
preceding content, and that it is somehow misplaced or parenthetical, 
is reinforced by an addition to the clause announcing God’s name in 
all three versions of Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translation. This addition, 
in bold letters, is: aryùk �kyzaùga "�� ���� ���—“I, the LORD your 
God, will reward you”. It imparts further meaning to the clause, 
similar to the explanation given in the famous medieval exegesis of 
Rashi (Rabbi Shlomoh ben Yitzchak, 1040–1105 CE) of the following 
verse, Lev. 18:5. Rashi writes: ��' "�'� ���� . � 
��—“I am Hashem, 
who is faithful to pay reward.”13

Lev. 18:5—" �� 	�  
 �# 	�  " 	� 	� 	�  " 	�� �  �� �' �� �
  � �� ��  
 �A 	) �� ��-� �� ��  
 ��� $ =#-� ��  " �6 �� �� ��� 
ùh  ynIa}—“You shall therefore keep my statutes and my ordinances, by 
doing which a man shall live: I am the LORD.”

In the following example, Deut. 5:6, the whole verse is a reference to 
God’s name, identity and status, and it serves as an introduction to 
the Decalogue.

13 Herczeg 1995:216. Also see a reference to this exegesis in Derenbourg Edition:170, 
note 7.
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Deut. 5:6—�ydib;[} tyBemi �yIr'x]mi �r,a,me Úytiaxe/h rv,a} Úyh,løa‘ ùh ykinOa;—“I am 
the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, 
out of the house of bondage.”

In the next two examples, Lev. 11:44 and Lev. 11:45, the clause which 
af�rms God’s status takes the form of a causal clause and follows the 
causal particle 
 ��. In these two cases the clauses are thus syntactically 
dependent, and can be considered parenthetical units only function-
ally-pragmatically.

Lev. 11:44—�� � ��  
 �� 	�  �!� 	�  
 ��  "
 ��� � ��  " ��
 �
 �� ��  " �6 �� �� �� �� �� ��  �k,yheløa‘  ùh  ynIa}  
 �� 
> �� 	� 	�-� �� �' ��� � 	� > �� � 12 ��-� 	� �� " ��
 ���� �4 ��-� �� �� �8 �A ��—“For I am the LORD 
your God; consecrate yourselves therefore, and be holy, for I am holy. 
You shall not de�le yourselves with any swarming thing that crawls upon 
the earth.”

Lev. 11:45—" ��
 �
 �� ��  "
 ��9� �� " �� 	� �� 
 �� ��  �yIr'x]mi  �r,a,me  �k,t]a,  hl,[}M'h'  ùh  ynIa}  
 �� 

 �� 	� �!� 	� 
 �� "
 ��� � ��—“For I am the LORD who brought you up out 
of the land of Egypt, to be your God; you shall therefore be holy, for 
I am holy.”

Other examples are Lev. 18:2,6,21,30, 19:3,4,10, 20:7,8, 21:12,15,23, 
22:2, 25:55, and many more.

The last two examples in this section are declarations of God’s ex-
istence, identity or status not by God himself but by others, in private 
prayers said by kings. These declarations are in second person, and can 
be regarded as a sort of exclamations introducing a plea. The af�rma-
tive modal statement � �� <�  �
 �� �
  0
 �� 	 ���, which follows the declaration 
of God’s identity and status in the �rst example and the informative 
statement > �� 	� 	�-� �� �� " �
 �� 	 12 ��-� �� 	�
� �' 	� � 	6 ��, which follows the declaration 
of God’s status and identity in the second example, further consolidate 
the �rst part of each declaration. Both instances can be regarded as 
a continuation of the exclamation, and perhaps are required here as 
reinforcement of the plea expressed in these speech acts.

The �rst example, "
 ��9 <� 	� ���-� 	6 ��, is part of a private prayer offered 
by King David. The act of prayer is indicated in the previous verse, 
2 Sam. 7:28—� �
 �� �� �� �� 0 �� � �� � �(� �-� �� � 	�
 �� 	@ � �� 	�� �' �
 
 ��9 <� �!� 	 �� . � � 	6 ��-
 �� 
taZOh'  hL;piT]h'Îta,  Úyl,ae  lLeP't]hil]  !� ��-� ��  0 �� � ��  � 	� 	�  � ��-� ��  3 	;-� �� � ��—“For 
thou, O LORD of hosts, the God of Israel, hast made this revelation 
to thy servant, saying, ‘I will build you a house’; therefore thy servant 
has found courage to pray this prayer to thee.”
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2 Sam. 7:28—� �� �� �6 ��  � �� <�  �
 �� �
  0
 �� 	 ���  �yhiløa‘h;  aWhÎhT;a'  . �  
 	�� � ��  � 	6 �� �� 
��� & ��  � 	!H ��-� ��  0 �� � ��-� ��—“And now, O Lord GOD, thou art God, 
and thy words are true, and thou hast promised this good thing to thy 
servant.”

The second example is also a private prayer by a king, this time 
Hezekiah. The prayer is indicated in the verse itself by the introductory 
clause . � 
 �� �4 �� �� 	% �� �( �# � �; �) �� �% ��.

2 Kgs. 19:15–16—"
 � =� �� ��  ��� 
 � �� 	�� �' �
 
 ��9 <� . � � ���� % �� . � 
 �� �4 �� �� 	% �� �( �# � �; �) �� �% �� 
.�r,a;h;Îta,w“  �yIm'V;h'Îta,  t;yci[;  hT;a'  �r,a;h;  t/kl]m]m'  lkol]  ÚD]b'l]  �yhiløa‘h;  aWhÎhT;a' 
!# 	� ��  � �� ��  
 �� �# �� �*  
 �� � ��  � ��  � �� ���  � �� ���  0
 ��
 ��  . �  # �� �)  � 	� ���  0 �� �( 	�  . �  � �H �� 

 	# "
 ��9 <� 7 �� 	# ��—“And Hezekiah prayed before the LORD, and said: “O 
LORD the God of Israel, who art enthroned above the cherubim, thou 
art the God, thou alone, of all the kingdoms of the earth; thou 
hast made heaven and earth. Incline thy ear, O LORD, and hear; 
open thy eyes, O LORD, and see; and hear the words of Sennacherib, 
which he has sent to mock the living God.14

2.1.4 Oath Patterns

Azar, in his book Expressions of Commitments in the Old Testament and in the 

Mishna,15 designates two basic types of oaths, those with and without 
a special opening formula. The �rst type concerns us here, since the 
opening formulas might be regarded as external additions to the oath 
contents, hence parenthetical. Still, this construction requires caution, 
since most patterns create a syntactic connection between the opening 
formula and the following content of oath. If such a connection is estab-
lished the opening formula can no longer be considered parenthetical 
from a syntactic standpoint.

The oath formulas mentioned by Azar are as follows: 
��'�,

�
  
���
��,  
�
  (��)  
��'�,  . �  7�
,  "�  
���
��,  . ���  #(��/. �  ��,  
#    
.. ��� 
��/. �, ��
�#, . . . �'�
 ��.16 Among these formulas 
��'�, 
���
��

�
, 
�
 (��) 
��'�, . � 7�
 and "� 
���
�� frequently introduce content 
clauses containing the oath, many of them followed by the content and 
conditional particles 
� and "�. These content clauses follow oath verbs 
and are syntactically object clauses subordinate to the preceding oath 
verbs, so the latter cannot indisputably be regarded as parenthetical 

14 Similar versions appear in Isa. 37:16–17.
15 Azar 1981.
16 Azar 1981:12. Also see GKC 1910:471–472, §149 and Joüon & Muraoka 

2006:582–584, §165.
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units. The ambiguity of the role of the oath verbs in these constructions, 
as main verbs or as parenthetical units, resembles that of speech verbs 
introducing speech contents. The word ��
�#, which is found in oath 
formulas and in contexts other than oaths, probably serves in oaths as 
an exclamation particle.

The remaining two patterns . ���  
 �� ��/. �  
 �# and . �/"
 ��9 <�  �� �' �� �
  �� �    
. . . 7
 �*!
  �� � ��: are also followed by content clauses opening with 
� or 
"�, but they do not constitute verbs to which object clauses are sub-
ordinate. These patterns point at an external entity as a witness to 
a subsequent act of oath. In addition, in one example below, Gen. 
42:15–16, the clause �� � �� �4 
 �# is repeated in a second negative part of 
an oath constructed of two positive and negative conditional clauses, 
and it is set there in the middle of the oath, thus realizing its potential 
to enjoy a free word order. We can safely state here that these two 
oath expressions should be considered parenthetical both syntactically 
and functionally-pragmatically. Several examples of these last two pat-
terns alone follow.

Examples in which . ���  
 �� ��/. �  
 �# introduces or interrupts an oath 
appear in the next three examples. The �rst, Gen. 42:15–16, shows 
the pattern �� � �� �4 
 �# twice.

Gen. 42:15–16—�� A 	$ �� " ��
 �# �� �! ��-" �� 
 �� � �& �� �� �� �6-" �� h[or]p' yje �� �# 	� �6 ��� ( �� 
" �� �6 �� � �� <� �� " ��
 �� � �� �� �# 	� �
 �� �� �* 	� �� " �6 �� �� " ��
 �# ��-� �� # �$ �
 �� � 	# �� " �� �� �# �� �� .� 	5 �� 
" �6 �� "
 �� �@ �� �� 
 �� h[or]p' yje �� �-" �� ��—“By this you shall be tested: by the life 
of Pharaoh, you shall not go from this place unless your youngest brother 
comes here. Send one of you, and let him bring your brother, while you 
remain in prison, that your words may be tested, whether there is truth 
in you; or else, by the life of Pharaoh, surely you are spies.”

The second example, Num. 14:28, displays the pattern 
 �� 	�-
 �#, which 
contains the �rst person independent personal pronoun. Swearing by 
one’s own name is possible in the Bible only when this name refers 
to God himself and he is the one performing the act of swearing. 
Accordingly, 
 �� 	�-
 �# is often accompanied by another parenthetical 
phrase, . �-" =� ��, or the like, as in the verse below.17 One more example 
of 
 �� 	�-
 �# is found in a similar adjacent text, Num. 14:21. Other instances 
are found only in prophetic books: Isa. 49:18, Jer. 22:24, 46:18, Ezek. 
5:11, 14:16,18,20, 16:48, 17:16,19, 18:3, 20:3,31,33, 33:11,27, 34:8, 
35:6,11, and Zeph. 2:9.

17 On the phrase . �-" =� �� as a parenthetical unit see 3.1.1.1.2 below.
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Num. 14:28—�� �' <� �� � �� 
 	� �( 	� �� " �6 �� �� �� � �� �� �� �� �-" �� . �-" =� �� ynIa;Îyj' " �� �� �� �� � <� 
" �� 	�—“Say to them, ‘As I live,’ says the LORD, ‘what you have said in 
my hearing I will do to you.’ ”

The last of these examples displays the pattern . �-
 �# inside an utter-
ance containing an oath, which is sworn by Gideon regarding the two 
kings of Midian, Zebah and Zalmunna.

Judg. 8:19—" �� �� �� 
 �6 �E �� 	� �� � " 	�!� " �� �
 �# �� �� ùhÎyj' " �� 
 �8 ��-
 �� �� 
 �# �� � ���� % ��—
“And he said, ‘They were my brothers, the sons of my mother; as the 
LORD lives, if you had saved them alive, I would not slay you.’ ”

Two examples in which . . . 7
 �*!
  �� � ��  . �/"
 ��9 <�  �� �' �� �
  �� C� introduces an 
oath are the following. The �rst is part of a direct speech utterance 
by the priest Eli to Samuel. Eli urges Samuel by this oath to tell him 
about his previous revelations.

1 Sam. 3:17—� 	 	� ��-� 	� �� � 	 	� 
 �5 �8 �� � �# �� �6-" �� �ysI/y hkøw“  �yhiløa‘ ÚL]Îhc,[}y"  hKo 
0
 �� �� � �� ��-� �� ��—“May God do so to you and more also, if you hide 
anything from me of all that he told you.’ ”

The next example, Ruth 1:17, displays an oath sworn by Ruth to Naomi, 
her mother-in-law, and it declares Ruth’s decisive loyalty to Naomi.

Ruth 1:17—� �� 	8 �� 
 �� �ysiyO hkow“ yli ùh hc,[}y" hKo � � 	$ �� " 	� �� ��� 	� 
 ���� 	6 � �� �� �� 
3 ��
 ��  
 ��
 ��  �
 �� �4 �
—“Where you die I will die, and there will I be buried. 
May the LORD do so to me and more also if even death parts 
me from you.”

2.2 Narrative Formulas

We now enter the realm of parenthetical formulas in Biblical Hebrew 
narrative, whose content frequently proves more diverse. In general, 
narrative formulas include certain patterns which add to the story 
external information relevant to readers in a later period. This type of 
formulas is our concern here. These external additions were presum-
ably inserted by ancient scribes or narrators as part of the extensive 
editorial work that the biblical texts underwent. Such insertions created 
parenthetical patterns which are not part of spontaneous speech acts but 
are carefully formulated literary additions. Still, from a syntactic and 
functional-pragmatic standpoint these insertions enjoy a status similar 
to any other parenthetical units in the sentence to which they belong. 
The following examples present clauses in �xed narrative patterns that 
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ful�ll the role of narrative parenthetical units. Since all these patterns 
appear within a narrative sequence they are labeled here ‘narrative 
parenthetical units’.

2.2.1 A Formula Introduced by � ��-� �� / � �� 	�
The examples in this section include the general explanatory and etio-
logical explanatory narrative formula introduced by � ��-� ��. This formula 
always deviates from the main story line, adding new explanatory in-
formation. The examples are classi�ed according to a basic bipartite 
division into those that are generally explanatory and try to present 
explanations for general human practices or familiar sayings, and those 
that are etiological and concern origins of proper names. The general 
explanatory information about human practices or familiar sayings is 
usually popular, and it touches on topics that stir human curiosity and 
imagination. The etiological explanations are often popular too, and 
they usually re�ect ideas regarding the origins of proper names based 
on what seems to be common knowledge accumulated up to the time 
of the scribe or narrator.18

The following are general explanatory examples. The �rst offers an 
explanation for the human practice of grown children leaving their 
parents and starting new families.

Gen. 2:24—�� 	' 	 ��  �
 	� ��  !6 �� �� ��  � � 	� ��  /MaiÎta,w“  wybia;Îta,  vyaiÎbz:[}y"  ˜KeÎl[' 
� 	# ��—“Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and 
cleaves to his wife, and they become one �esh.”

The second example concerns a common practice whereby the Israel-
ites, at least at the time of the scribe or narrator, did not use to eat a 
certain part of animal meat, identi�ed in the verse as � �� ��  � �� 	5 ��  �
 �@ 
3 �� 	% �� 7 ��-� �� and translated by the RSV as ‘the sinew of the hip’.

Gen. 32:33—d['  JreY:h'  �K'Îl['  rv,a}  hv,N:h'  dyGIÎta,  laer;c]yIÎynEb]  Wlk]ayOÎalø  ˜KeÎl[' 
� �� 	5 �� �
 �E �� � � �� �
 3 �� �
-7 �� �� � �E 	� 
 �� hZ<h'  �/Yh'—“Therefore to this day the 
Israelites do not eat the sinew of the hip which is upon the 
hollow of the thigh, because he touched the hollow of Jacob’s thigh 
on the sinew of the hip.”

18 Biblical etiological explanations detail the derivation of place names. For a short 
discussion of etiological elements in the Bible see, e.g., Amit 2001:122–123. See more 
in Seeligman 1961 and other references there.
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One more example provides an explanation for another practice 
known up to the time of the scribe or narrator. The reference to the 
scribe/narrator’s era is further expressed by the time phrase "!% ��  � �� 
� �& ��, which should be considered as a parenthesis in itself, since it breaks 
the narrative historical sequence and points to a different time, that of 
the scribe/narrator. Other examples which include the phrase "!% �� � �� 
� �& ��, not necessarily in the pattern treated in this section but in other 
constructions as well, are discussed below in the section on parenthetical 
words and phrases. In any event, the next example explains the practice 
of the priests of Dagon and other visitors to his shrine in Ashdod not 
to set foot on its doorstep up to the days of the scribe or narrator.

1 Sam. 5:4–5—. � �!� �� 
 �� �4 �� � 	� �� �� �
 	� 	4 �� � �4� � �!E 	� � �5 �� �� � 	� ?# 	8 �� � ��� � � �� �� �� �% �� 
Wkr]d]yIÎalø ˜KeÎl[' .�
 	� 	� � �� �� �� �!E 	� � �� � 	6 �4 �8 ��-� �� �!� =� �� �
 	� 	
 �!) �� 
 �6 ��� �!E 	� ��� � �� 
hZ<h'  �/Yh'  d['  d/Dv]a'B]  ˜/gD;  ˜T'p]miÎl['  ˜/gD;ÎtyBe  �yaiB;h'Îlk;w“  ˜/gd;  ynEh}ko—“But 
when they rose early on the next morning, behold, Dagon had fallen 
face downward on the ground before the ark of the LORD, and the 
head of Dagon and both his hands were lying cut off  upon the threshold; 
only the trunk of Dagon was left to him. This is why the priests of 
Dagon and all who enter the house of Dagon do not tread on 
the threshold of Dagon in Ashdod to this day.”

In the next example an explanation is given for Ziklag’s belonging to 
Judah up to the days of the scribe or narrator. Again, the verse includes 
the phrase � �& �� "!% �� � ��, meaning time of the scribe/narrator, and this 
breaks the historical sequence:

1 Sam. 27:6—hd;Why“ ykel]m'l] gl'q]xi ht;y“h; ˜kel; E 	� �� ��-� �� ��� �� "!% �� �
 �� 	� !�-� �6 �% �� 
hZ<h'  �/Yh'  d['—“So that day Achish gave him Ziklag; therefore Ziklag 
has belonged to the kings of Judah to this day.”

The following two examples show the insertion of explanations for 
sayings which were probably current in the era of the scribe/narrator. 
The �rst saying is . �  
 �� �4 ��  � �
 ��  �!� �@  �� � �� �� �� and the second is ��� 	�  " �E �� 
"
 �� � �5 ��:

Gen. 10:8–9—� �
 ��-�� � �E � 	
 	�-��� .> �� 	� 	� �� � �@ �!
 �� �� � �# �� ��� �� � �� ��-� �� � �� 	
 ��� �� 
ùh ynEp]li  dyIx'  r/BGI  drom]nIK]  rm'a;yE  ˜KeÎl[' . � 
 �� �4 ��—“Cush became the father of 
Nimrod; he was the �rst on earth to be a mighty man. He was a mighty 
hunter before the LORD; therefore it is said, ‘Like Nimrod a 
mighty hunter before the LORD.’ ”

1 Sam. 10:12—�g"h}  lv;m;l]  ht;y“h;  ˜KeÎl['  " ��
 � ��  
 ���  � ���� % ��  " 	 12 ��  �
 ��  � �� �% �� 
�yaibiN“B'  lWav;—“And a man of the place answered, ‘And who is their 
father?’ Therefore it became a proverb, ‘Is Saul also among 
the prophets?’ ”
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All the following are etiological explanatory examples, namely they 
give popular historical explanations for proper names of places. In the 
next example the name � � 	� � �� �� is understood as a place of swearing 
by seven lamps.

Gen. 21:30–31—� 	� �� ��  
 �;-� �
 �� �6  �� �� ��  
 �� 	% ��  # �$ �6  ��' 	 ��  � � ��-� ��  
 ��  � ���� % �� 
�� �� �� ��  " 	�  
 ��  [b'v;  raeB]  aWhh'  �/qM;l'  ar;q;  ˜KeÎl['  .��� & ��  � �� �� ��-� ��  
 �6 �� �4 	#  
 �� 
" ��
 �� ��—“He said, ‘These seven ewe lambs you will take from my hand, 
that you may be a witness for me that I dug this well.’ Therefore that 
place was called Beer-sheba; because there both of them swore an 
oath.”

An etiological explanation for the same name � � ��  � �� ��, in another 
biblical story with other characters, this time Isaac and his servants 
instead of Abraham and Abimelech who �gure in Gen. 21:30–31, ap-
pears in the following verse, where the meaning of the name is related 
to an oath.19

Gen. 26:33—hZ<h' �/Yh' d[' [b'v, raeB] ry[ih;Î�ve ˜KeÎl[' � 	� � �� F 	�� � � 	� �� �% ��—“He 
called it Shibah; therefore the name of the city is Beer-sheba to 
this day.”

The following example involves explanations for both a personal name 
and a place name, the latter of which employs the formula beginning 
with � ��-� ��.

Gen. 16:13–14—" �E ��  � 	� �� 	�  
 ��  
 �� ?�  � ��  � 	6 ��  	�
 �� ��  � �� � ��  . �-" ��  � 	� �� �6 �� 
�
 ��  � �� 	�-�
 �  � �5 ��  yairo  yj'l'  raeB]  raeB]l'  ar;q;  ˜KeÎl['  .
 ��� �  
 �� �# ��  
 ��
 �� 	�  "9 �� 
� �� 	�—“Therefore the well was called Beer-lahai-roi; it lies between 
Kadesh and Bered.”

The next three examples of this type of etiological explanatory formula 
all begin with � ��-� ��.

Exod. 15:23—˜KeÎl['  " ��  "
 �� 	�  
 ��  � 	� 	8 ��  " �
 ��  ��6 �� ��  �� �� 	
  �� � ��  � 	� 	� 	�  ���  	% �� 
hr;m;  Hm;v]Îar;q;—“When they came to Marah, they could not drink 
the water of Marah because it was bitter; therefore it was named 
Marah.”

Judg. 15:19— 	� 	6 �� �6 �� �% �� " �
 �� �5 �8 �� �� �� �% �� 
 �# �; ��-� �� �� � �6 �� �8 ��-� �� "
 ��9 <� � �� � �% �� 
hZ<h'  �/Yh'  d['  yjiL,B'  rv,a}  are/Qh'  ˜y[e  Hm;c]  ar;q;  ˜KeÎl['  
 �# �% ��  !#��—“And God 
split open the hollow place that is at Lehi, and there came water from it; 

19 The meaning of the root �+ ' (= swear) might be related to the number seven, 
since it is stated in Gen. 21:30–31 that the practice was to swear by seven witnesses, 
in this case lamps (BDB 92a, 989a).
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and when he drank, his spirit returned, and he revived. Therefore the 
name of it was called En-hakkore; it is at Lehi to this day.”

2 Sam. 5:20—
 � �
� �-� ��  . �  > �� 	)  � ���� % ��  � �� 	�  " 	�  " �� �% ��  "
 �� 	� �)-� �� � ��  � �� 	�  ��  	% �� 
�yxir;P]  l['B'  aWhh' �/qM;h'Î�ve ar;q;  ˜KeÎl[' " �
 	� > �� �4 �� 
 �� 	4 ��—“And David came 
to Baal-perazim, and David defeated them there; and he said, ‘The 
LORD has broken through my enemies before me, like a bursting �ood.’ 
Therefore the name of that place is called Baal-perazim.”

Other examples are Gen. 33:17, 50:11, and more.
Etiological explanations for names might also be introduced into 

the story by a speech citation, in which the etiological explanation is 
cited in �rst person, marked or not by a speech verb, while the story 
line is expressed in third person. Functionally and pragmatically the 
information provided in this way is equally external as the information 
introduced into the story line by the foregoing etiological narrative 
formula initiated by � ��-� ��; but linguistically the construction is not 
independent since the etiological information is included in a clause 
which is syntactically the object of the speech verb.20 Two examples 
of such a structure follow.

Gen. 26:22—�!� # �� F 	� �� � 	� �� �% �� 	�
 �� 	� � 	� �� � �� � �� �# �� � �� �� �� ) �# �% �� " 	 12 �� � �6 �� �% �� 
�r,a;b; Wnyrip;W Wnl; ùh byjir]hi hT;['ÎyKi rm,aYOw"—“And he moved from there and 
dug another well, and over that they did not quarrel; so he called its 
name Rehoboth, saying, ‘For now the LORD has made room for 
us, and we shall be fruitful in the land.’ ”

1 Sam. 1:20—� ���� �� !� ��-� �� � 	� �� �6 �� � �� � �� �6 �� � 	5 �# � �� �6 �� "
 �� 	% �� �!4 =� �� �� 
 �� �
 �� 
wyTil]aiv]  ùhme  yKi—“And in due time Hannah conceived and bore a son, 
and she called his name Samuel, for she said, ‘I have asked him 
of the LORD.’”

Note that in the last example the RSV translation adds the speech 
clause “for she said”, which is not found in the original Hebrew verse. 
The JPS adds here “meaning…” and similarly al-kit�b al-muqaddas: !���+� �, 
and Targum Jonathan: ���� 
��. Of the translations examined for this 
verse only the Peshitta does not add a speech verb. This insertion, 
wherever it occurs, is certainly based on the appearance of �rst person 
pronouns in the speech expression within a narrative verse narrated in 
third person. The change of third to �rst person is a clear sign in this 
case of direct speech.21

20 Ewald includes under the title ‘parenthetical information’ circumstantial clauses, 
but also clauses introduced by � �� �� and 
 �� (Ewald 1881:254, §346c).

21 For deixis as a parameter for distinguishing between direct and indirect speech, 
see Miller 1996:62–74, §2.3.1.
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2.2.2 A Formula Introduced by yreb]Di  rt,y<w“

The examples in this section consist of the concluding narrative for-
mula . . . 
 �� � ��  � �� �
 ��. This formula too is a scribal addition referring to 
a historical source documenting the history of the kings of Israel and 
Judah. Though the clauses which contain these remarks are syntacti-
cally coordinated to the preceding clauses by the conjunctive w�w, 
they deviate from, and are external to the story line in respect of time 
and should therefore functionally and pragmatically be considered as 
belonging to a different narrative level in the story. Since all examples 
of this widespread formula are similar in content and structure, only 
two examples are presented in full below, and they are followed by a 
few additional references. The resemblance in content and structure 
of all these examples is also re�ected in their uniform translations, 
demonstrated here by the two RSV renderings.

1 Kgs. 14:19—� �4 �*-� �� "
 ��� �� " 	5 �� 3 	� 	� � �� �� �� " �# �� �� � �� �� �[;b]r;y:  yreb]Di  rt,y<w“ 
� �� 	�� �' �
  
 �� �� �� ��  "
 �� 	% ��  
 �� � ��—“Now the rest of the acts of Jeroboam, 
how he warred and how he reigned, behold, they are written in the Book 
of the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel.”

1 Kgs. 14:29—� �4 �*-� ��  "
 ��� ��  � 	8 ��-�� � ��  �� 	' 	�  � �� ��-� 	� ��  �[;b]j'r]  yreb]Di  rt,y<w“ 
� 	��� �
  
 �� �� �� ��  "
 �� 	% ��  
 �� � ��—“Now the rest of the acts of Rehoboam, 
and all that he did, are they not written in the Book of the Chronicles 
of the Kings of Judah?”

Other examples are 1 Kgs. 15:7,23,31,16:5,14, and many more.

2.2.3 A Formula Indicating a Proper Name, a Month Name, 

or Related Information

The examples discussed in this section are nominal appositional clauses, 
constructed as bipartite nominal clauses.22 The new information given 
in these nominal clauses on the origin of proper names is meant for 
the story’s audience and readers living at the time of the scribe or 
narrator, who presumes that they are not acquainted with the ear-
lier name or any other relevant information. Other related examples 
introduce and describe a month name. Formal signs marking the 
information presented in this pattern as parenthetical are often found 
in Bible translations. For example, in the majority of the translations 

22 For more on the syntactic structure of these appositional clauses see, e.g., Zewi 
1999c.
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by the RSV the remark regarded as parenthetical is indeed set off  by 
parentheses. In scholarly works these clauses sometimes receive other 
titles too, including ‘exegetical remarks,’ ‘glosses,’23 ‘editorial notes,’24 
and ‘parenthetical glosses.’ The last term is used by Muraoka,25 and it 
seems to suit our interpretation of this formula very well.

Since a similar nominal appositional pattern is regular and genuine in 
Arabic, not surprisingly it is maintained in all versions of Saadya Gaon’s 
Arabic translation. Nevertheless, Arabic translations are not necessarily 
homogeneous in their treatment of this construction. al-kit�b al-muqaddas 
frequently translates this pattern not by a nominal appositional clause 
but by a relative clause. One such example is Gen. 14:3, presented 
below, translated as �-

�� �����  �( �.�/  �� �0  1 �2���  �34 56 5���  �7 �� �8  9���:. Another possible 
translation which appears in al-kit�b al-muqaddas is by a circumstantial 
clause with insertion of the conjunctive w�w, serving in such cases as 
w�w al-�al, before the parenthetical clause. The example here is Num. 
33:36, translated as  �; �<��,  �% �0 ��  �=> �?  �!�4 5(�/  %��. A translation by a relative 
clause appears in the Geez Bible translation too, e.g., the use of the 
feminine relative pronoun � �/��nta in the translation of Gen. 14:3, 
14:7, and 23:2, presented below. A perplexity regarding this structure 
also appears in the Peshitta in which Gen. 14:3,7, 19:37, 23:2, 36:1,24, 
Num. 21:16, and 2 Sam. 5:7, presented below, maintain the Hebrew 
pattern; another example presented below, Judg. 1:26, displays a con-
junctive w�w, and all other examples presented below display a rela-
tive clause, e.g., Num. 33:36: ��� �� ��� / d�-h� (h)� Q�	eš, and Deut. 
4:48: / ��	
� ����� / d�-h
y
 �erm�n, and similarly Josh. 20:6, Judg. 

23 For the terms ‘exegetical remark’ and ‘gloss’ see Muraoka 1990:229, §1.2.1, Baas-
ten 1997:4, and note 12 there. Also see Tov 1994:52–53, who says that “ ‘Genuine’ 
reconstructed glosses are rare,” and his conclusions that “most elements which have 
hitherto been described as glosses, actually are interpolations (exegetical additions)” and 
that “While some of the elements recognized as interpolations must have been added 
at the scribal level, many (if not most) of them belonged to a layer (edition) added to 
an earlier text (edition) at the stage of the literary growth of the biblical books” (Tov 
1994:65). Another study in which the clause patterns opening with an independent 
personal pronoun (and rarely also a demonstrative pronoun) are regarded as glosses 
is Driver 1957:124–126.

24 Weingreen strictly differentiates between ‘glosses’ and ‘editorial notes’ and mainly 
explains the occasionally so-called Biblical Hebrew ‘glosses’ as ‘editorial notes’: “the 
editorial note is a deliberate insertion and meant to be an integral part of the text, 
while the accretion of a gloss is due to the activity of a copyist, who copied in, along 
with the text, notes on words or phrases” (Weingreen 1957:149).

25 Muraoka 1999:191.
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19:10, and 1 Kgs. 6:1,38 below.26 Also signi�cant is the JPS translation 
of, e.g., Gen. 14:3 as “ . . . the valley of Siddim, now the Dead Sea.” 
By using the time particle ‘now’ which connects the identi�cation of 
the place to the scribe or narrator’s time, the JPS nicely displays the 
essence of this pattern.

The Hebrew examples and their English translation follow. The 
examples introduce and describe proper names, mostly of places, al-
though personal names also occur. First, we will see the very common 
type of examples giving explanations of place names.

Gen. 14:3—jl'M,h'  �y:  aWh  "
 ��� �2 ��  � �� ��-� ��  �� � 	#  � �; ��-� 	�—“And all these 
joined forces in the Valley of Siddim (that is, the Salt Sea).”

The assumption behind the scribe/narrator’s addition in this verse 
is that his contemporary readers are familiar with the place name " 	
 
# �� �8 ��. The new information they need to know is that this place had 
a previous name "
 ��� �2 �� � �� ��, and the latter is the one employed in the 
biblical story. Therefore, the better known place name, in this case " 	
 
# �� �8 ��, is syntactically a subject of a nominal clause, while the personal 
pronoun should be considered its predicate, while at the same time it 
refers to the place name which precedes it.27 The same syntactic struc-
ture is repeated in the other examples presented subsequently.

The following example � �� 	� �� �� contributes to the identi�cation of 
the more ancient name A 	) �� �� �
 ��.

Gen. 14:7—
 �� �� 	� �� 	�  � ��� �'-� 	�-� ��  �� �% ��  vdeq;  awhi  A 	) �� ��  �
 ��-� ��  ���  	% ��  � =� 	% �� 
� 	� 	6  �� � �� �# ��   ��� % ��  
 ��� � <� 	�-� ��  " �E ��—“Then they turned back and came 
to Enmishpat (that is, Kadesh), and subdued all the country of the 
Amalekites, and also the Amorites who dwelt in Hazazon-tamar.”

In the next verse �!� � �# �� �� is an identi�cation of a place name refer-
ring to the newer name of the former � �� �� �� � �
 �� ��.

Gen. 23:2—�� ) �* �� " 	� 	� � �� ��  	% �� � �� 	� �� > �� �� �� ˜/rb]j, awhi [B'r]a' ty"r]qiBi � 	�� 	' � 	� 	6 �� 
F 	�� � � �� ��  � 	�� 	' ��—“And Sarah died at Kiriath-arba (that is, Hebron) in 
the land of Canaan; and Abraham went in to mourn for Sarah and to 
weep for her.”

26 The duplication of the personal pronoun is required in Syriac. Unlike Hebrew, when 
the subject is not a personal pronoun, Syriac does not allow a simple bipartite nominal 
clause in a pattern of predicate-subject, and demands an additional pronoun subsequent 
to the predicate, creating an extraposition in a pattern predicate-subject (personal 
pronoun), subject. For nominal clause patterns in Syriac see Goldenberg 1983.

27 Such a syntactic interpretation for these clauses is suggested in Zewi 1999c.
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The next example does not identify an early place name by a later one 
but adds some information about its identity.

Num. 21:16—hn:T]a,w“ �[;h;Îta, �soa‘ hv,mol] ùh rm'a; rv,a} raeB]h' awhi � 	� �� �� " 	 12 ��� 
�yIm; �h,l;—“And from there they continued to Beer; that is the well of 
which the LORD said to Moses, ‘Gather the people together, 
and I will give them water.’ ”

Again, the ensuing verse contains an explanation of an earlier place name, 
� ��-� �� �� ��, by a newer one, � �� 	�. However, in this case the name refers 
to a general area and not to a speci�c spot.

Num. 33:36—vdeq;  awhi  � ��-� �� �� �� �  �� �# �% ��  � � 	@  �!
 �� �� ��  �� �* �% ��—“And they set 
out from Ezion-geber, and encamped in the wilderness of Zin (that is, 
Kadesh).”

The following example refers to a mountain. The former name, � �� 
�� �
� �', has been changed to the new one, �!� �� �#.

Deut. 4:48—˜/mr]j, aWh �� �
� �' � ��-� �� �� �� � �� �� � �# ��-� �4� �'-� �� � �� �� � ��� � �� ��—“From 
Aroer, which is on the edge of the valley of the Arnon, as far as Mount 
Sirion (that is, Hermon).”

The place names � �� �� ��  � �
 �� �� and �!� � �# are again mentioned in the 
next example, Josh. 20:6.

˜/rb]j, ayhi [B'r“Ç tyÆr]qiÎta,w“ " �
 	� �4 �� � �� �� " �� ��-� �� �� 
 �� 	6 �4 �� � �� �� �
 �� 	@ �� � �� ��-� �� �� �� �� �% ��        
� 	��� �
  � �� ��—“So they set apart Kedesh in Galilee in the hill country of 
Naphtali, and Shechem in the hill country of Ephraim, and Kiriath-arba 
(that is, Hebron) in the hill country of Judah.”

The next example contains a slightly different version of the pattern 
discussed in this section. It relates the founding of a new city, the an-
nouncement of its new name, and �nally, with the help of a nominal 
appositional clause, � �& �� "!% �� � �� F 	� �� ���, it does not give a new name 
for an earlier one, but emphasizes the persistence of the earlier name 
up to the era of the scribe or narrator.

Judg. 1:26—�/Yh' d[' Hm;v] aWh zWl Hm;v] ar;q]YIw" �
 �� � � �% �� "
 �6 �# �� > �� �� �
 �� 	� 3 �� �% �� 
hZ<h'—“And the man went to the land of the Hittites and built a city, and 
called its name Luz; that is its name to this day.”

The two last examples concerning place names are related to Jerusalem. 
The �rst, Judg. 19:10, explains *� �
, and the second, 2 Sam. 5:7, ex-
plains �!% �� � �� =� ��, as follows.
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Judg. 19:10—�Il;v;Wry“  ayhi  sWby“  jk'nOÎd['  ��  	% ��  3 �� �% ��  " 	� 	% ��  ��� 	�  �
 �� 	�  � 	 	�-�� � �� 
!8 ��  !� �E ��
 �4�  "
 ��� �#  "
 ��!� �#  � �� ��  !8 �� ��—“But the man would not spend 
the night; he rose up and departed, and arrived opposite Jebus (that 
is, Jerusalem). He had with him a couple of saddled asses, and his 
concubine was with him.”28

2 Sam. 5:7—dwID;  ry[i  ayhi  ˜/Yxi  td'xum]  tae  � �� 	�  �� � �� �% ��—“Nevertheless David 
took the stronghold of Zion, that is, the city of David.”

We arrive now at the less common type of examples which refer to 
proper personal names. These display the same syntactic structure of 
a nominal appositional clause as that of place names.

The next verse does not replace an old personal name by a new one, 
though it involves an announcement of a new name for a newborn 
infant. Moreover, the nominal appositional clause in this verse, ��� 
"!% ��-� ��  	�!�-
 � ��, is not meant to display a new name but to add some 
information regarding the infant’s name.

Gen. 19:37—�/Yh'Îd[' ba;/mÎybia} aWh  	�!� !� �� � 	� �� �6 �� � �� � 	�
 �� �� �� � �� �6 ��—“The 
�rst-born bore a son, and called his name Moab; he is the father of 
the Moabites to this day.”

The next example does identify one name, L 	' ��, by another, "!� <�.

Gen. 36:1—�/da‘  aWh  L 	' ��  �!� ��� 6  � �; �� ��—“These are the descendants of 
Esau (that is, Edom).”

The last example in this section, again, does not present a new personal 
name for a more ancient one, but supplies additional information re-
garding a certain personal name, � 	� ��, which is indicated in the verse 
as that of one of Zibeon’s sons. The parenthetical information obtained 
in the nominal appositional clause, � 	� �� �8 �� " �� �% ��-� �� � 	� 	� � �� �� � 	� �� ��� 
�
 � 	� �!� � �� �� "
 ��� � �# ��-� �� !�� � �� ��, hints at another story, which is probably 
understood by the scribe or narrator as belonging to a collection of 
stories with which the readers or listeners of his era are familiar. The 
technique of using parenthetical clauses to refer to stories elsewhere, 
sometimes discloses ones that are not otherwise mentioned in the Bible. 
Their very existence becomes known only through their intimation in 
this parenthetical way.

28 Sternberg 1985:121 refers to this example and the like as an exposition meant 
for ‘temporal or cultural bridging.’
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Gen. 36:24—rB;d]MiB'  �miYEh'Îta,  ax;m;  rv,a}  hn:[}  aWj  � 	� �� ��  � 	% �� ��  �!� � ��-
 �� �  � �; �� �� 
wybia; ˜/[b]xil] �yrimoj}h'Îta, /t[or]Bi—“These are the sons of Zibeon: Aiah and 
Anah; he is the Anah who found the hot springs in the wilder-
ness, as he pastured the asses of Zibeon his father.”

Other instances of both place names and personal names are Gen. 
14:2,8,17, 19:38, 23:19, 35:6,19,20,27, 36:43, 48:7, Exod. 6:26,27, 
Josh. 21:10, 1 Kgs. 8:1, 2 Kgs. 10:12, and many more.

The following examples are similar in structure to those referring to 
proper names, and they introduce and explain a month name.

1 Kgs. 6:1—" �
 �� �� ��-> �� �� �� � �� 	�� �' �
-
 �� �� �� �� �� � 	� 	� �!� �� � �� �� �� �� � 	� 	� "
 ��!� �� � 
 �� �
 �� 
. � �� � �
 �� �� � � �% �� � �� 	�� �' �
-� �� �� �9 �� 39 �� �� ynIVeh' vd,joh' aWh � �( � ��� # �� �
 ��
 � �� 	� � 	� 	 12 ��  
—“In the four hundred and eightieth year after the people of Israel came 
out of the land of Egypt, in the fourth year of Solomon’s reign over Israel, 
in the month of Ziv, which is the second month, he began to build 
the house of the LORD.”

1 Kgs. 6:38—� �
 �� ��  � 	� 	�  ynIymiV]h'  vd,joh'  aWh  ���  # �� �
 ��  � ��� �' ��  � �# �� 	�  � 	� 	 12 �� 
"
 �� 	�  � � ��  �� �� � �% ��  �
 	A 	) �� ��  !A 	) �� ��-� 	� ���  �
 	� 	 ��-� 	� ��—“And in the eleventh 
year, in the month of Bul, which is the eighth month, the house was 
�nished in all its parts, and according to all its speci�cations. He was 
seven years in building it.”29

2.3 External Information Mostly Expressed 

by Circumstantial Clauses

The examples in this section do not contain speci�c expressions or 
formulas considered parenthetical wherever they appear, but several 
syntactically distinct types of clauses, such as verbal clauses with qatal, 
nominal clauses, existential clauses, and participial clauses, which tend to 
break the narrative sequence composed regularly of a chain of wayyiqtol 
clauses. The choice of verbs in verbal clauses, the complete absence 
of verbs in nominal clauses, and the word order of both verbal and 
nominal clauses show deviation from the main narrative sequence, and 
they all appear to be playing a role of some sort of adverbial clause 
type, mostly a circumstantial clause introduced by the conjunctive w�w. 
However, contrary to normal circumstantial clauses, which describe the 
circumstance of an agent, and thus can be interpreted as attributive 

29 This formula with month names is especially common in the late book of Esther, 
e.g., 2:16, 3:7,13, 8:9,12, 9:1.
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or adverbial, and in fact show features of both, these circumstantial 
clauses are syntactically independent. They exhibit a new, free subject, 
and they do not play the part of attributes or complements, obligatory 
or not, of any speci�c sentence part or of the sentence as a whole.30 
Their circumstantial attribution of these clauses is only due to the 
circumstantial information obtained in them.

Since these clause types frequently share an inversion of word order 
deviating from the common structure in narrative chains of clauses 
initiated by wayyiqtol forms, and their subjects often are in �rst position, 
word order inversion itself should be regarded as a means of introducing 
parenthetical information into a text.31 Nonetheless, these techniques, 
that is, using certain type of circumstantial clauses involving either 
one or more of word order inversion, qatal clauses, nominal clauses 
including participial clauses,32 and existential clauses, play roles other 
than introducing parenthetical information to the narrative sequence, 
the prominent of which are focalization and topicalization. These roles 
belong to the realm of functional grammar and are outside the scope 
of this book.33

Only examples demonstrating the insertion of parenthetical informa-
tion are presented here. In many of them the parenthetical information 
also involves topic shift, a term commonly used in functional and 
discourse studies, which basically means a change of subject within a 
clause or a discourse unit.34 Consequently a connection exists between 

30 For references to other works which deal with this function from a linguistic 
or discourse studies/text linguistic point of view see, e.g., Polotsky 1985, Niccacci 
1990, Eskhult 1990, de Regt 1999, and more in §1.3 above. Note also the observa-
tions regarding this function made by scholars who work on the structure of biblical 
narrative from a literary point of view, e.g., Alter 1981 and Berlin 1983, and more 
in §1.5 above. For circumstantial clauses in Biblical Hebrew grammars see, e.g., 
GKC 1910:489–491, §156, Joüon & Muraoka 2006:565–566, §159. For the structure 
and function of circumstantial clauses see also, e.g., Driver 1892:195–211, Andersen 
1974:77–91, §5, Eskhult 1990:31–33, §2.3.3.

31 Word order inversion is indeed recognized as a language device for breaking the 
narrative �ow in general linguistic and Biblical Hebrew studies. For references see, 
e.g., Eskhult 1990:35–36, §2.4.2.

32 Participial clauses are treated here as a certain type of nominal clauses, since the 
two types share similar characteristics in structure and word order possibilities, and since 
participles and adjectives in Semitic languages share many features with nouns.

33 On these roles and their in�uence on sentence structure see, e.g., Zewi 1992, and 
many more references there.

34 The term ‘topic’ is employed instead of ‘subject’ because it refers to grammatical 
subject, but also to logical subjects. For the term ‘topic’ see, e.g., Crystal 2003:468.
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the introduction of parenthetical information into a text and the func-
tional structure of the clause performing this task. As for the term ‘topic 
shift,’ Brown and Yule, for instance, say that “between two contiguous 
pieces of discourse which are intuitively considered to have two differ-
ent ‘topics’, there should be a point at which the shift from one topic 
to the next is marked”; and “if we can characterize this marking of 
topic-shift, then we shall have found a structural basis for dividing up 
stretches of discourse into a series of smaller units, each on a separate 
topic.”35 The discussion of topic-shift by Brown and Yule, which is 
aimed at uncovering and de�ning topic boundary markers, can also 
assist in identifying units which deviate from the main discourse, namely, 
parenthetical units.

Since all our examples appear within a narrative sequence, not in dis-
course, they should all be considered narrative parenthetical units. Yet 
while many studies might include these or similar examples under the 
general ‘background’ label,36 only a small number of our examples come 
under this title (§2.3.1 below). A more detailed division is offered for 
all other examples in an attempt to classify the external information 
in them according to more speci�c contextual features. The examples 
are divided into six contextual types:

(1) Examples which introduce background information.
(2) Examples which express foreshadowing, i.e., they submit a piece 

of new information which anticipates a later development in the 
story.

(3) Examples which introduce explanatory information
(4) Examples which display theological apologetic remarks.
(5) Examples which express historical remarks.
(6) Examples which introduce other information marginal to the story 

line.

A description of the parenthetical content, and indication of the par-
ticular linguistic means employed to create the deviation from the main 
narrative line, accompanies each example.

35 Brown & Yule 1983:94–95, §3.6.
36 For more references regarding ‘background’ see Eskhult 1990:35, §2.4.2. Eskhult 

himself attaches the label ‘Episode Marginal Circumstantial’ to such constructions, when 
they introduce episodes, though he is aware of the diversity of nuances expressed by 
them (Eskhult 1990:45–57, §3). Eskhult suggests that “the use of the essentially descrip-
tive, and static, subj-ql clause in episode-initial position is a trait of classical Hebrew 
narrative art, perhaps moulded on oral narrative technique” (Eskhult 1990:57, §3.5).
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2.3.1 Examples Introducing Background Information

The term ‘background information’ is widely used as a general label 
for any information external to the narrative sequence that breaks the 
narrative �ow. In this book it is restricted to extra information inserted 
into the story by the scribe or narrator to facilitate understanding of 
certain developments that could not be understood without it. As to 
syntactic status, these parenthetical examples are all circumstantial 
clauses introduced by the conjunctive w�w. The clause patterns which 
form these circumstantial clauses vary: they can be nominal, existen-
tial, and verbal with a suf�x conjugation verb. In many verbal clauses 
the word order is inverted and the clause opens with a subject instead 
of the verb–subject word order that typically outlines the narrative 
sequence.

The �rst two examples, Gen. 12:6 and 13:7, give information about 
the inhabitants of the land in which Abram and Lot chose to dwell. This 
knowledge is important for understanding later developments in the 
story which include problems in these characters’ interactions with local 
inhabitants and in �nding the land too small for both of them to herd 
cattle. In both examples the information is displayed by circumstantial 
nominal clauses.37 These are evidently scribal or narrator’s additions, 
since they include the time co-ordinate particle ( 	�, which indicates a 
point in time different from that of the scribe or narrator.

Gen. 12:6—za;  ynI[}n'K]h'w“  � ��!�  �!� ��  � ��  " �� ��  "!� ��  � ��  > �� 	� 	�  " 	� � ��  ��  �� �% �� 
�r,a;B;—“Abram passed through the land to the place at Shechem, to the 
oak of Moreh. At that time the Canaanites were in the land.”

Gen. 13:7—yZIriP]h'w“  ynI[}n"K]h'w“  A!�-� �� �� ��  
 ��� �  �
 ��  " 	� � ��-� �� �� ��  
 ��� �  �
 ��  
 ��-
 �� �
 �� 
�r,a;B;  bveyO  za;—“And there was strife between the herdsmen of Abram’s 
cattle and the herdsmen of Lot’s cattle. At that time the Canaanites 
and the Perizzites dwelt in the land.”

The parenthetical information in the next two verses tells us that the priest 
of Midian had seven daughters. This information marks the beginning of 
a new story, and it is indispensable background for under-standing the 
development of the story, in which the daughters of the priest of Midian 

37 Though both clauses are considered nominal in that a participial clause is regarded 
as a sub-type of a nominal clause, they are not entirely similar in structure. The �rst 
clause is an apparent nominal clause whose predicate is the prepositional phrase > �� 	� 	�; 
the second is a participial clause whose predicate is  ��� 
, a participle, and a prepositional 
phrase > �� 	� 	�, like that in the �rst clause, plays in it the syntactic role of an adverbial. 
Nonetheless, the clauses provide similar contents.
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play an important part.38 This parenthetical, albeit very important infor-
mation, is introduced into the text by a circumstantial nominal clause 
made of a prepositional phrase and a noun phrase and functioning as a 
possessive clause, and it breaks a narrative �ow composed by many 
wayyiqtol verbs, i.e., � �� �� �% ��,  � �$ � �
 ��  # �� � �% ��, twice  �� �% ��, � 	���  	6 ��, � 	� �� �� �6 �� 
and � 	�� �; �� �6 ��.

Exod. 2:15–16—# �� � �% ��  � ��� �-� ��  E� � �� ��  � �$ � �
 ��  � �& ��  � 	 	� ��-� ��  �� � �� �)  � �� �� �% �� 
� 	���  	6 �� t/nB; [b'v, ˜y:d]mi ˜hekol]W .� �� �� ��-� ��  �� �% �� � 	
 �� ��-> �� �� ��  �� �% �� �� � �� �4 
 �� �) �� � ��� � 
� ��
 � ��  ��� �  �!� �� �� ��  "
 �A 	� �� 	�-� ��  � 	�� �; �� �6 ��  � 	� �� �� �6 ��—“When Pharaoh heard 
of it, he sought to kill Moses. But Moses �ed from Pharaoh, and stayed 
in the land of Midian; and he sat down by a well. Now the priest of 
Midian had seven daughters; and they came and drew water, and 
�lled the troughs to water their father’s �ock.”

Bible translations might feel a need to signify the shift to the parentheti-
cal clause by some sort of a special marking. For example, the Geez 
Bible translation marks the �rst word, 
 �� �� �� �� �� ��, of the parenthetical clause 
> �� 	� 	� ( 	� 
 �� �� �� �� �� �� of Gen. 12:6 above by attaching the emphatic enclitic 
particle -ssa to its end, ��� * /Kana�(!)an-�-ssa. This particle usually 
marks contrast;39 the JPS starts its translation of �!� 	�  � � ��  � 	
 �� ��  � ��� � ��� 
in Exod. 2:16 above with the word ‘now’: “Now the priest of Midian 
had seven daughters.”

The parenthetical clause in Exod. 34:29 below tells of Moses having 
radiant skin when he descended from Mount Sinai. This piece of infor-
mation is essential background for understanding the ensuing situation, 
where Aaron and the Israelites are afraid to approach Moses because 
of the strangely glowing appearance of his skin.

Exod. 34:29–30—!6 �� �� �� � ��� �-� �
 �� � =� �� 	� �� # =� 
 �� ��� 
 ��
 �* � �� �� � ��� � � �� �� �� 
 �� �
 �� 
� �� 	�� �' �
  
 �� ��-� 	� ��  �� � �� �� � �� �% ��  ./Tai  /rB]d'B]  wyn:P;  r/[  ˜r'q;  yKi  [d'y:Îalø  hv,moW  � 	� 	�-� �� 
�
 	� ��  � �� �@ ��  �� ��
 �% ��  �
 	� 	)  �!�  � �� 	�  � �5 �� ��  � ��� �-� ��—“When Moses came down 
from Mount Sinai, with the two tables of the testimony in his hand as he 
came down from the mountain, Moses did not know that the skin 
of his face shone because he had been talking with God. And 
when Aaron and all the people of Israel saw Moses, behold, the skin of 
his face shone, and they were afraid to come near him.”

The two following verses, Judg. 4:4 and Judg. 4:5, begin a new story, 
that of the prophet Deborah who served as a judge. They describe 

38 Andersen 1974:79 mentions this example among others in which the circumstantial 
clause is “episode-Initial”.

39 On the function of this particle see Dillmann 1907:412–413, §168,5.
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Deborah’s marital and professional status and outline her daily work. 
This information is important background for understanding Deborah’s 
later involvement in the coming war between Barak, son of Abinoam, 
and Sisera, the commander of Jabin’s army. Both verses are circum-
stantial nominal clauses introduced by a conjunctive w�w. The �rst cir-
cumstantial clause, � �� 	�� �' �
-� �� � 	A �4�� �
 �� �!�
 �) �� � �� �� � 	�
 � �� � 	 12 �� � 	�! ��� 
�
 �� �� � �� 	�, is independent, while the second, � 	�! �� � ��� 6-� �# �6 � � ��!
 �
 �� �� 
" �
 	� �4 �� � �� �� � ��-�
 �� �
 �� � 	� 	� 	� �
 ��, is attributed to a speci�c head, since it 
describes a grammatical agent, namely Deborah herself, who is men-
tioned in the �rst clause. The special status of Devorah in the latter 
circumstantial clause is nicely marked in the Geez Bible translation, 
which repeats the proper name instead of using a personal pronoun 
and attaches to it the emphatic enclitic particle –ssa, which generally 
marks contrast: #+�,-./wa-Dibor�-�-ssa.40 Note that the �rst verse 
includes the co-ordinate time phrase �
 �� ��  � �� 	� which should in itself 
be regarded as a scribe’s or narrator’s external remark introduced into 
the text in a later period. Such phrases are very common in biblical 
narrative, and they are discussed in length below.41

Judg. 4:4–5—t[eB;  laer;c]yIÎta,  hf;p]vo  ayhi  t/dyPil'  tv,ae  ha;ybin“  hV;ai  hr;/bd]W 
Wl[}Y"w"  �yIr;p]a,  rh'B]  laeÎtyBe  ˜ybeW  hm;r;h;  ˜yBe  hr;/bD]  rm,ToÎtj'T'  tb,v,/y  ayhiw“  .ayhih' 
fP;v]Mil'  laer;c]yI  ynEB]  h;yl,ae—“Now Deborah, a prophetess, the wife 
of Lappidoth, was judging Israel at that time. She used to sit 
under the palm of Deborah between Ramah and Bethel in the 
hill country of Ephraim; and the people of Israel came up to 
her for judgment.”

The information presented in the next example, Judg. 17:6, which 
relates the absence of leadership and law enforcement in Israel, is prob-
ably again a scribal or narrator’s later addition, and it is also marked 
as such by the co-ordinate time phrase " �� 	�  "
 �� 	% ��.42 This addition 
is essential background information, explaining how the subsequent 
event, told in Judg. 17:7–13, where a Levite becomes a priest against 
the ordinary rules, could come about. The clause 3 �� ��  �
 ��  " �� 	�  "
 �� 	% �� 
� �� 	�� �' �
 �� and its variants also appear elsewhere, in Judg. 18:1, 19:1 and 
21:25. In all these cases they precede a discussion of life without law 
enforcement. In the verse discussed here two formulas actually appear, 

40 Dillmann 1907:412–413, §168,5.
41 See §3.2.4 below, and also Brin 1986:47–50.
42 See §3.2.3 below, and also Brin 1986:50–52.
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as the formula � �� 	�� �' �
 �� 3 �� �� �
 �� " �� 	� "
 �� 	% �� is followed by another with 
similar content: �� �' �� �
 �
 	�
 �� �� � 	� 	% �� �
 ��. As may be expected, the Arabic 
al-kit�b al-muqaddas re�ects the habitual past nuance in this verse by 
inserting the existential Arabic verb �@� �� into the translation of the 
existential clause � �� 	�� �' �
 �� 3 �� �� �
 �� " �� 	� "
 �� 	% ��, conveying the past tense:
 �AB�+� �( �$�: %�� CD�� �� ��=E�4 �3�� �F �G�H� �D��� %�� ��, and rendering the verb �� �' �� �
 in the 
verbal clause �� �' �� �
 �
 	�
 �� �� � 	� 	% �� �
 �� by the verbal phrase �A �� �I�4 �@� ��, which 
conveys habitual practice. Similarly, the Peshitta expresses the habitual 
nuance in this verse by the participle + the auxiliary existential verb: 
�� ���/����	 (h)w�.

Judg. 17:6—hc,[}y" wyn:y[eB] rv;Y:h' vyai laer;c]yIB] Jl,m, ˜yae �heh; �ymiY:B'—“In those 
days there was no king in Israel; every man did what was right 
in his own eyes.”

The background information in the next example introduces the story 
told in chapter 18 in the book of Judges about the people of the tribe 
of Dan looking for a land and taking the law into their own hands by 
inducing the priest of the local prophet Micah to leave him and join 
them behind Micah’s back and by taking by force the city of Laish.

Judg. 18:1—� 	� �# �� !�-� �$ � �� 
 �� 	� �� A � �� " �� 	� "
 �� 	% �� laer;c]yIB] Jl,m, ˜yae �heh; �ymiY:B' 
� 	� �# �� ��  � �� 	�� �' �
  
 �A � ��-3!� ��  ��� ��  "!% ��-� ��  !;  � 	� �4 	�-�� �  
 ��  � � �� 	�—“In those 
days there was no king in Israel. And in those days the tribe of the 
Danites was seeking for itself an inheritance to dwell in; for until then no 
inheritance among the tribes of Israel had fallen to them.”

The circumstantial clause indicating a lawless state in the following 
verse introduces the dreadful story of the concubine on Gibeah of 
Benjamin told in chapters 19–21 of Judges. The concluding verse of the 
last chapter, Judg. 21:25—�
 	�
 �� �� � 	� 	% �� �
 �� � �� 	�� �' �
 �� 3 �� �� �
 �� " �� 	� "
 �� 	% �� 
�� �' �� �
—“In those days there was no king in Israel; every man did what 
was right in his own eyes,” again, repeats the formula, �
 ��  " �� 	�  "
 �� 	% �� 
� �� 	�� �' �
 �� 3 �� ��, while adding the other formula exhibiting complementary 
content: �� �' �� �
  �
 	�
 �� �� � 	� 	% �� �
 ��.

Judg. 19:1—" �
 �� �4 ��-� �� 
 �� �� �� �
 �� � 	@ 
 �� �� �
 �� 
 �� �
 �� laer;c]yIB] ˜yae Jl,m,W �heh; �ymiY:B' yhiy“w" 
� 	��� �
 " �# �� �
 �� �� � �E ��
 �4 � 	 12 �� !�-# �$ �% ��—“In those days, when there was 
no king in Israel, a certain Levite was sojourning in the remote parts 
of the hill country of Ephraim, who took to himself a concubine from 
Bethlehem in Judah.”

The following verse, 1 Sam. 13:19, and the subsequent verses 20 and 21, 
tell how the Israelites made agricultural tools out of weapons at the 
Philistines’ orders. This information is provided as a background to 
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the Israelites’ circumstances, revealed in verse 22; they did not possess 
any weapons that could be used for �ghting the impending war with 
the Philistines. The clause is a circumstantial verbal clause in the order 
of subject � 	� 	# ��–predicate � �� 	8 �
  �� �, and it therefore involves a word 
order inversion, opposite to the expected word order in narrative verbal 
clauses of verb–subject.

1 Sam. 13:19—˜P,  �yTiv]lip]  Wrm]a;  rm'a;ÎyKi  laer;c]yI  �r,a,  lkoB]  axeM;yI  alø  vr;j;w“ 
tynIj}  /a  br,j,  �yrib][ih;  Wc[}y"—“Now there was no smith to be found 
throughout all the land of Israel; for the Philistines said, ‘Lest 
the Hebrews make themselves swords or spears.’ ”

The next parenthetical verse contains several clauses introducing the 
story of the murder of a grandson of Saul and David’s treatment of his 
killers. The story provides information regarding the special condition 
of Saul’s grandson as crippled, which is important for understanding 
the essence of this murder and the reason for David’s rage at the mur-
derers. As to the syntactic technique, the �rst clause, ��� 	�-� ��  � 	� 	�!�
 �� �� 
" �
 	� �E ��  � �� ��  � ��, is circumstantial and nominal, and is composed of a 
prepositional phrase and a nominal phrase expressing possessiveness. 
The succeeding clauses tell a secondary parenthetical story, which goes 
back to earlier events that caused the crippling of Saul’s grandson. At 
this point the syntactic technique changes. First, the verb � 	
 	� in used 
in the second nominal clause, � 	� 	�!�
 �� ��� 	� � �� =� �� ��  �� � 	
 	� "
 �� 	� � �� 	#-� �� 
�� �� �� �( �% ��, af�rming its status as occurring in the distant past. The 
subsequent clauses go back to the verbal pattern typical of a narrative 
sequence, namely the use of a chain of wayyiqtol verbs: �� ��� 	2 �6 ��,  *� � 	6 ��,

 �� �
 ��, �� ) �% ��, �# �* 	) �% ��. The end of this secondary story is marked again by 
a nominal clause, � ��� 
 �4 �� !� ���.

2 Sam. 4:4—t['muv]  aboB]  hy:h;  �ynIv;  vmej;Î˜B,  �yIl;g“r'  hken“  ˜Be  lWav;Î˜B,  ˜t;n:/hylw“ 
/mv]W  j'seP;YIw"  lPoYIw"  sWnl;  Hz:p]j;B]  yhiy“w"  snOT;w"  /Tn]m'ao  WhaeC;Tiw"  la[,r]z“YImi  ˜t;n:/hywI  lWav; 
tv,boypim]—“Jonathan, the son of Saul, had a son who was crippled 
in his feet. He was �ve years old when the news about Saul and 
Jonathan came from Jezreel; and his nurse took him up, and 
�ed; and, as she �ed in her haste, he fell, and became lame. 
And his name was Mephibosheth.”

In the last three examples a circumstantial nominal clause introduces 
a new character and at the same time opens a new story; it does not 
just convey background information but also marks topic shift. These 
circumstantial nominal clauses should also be considered parenthetical, 
since the information they contain is not part of the following story but 
only adds relevant information.
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1 Kgs. 10:1—!�� G �� ��  ��  	6 ��  ùh  �vel]  hmoløv]  [m'veÎta,  t['m'vo  ab;v]ÎtK'l]m'W 
�!�
 �# ��—“Now when the queen of Sheba heard of the fame of 
Solomon concerning the name of the LORD, she came to test him 
with hard questions.”

2 Kgs. 3:4—"
 �� 	�  7 �� ��-� 	� ��  � �� 	�� �' �
-3 �� �� ��  
 �� �� ��  dqenO  hy:h;  ba;/mÎJl,m,  [v'ymeW 
� �� 	�  "
 ��
 ��  7 �� ��  � 	� ���—“Now Mesha king of Moab was a sheep 
breeder; and he had to deliver annually to the king of Israel a hundred 
thousand lambs, and the wool of a hundred thousand rams.”

Ruth 2:1—/mv]W  Jl,m,ylia‘  tj'P'v]Mimi  lyIj'  r/BGI  vyai  Hv;yail]  [d'/m  [D;yUm]  ymi[’n:l]W 
z['Bo—“Now Naomi had a kinsman of her husband’s, a man of 
wealth, of the family of Elimelech, whose name was Boaz.”43

As demonstrated in this section, background information does not 
always interrupt a sentence or a story, but may occasionally appear as an 
introductory clause.44 Such information still deviates from the story line 
and interrupts the narrative �ow, but it does not necessarily interrupt 
a speci�c sentence. The analysis of this information as parenthetical 
might therefore be controversial. Certain scholars might differentiate 
between introductory background information and what they regard as 
a real parenthetical clause, namely information that interrupts not just 
the narrative �ow but a speci�c sentence. A well-known example of this 
controversy concerns Gen. 1:1–3—� �� �� " �
 �� 	 12 �� � �� "
 ��9 <� � 	� 	� �
 ��� �� �� 
ynEP]Îl[' tp,j,r'm] �yhiløa‘ j'Wdw“ �/ht] ynEP]Îl[' Jv,jow“  Whbow:  Whto ht;y“h; �r,a;h;w“ .> �� 	� 	� 
�!�-
 �� �
 �� �!� 
 �� �
 "
 ��9 <� � ���� % �� .�yIM;h'—“In the beginning God created the 
heavens and the earth. The earth was without form and void, 
and darkness was upon the face of the deep; and the Spirit 
of God was moving over the face of the waters. And God said, 
‘Let there be light’; and there was light.” Numerous translations and 
interpretations of this verse consider verse 2 a parenthetical clause, situ-
ated between a temporal clause (verse 1) and its main clause (verse 3), 
e.g., the JPS translation: “When God began to create heaven and 
earth—the earth being unformed and void, with darkness 
over the surface of the deep and a wind from God sweeping 
over the water—God said, ‘let there be light’; and there was light.” 
Likewise Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translation, which begins verse 1 with 

43 Note Dawson’s remark about the opening of the book of Ruth and off-line clauses, 
in Dawson 1994:181, §3.2.4.

44 As stated above, this introductory pattern was pinpointed by Eskhult, who refers 
to it as ‘Episode Marginal Circumstantial’ (Eskhult 1990:45–57, §3).
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the subordinate temporal phrase �� ��� and not the adverb ����.45 But 
other translations, like the RSV translation above, al-kit�b al-muqaddas, 
the Geez Bible translation, Onkelos, and the Peshitta, take verses 1 and 
2 as independent clauses, introducing the narrative with two non-par-
enthetical clauses expressing background information.46

2.3.2 Examples of Foreshadowing

As for content, all the examples in this section, like those expressing 
background information discussed above, introduce extra information 
important for understanding later developments in the story. This time, 
however, the extra information also foreshadows a coming event, that 
is, it intimates a later development in the story. Foreshadowing as both 
an editorial and a literary technique in Biblical narrative has been 
observed and recognized by several scholars including medieval Bible 
interpreters.47 Regarding syntactic status, as stated above the clause 
patterns employed for foreshadowing are all circumstantial clauses 
introduced by the conjunctive w�w.48 The clause patterns which form 
these circumstantial clauses vary: they can be nominal, existential, and 
verbal containing a suf�x conjugation verb, and can also reveal word 
order inversion. It is not always easy to distinguish purely background 

45 Derenbourg Edition: 5, note 1. The interpretation re�ected in this translation 
was also suggested by the famous Bible commentator, Rashi: �A�'4� �'�4� �� "�� 
.���  
�
  "
��� ���
�  M'#�  ���  ��� ��
�  >����  >���  "
�' ��
�  �
'�� ��'�4 M� 
���� �� �
� ,M� ������ � "�' ,���� ���' ���� ��
�� ��* ������ ����� � ��� 
7� . . . �
�#� �' �
�� ��� ��
�' ���� �
'�� M� �
�' ,. �E�  "
�'� �� �� ���'�� 
��� �
'�� ��� ,. �E�  "
��� �� �
'�� ���� ��� ���—“If you come to explain it 
according to its simple meaning, explain it as follows: “In the beginning of the creation 
of the heavens and the earth, when the earth was bewilderment and void and there 
was darkness . . ., God said, ‘Let there be light.’ ” The verse does not come to teach the 
order of Creation by saying that [the heavens and the earth] came �rst, for if this is 
what it came to teach us, it should have written, “At First, He created the Heavens, 
etc.,” for you have no instance of the word �
'�� in Scripture that is not attached to 
the word that follows it… Here, too, you should say that the phrase "
��� �� �
'�� 
. �E� is to be understood as in the beginning of the creating.” Hebrew version and English 
translation of Rashi‘s comment are according to Herczeg & Others 1995:3. Also note 
ibid.:3, note 6.

46 For this controversy see, e.g., Goldenberg 1995:28–29 and Winther-Nielsen 
1992. Goldenberg considers the �rst view as superior while Winther-Nielsen prefers 
the second.

47 See, e.g., Zakovitch 1985, and p. 85 for other references.
48 Circumstantial clauses are very frequent in Arabic, so it is not surprising that 

most of them are translated by a similar circumstantial pattern in Arabic in both 
Saadya Gaon’s medieval translation for examples from the Pentateuch and in al-kit�b 
al-muqaddas for all examples.
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information from extra information foreshadowing coming events. 
Each of the following examples is accompanied by an explanation of 
how in these cases foreshadowing is accomplished in the content of 
the parenthesis.49

In the �rst example below, Gen. 3:1, the parenthetical information 
anticipates the behavior of the snake, which immediately enters the 
story after the parenthetical information about his cunning is given.50 
Zevit insightfully writes about this verse: “It was mentioned here, 
however, because it cued the audience to attend carefully to the fol-
lowing conversation which would hardly be as casual and innocent as 
it may have appeared.”51 The clause type used for the parenthesis is 
nominal, opening with a noun phrase � 	# 	5 �� ��, whose syntactic status is 
the subject.

As in a number of previous examples the special status of the snake 
in this clause, in contrast to the whole context, is particularly empha-
sized in the Geez translation by use of the emphatic enclitic particle 
-ssa suf�xed to it: #��/��0�. / wa-�arwe m�dr-�-ssa, and in the JPS by 
use of the opening word ‘now.’ The nominal clause intervenes between 
preceding and following verbal clauses, the verbs of which belong to 
the pre�x conjugation. Whenever possible they follow the so-called 
conversive w�w, namely the wayyiqtol forms �
 �� �% �� and �� 	�� � �� �
  �� � ��52 in 
the preceding verse Gen. 2:25, and � ���� % �� in the continuing part of 
Gen. 3:1, which follows the parenthetical clause.53

Gen. 3:1—� 	 12 �� 	�-� �� � ���� % �� �yhiløa‘ ùh hc;[; rv,a} hd,C;h' tY"j' lKomi �Wr[; hy:h; vj;N:h'w“ 
� 	@ �� > �� �� � �� �� ����� �� � "
 ��9 <� � �� 	�-
 �� 7 ��—“Now the serpent was more 
subtle than any other wild creature that the LORD God had 
made. He said to the woman, ‘Did God say, ‘You shall not eat of any 
tree of the garden’?’ ”

49 Note also Bailey’s examples of foreshadowing in genealogical lists in Genesis 
(Bailey 1994:273–274) and Sternberg’s discussion of “modes of shaping the narrative 
future” which include foreshadowing (Sternberg 1985:268–283) and “epithets and 
the rule of forward-looking exposition” which also refers to foreshadowing (Sternberg 
1985:337–341).

50 Andersen 1974:79, §5.1.1 explains this example as an “episode-initial circumstantial 
clause” and gives other examples which play a similar role.

51 Zevit 1998:22.
52 The use of the conversive w�w is avoided in this verb, since it follows the nega-

tion particle �� �.
53 Note that the division of the Bible into verses and chapters is rather late in time, 

and though this division conforms in this case to the turning point in the biblical story, 
the last verse of the preceding chapter 2 should be read with the �rst verse of the fol-
lowing chapter 3 as one sequence.
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The parenthetical remark about Noah in the next examples marks the 
entrance of this character into the biblical �ood story. At the same time 
it hints at the better fate of Noah than that of the other human beings 
and other creatures later hit by the �ood. This anticipation is formed 
here by using the Hebrew phrase � �# � 	� 	�, which shows that God had a 
better opinion of Noah than of his other creatures. As to the linguistic 
means used for composing the parenthesis, the clause is a verbal one, 
whose verb nevertheless belongs to the suf�x conjugation.54 The clause 
also shows an inversion of word order from the regular third person 
pre�x conjugation verb following a consecutive w�w–subject word order 
of the narrative sequence revealed in the verb � ���� % �� which opens verse 
7, to subject–suf�x conjugation verb. In fact, the chain of narrative verbs 
is broken twice in these two verses: once by the speech utterance which 
employs a �rst person pre�x conjugation verb, � �# �� ��, followed by the 
suf�x conjugation verbs 
 ��� 	� 	� in a relative clause and 
 �6 �� �# �� and " ��
� �' �� 
in causal clauses, and again by the parenthetical clause.

Awareness of the break in the narrative �ow is further re�ected in 
the al-kit�b al-muqaddas translation, which transforms the pattern of the 
clause . � 
 ��
 �� �� � �# � 	� 	� �#� � �� into an explicit extraposition by using the . . . � ���� 
�J pattern: 5K �(��  �%�� �B �8  %��  L! �� �I�M  �6 �N ����  CO��M  � ���� ��. This pattern stabilizes the 

initial position of the noun �#� � ��. Similar sensitivity is revealed in the 
Geez translation, which employs here the contrastive emphatic enclitic 
particle –ssa attached to the proper name Noah in the beginning of verse 
8: #12./wa-No�-�-ssa. The JPS takes a similar approach, although it 
uses the contrastive particle ‘but’ rather than its more common use of 
‘now’ elsewhere, e.g., Gen. 3:1, Exod. 2:16, and Judg. 4:4 above.

Gen. 6:7–8—" 	� 	� �� � 	� 	� �� 	� 
 �� �) � �� �� 
 ��� 	� 	�-� �� �� " 	� 	� 	�-� �� � �# �� �� . � � ���� % �� 
.ùh  ynEy[eB]  ˜je  ax;m;  j'nOw“  ." ��
� �' �� 
 �� 
 �6 �� �# ��  
 �� " �
 	� 	 12 �� 7!�-� �� ��  � ' �� ��-� �� � 	� �� ��-� ��
—“So the LORD said, ‘I will blot out man whom I have created from 
the face of the ground, man and beast and creeping things and birds of 
the air, for I am sorry that I have made them.’ But Noah found favor 
in the eyes of the LORD.”

The external information in the following verse anticipates the story 
which tells the awful fate of Sodom. In contrast to the pleasant words 

54 See Zevit 1998:16, who considers this example an anterior construction expressing 
pluperfect, i.e., according to him, involving telicity and punctuality. On the difference 
between ‘pluperfect’, i.e., involving telicity and punctuality, and ‘preperfect’, i.e., not 
involving telicity or at least punctuality, according to Zevit, see Zevit 1998:39.
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about Noah in the previous example that anticipate a good future 
for him, the disapproving description of the people of Sodom bodes 
the opposite. In this case the parenthetical information might also be 
considered apologetic, since it provides a theological explanation for a 
horrible outcome. Syntactically the clause pattern is nominal, and again 
it breaks the narrative �ow marked by the preceding verb � �� <� �% ��. The 
special status of the subject, "� � �* 
 �� �� �� ��, is indicated by the RSV use of 
‘now’ in the translation of the beginning of verse 13 below, and it also 
appears in the JPS translation. The Geez Bible translation again uses 
the special contrastive emphatic enclitic particle –ssa: #.�� .3�. / 
wa-sab�a Sadom-�-ssa.

Gen. 13:12–13—."� � �*-� �� � �� <� �% �� � 	� �� �� 
 �� 	� ��  �� 	
 A!� �� � �� 	� ��-> �� �� ��  �� 	
 " 	� � �� 
daom]  ùhl'  �yaiF;j'w“  �y[ir;  �dos]  yven“a'w“—“Abram dwelt in the land of Canaan, 
while Lot dwelt among the cities of the valley and moved his tent as far 
as Sodom. Now the men of Sodom were wicked, great sinners 
against the LORD.”

The parenthetical information revealed in the next example about 
Hannah being childless not only provides important background in-
formation for the following story but foreshadows the dramatic change 
in the story line. Hannah’s fertility problems are to be solved, and the 
son who is to be born to her will serve God and play an important 
role in the life of the Israelites. Syntactically, the parenthetical clause 
is composed of two verbless clauses, a nominal clause and a negative 
existential clause.55

1 Sam. 1:2—�ydil;y“  hN:nIp]li  yhiy“w" � 	5 �� �) �
 �� � 12 �� " �� �� � 	5 �# � �# �� " �� "
 �� 	� 
 �6 �� !� �� 
�ydil;y“  ˜yae hN:j'l]W—“He had two wives; the name of the one was Hannah, 
and the name of the other Peninnah. And Peninnah had children, 
but Hannah had no children.”

The parenthetical information in the next verse appears at �rst out of 
context, since it does not relate to the contents of any of the adjacent 
verses. But further reading shows that this parenthetical information 
foreshadows in effect the story about what the scribe or narrator consid-
ered by bad behavior by Eli’s sons. This bad behavior is conveyed only 
in the next chapters, �rst in 1 Sam. 2:12–17, then in 1 Sam. 3:13–14 
which predicts the mortal fate awaiting Eli’s sons, and thirdly in 1 Sam. 
4:11, where the death itself is conveyed. The circumstantial clause is 
syntactically nominal, following and preceding verbal clauses.

55 Joosten refers to this section of the verse as an exposition (  Joosten 1997b:80).
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1 Sam. 1:3—�!� 	 �� . � �� �#� � �( �� �� �� � �# �6 �� �� �� � 	�
 �� 	
 "
 �� 	% �� !�
 �� �� ��� �� �
 �� 	� � 	� 	� �� 
ùhl'  �ynIh}Ko  sj;n“piW  ynIp]j;  yli[eÎynEb]  ynEv]  �v;w“  �9 �� ��—“Now this man used to go 
up year by year from his city to worship and to sacri�ce to the LORD of 
hosts at Shiloh, where the two sons of Eli, Hophni and Phinehas, 
were priests of the LORD.”

The next verse is a circumstantial nominal clause referring to Samuel’s 
role as a servant of God. Another circumstantial nominal clause re-
vealing information about Samuel appears later in 1 Sam. 2:26: � �� �5 �� �� 
"
 �� 	� ��-" ��  " �E ��  . �-" ��  " �@  !A 	�  � �� 	E ��  3 ��� �  � ���� ��—“Now the boy Samuel 
continued to grow both in stature and in favor with the LORD and 
with men.” The latter clause adds to the gradually accumulating 
information about Samuel’s good qualities, and at the same time it 
foreshadows later positive developments related to him. This goes on 
until the point where Samuel �nally becomes the main character in 
the story line, and he is found worthy of receiving God’s revelation, 
as the story tells us from 1 Sam. 3:4 on.

1 Sam. 2:18—� 	�  �!4 ��  ��E 	#  � �� ��  ùh  ynEP]Îta,  trev;m]  laeWmv]W—“Samuel was 
ministering before the LORD, a boy girded with a linen ephod.”

The parenthetical information in the next example is a scribe’s or 
narrator’s historical remark regarding the rarity of prophecies in the 
days when the event of God’s revelation to Samuel occurred. This re-
mark counters the occurrence of that revelation, yet it foreshadows it 
by creating expectations of it. The parenthetical information is provided 
by a circumstantial nominal clause, " �� 	� "
 �� 	% �� � 	� 	
 � 	
 	� . �-� � ���, followed by 
another nominal clause, > 	� �4 ��  �!( 	#  �
 ��, containing a similar massage. 
The phrase " �� 	�  "
 �� 	% �� provides a time co-ordinate which shows that 
these clauses are late scribal or narrator’s additions.

1 Sam. 3:1—�ymiY:B'  rq;y:  hy:h;  ùhÎrb'd]W  
 �� ��  
 �� �4 ��  . �-� ��  � �� 	� ��  � ���� ��  � �� �5 �� �� 
�r;p]nI ˜/zj; ˜yae �heh;—“Now the boy Samuel was ministering to the LORD 
under Eli. And the word of the LORD was rare in those days; 
there was no frequent vision.”

2.3.3 Examples Introducing Explanatory Information

The following examples are clauses which provide explanations for 
certain states, events, and instructions, and their development or imple-
mentation in the story. As previously indicated, most of the information 
conveyed in these examples is inserted into the text by circumstantial 
clauses introduced by the conjunctive w�w. Again, the circumstantial 
clause patterns can be nominal, existential, or verbal containing a suf�x 
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conjugation verb, and they occasionally involve word order inversion. 
The examples begin with circumstantial clauses and continue with 
several other clause types.

The parenthetical information in the �rst example, Exod. 1:5, is 
in its second clause, " �
 	� �� �� �  � 	
 	�  7 �*!
 ��. This clause deviates from the 
general portrayal of Jacob’s descendents who went to Egypt, conveyed 
in the �rst clause of this verse. The parenthetical information in the 
second clause is meant to clarify the vague whereabouts of one of 
Jacob’s offspring, namely Joseph, but its connection to the �rst clause is 
contextually loose and creates uncertainty, which as we shall see below 
has led to various alternatives in Bible translations. Syntactically the 
circumstantial parenthetical clause contains an auxiliary verb in the 
suf�x conjugation, � 	
 	�, and it should be considered as involving word 
order inversion, compared with the �rst clause initiated by a wayyiqtol 
form, 
 �� �
 ��, since it opens with a nominal subject, 7 �*!
 ��, and the suf�x 
conjugation auxiliary verb stands in second position.

Exod. 1:5—�yIr;x]mib] hy:h; �se/yw“ � �4 	� "
 �� � �� � � �� �
-3 �� �
 
 �� ��� 
 � �4 ��-� 	� 
 �� �
 ��—“All 
the offspring of Jacob were seventy persons; Joseph was already in 
Egypt.”

To tackle the aforementioned uncertainty of this verse several of the 
translations suggest easier amended versions. Contrary to the Peshitta, 
which translates literally—��
���  ��  ����� / w-Y�wsep hw� b-

Me�r�n, other translations examined for this study are more �exible. 
For example, all versions of Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translation add �P �� 
before Joseph’s name in the second clause, to indicate that Joseph is 
also considered one of Jacob’s offspring and at the same time to create 
a logical connection between the two parts of the verse. However, the 
rendering of the continuation of this circumstantial clause has more 
than one variant in these Arabic versions. The version found in Ms. 
St. Petersburg. maintains a circumstantial clause initiated by ��, while 
the Derenbourg edition and the �as�d edition have relative clauses in 
that place. In contrast, the modern Christian Arabic al-kit�b al-muqaddas 
translates the entire clause by a causal clause pattern.

These Arabic translations in full are as follows. Ms. St. Petersburg: 
rxmb  whw  �swy  [m  �*4�  �
�*  ���
  ��  ��  ��E�����  ���E  ����—“All 
the offspring of Jacob were seventy persons including Joseph, while 
he was in Egypt.” Derenbourg edition: �. E��. ���  *�4���  ���. E  ���� 
rxmb  ˜ak  yùdla  �swy  [m  �*4�  �
�*  ���
  ��  ��—“All the offspring 
of Jacob were seventy persons including Joseph, who was in Egypt.” 
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�as�d edition: [m �*4� �
�* ���
 �� �� �E��. ��� *�4��� ���E ���� 
rxmb ˜ak y  ¤ dla �swy—“All the offspring of Jacob were seventy persons 
including Joseph, who was in Egypt.” al-kit�b al-muqaddas: �PB �� �N  �Q�M� �� �� 
�( �R �� %�� �@� �� �S �$��4 �= �ET �� � L� �U�M �=> �I �V �$ �K� �� �I�4 �W�� �? �= �� �=> �N �X� �Y��� �Z� �U�M—“All the 
offspring of Jacob were seventy persons, but Joseph was in Egypt.” 
The variety demonstrated here undoubtedly exposes the translators’ 
hesitation regarding the loose connection between this clause and the 
preceding one, and regarding the structure of the circumstantial clause 
in itself.

Uncertainty about the connection between the two clauses is also 
revealed in the Geez Bible translation, which inverts their order, thus 
allowing Joseph to be included in the counting of Joseph’s offspring: 
#4.�	* ��� ���5 ��6 #7�� �8! �	. � � ��9�:� .�;/ 
wa-Yosef-�-ssa hallo b��era G�b� wa-konat kw�lla nafs ��nta ��m-Y��qob sab��. 
Furthermore, the attachment of the emphatic enclitic particle –ssa to 
the proper name of Joseph marks its special position in contrast to the 
surrounding clauses. The JPS too establishes some sort of a connection 
between the two clauses by using the gerund in the second clause: “The 
total number of persons that were of Jacob’s issue came to seventy, 
Joseph being already in Egypt.” Onkelos II provides several Aramaic 
versions which deviate from the Hebrew construction by adding the 
Aramaic relative particle -�, and turning the clause " �
 	� �� �� �  � 	
 	�  7 �*!
 �� 
into a phrase, namely 7 �*!
 �� becomes a head and " �
 	� �� �� � � 	
 	� a relative 
clause functioning as its attribute: "
��� ���� 7*�
�. These versions are 
found alongside other more literal versions lacking the Aramaic rela-
tive particle. Versions with the preposition "�, ‘with’, namely 7*�
 "�, 
similarly to Saadya Gaon, also exist in a few Aramaic versions.56

The parenthetical information in the next example immediately fol-
lows the threat of a plague on the cattle belonging to the Egyptians. 
Its content, 
 �� � ��-� 	� �� ��� 	
 �� � �� " �
 	� �� �� � �� �� �� �
 �� � �� 	�� �' �
 � �� �� �� �
 �� . � � 	� �4 �� �� 
� 	 	� � �� 	�� �' �
, explains that contrary to the losses that the Egyptians were 
expected to suffer, nothing ill was projected for the Israelites’ cattle. 
However, an understanding of this clause part as parenthetical is not 
the only one possible, and Bible translations suggest other interpreta-
tions. Both the RSV translation cited below and the JPS translation 
regard the explanation regarding the cattle of the Israelites as part of 
God’s speech intended to be delivered by Moses to Pharaoh. The JPS 

56 Onkelos II:89.
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even stretches Moses’ speech farther, setting the close quote marks at 
the end of the last clause in verse 5. The Geez translation suggests an 
interpretation similar to the JPS. It sets in the translation of  .  � � 	� �4 �� �� 
 .in this clause a �rst personal pronoun instead of the name of God, 
making it, again, part of God’s speech.

However, the clause �� � ��  " �
 	� �� ��  � �� �� ��  �
 ��  � �� 	�� �' �
  � �� �� ��  �
 ��  . �  � 	� �4 �� �� 
� 	 	� � �� 	�� �' �
 
 �� � ��-� 	� �� ��� 	
 may possibly also be regarded as parenthetical 
information deviating from God’s speech intended to be delivered to 
Pharaoh by Moses, and offering an external parenthetical explanation 
regarding Moses, not Pharaoh. As to syntax, this clause does not in-
volve word order change since it opens with a verb. But the verb itself 
belongs to the suf�x conjugation, and if one regards it as part of the 
narrative and not the speech utterance the suf�x conjugation should 
be understood as standing in contrast to the previous pre�x wayyiqtol 
form, � ���� % ��, and to the later one, "� �' 	% ��, which create the narrative �ow 
in this text.

Exod. 9:1–5—
 ��9 <� . � � �� 	�-�� � �
 	� �� 	6 �� �� �� �� �� � �� �)-� �� �� � � ��� �-� �� . � � ���� % �� 
� �5 ��  ." 	�  �
 �( �# ��  0 ��!� ��  �# �; �� ��  � 	6 ��  � �� 	�-" ��  
 ��  .
 �� =� � �� �
 ��  
 �8 ��-� ��  # �; ��  "
 �� � �� 	� 
� � ��  ��� B ��  � 	� 	� ��  "
 �; �� �@ ��  "
 ��� � �# ��  "
 �*�G ��  � ��� 	2 ��  � �� ��  0 �� �� �� ��  � 	
!�  . �-� �
 
ynEb]liÎlK;mi  tWmy:  aløw“  �yIr;x]mi  hnEq]mi  ˜ybeW  laer;c]yI  hnEq]mi  ˜yBe  ùh  hl;p]hiw“  .�� � ��  � � 	� 
> �� 	� 	�  � �& ��  � 	 	� ��  . �  �� �' �� �
  � 	# 	�  �� �� ��  � ��!�  . �  "� �' 	% ��  .rb;D;  laer;c]yI—“Then 
the LORD said to Moses, ‘Go in to Pharaoh, and say to him, ‘Thus 
says the LORD, the God of the Hebrews, ‘Let my people go, that they 
may serve me. For if you refuse to let them go and still hold them, 
behold, the hand of the LORD will fall with a very severe plague upon 
your cattle which are in the �eld, the horses, the asses, the camels, 
the herds, and the �ocks. But the LORD will make a distinction 
between the cattle of Israel and the cattle of Egypt, so that 
nothing shall die of all that belongs to the people of Israel.’ 
And the LORD set a time, saying, ‘Tomorrow the LORD will do this 
thing in the land.’ ”

An interchange between verb types similar to the one found in the 
Biblical Hebrew text above, namely between wayyiqtol forms for the 
narrative sequence and qatal forms for breaking the sequence with a 
circumstantial clause, also appears in the Arabic translations of Saadya 
Gaon and al-kit�b al-muqaddas; however, the verbs in Arabic are the 
reverse, that is, qatal forms for the narrative sequence and yiqtol for 
breaking it by a circumstantial clause. Saadya Gaon’s translation is: 
����  ����  ���  �. ��  ��  ���  ����4  
��  �. ���  
*���  ����  ���  ". � 
M*��� M����  "���A� �� �
� �� M��4 .
����
  
��� ��A� �

������ 
�
�#��� �
. ��� 
4 ��#��� 
4 
��� M
'��� 
4 ��
�� ���� �4� ��4 ."� 
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lyarsa ynb yçawm ˜yb hlla ˜ybyw .��. E "
. A� �� ����� "�E��� ���. E��� 
���� ���� �
�� .lyarsa ynbl wh am [ymùg ˜m yç twmy alw ˜yyrxmla yçawmw 
���� 
4 ����� �. �� ���� ���
 ��E ��
��. The translation of al-kit�b 

al-muqaddas is: ����:  [K �(��  ��� ���4  � �2 �E �0  ����  �A �, ��  �@ �� �8 �(��  9���:  �A �\ �<�  9 �$� ����  [K �(��  �����,  3*��  
�6�4 � �] �� . �6 �I�/ �3 �] �E �� ��� �Q�� �� �� �3 �] �� �� �_� �@�� 9�/ ��� �Q�� �� �@�: ��� M �̀ �� .%�M ��6 �V �I �B�� %�V �I �a �7�� �b�� �=>5B�M� �( �V �I�� � L��/ �� 3�� �c��� �� �( �� �V��� �� ��� �� �"��� �� �(> �� �.��� �� �A �B �Y���  9�� �8 �A �� �.���  %�� %�&���  �DB �a� �� �� 9�� �8 �@� �E�  5K �(�� 
%�� �V�� � �� �CA �� �= �� �d� ���4 ���� �=>54 �( �R ����� % �a� �� �� �� �AB�+� �( �$�: % �a� �� �� �= �B�/ [K �(�� �e5B �� �4 �� .� f6 �N L�B ���* 
�g �X�H�  %��  �( ���H�  � �20 [K �(��  �A �I �U�4  � L6 �h L��+� �,  � L& �, ��  [K �(��  �=�B �8 ��  . Ci �% �a �AB�+� �( �$�:.57

The last clause in the next example describes the Israelites’ situation, 
in contrast to the preceding clauses which talk about the Egyptians’ 
situation. A syntactic change occurs in word order and type of clause, 
and the information about the Israelites is introduced into the text by 
a possessive clause composed of a prepositional phrase, the verb � 	
 	�, 
and a noun phrase functioning as a subject. The circumstantial clause 
in this case thus shows contrast and topic shift, and it provides informa-
tion external to the story line and explains how the Israelites did not 
suffer the blows that befell the Egyptians. The contrast between the 
parenthetical clause and the preceding is well expressed in the Geez 
translation by the attachment of the contrastive emphatic particle –ssa 
to � �� 	�� �' �
  
 �� ��-� 	� ���: #��8�" <=>= �*-��&./wa-la-kw�llu daqiqa ��sr��el-
�-ssa. . . .

Exod. 10:22–23—" �
 �� �� �� > �� ��-� 	� �� � 	� �4 ��-3 ��� # 
 �� �
 �� " �
 	� 	 12 ��-� �� !� 	
-� �� � ��� � A �% �� 
ynEB]Îlk;l]W "
 �� 	
 � ��9 �� �
 	6 �# �6 �� �
 �� �� 	�-�� � �� �
 �# 	�-� �� �
 �� �� 	�-�� � ."
 �� 	
 � ��9 �� 
�t;bov]/mB] r/a hy:h; laer;c]yI—“So Moses stretched out his hand toward heaven, 
and there was thick darkness in all the land of Egypt three days; they did 
not see one another, nor did any rise from his place for three days; but 
all the people of Israel had light where they dwelt.”

The parenthetical circumstantial clause in the following example, . � ��   
�!�  � �& ��  3 �� �� ��  �� 	�  ��4 �*� �  �� �  " �� 	�  � �� 	�, explains the instructions re-
garding the behavior expected from a future king. The parenthetical 
information recalls a promise or command made previously by God, 
which still holds. In this case the Hebrew construction provides a verbal 
clause containing a suf�x conjugation verb, � �� 	�. Saadya Gaon’s Arabic 
translation does not just employ for this parenthetical clause a suf�x 
conjugation verb but attaches to it the particle qad: ���  ��4  ����� 
 . . . "��. In this case qad probably functions in a complex tense referring 

57 The underlined words are the verbs maintaining the narrative sequence.
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to an earlier time line. In addition, the clause is constructed in the 
pattern of an extraposition by using the particle fa between the subject 
. � �� and the rest of the clause, thereby marking it as deviating from the 
main �ow of instructions, which precede and follow it. qad appears in 
al-kit�b al-muqaddas as well. Re�ecting the clause’s actual meaning as 
explanatory, the JPS, like the RSV below, chooses to translate it as a 
causal clause: “…since the Lord has warned you. . . .”

Deut. 17:16—�!� �� �� � �� �� �� � 	� �
 �� �� �� " 	� 	�-� �� 
 �� 	
-�� � ��  "
 �*�* !;-� �� �� �
-�� � � �� 
d/[ hZ<h' Jr,D,B' bWvl; ˜Wpsito alø �k,l; rm'a; ùhw" *�*—“Only he must not mul-
tiply horses for himself, or cause the people to return to Egypt in order 
to multiply horses, since the LORD has said to you, ‘You shall never 
return that way again.’ ”

The parenthetical information in the next example states that Samuel 
never before saw a vision. It is inserted in the midst of a story about 
God’s �rst revelation to him. God calls Samuel twice, but Samuel, not 
expecting a call from God, runs to Eli instead of responding to it. Only 
after God’s third call, which appears in the next verse (1 Sam. 3:8), 
does Eli realize that it is God who is calling Samuel, and he explains 
to him how to react. The parenthetical information is required at this 
point in the story because it explains how and why Samuel turns �rst 
to Eli instead of God every time he hears someone calling his name. 
The syntax of the parenthetical information is two verbal clauses, and 
the word order of each is twice subject–verb, one a suf�x conjugation 
verb and the other a pre�x conjugation verb following the time par-
ticle " �� �A. The pre�x verb is in indicative mood as is clearly evident 
from the regular form of a root with a third radical yod (�+ �E), a use 
typical of verbs following " �� �A. Verbs of this group can also take a 
shortened form, and they usually do so after the conversive w�w, but 
in this case the form is a regular indicative, probably expressing past 
continuous.58 On account of word order and verbal forms that appear 
in the parenthesis, these clauses can clearly be considered as deviating 
from the main narrative sequence, in which we see, in the preceding 
and following verses, a chain of wayyiqtol verbs.

1 Sam. 3:7—ùhÎrb'D] wyl;ae hl,G:yI �r,f,w“ ùhÎta, [d'y: �r,f, laeWmv]W—“Now Samuel 
did not yet know the LORD, and the word of the LORD had 
not yet been revealed to him.”

58 On the use of yiqtol forms after " �� �A for past and present see, e.g., GKC 1910:314–
315, §107c, 481, §152r, Joüon & Muraoka 2006:342, §113J.
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The parenthetical information in the next verses explains the need 
expressed by David to compensate the Gibeonites for Saul’s annoyance 
at the alliance between the Gibeonites on one side and Joshua and the 
Israelites on the other, described in Josh. 9:3–15. The parenthesis in 
this case introduces a speech act, and it is composed of three clauses: 
the �rst clause is a nominal clause involving extraposition and an ex-
ceptive phrase, 
 ��� � <� 	� � �� �% ��-" �� 
 �� � 	8 �� � �� 	�� �' �
  
 �� �� �� �� � "
 ��� � � �@ �� ��.59 The 
second is a verbal clause in the order subject–verb, where the verb is 
a suf�x conjugation verb, " �� 	� �� �� �� ��  � �� 	�� �' �
  
 �� ��. The third is a verbal 
clause initiated by a pre�x conjugation verb pre�xed by a conversive 
w�w, � 	���
 ��  � �� 	�� �' �
-
 �� � ��  !��� 5 �� ��  " 	�� � �� ��  ��� 	�  � �$ � �
 ��. The structure of 
the �rst two clauses is untypical of the narrative. The structure of the 
third is typical of a narrative, but in this case it refers to an earlier 
story according to which Saul tried to harm the Gibeonites, and not 
to the speech event in which the parenthesis actually appears. The 
parenthesis in this text has a more obvious sign too, observed in the 
repetition of the verb of speech, coming once before the parenthesis 
and once after it.60

2 Sam. 21:2–3—laer;c]yI ynEB]mi alø �ynI[ob]GIh'w“ " ��
 �� �� � ���� % �� "
 ��� � � �@ �� 3 �� �8 �� � 	� �� �% �� 
/taNOq'B]  �t;Koh'l]  lWav;  vQeb'yw"  �h,l;  W[B]v]nI  laer;c]yI  ynEb]W  yrimoa‘h;  rt,Y<miÎ�ai  yKi  hM;he 
�� �� 	�  � �) �� ��  � 	8 ��  " �� 	�  �� �' <� ��  � 	�  "
 ��� � � �@ ��-� ��  � �� 	�  � ���� % ��  hd;WhywI  laer;c]yIÎynEb]li 
. � � �� �# ��-� ��—“So the king called the Gibeonites. Now the Gibeonites 
were not of the people of Israel, but of the remnant of the 
Amorites; although the people of Israel had sworn to spare 
them, Saul had sought to slay them in his zeal for the people 
of Israel and Judah. And David said to the Gibeonites, ‘What shall 
I do for you? And how shall I make expiation, that you may bless the 
heritage of the LORD?’ ”

In the remaining examples the parenthetical information is conveyed 
not in circumstantial clauses but in other clause types: causal in 1 Sam. 

59 On the structure of nominal clauses involving extraposition see Zewi 1994. The 
structure of the nominal clause � 	8 ��  � �� 	�� �' �
  
 �� �� ��  �� �  "
 ��� � � �@ �� �� is according to type B 
(extraposed subject–predicate clause (composed of predicate–subject)) described in 
Zewi 1994:159–160, §9, 164, §12. On the structure of exceptive phrases in Biblical 
Hebrew see Zewi 1998.

60 On this repetition of the verb of speech see Miller 1996:219, §4.4.2, and the dis-
cussion of her view in section 1.4 above. Also see Sternberg 1985:120, where the lines 
about the Gibeonites in 2 Sam. 21:1–3 are considered expositional; also, “The exposi-
tion may unfold speci�c or general (  Judg 16:4) information about the world, relate to 
individuals or groups,. . . .” See there also the list of other exposition possibilities.
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14:18 and 2 Kgs. 18:4 below, asyndetic in 1 Kgs. 13:18 below, and 
appositional in 2 Kgs. 15:12 below.

The verses preceding and following the one cited below describe the 
fear of Saul and the Israelites of an impending war with the Philistines. 
While waiting for the war to break out Saul decides to consult the ark 
of God. The information marked as parenthetical below was probably 
inserted into the text to explain how it was possible to consult the ark 
of God at that time, considering the stories of the capture of the ark of 
God by the Philistines (1 Sam. 4:11) and its placement in Kiriath-jearim 
after it returned to Israel (1 Sam. 7:1). Though the parenthesis does not 
say how the ark came to be with Ahijah, it mentions that at that time 
it remained with the Israelites. Unlike most parenthetical clauses, this 
one is not a circumstantial but a causal clause, and as expected from 
many parenthetical clauses the type of verb used is a suf�x conjugation 
verb, deviating from the regular narrative chain of pre�x conjugation 
verbs following a consecutive w�w.

1 Sam. 14:18—�yhiløa‘h; ˜/ra} hy:h;ÎyKi "
 ��9 <� 	� �!� �� � 	�
 �@ �� � 	% �# �� �� ��� 	� � ���� % �� 
laer;c]yI  ynEb]W  aWhh'  �/YB'—“And Saul said to Ahijah, ‘Bring hither the ark 
of God.’ For the ark of God went at that time with the people 
of Israel.”

The following example of 1 Kgs. 13:18 contains two verbal clauses 
referring to one speech act: !� � ���� % �� and !� � �# ��. The latter is repetitive 
of the former and appears super�uous, disconnected, and external to 
the whole clause. Nevertheless, this verbal clause does add parentheti-
cal explanatory information, attached to the end of the verse probably 
by the scribe or narrator to explain the falsity of the preceding direct 
speech act. In syntactic structure the verbal clause !� � �# �� is asyndetic, 
consisting of a suf�x conjugation verb as expected in many deviations 
from the main narrative �ow, marked here by the wayyiqtol verb of 
speech � ���� % ��. Bible translations may render this verse as a contrastive 
clause (the RSV has ‘but’), or employ a conjunctive particle (the Peshitta 
has the conjunctive w�w), or render it as an asyndetic clause, lacking 
any conjunctive or contrastive particle (  JPS, al-kit�b al-muqaddas, Targum 

Jonathan).61

61 I thank Prof. Jan Joosten for mentioning this example to me and for sending me 
his comments on it from his forthcoming book on the verbal system of Biblical Hebrew: 
“As signaled by the asyndesis and the verbal form, the last words are a digression from 
the narrative. “He lied to him” is not an event linked into the narrative sequence but 
an aside from the writer to the reader” (  Joosten, in preparation).
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1 Kgs. 13:18—���� ��  . �  � � �� ��  
 �� ��  � �� ��  3 	� �� ���  0!� 	�  �
 � 	�  
 �� ��-" �@  !�  � ���� % �� 
/l  vjeKi  " �
 	�  �6 �� �
 ��  " �# ��  � ���� 
 ��  0 ��
 ��-� �� 0 �6 �� �� � �� ��—“And he said to him, 
“I also am a prophet as you are, and an angel spoke to me by the word 
of the LORD, saying, ‘Bring him back with you into your house that he 
may eat bread and drink water.’ ” But he lied to him.”

The example in 2 Kgs. 15:12 below indicates the ful�llment of God’s 
promise to Jehu mentioned in 2 Kgs. 10:30—� �� �
  ��� �
-� ��  . �  � ���� % �� 
"
 �� � �� 
 �� ��  	� �# �� �
 � �� 	�
� �' 	� 
 � 	 �� �� � �� �� �� � �� 
 ��
 �� �� � 	� 	% �� �� �:� ' �� �� 	�� 
 �A <�-� �� �� 
� �� 	�� �' �
  � �G ��-� ��  0 ��  � �� �
—“And the LORD said to Jehu, ‘Because you 
have done well in carrying out what is right in my eyes, and have done 
to the house of Ahab according to all that was in my heart, your sons of 
the fourth generation shall sit on the throne of Israel.’ ” Zechariah, the 
king of Israel mentioned in 2 Kgs. 15:11, is a �fth-generation descendent 
of Jehu, the king of Israel. Syntactically, in contrast to the majority of 
the examples above the parenthetical clause is not circumstantial but 
appositional. It is also a nominal clause initiated by a personal pronoun 
which functions as a predicate and at the same time refers to anteced-
ent content. Its structure is similar to appositional clauses providing an 
older place name or personal name, or information on month name, 
discussed in section 2.2.3 above. Note the brackets marking this piece 
of information in the RSV translation.

2 Kgs. 15:12—Úl]  Wbv]yE  �y[iybir]  ynEB]  rmoale  aWhyEÎla,  rB,Di  rv,a}  ùhÎrb'd]  aWh 
˜keÎyhiy“w" laer;c]yI aSeKiÎl['—“(This was the promise of the LORD which 
he gave to Jehu, ‘Your sons shall sit upon the throne of Israel 
to the fourth generation.’ And so it came to pass.)”

The external information in the next verse explains that a need to 
destroy the bronze serpent was still felt in that period, because the 
people of Israel still practiced burning incense to it. Once more, the 
clause holding the parenthetical information is not circumstantial but 
causal. The verbal usage in this verse, that is, the use of suf�x conjuga-
tion form of �
� + participle, is one possible way to express habitual 
past in Biblical Hebrew.62

2 Kgs. 18:4—� �6 �� �� � 	� �� �� 	�-� �� � �� 	� �� ��  �B �8 ��-� �� � �� �� �� �!� 	� ��-� �� �
 �* �� ��� 
/l  �yriF]q'm]  laer;c]yIÎynEb]  Wyh;  hM;heh;  �ymiY:h'Îd['  yKi  � ��� �  �� 	' 	�-� �� ��  � ��� # �5 ��  � �# �� 
� 	6 �� =# �� !�-� 	� �� �% ��—“He removed the high places, and broke the pillars, and 

62 For the use of suf�x conjugation form of �
� + participle for habitual past in Biblical 
Hebrew see, e.g., GKC 1910:360, §116r, Joüon & Muraoka 2006: 381–382, §121f.
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cut down the Asherah. And he broke in pieces the bronze serpent that 
Moses had made, for until those days the people of Israel had 
burned incense to it; it was called Nehushtan.”

2.3.4 Theological Remarks

The following are theological remarks, probably inserted by the scribe 
or narrator, to elucidate that the story develops as it does according 
to God’s will. Clauses giving this information might be circumstantial, 
introduced by the conjunctive w�w, but other clause types, mostly 
causal, ful�ll this role as well. Contrary to all types of parenthetical 
clauses discussed so far, such content might also appear as part of 
the narrative sequence, with regular narrative syntax of a wayyiqtol 
verb preceding its subject. In such cases the clause does not break the 
narrative �ow but creates continuation, so it cannot syntactically be 
considered as parenthetical. The assertion that it contains parenthetical 
information can be considered true only from a functional-pragmatic 
standpoint, not syntactically. As to the patterns of these clauses, those 
that are circumstantial and causal diverge from the regular narrative 
syntactic chain of wayyiqtol verbs preceding their subjects by possibly 
being nominal, existential, or verbal containing a suf�x conjugation 
verb; they occasionally reveal word order inversion.

The following example indicates God’s decision not to let the 
Israelites go through the land of the Philistines. The RSV, and likewise 
the JPS, Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translations, al-kit�b al-muqaddas, the 
Geez translation, Onkelos, and the Peshitta, translate the clause providing 
this information syntactically as a main clause following a temporal one. 
Nonetheless, the clause ��� !� 	� 
 �� "
 �6 �� �� �) > �� �� 3 �� �� "
 ��9 <� " 	# 	�-�� � �� is 
introduced by the conjunctive w�w, and its verbal pattern containing 
a suf�x conjugation verb breaks the narrative chain of the wayyiqtol 
verbs, namely the preceding 
 �� �
 �� in the same verse and the following 
 �G �% �� in the next verse. These features suggest another possible analysis, 
that this clause is circumstantial, following a temporal clause, while 
the main clause is 7�*-" �
  � 	� �� �8 ��  3 �� ��  " 	� 	�-� ��  "
 ��9 <�   �G �% ��—“…God 
led the people round by the way of the wilderness toward the Red 
Sea,” which belongs the subsequent verse 18. Whether a main or a 
circumstantial clause, it deviates in syntactic structure from the main 
narrative sequence by using a suf�x conjugation verb. This deviation 
calls for attention, although the typical narrative verb–subject word 
order is retained in this example, and it suf�ces to conclude that the 
clause can be regarded as parenthetical.
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Exod. 13:17—yKi �yTiv]liP] �r,a, Jr,D, �yhiløa‘ �j;n:Îaløw“ " 	� 	�-� �� �� � �� �) # �; �� �� 
 �� �
 �� 
hm;y“r;x]mi  Wbv;w“  hm;j;l]mi  �t;aor]Bi  �[;h;  �jeN:yIÎ˜P,  �yhiløa‘  rm'a;  yKi  aWh b/rq;—“When 
Pharaoh let the people go, God did not lead them by way of the land 
of the Philistines, although that was near; for God said, ‘Lest 
the people repent when they see war, and return to Egypt.’ ”

The next example contains a circumstantial clause which indicates the 
involvement of God in Samson’s decision to take a Philistine wife. 
The clause’s word order is subject–verb and the verb itself is a suf�x 
conjugation verb. This clause interferes in the general narrative syntax 
of wayyiqtol verb–subject, revealed in this case by two appearances of 
the pre�x conjugation verb � ���� % �� in the preceding verse and the two 
pre�x conjugation verbs � �� �% �� and ���  	% �� in the next.

Judg. 14:4—"
 �6 �� �� �) ��  � �$ � ��-���  � 	� ��� �-
 ��  ayhi  ùhme  yKi  W[d]y:  alø  /Maiw“  wybia;w“ 
� �� 	�� �' �
 �� "
 �� ��� � "
 �6 �� �� �) �
 �� �� � �� 	�—“His father and mother did not 
know that it was from the LORD; for he was seeking an occasion 
against the Philistines. At that time the Philistines had dominion over 
Israel.”

The remark of the scribe or narrator presented below regarding God’s 
being behind the change in the course of events, and behind making 
Absalom prefer the bad advice to the good, is again a circumstantial 
clause. It is composed of a verbal clause in the order of subject–verb, 
where the latter is a suf�x conjugation verb, so it breaks the narrative 
chain of wayyiqtol verbs followed by their subjects. The RSV translates 
the suf�x conjugation verb by a past perfect tense, to re�ect the ante-
riority of the parenthetical remark.63

2 Sam. 17:14—� �� �� �� 
 �� �� �� 	� 
 ���# � �� �� � 	!A � �� 	�� �' �
 �
 ��-� 	� �� "!� 	� � �� � ���� % �� 
�/lv;b]a'Îla,  ùh  aybih;  rWb[}b'l]  hb;/Fh'  lp,toyjia}  tx'[}Îta,  rpeh;l]  hW:xi  ùhw"  � �4� �
 �# �� 
h[;r;h;Îta,—“And Absalom and all the men of Israel said, ‘The counsel 
of Hushai the Archite is better than the counsel of Ahithophel.’ For the 
LORD had ordained to defeat the good counsel of Ahithophel, 
so that the LORD might bring evil upon Absalom.”

The next example concerns the persistence of the Israelites’ wrongdoing 
in Judah in consequence of God’s choosing not to destroy them. This 
information is given in a circumstantial clause, and its inner structure 
breaks the narrative �ow by a verbal clause with a suf�x conjugation 
verb instead of the typical narrative wayyiqtol chains.

63 See a discussion of this example in Eskhult 1990:65.
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2 Kgs. 8:19—ttel; /lÎrm'a; rv,a}K' /Db][' dwID; ˜['m'l] hd;Why“Îta, tyjiv]h'l] ùh hb;a;Îaløw“ 
�ymiY:h'ÎlK;  wyn:b;l]  rynI  /l—“Yet the LORD would not destroy Judah, 
for the sake of David his servant, since he promised to give a 
lamp to him and to his sons for ever.”

A similar remark regarding God’s preferring to refrain from destroying 
Israel also appears in the following example, which shows a structure 
similar to the previous one in using a circumstantial clause composed 
of a verbal clause with a suf�x conjugation verb.

2 Kgs. 14:27—� �
 ��  " ��
 ��!% ��  �yIm;V;h'  tj'T'mi  laer;c]yI  �veÎta,  t/jm]li  ùh  rB,diÎaløw“ 
� 	�!
-� �� " 	� � 	� 	
—“But the LORD had not said that he would blot 
out the name of Israel from under heaven, so he saved them by 
the hand of Jeroboam the son of Joash.”

God is pronounced by the scribe or narrator as responsible for the 
tension between Israel and Aram in the next example, and for the 
tension between Judah and Aram in the example after that. These two 
statements employ a similar construction, namely . �  � �# ��  " �� 	�  "
 �� 	% ��. 
This construction is not a circumstantial clause and still it deviates from 
the main narrative structure due to its use of a suf�x conjugation verb 
instead of a pre�x conjugation wayyiqtol form. The construction "
 �� 	% �� 
. �  � �# ��  " �� 	� also contains a time co-ordinate " �� 	�  "
 �� 	% ��, which sets it 
on a time level which is different from that of the scribe or narrator.

2 Kgs. 10:32—�� �@-� 	� ��  � �� 	( �#  " �� �% ��  � �� 	�� �' �
 ��  �!B �� ��  ùh  ljehe  �heh;  �ymiY:B' 
� �� 	�� �' �
—“In those days the LORD began to cut off  parts of Israel. 
Hazael defeated them throughout the territory of Israel.”

2 Kgs. 15:37—# �� �)  � �� ��  " 	� ��  3 �� ��  �
 �� ��  � 	���
 ��  �#
 �� �� �� ��  ùh  ljehe  �heh;  �ymiY:B' 
�� 	
 �� �� ��-� ��—“In those days the LORD began to send Rezin the king 
of Syria and Pekah the son of Remaliah against Judah.”

The next verse suggests that God is behind David’s counting of the 
Israelites, which is in fact a result of God’s anger. However, contrary to 
the previous clauses this information, which functionally-pragmatically 
is outside the story line, is given in a regular narrative structure with 
wayyiqtol pre�x conjugation verbs preceding their subject, and God’s 
anger being one of the participants in the chain of events. By using 
this non-parenthetical syntax the outside information regarding God’s 
responsibility for David’s decision to count the Israelites �nds its way 
better into the story line and looks less like an external addition inserted 
into the text at a later time by a scribe or a narrator.
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2 Sam. 24:1—� �� ��  3 ��  rmoale  �h,B;  dwID;Îta,  ts,Yw"  laer;v]yIB]  t/rj}l'  ùhÎ�a'  �s,YOw" 
� 	��� �
-� �� �� � �� 	�� �' �
-� ��—“Again the anger of the LORD was kindled 
against Israel, and he incited David against them, saying, ‘Go, 
number Israel and Judah.’ ”

A similar syntactic structure, which does not break the narrative 
sequence but joins in it, appears in the following three examples, 2 Kgs. 
13:3, 2 Kgs. 13:4–5, and 2 Kgs. 13:23. The scribe or narrator notes 
God’s involvement in bringing triumph or defeat and causing salvation 
or loss of life in war, often as a result of his anger aimed at the Israelites, 
or his historic promise to keep them alive and safe, respectively.

2 Kgs. 13:3—� �� ��-� ��  � �
 ��  " 	� ��-3 �� ��  � �� 	( �#  � �
 ��  " �� �6 �% ��  laer;c]yIB]  ùh  �a'Îrj'YIw" 
"
 �� 	% ��-� 	�  � �� 	( �#-� ��—“And the anger of the LORD was kindled 
against Israel, and he gave them continually into the hand of Hazael 
king of Syria and into the hand of Ben-hadad the son of Hazael.”

2 Kgs. 13:4–5—laer;c]yI �j'l'Îta, ha;r; yKi ùh wyl;ae [m'v]YIw" . � 
 �� �)-� �� ( 	# 	�!� �
 � �# �
 �� 
� �� �% ��  " 	� ��-� �
  � �# �6 ��  �� �� �% ��  ['yvi/m  laer;c]yIl]  ùh  ˜TeYIw"  .�r;a}  Jl,m,  �t;ao  �j'l;ÎyKi 
"!� �� �� �!� �� �� " ��
 �� ?� 	� �� � �� 	�� �' �
-
 �� �—“Then Jehoahaz besought the LORD, 
and the LORD hearkened to him; for he saw the oppression of 
Israel, how the king of Syria oppressed them. Therefore the 
LORD gave Israel a savior, so that they escaped from the hand of 
the Syrians; and the people of Israel dwelt in their homes as formerly.”

The third example below contains a narrative structure evident in the 
use of the pre�x wayyiqtol verbs, � 	# 	% ��, " �� �# �� �
 ��, and � �4 �% ��, preceding their 
subjects. But it also has a chain of suf�x conjugation verbs, � 	 	� and 
" 	�
 �� �� ��, perhaps because these verbs are negated in this example.

2 Kgs. 13:23—qj;x]yI  �h;r;b]a'Îta,  /tyriB]  ˜['m'l]  �h,ylea}  ˜p,YIw"  �mej}r'y“w"  �t;ao  ùh ˜j;Y:w" 
hT;[;Îd['  wyn:P;Îl['me  �k;yliv]hiÎaløw“  �t;yjiv]h'  hb;a;  aløw“  bqo[}y"w“—“But the LORD 
was gracious to them and had compassion on them, and he 
turned toward them, because of his covenant with Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob, and would not destroy them; nor has he cast 
them from his presence until now.”

In the following examples, 1 Sam. 2:25, 1 Kgs. 12:15, and 2 Kgs. 24:20, 
God’s will and its intervention in the course of events are introduced 
into the text by causal clauses opening with the particle 
 ��. The verbal 
form in these causal clauses, as might be expected, is a suf�x conjuga-
tion in verbal or existential patterns.

1 Sam. 2:25—!�-� �; �) �� �
 
 �� �
 ��-� 	A <# �
 . � �� " �� �� "
 ��9 <� !� �� �4� �
 �� �� �
 �� � 	A <# �
-" �� 
�t;ymih}l' ùh �pej;ÎyKi " ��
 � �� �!� �� �� �� �� �
 �� � ��—“ ‘If a man sins against a man, 
God will mediate for him; but if a man sins against the LORD, who can 
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intercede for him?’ But they would not listen to the voice of their father; 
for it was the will of the LORD to slay them.”

1 Kgs. 12:15—�yqih;  ˜['m'l]  ùh  �[ime  hB;si  ht;y“h;ÎyKi  " 	� 	�-� ��  3 �� �8 ��  � �� 	�-�� � �� 
fb;n“Î˜B,  �[;b]r;y:Îla,  ynIløyVih'  hY:jia}  dy"B]  ùh  rB,Di  rv,a}  /rb;D]Îta,—“So the king 
did not hearken to the people; for it was a turn of affairs brought 
about by the LORD that he might ful�ll his word, which the 
LORD spoke by Ahijah the Shilonite to Jeroboam the son of 
Nebat.”

2 Kgs. 24:20—� �� ��  " 	�� �  !� �� �� ��-� ��  hd;WhybiW  �Il"v;Wrybi  ht;y“h;  ùh  �a'Îl['  yKi 
� � 	�  3 �� �� ��  �� 	% �� �� ��  �� � �� �% ��  �
 	� 	)—“For because of the anger of the 
LORD it came to the point in Jerusalem and Judah that he cast 
them out from his presence. And Zedekiah rebelled against the king of 
Babylon.”

Very similar in content and structure to 1 Kgs. 12:15 and 2 Kgs. 24:20 
above, and to all the examples that are syntactically constructed in 
a narrative structure as part of the narrative sequence, namely, with 
wayyiqtol verbs preceding their subjects, is the following example. In it, 
several means of reference to God, his standpoint, and his intervention 
in the course of events are assembled. These are �rst, regular narrative 
syntax in !� . � # �; �� �
 ��; second, a reference phrase mentioning the speaker 
in "
 ��
 � �5 ��  �
 	� 	 ��  � �
 ��  � �� ��  � �� ��  . �  � � �� ��; and �nally, a deviation of the 
narrative syntax by � 	���
 �� � 	� �
 	� . � 
 �)-� �� 3 �� and �#9 �* �� . � � 	 	�-�� � ��.

2 Kgs. 24:2–4—
 ���� �@  � �� ��  " 	� ��  
 ���� �@-� �� ��  "
 ��� �' ��  
 ���� �@-� ��  /B  ùh  jL'v'y“w" 
dy"B]  rB,Di  rv,a}  ùh  rb'd]Ki  !�
 � �� �� ��  � 	���
 ��  " �# �; �� �
 ��  �!8 ��-
 �� �  
 ���� �@  � �� ��   	�!� 
� � 12 �� ��  ���H �# ��  �
 	� 	)  � �� ��  �
 �* 	� ��  hd;WhyBi  ht;y“h;  ùh  yPiÎl['  Ja'  .�yaiybiN“h'  wyd;b;[} 
hb;a;Îaløw“  
 �� 	�  " 	�  N �� 	��� �
-� ��  � �; �� �
 ��  3 	4 	�  � �� ��  
 �� 	5 ��-" ��  " �E ��  .�� 	' 	�  � �� ��  �� � �� 
j'løs]li  ùh—“And the LORD sent against him bands of the Chaldeans, 
and bands of the Syrians, and bands of the Moabites, and bands of the 
Ammonites, and sent them against Judah to destroy it, according 
to the word of the LORD which he spoke by his servants the 
prophets. Surely this came upon Judah at the command of 
the LORD, to remove them out of his sight, for the sins of Manasseh, 
according to all that he had done, and also for the innocent blood that he 
had shed; for he �lled Jerusalem with innocent blood, and the LORD 
would not pardon.”

The technique discussed in this section of inserting external editorial 
remarks into the story line to confront theological dif�culties and explain 
them by God’s involvement and interference in the course of events has 
been further developed in the course of time by certain Bible transla-
tors. Typical examples are found in the translations of Onkelos and 
Saadya Gaon to the Pentateuch. These translations do not hesitate at 
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times to insert additions or to make corrections in the original Biblical 
Hebrew text for theological reasons.

One such example is Gen. 3:9—!�  � ���� % ��  " 	� 	� 	�-� ��  "
 ��9 <�  . �  � 	� �� �% �� 
� 	� �% ��—“But the LORD God called to the man, and said to him, ‘Where 
are you?’” Saadya Gaon’s translation of this verse is: "�� ���� ����4 
��� �
� ����� �� ����, “But the LORD God called to the man, seek-
ing confession, and said to him, ‘Where are you?’ ” The addition of 
�����, namely, seeking confession, is meant to assert that God knows 
full well the man’s whereabouts and deeds, and has another reason 
for his inquiry.64 In other cases, both Onkelos and Saadya Gaon make 
numerous changes to avoid anthropomorphism of God. One example is 
Gen. 11:5—" 	� 	� 	� 
 �� �� �� 	� � �� �� � 	� �E �8 ��-� �� �� �
 �� 	�-� �� �� � �� �� . � � �� �% ��—“And 
the LORD came down to see the city and the tower, which the sons of 
men had built.” Onkelos translates it � 	6 �� �� � 	!� � �� � 	� 	� �) �� �� �� 	
 �
 
 �� �@ �� �� �� 
� 	� 	� �� 
 �� �� !� � �� � 	� �� �E ���, and Saadya Gaon 
�
� ��. E�� ���� ���� ����4 
"��  ��  ��  �
.  ���  ��.  E����  �
����. Onkelos uses the phrase 
 �� �@ �� �� �� 
� 	� 	� �) �� �� ��  	
 �
, which describes revelation, instead of the more regular 
Aramaic verb of sight 
+ (#,65 and Saadya Gaon inserts the phrase ����4 
��. E��  ����  ����, referring again to a revelation, instead of using a 
regular verb of sight.66

Apparently, then, this exegetical technique of insertions and correc-
tions that has found its way into various Bible translations had its roots 
in the ancient editorial work executed on biblical texts.

2.3.5 Historical Remarks

The external remarks of the scribe or the narrator which appear in the 
examples discussed in this section are mainly aimed at describing prac-
tices prevalent among the Israelites, and their historical background. In 
certain cases the comments are not about practices but about historical 
terms, situations, and facts. The syntax in the examples below, contrary 
to the majority presented in the foregoing sections, are mostly not 
constructed in the pattern of circumstantial clauses introduced by the 
conjunctive w�w. As we shall immediately see, several other possibilities 
for expressing such content appear in the texts. One is the explana-
tory narrative formula introduced by � ��-� ��, which is demonstrated in 

64 For such an explanation see Derenbourg Edition: 8, note 12.
65 In other versions only 
�E��� (Onkelos II:15).
66 Regarding Saadya Gaon’s translation see Derenbourg Edition:18, Note 2.
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the �rst two initial examples. The inner structure of the parenthetical 
clauses in this section, like in previous types, can be nominal clauses 
or verbal clauses with suf�x conjugation verbs, but also simply regular 
narrative constructions, whose parenthetical nature is revealed only by 
observing their content: they can be de�ned as parenthetical units only 
functionally-pragmatically, not syntactically.

The �rst example is an explanation for the universal human practice 
where every man usually leaves his parents and joins a woman. The 
verse uses the explanatory narrative formula introduced by � ��-� ��. The 
inner construction of the parenthetical clause that occupies the �rst half 
of the verse is regularly verbal, involving a pre�x conjugation verb, 
 	( �� �
. But note that this verb expresses habitual aspect, which is one of 
the roles of pre�x conjugation verbs not introduced by a consecutive 
w�w in Biblical Hebrew.67

Gen. 2:24—�� 	' 	 ��  �
 	� ��  !6 �� �� ��  � � 	� ��  /MaiÎta,w“  wybia;Îta,  vyaiÎbz:[}y"  ˜KeÎl[' 
� 	# ��—“Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and 
cleaves to his wife, and they become one �esh.”

The second example explains the general practice whereby the Israelites 
avoid eating a certain cut of meat called ‘the sinew of the hip.’ This verse 
likewise uses the explanatory narrative formula introduced by � ��-� ��, 
and it also contains the time co-ordinate phrase � �& ��  "!% ��  � ��, whose 
content is parenthetical in itself, since it refers to the scribe/narrator’s 
times. The inner structure of the parenthetical clause again displays a 
verbal clause involving a pre�x verb conjugation, �� ���� 
, and like the 
preceding example the pre�x verb expresses habitual aspect. Scholars 
who concur with the classi�cation of this example as a historical remark 
are Sternberg, who regards it as an exposition aimed at “temporal or 
cultural bridging,”68 and Weingreen, who considers it “an editorial ad-
dendum, designed to link the established prohibition against the eating 
of this sinew with the legend of Jacob’s encounter with the angel.”69

67 For the continuous and habitual role of pre�x conjugation verbs see, e.g., GKC 
1910:314–315, §107b,d,e and Joüon & Muraoka 2006:339–340, 113e,f,g. The use of 
pre�x conjugation verbs for continuous and habitual aspect is found elsewhere in the 
Bible, e.g., Gen. 2:6—> �� 	� 	�-� ��  � �� �� �
  � �� ��—“But a mist went up from the earth.” See 
also, e.g., Rainey 1986:6–8, 1988:36–37, who refers to it as a tense, not an aspect, but 
recognizes that it expresses not just past but continuous past.

68 Sternberg 1985:121.
69 Weingreen 1957:150.
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Gen. 32:33—d['  JreY:h'  �K'Îl['  rv,a}  hv,N:h'  dyGIÎta,  laer;c]yIÎyneb]  Wlk]ayOÎalø  ˜KeÎl[' 
� �� 	5 �� �
 �E �� � � �� �
 3 �� �
-7 �� �� � �E 	� 
 �� hZ<h'  �/Yh'—“Therefore to this day the 
Israelites do not eat the sinew of the hip which is upon the 
hollow of the thigh, because he touched the hollow of Jacob’s thigh 
on the sinew of the hip.”

The next four verses, Exod. 12:39–42, contain concluding remarks 
about the Exodus from Egypt. They open with a comment on the type 
of food eaten by the Israelites during the Exodus due to shortage of 
time for preparations: 
 ��  �!B �� �� E =� " �
 �� �� �8 �� ��
 ��!� � �� �� � �� 	� ��-� �� �4�� % �� 
" �� 	� ��' 	�-�� � � 	� ��-" �E ��  �F �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� 	
  �� � ��  " �
 �� �� �8 �� �� ��� E-
 �� > �� 	# �� �. They 
continue by summing the length of the period in which the Israelites 
dwelt in Egypt, � �� �� �� ��  � 	� 	�  "
 ��9 ��  " �
 	� �� �� ��  � �� 	
  � �� ��  � �� 	�� �' �
  
 �� ��   ��!�� 
� �& ��  "!% ��  " �� �� ��  
 �� �
 ��  � 	� 	�  �!� ��  � �� �� �� ��  � 	� 	�  "
 ��9 ��  > �$ ��  
 �� �
 ��  .� 	� 	�  �!� �� 
." �
 	� �� ��  > �� �� ��  . �  �!� � ��-� 	�  �� �� 	
. Finally, the text indicates the special 
practice, "
 �� =8 �� �
 ��, a night of watching, performed by the Israelites on 
a special memorial night dedicated to the Exodus from Egypt.

This last exposition is further divided into two parts, one noting 
that God held a night of watching while the Israelites left Egypt: �
 �� 
" �
 	� �� ��  > �� �� �� " 	�
 ��!� ��  . � ��  ��� "
 �� =8 ��, and the other being a comment 
by the scribe or the narrator on a traditional practice developed by 
the Israelites after the Exodus from Egypt. That event is marked by 
a special night of watching: � �� 	�� �' �
  
 �� ��-� 	� ��  "
 �� =8 ��  . � ��  � �& ��  � 	� �
 �; ��-��� 
" 	�� �� � ��. This traditional practice, according to the scribe or the narrator 
has existed up to their own days. The second comment also includes a 
time co-ordinate referring to the scribe’s or narrator’s time, namely the 
prepositional phrase " 	�� �� � ��. This extensive summation of the Exodus 
from Egypt continues with a series of subsequent verses providing details 
about # �* 	) �� � �$ =#, the ordinance of the Passover.

Now, what may be considered parenthetical in these four verses? 
The �rst two verses seem to present only concluding historical infor-
mation that is not parenthetical, while the two following verses, with 
their two clauses just outlined above, do seem to convey parenthetical 
information. Both these clauses are syntactically nominal, while the 
second also shows the structure of an appositional clause, re�ected in 
its use of a third personal pronoun in �rst position, and in this way it 
adds information to the �rst. This last syntactic structure recalls other 
appositional clauses which add information to proper names, such as 
Gen. 14:3—# �� �8 ��  " 	
  ���  "
 ��� �2 ��  � �� ��—“…the Valley of Siddim (that 
is, the Salt Sea),” or month names, such as 1 Kgs. 6:1—�
 ��
 � �� 	� � 	� 	 12 �� 
� �� 	�� �' �
-� �� �� �9 �� 39 �� �� 
 �� � 12 �� � ��� # �� ��� � �( � ��� # ��—“…in the fourth year 
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94 chapter two

of Solomon’s reign over Israel, in the month of Ziv, which is the second 
month…,” discussed above in the relevant section.70

Exod. 12:39–42—�� �  
 ��  �!B ��  �� E =�  " �
 �� �� �8 ��  ��
 ��!�  � �� ��  � �� 	� ��-� ��  �4�� % �� 

 �� ��   ��!��  ." �� 	�  ��' 	�-�� �  � 	� ��-" �E ��  �F �� �� �� �� �� ��  �� �� 	
  �� � ��  " �
 �� �� �8 ��  �� ��� E-
 ��  > �� 	# 
"
 ��9 ��  > �$ ��  
 �� �
 ��  .� 	� 	�  �!� ��  � �� �� �� ��  � 	� 	�  "
 ��9 ��  " �
 	� �� �� ��  � �� 	
  � �� ��  � �� 	�� �' �
 
." �
 	� �� ��  > �� �� �� . � �!� � ��-� 	�  �� �� 	
  � �& ��  "!% ��  " �� �� ��  
 �� �
 ��  � 	� 	� �!� �� � �� �� �� ��  � 	� 	� 
ynEB]Îlk;l] �yriMuvi ùhl' hZ<h' hl;y“L'h'ÎaWh �yIr;x]mi �r,a,me �a;yxi/hl] ùhl' aWh �yriMuvi lyle 
�t;rodol]  laer;c]yI—“And they baked unleavened cakes of the dough which 
they had brought out of Egypt, for it was not leavened, because they 
were thrust out of Egypt and could not tarry, neither had they prepared 
for themselves any provisions. The time that the people of Israel dwelt in 
Egypt was four hundred and thirty years. And at the end of four hundred 
and thirty years, on that very day, all the hosts of the LORD went out 
from the land of Egypt. It was a night of watching by the LORD, 
to bring them out of the land of Egypt; so this same night is a 
night of watching kept to the LORD by all the people of Israel 
throughout their generations.

The next example deals with the consequences of Jephthah’s vow to 
the Lord and the general practice of lamentations for his daughter 
which arose and spread after her death. The example includes a time 
co-ordinate, � 	�
 �� 	
  "
 �� 	% ��, which re�ects a habitual practice, and its 
syntax is �rst a regular narrative pattern and word order, as revealed 
in the clause � �� 	�� �' �
 �� �� #-
 �� �6 �� which opens with the wayyiqtol narrative 
verb. This clause is continued by another, opening with the temporal 
adverbial prepositional phrase � 	�
 �� 	
 "
 �� 	% �� followed by a pre�x conjuga-
tion verb � 	� �� �� �6, which expresses a habitual situation.71 Neither clause 
is circumstantial, nor deviates in its syntax from the main narrative, 
although the content of both is functionally-pragmatically external to 
the narrative sequence.

A syntactic connection between the two verses of this example, Judg. 
11:39 and Judg. 11:40, is established in the RSV translation, in the JPS, 
and in al-kit�b al-muqaddas, where the second verse, � 	� �� �� �6 � 	�
 �� 	
 "
 �� 	% �� 
� 	� 	 12 �� "
 �� 	
 � �� �� �� �� 
 �� 	� �� �@ �� # 	6 �4 �
-� � �� �!5 �� �� � �� 	�� �' �
 �!� ��, is set as a content 
clause in the role of subject of the clause � �� 	�� �' �
 �� �� #-
 �� �6 ��. This content 
clause is introduced by the subordinate particle ‘that’ in English and �@�� 
in Arabic, namely “And it became a custom in Israel that…,” accord-

70 See §2.2.3 above.
71 On the use of the pre�x conjugation verbs for continuous and habitual tense see 

examples Gen. 2:24 and Gen. 32:33 above.
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ing to the RSV, and . . . �@��  �AB�+� �( �$�:  %��  L' �<� �8  �d �X� �R��, according to al-kit�b 

al-muqaddas. In the RSV translation a cataphoric empty pronoun ‘it’ 
precedes the content subject clause, and it serves as a formal subject, 
whose real content is expressed in the succeeding content clause.

Judg. 11:39–40—!� �� ��-� ��  F 	�  �' �� �% ��  	�
 � 	�-� ��   	� 	6 ��  "
 �� 	� ?#  " �
 �� ��  > �$ ��  
 �� �
 �� 
t/nB]  hn:k]l'Te  hm;ymiy:  �ymiY:mi  .laer;c]yIB]  qjoÎyhiT]w"  �
 ��  � 	� �� 	
-�� �  �
 �� ��  � 	� 	�  � �� �� 
hn:V;B' �ymiy: t['B'r]a' ydi[;l]GIh' jT;p]yIÎtb'l] t/Nt'l] laer;c]yI—“And at the end of two 
months, she returned to her father, who did with her according to his 
vow which he had made. She had never known a man. And it became 
a custom in Israel that the daughters of Israel went year by 
year to lament the daughter of Jephthah the Gileadite four 
days in the year.”

The next example is an explanation of the general practice of the 
priests of Dagon not stepping on the threshold of Dagon’s house, which 
is known right up to the time of the scribe or narrator. The external 
information thus describes a tradition and its historical origins. The 
verse also contains the phrase � �& �� "!% �� � �� which, as discussed below, 
is functionally-pragmatically parenthetical in itself, and it uses the ex-
planatory narrative formula introduced by � ��-� ��, demonstrated in two 
prior examples in this section, Gen. 2:24 and Gen. 32:33. Syntactically 
it is again a verbal clause where the verb is a pre�x conjugation verb 
expressing habitual aspect.

1 Sam. 5:5—˜/gD;  ˜T'p]miÎl['  ˜/gD;ÎtyBe  �yaiB;h'Îlk;w“  ˜/gd;  ynEh}ko  Wkr]d]yIÎalø  ˜KeÎl[' 
hZ<h'  �/Yh'  d['  d/Dv]a'B]—“This is why the priests of Dagon and all 
who enter the house of Dagon do not tread on the threshold 
of Dagon in Ashdod to this day.”

The information in the next example, Ruth 4:7, describes the practice 
of sealing transactions by one party presenting shoes to the other. This 
practice is actually performed in the following verse, Ruth 4:8—� ���� % �� 
!� �� �� 79 �� �% ��  3 	�-� �� �� ( ���  �� � ��� @ ��—“So when the next of kin said to Boaz, 
‘Buy it for yourself,’ he drew off  his sandal.” Contrary to the previous 
practices described above, this one is not said to be still current at the 
time of the scribe or narrator but ancient and apparently obsolete. The 
scribe or narrator feels a need to explain it to the readers or listen-
ers, since it no longer exists. Like the previous examples, this one too 
contains a time co-ordinate, "
 �� 	4 �� ��� ( ��, except that it does not refer to 
the times of the scribe or narrator but to an earlier period.

The syntactic structure of this parenthetical remark has three clauses. 
The �rst is nominal, � 	��� �6 ��-� �� ��  � 	;�� �@ ��-� ��  � �� 	�� �' �
 ��  "
 �� 	4 ��  ��� ( ��. The 
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second is verbal, initiated by an in�nitival phrase expressing purpose 
and followed by two suf�x conjugation verbs and their subject and 
objects, �� �� �� ��  � �� 	� ��  !� �� ��  �
 ��  7 �� 	�  � 	 	�-� 	�  " �% �� ��. The third is nominal 
again, � �� 	�� �' �
 �� � 	��� �6 �� ��� ( ��. In all three cases there is a clear deviation 
from the main narrative line and structure.

Ruth 4:7—�l'v;  rb;D;ÎlK;  �YEq'l]  hr;WmT]h'Îl['w“  hL;WaG“h'Îl['  laer;c]yIB]  �ynIp;l]  tazOw“ 
laer;c]yIB] hd;W[T]h' tazOw“ Wh[erel] ˜t'n:w“ /l[}n" vyai—“Now this was the custom 
in former times in Israel concerning redeeming and exchang-
ing: to con�rm a transaction, the one drew off his sandal and 
gave it to the other, and this was the manner of attesting in 
Israel.”

The time co-ordinate "
 �� 	4 �� which appeared in the previous example 
reappears in the following one. The content is a little different from the 
previous examples as it deals not with ancient practice but with ancient 
lexicography. More speci�cally, it explains the meaning of an ancient 
term, � ��� � 	�, which apparently, according to the scribe or narrator, is 
archaic. The syntax of this parenthesis is a verbal clause with the suf-
�x conjugation verb of speech � �� 	�, which is followed by the contents 
of the speech. These two are followed by a causal clause explaining 
the historical background of what seems in the time of the scribe or 
the narrator a strange use of words in this speech utterance. Note the 
parentheses set around these verses in the RSV translation, which in-
deed emphasize their being a parenthesis. Also note Sternberg’s correct 
observation that this example is an exposition meant for ‘temporal or 
cultural bridging.’72

1 Sam. 9:9—hk;l]nEw“  Wkl]  �yhiløa‘  v/rd]li  /Tk]l,B]  vyaih;  rm'a;ÎhKo  laer;c]yIB]  �ynIp;l] 
ha,roh; �ynIp;l] areQ;yI �/Yh' aybiN:l' yKi ha,roh;Îd['—“(Formerly in Israel, when 
a man went to inquire of God, he said, “Come, let us go to 
the seer”; for he who is now called a prophet was formerly 
called a seer.)”

The parenthetical clauses in the following example are meant to explain 
to readers or listeners in a later period the situation in Bethel in earlier 
times. The historical nature of the parenthesis here is evident in the use 
of the time co-ordinate " �� 	� "
 �� 	% �� twice, and even more prominently in 
the gap that the parenthetical information creates between the speech 
verb �� �� �� �% �� and the speech utterance preceded by the word introducing 

72 Sternberg 1985:121.
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direct speech ���� ��. In this the example resembles others such as 1 Sam. 
22:9, 2 Sam. 21:2–3, and 1 Kgs. 12:10, which evince a twofold use of 
a verb of speech or a certain split in conveying speech content.

The present example and its like are treated above under §1.4 in 
a discussion of interrupted syntactical structures as possible parenthe-
ses in Biblical Hebrew, and more speci�cally in the discussion of the 
contribution of Miller to explaining these patterns as special types of 
quotative frames.73 As to syntax, both clauses that form the parenthesis 
in this case are circumstantial and open with the conjunctive w�w, and 
their inner structure is nominal. Note again the parentheses in the RSV 
translation.

Judg. 20:27–28a—�heh; �ymiY:B' �yhiløa‘h; tyriB] ˜/ra} �v;w“ . � �� � �� 	�� �' �
-
 �� � �� �� �� �% �� 
� 	� 	# �� �8 �� �� �� 	� �!� 7 �*!� �� �� �� �� �heh; �ymiY:B' wyn:p;l] dme[o ˜roh}a'Î˜B, rz:[;l]a,Î˜B, sj;n“ypiW 
� 	� �# ��-" ��  
 �# 	�  � �� 	
 �� �-
 �� ��-" ��—“And the people of Israel inquired of the 
LORD (for the ark of the covenant of God was there in those 
days, and Phinehas the son of Eleazar, son of Aaron, ministered 
before it in those days), saying, ‘Shall we yet again go out to battle 
against our brethren the Benjaminites, or shall we cease?’ ”

The next four examples present information about an ancient people 
and proper place names for readers living in the scribe’s or narrator’s 
times. In three of the four examples a time co-ordinate "
 �� 	4 �� is used. In 
the last example another time co-ordinate appears, namely � 	���� �� 	�. All 
four examples are circumstantial, with the inner structure of a nominal 
clause. In two examples the information is set in parentheses in the RSV 
translation, which thereby indicates their interpretation as parenthesis. 
Again, Sternberg’s approach which regards such information as an 
exposition meant for ‘temporal or cultural bridging’ conforms with the 
classi�cation of this example as a historical remark.74

The �rst example refers to an ancient people and employs the time 
coordinate "
 �� 	4 ��.

Deut. 2:10—�yqin:[}K; �r;w: br'w“ l/dG: �[' Hb; Wbv]y: �ynIp;l] �ymiaeh;—“The Emim 
formerly lived there, a people great and many, and tall as the 
Anakim.”

The second example refers to an ancient place name and also employs 
the time coordinate "
 �� 	4 ��.

73 Miller 1996:218–220, §4.4.2.
74 Sternberg 1985:121. Sternberg mentions among other examples Judg. 19:10, 

which identi�es the place name Jebus as Jerusalem.
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Judg. 1:11—rp,seÎty"r]qi  �ynIp;l]  rybiD]Î�vew“  �
 � ��  
 � ��!
-� ��  " 	 12 ��  3 �� �% ��—“From 
there they went against the inhabitants of Debir. The name of Debir 
was formerly Kiriath-sepher.”

Similarly, the third example refers to an ancient proper place name 
and again employs the time coordinate "
 �� 	4 ��.

Judg. 1:23—zWl �ynIp:l] ry[ih;Î�vew“ � ��-�
 � �� 7 �*!
-�
 � ��
 �� 	% ��—“And the house 
of Joseph sent to spy out Bethel. (Now the name of the city was 
formerly Luz.)”75

The fourth example refers once more to an ancient place name but, 
unlike the three previous examples it employs another time coordinate, 
namely � 	���� �� 	�.

Judg. 18:29—�l;Waw“  � �� 	�� �' �
 ��  � �;�
  � �� ��  " ��
 � ��  � 	�  " �� ��  � 	�  �
 �� 	�-" ��  �� �� �� �% �� 
hn:voaril; ry[ih;Î�ve vyIl'—“And they named the city Dan, after the name of 
Dan their ancestor, who was born to Israel; but the name of the city 
was Laish at the �rst.”

2.3.6 Examples Introducing Other Marginal Information

The following examples contain circumstantial clauses which express 
information that is marginal or wholly irrelevant to the story line. 
These examples are unique in that their substance does not show any 
common features, and they do not conform to any of the instances 
in the previous sections. In certain cases, like Gen. 1:11–13 and Gen. 
4:22, the marginal information might hint at other stories or pieces 
of information that the scribe or narrator assumes are known to the 
readers or listeners; still, these stories and pieces of information are not 
mentioned anywhere else in the Bible and are not familiar to us.

In contrast to the content of these clauses, their syntactic structure is 
similar to the majority of the examples in the previous sections: they are 
all circumstantial, initiated by the conjunctive w�w. Likewise, the clause 
patterns that form the inner structure of these circumstantial clauses 
can be nominal, existential, or verbal containing a suf�x conjugation 
verb, and they sometimes also show word order inversion.

In the �rst example the scribe or narrator assumes that the target 
readers or audience have some knowledge of a territory whose name 
is Havilah and of its gold. This can be observed from the use of the 

75 For more references to examples with "
 �� 	4 �� see §3.2.2 below, and also Brin 
1986:53–54, 1995:7–15.
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de�nite forms, � 	�
 �� �# �� and  	� 	& ��. In addition, the syntactic forms chosen 
for the display of this information are two circumstantial clauses, the 
pattern of which is nominal. Recognition in their parenthetical nature 
is revealed in the JPS translation which sets parentheses around them: 
“(The gold of that land is good; bdellium is there, and lapis lazuli.)”

Gen. 2:11–13—. 	� 	& �� " 	�-� �� �� � 	�
 �� �# �� > �� ��-� 	� � ��  �� G �� ��� �!�
 �) � 	# �� 	� " �� 
 �!G �� ��� �!#
 �@ 
 �� � 12 �� � 	� 	5 ��-" �� �� .�h'Voh' ˜b,a,w“ jl'doB]h' �v; b/f awhih' �r,a;h; bh'zÄW 
.���  > �� ��-� 	�  � ��—“The name of the �rst is Pishon; it is the one which 
�ows around the whole land of Havilah, where there is gold; and the 
gold of that land is good; bdellium and onyx stone are there. 
The name of the second river is Gihon; it is the one which �ows around 
the whole land of Cush.”

In the second example the information about Tubal-cain’s sister is 
inserted into the text after Tubal-cain himself and his occupation are 
presented. All this is part of a genealogical list setting out names and 
details of Cain’s descendents.76 The list, however, includes only males; 
the information inserted into the verse below deviates from the main 
story line in content by mentioning a female, and it has a different 
syntactic form as well, being a circumstantial nominal clause. These 
two factors give the information regarding the female sister a different, 
marginal, status, compared with that of all the male descendents.

Gen. 4:22—� �( �� ��  � ��� # ��  � ��� #-� 	�  � �A9  � �
 ��  � ��6-� ��  � 	� �� 	
  �� ��-" �E  � 	; �� �� 
hm;[}n"  ˜yIq'Îlb'WT  t/ja}w"—“Zillah bore Tubal-cain; he was the forger of 
all instruments of bronze and iron. The sister of Tubal-cain was 
Naamah.”

The information on the status of Moses with Pharaoh and the Egyptians, 
provided in the following example, is marginal to the story line, which 
is about the ten plagues and the events which led to the Exodus of the 
Israelites from Egypt. It also starts with the particle " �@, showing that this 
content is an addition to the preceding part of the verse in particular 
and to the main story line in general.77 As to syntax, this information is 
displayed by a circumstantial clause, the pattern of which is nominal in 

76 On the structure of genealogical lists and the use of nominal clauses to add new 
names to them, see de Regt 1999:32–33, §2.2.2, and more examples there.

77 On the particle @� " and its roles see, e.g., Muraoka 1985:143–146 and van den 
Merwe 1990. Note especially van den Merwe’s discussion of other works treating 
this particle on pp. 4–18, §1. See also short discussion in Biblical Hebrew grammars, 
e.g., GKC 1910:483, §153, Williams 1976:63–64, §378–§382, Waltke & O’Connor 
1990:663, §39.3.4c,d.
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the order subject–predicate, in contrast to the chain of wayyiqtol verbs, 
� �6 �% �� and � ���� % ��, surrounding it.

Exod. 11:3—�r,a,B]  daom]  l/dG:  hv,mo  vyaih;  �G" " �
 	� �� �� 
 ��
 �� �� " 	� 	� � �#-� �� . � � �6 �% �� 
�[;h; ynEy[eb]W h[or]p'Îydeb][' ynEy[eB] �yIr'x]mi—“And the LORD gave the people favor 
in the sight of the Egyptians. Moreover, the man Moses was very 
great in the land of Egypt, in the sight of Pharaoh’s servants 
and in the sight of the people.”

The inversion in word order and the initial position of the subject in 
the circumstantial clause of this verse is more clearly emphasized by 
Saadya Gaon’s choosing in his translation to shape it in the pattern 
of extraposition, in which the subject is isolated by the phrase �J ...� ����: 
yp adùg �yùf[p lwsrla yswm amaw �

����� ��� ��. A# "���� ���� �A��4 
�wqla dn[w ˜w[rp dawq dn[ rxm dlb [ymùg. The Geez translation similarly 
employs a demonstrative pronoun to introduce Moses and to highlight 
his position at the beginning of the clause: #?���.���".�…/wa-z� 
b���si Muse . . . literally: “. . . and this man, Moses,. . . .”

The parenthetical information inserted into the next example can be 
interpreted as telling us that the Israelites were capable of �ghting when 
they left Egypt, and the decision of God to change their course was not 
based on their inability to �ght. In that case the example below could be 
considered explanatory, or at least as contributing to the background of 
the story. But since the meaning of this example and the reason for its 
insertion in this place are not entirely clear, it is placed in this section, 
and not in §2.3.1, dedicated to background information.

Again, the syntactic pattern of this clause is circumstantial, yet it is 
composed of a verbal clause, not a nominal one. Nevertheless, in con-
trast to the regular narrative chain of wayyiqtol verbs in �rst position, 
the verb in this case is a suf�x conjugation verb in second position, 
following its subject. As stated before, this type of verbal clause is 
also common in introducing parenthetical clauses into the story. The 
deviation of this clause from the main narrative is further marked in 
the JPS translation by its introduction with the word ‘now’: “Now the 
Israelites went up armed out of the land of Egypt,” and by opening 
with it a new paragraph.78 The RSV has the more literal translation of 
a conjunctive w�w.

78 As noted by the JPS the meaning of "
 �� =� �# is uncertain (  JPS:105, note d). This 
term appears three more times in the Bible: Josh. 1:14, 4:12, and Judg. 7:11. In all 
cases its meaning seems to be related to preparations for war or situations related to 
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Exod. 13:18—laer;c]yIÎynEb] Wl[; �yvimuj}w" 7�*-" �
 � 	� �� �8 �� 3 �� �� " 	� 	�-� �� "
 ��9 <�  �G �% �� 
�yIr;x]mi  �r,a,me—“But God led the people round by the way of the wilder-
ness toward the Red Sea. And the people of Israel went up out of 
the land of Egypt equipped for battle.”

In the next example the circumstantial clause provides information as 
to the nature and taste of the unfamiliar food called � 	� introduced to 
the Israelites in the desert. This information is additional and mar-
ginal to the story line told by a chain of wayyiqtol verbs. The inner 
structure of this circumstantial clause is a nominal clause in the order 
subject–predicate, so it obviously deviates syntactically from the main 
narrative clauses opening with wayyiqtol forms.

Exod. 16:31—/m[]f'w“  � 	 	�  � �@  � �� �( ��  ��� ��  � 	�  !� ��-� ��  � �� 	�� �' �
-�
 �  �� �� �� �% ��  
cb;d]Bi tjiyPix'K]—“Now the house of Israel called its name manna; it was 
like coriander seed, white, and the taste of it was like wafers 
made with honey.”

The last example in this section, occurring in verse 16 of Exod. 32:15–16 
presented below, includes a circumstantial clause which describes the 
nature of the tables brought down by Moses from the mountain. This 
circumstantial clause follows two previous circumstantial clauses in verse 
15, and each of them is attributed to a speci�c noun that serves as its 
head. The �rst is !� 	
 �� � =� �� 	� �� # =� 
 �� ��� and it is attributed to Moses. The 
second is "
 � =� ��  " ��  � �& ���  � �& ��  " ��
 �� � ��  
 �� � 12 ��  "
 � =� �� and it is attributed 
to the tables. Contrary to these two, the two circumstantial clauses of 
verse 16, like all others that provide parenthetical information, are not 
attributed either to any speci�c noun or to the entire previous clause. 
Quite the contrary: they are independent clauses adding extra informa-
tion to the whole story. The inner syntactic pattern of these circumstantial 
clauses is nominal, involving extraposition in the order subject–predicate. 
This nominal pattern stands again in contrast to the regular wayyiqtol 
verb–subject word order typical of the narrative �ow.

Exod. 32:15–16—"
 � =� ��  �� # =�  !� 	
 ��  � =� �� 	�  �� # =�  
 �� ���  � 	� 	�-� ��  � ��� �  � �� �% ��  � �4 �% �� 
bT'k]mi  bT;k]Mih'w“  hM;he  �yhiløa‘  hce[}m'  tjoLuh'w“  ."
 � =� ��  " ��  � �& ���  � �& ��  " ��
 �� � ��  
 �� � 12 �� 
tjoLuh'Îl[' tWrj; aWh �yhiløa‘—“And Moses turned, and went down from the 
mountain with the two tables of the testimony in his hands, tables that 
were written on both sides; on the one side and on the other were they 
written. And the tables were the work of God, and the writing 
was the writing of God, graven upon the tables.”

war. BDB (BDB:332b) also indicates Num. 32:17, where the word "
 �� =# is found with 
a similar meaning, and it can probably be related by emendation. Again, the JPS 
indicates that the meaning of this word is uncertain ( JPS:264, note a).
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CHAPTER THREE

PARENTHETICAL WORDS AND PHRASES

External information which does not form a complete clause, but is pres-
ent within a clause or introduces a clause, is mostly expressed in words 
and phrases that syntactically cannot be regarded as full parenthetical 
expressions. Most of  them are various types of  relatively restricted 
and even fossilized phrases, narrative formulas, and certain adverbs 
and adverbial phrases. The last-named are either adverbs syntacti-
cally connected to individual clause parts or they refer to the sentence 
as a whole, namely to the predicative relation itself, and accordingly 
they are identi�ed as ‘sentence adverbials.’1 These types of  words and 
phrases therefore do not conform to the syntactic de�nitions of  a real 
full parenthesis, which is expected to show syntactic independence 
and disconnection. Nonetheless, we are by now acquainted with a 
broader and more �exible de�nition of  parenthesis which recognizes 
as belonging to this category patterns which are strictly parentheti-
cal in structure but also those which convey parenthetical content in 
patterns that can otherwise be interpreted as syntactically attached to 
other sentence parts.

This broad de�nition of  parenthesis leaves no real common denomi-
nator for the examples discussed in this chapter except that they all 
contain short units of  information with content that belongs outside the 
clause in which it appears. Since the main issue in the description of  
these words and phrases is the nature of  their content, they are mostly 
presented as limitedly parenthetical, namely only from a functional-
pragmatic standpoint, which is sensitive to context. The content also 
impacts the classi�cation of  the examples assembled in this chapter, so 
they are divided into two primary groups and into subgroups according 
to context. One of  the two basic sections is words and phrases referring 
to a speaker, an observer’s identity, God’s standpoint, appeal and plea, 
and addresses, and epistemic modal adverbials. These types have no 

1 On the role of  sentence adverbials in describing the predicative relation see Gol-
denberg 1985:186, §17.
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real positive common denominator apart from giving extra information. 
They are put together to differentiate them, as non-narrative formulas, 
from the second of  the two sections, namely speci�c narrative formulas 
in the form of  time co-ordinates.

3.1 External Expressions Referring to a Speaker, an 

 Observer’s Identity or an Individual Standpoint, Epistemic 

Modal Adverbials, Appeal and Plea, and Address

These expressions do not belong syntactically or contextually to one 
group. The examples below are gathered in one section because of  their 
distinctiveness from other external expressions that display narrative 
formulas related to time, that is, narrative time co-ordinates. The only 
feature common to the examples in this section is their expression of  
extra information, namely they share only functional-pragmatic char-
acteristics. The inner classi�cation in this section is based on the type 
of  extra information displayed in the examples; the sub-classi�cation of  
each type similarly rests on common content-related features. Whenever 
a subtype of  words and phrases resembles a subtype of  clauses discussed 
in the preceding chapter the same heading is chosen, that is, ‘reference 
to a speaker’ and ‘appeal and plea,’ which might be expressed by full 
clauses or by certain words and phrases.

3.1.1 Reference to a Speaker

The following examples are phrases which break the narrative to indi-
cate a speaker: � �� �� ��, 	 
 � �� �� ��, � �� �� �� ��, and 	 
  �� ��, 	 
 � ��-� ��/� ��-� ��, � ��-� ��. 
By content the expressions generally belong to the domain of  speech 
expressions. When speech verbs are used for this function, instead of  
speech nouns, speech expressions acquire the structure of  a clause, 
and were accordingly treated in §2.1.1 above.2 In fact, the separation 
of  references to a speaker by clauses from references to a speaker by 

2 On the linguistic debate over the syntactic status of  verbs of  speech, believing, 
thinking, etc., and their parenthetical contents and status, see Lyons 1977:738, Hopper & 
Traugott 2003:207–209, §7.5.3. See also Hand 1993 who discusses the possible omission 
of  ‘that’ before English indirect speech and its signi�cance for syntax. Hand is aware 
of  the distinction between indirect speech propositions with ‘that,’ which introduces 
embedded constructions, and others without ‘that,’ whose speech expression should be 
interpreted as parenthetical. Though Hand tries to minimize the need to differentiate 
between the syntax of  these two constructions, he distinguishes them pragmatically.
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words and phrases is somewhat arti�cial contextually. It is applied here 
because of  the linguistic interest in separating all types of  parenthetical 
clauses from all types of  parenthetical words and phrases.

This slight arti�ciality is well re�ected in Bible translations. The 
renderings of  the expressions below that mention the speaker, includ-
ing the RSV translations given for all the examples, might use clauses 
where the original Hebrew has phrases, or the reverse, haphazardly. 
This freedom supports the assumption that phrases and clauses alike 
referring to a speaker provide similar parenthetical information. In 
either case the information rendered by the expressions is external to 
the story line, so functionally-pragmatically at least it can be considered 
parenthetical.

Phrases like � �� �� �� and � �� �� �� �� seem to be adverbial in syntax as they 
open with the comparative particle ��, and they should be regarded as 
non-obligatory complements of  the predicate. Since one sign of  paren-
thetical units is their ability to take any position in a clause, that position 
should be noted.3 That both initial and �nal position are occupied by 
these phrases in the examples below is signi�cant, though initial posi-
tion is rarely found (it perhaps occurs in Josh. 8:8 below). Moreover, 
since the middle position is not attested, these phrases do not seem to 
enjoy complete freedom, and they tend to prefer one position in the 
word order, the �nal, to the others.

The phrase 	 
   �� �� appears to be truly parenthetical both syntacti-
cally and functionally-pragmatically.4 Syntactically, as expected from 
parenthetical units, it does not depend on any clause part, nor does 
it function as an adverbial complement. It enjoys complete freedom 
of  position: initial, middle, or �nal. Though 	 
 � �� �� �� and 	 
  �� �� differ 
in the degree of  their parenthetical status they may still reveal great 
resemblance. In the example of  2 Kgs. 9:26 below, both appear in 
one verse and ful�ll similar functional-pragmatic roles. This example 
supports the assumption that though the two speech references differ 
in syntax they are functionally-pragmatically similar.

Similar information is conveyed by the prepositional phrase � ��-� ��, 
and its variant � ��-� ��. It occurs in references to God as well as other 

3 Free position of  parenthetical units is indicated by Ziv 1985:182–183 among 
others.

4 On the phrase 	 
  �� ��, its distribution and meaning, see Baumgärtel 1961.
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characters, and it also has a parenthetical content. Its syntax is less 
clear: it has no �xed position in the clause and it is an independent 
phrase, yet it can also be understood as a non-obligatory complement 
of  a predicate serving an adverbial role, hence as dependent.

Other expressions and constructions related to the foregoing exist, 
namely 
 �� �
  ��� �� �� �
  �� � ���  
 �� �� �
  � �� �� �� �
  �� � �� and ��� �� ��. The last, ��� �� ��, 
“according to what is written/as it is written,” refers to a written docu-
ment rather than a speech. All these are presented and discussed below. 
Also brie�y discussed is a related speech pattern which contains � �� �� �� as 
part of  a larger comparative construction, . . . � �� . . . � �� �� ��. This pattern 
is again similar to a clause pattern made of  � �� . . . 
 �� �! � �" #� ��/� �" #� �� � ��, 
discussed in §2.1.1.2 and §2.1.1.4 above, and likewise it might belong to 
the sphere of  deontic modality, when involving subjective af�rmation, 
especially in direct speech.

Because a considerable number of  examples refer to God as a speaker, 
these form a subsection of  their own, separate from speech expressions 
that refer to other characters.

3.1.1.1 Examples Mentioning God as the Speaker

3.1.1.1.1 Examples with 	 
 � �� �� ��
In the following example the phrase 	 
 � �� �� �� appears in initial position. 
Other examples of  the initial position are of  the type . . . � �� . . . � �� �� ��, but 
as this pattern is demonstrated only with speakers other than God it is 
discussed only in the next section. As noted above, Bible translations 
re�ect the similarity between clauses and phrases referring to a speaker 
in that they might differ in the construction they use for the translation 
of  the same original, a clause or a phrase. Among our translations the 
RSV, the JPS, and the Geez translate the prepositional phrase 	 
 � �� �� �� 
in the verse below by a clause; al-kit�b al-muqaddas, Targum Jonathan and 
the Peshitta prefer a prepositional phrase. Such a difference between the 
various translations might occur in the subsequent examples as well.

Josh. 8:8—ùh  rb'd“Ki  " �� �$  �� �� �
-� ��  ��� �% �&  �� �� �
-� ��   ��� �' �( �� ��  
 �� �
 �) 
�k,t]a,  ytiyWIxi  War“  Wc[}T'—“And when you have taken the city, you shall 
set the city on �re, doing as the LORD has bidden; see, I have 
commanded you.”

In the next example the phrase 	 
 � �� �� �� appears in �nal position. Here 
the phrase is extended by a relative clause �� �"�
 ��-� ��  
 �� �!  � �" #�, which 
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refers to the individual transmitting God’s words. As we will see in the 
ensuing examples, 	 
 � �� �� �� is normally extended in this way.

Josh. 8:27—rv,a}  ùh  rb'd“Ki  � �� ��� �' ��   �
 ��  �* �* �$  �� �
 �
  �� �� �
  � �� �"�  
 �+ �
 �$ �
 
['vu/hy“Îta,  hW:xi—“Only the cattle and the spoil of  that city Israel took 
as their booty, according to the word of the LORD which he 
commanded Joshua.”

The next example again demonstrates the phrase 	 
 � �� �� �� followed by 
a relative clause, ��-� �$ ��  � �" #�, referring to the prophet mentioned in 
the beginning of  the verse.

1 Kgs. 13:26—� �
0 1� �
  "� ��  � �+�� 2 �)  3 �� �� �
-� �+  ��� �" 1
  � �" #�  �� �� �4 �
  5 �+ �" �2 �) 
rv,a} ùh rb'd“Ki �
 �� �+ �� �) �
 �� �$ �" �2 �) 
 �� �� �� �� 	 
 �
 �� �& �2 �) 	 
 � ��-� �� 
 �� �+ � �" #� ��
 
wOlÎrB,DI—“And when the prophet who had brought him back from the 
way heard of  it, he said, ‘It is the man of  God, who disobeyed the word 
of  the LORD; therefore the LORD has given him to the lion, which has 
torn him and slain him, according to the word which the LORD 
spoke to him.’”

1 Kgs. 14:18 below displays once more the phrase 	 
 � �� �� ��, and it is once 
more extended by a relative clause, �
 �2 �� #�  �� �� ��-� �� �$  � �$ ��  � �" #�  	 
  � �� �� �� 
�� �� �4 �
, referring to the prophet who transferred the words of  God.

1 Kgs. 14:18—rB,DI  rv,a}  ùh  rb'd“Ki  � �� ��� �' ��-� ��  ��-�� �� �6 �2 �)  ��� �  �� �$ �7 �2 �) 
aybiN:h'  WhY:jia}  /Db]['Îdy"B]—“And all Israel buried him and mourned for 
him, according to the word of the LORD, which he spoke by 
his servant Ahijah the prophet.”

In the next example 	 
 � �� �� �� follows the main verb � �+ �2 �), and it is again 
extended by a relative clause, �
 �2 �� ��  � �$ ��-� �" #�, referring to Elijah as 
transmitting God’s words.

2 Kgs. 1:17—� �� �" �$ )� �& �� �&  ���
 ��  30 �+ �2 �)  WhY:liae  rB,DIÎrv,a}  ùh rb'd“Ki � �+ �2 �) 
� �$  ��  
 �� �
-�� �  � ��  
 ���
 ��  3 �� �+  8 �( �"�
 ��-� �$   ���
� ��   �� �& �"—“So he died 
according to the word of the LORD which Elijah had spo-
ken. Jehoram, his brother, became king in his stead in the second year 
of  Jehoram the son of  Jehoshaphat, king of  Judah, because Ahaziah 
had no son.”

Not just 	 
  � �� �� �� but � �� ��� �' ��  � �
0 1�  	 
  � �� �� �� appears in the following 
example, once more accompanied by a relative clause, �� �� ��-� �� �$ � �$ �� � �" #� 
� �( �� �
  � �9 �+  � �" #�  �� �� �4 �
  � �& �+ #�-� ��  
 ����, mentioning the prophet by whom 
God sent his words.
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2 Kgs. 14:25—
 �� �� #� �
   ��-� ��  � �+ #�  ��� �� �+  � �� ��� �' ��  ��� �9-� ��  �� �" �
  ��
 
tG"mi rv,a} aybiN:h' YT'mia}Î˜b, hn:/y /Db]['Îdy"B] rB,DI rv,a} laer:c]yI yhela‘ ùh rb'd“Ki 
rp,jeh'—“He restored the border of  Israel from the entrance of  Hamath as 
far as the Sea of  the Arabah, according to the word of the LORD, 
the God of Israel, which he spoke by his servant Jonah the 
son of Amittai, the prophet, who was from Gath-hepher.”

The last example in this section repeats the same structure by employ-
ing 	 
  � �� �� �� in �nal position, and it is yet again followed by a relative 
clause, 
 �� �� �
 � �� �� �� �
-� �� � �� �7 � �" #� � �
0 1� �
 "� �� � �� �7 � �" #�, which refers 
to the individual responsible for transmitting the word of  God.

2 Kgs. 23:16—� �: �2 �)  � �� �" �2 �)  � �
 �$  �"-� �" #� � �� �� �: �
-� �� � �� �2 �)  �
 �2 �"�� �  � �( �2 �) 
ar:q;  rv,a}  ùh  rb'd“Ki  �
 �� �; �8 �� �)  �� �$ �* �; �
-� ��  <� �� �' �2 �)  � �� �� �: �
-� �+  ��+ �! #� �
-� �� 
hL,aeh;  �yrIb;D“h'Îta,  ar:q;  rv,a}  �yhiløa‘h;  vyai—“And as Josiah turned, he 
saw the tombs there on the mount; and he sent and took the bones out 
of  the tombs, and burned them upon the altar, and de�led it, according 
to the word of  the LORD which the man of  God proclaimed, who had 
predicted these things.”5

3.1.1.1.2 Examples with 	 
- �� ��
The phrase 	 
- �� �� in the next example is included in an announcement 
uttered by an angel as part of  an oath and it contains an af�rmation that 
the speech is in the name of  God. 	 
- �� �� appears immediately after the 
declaration of  the oath. All the examples below containing this phrase 
show that the functional-pragmatic purposes of  	 
 � �� �� �� and 	 
- �� �� are 
very similar and the two play an analogous role as references to God 
as speaker. Still, they differ slightly. 	 
  � �� �� �� usually refers to a remote 
speech of  God which is presented as predicting an existing situation. By 
contrast, 	 
- �� �� is usually part of  an utterance, and it is used to ensure 
the readers or audience that the speci�c speech in which it appears 
should be attributed to God or is spoken in the name of  God.

	 
  �� �� is especially common in the prophetic books of  Isaiah and even 
more in Jeremiah as part of  the prophetic language. That language is 
beyond the scope of  this work, which concentrates on Classical Bibli-
cal Hebrew prose, so only one example from Jeremiah is demonstrated 

5 More references for this construction in this word order are 1 Kgs. 15:29, 16:34, 
17:5,16, 22:38, 2 Kgs. 4:44, 7:16, 10:17, 24:2.
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below.6 Note too that like the RSV, the JPS translation, Saadya Gaon’s 
Arabic translation, al-kit�b al-muqaddas, the Geez translation, Onkelos, 
and the Peshitta use a clause to translate 	 
- �� �� in this verse instead 
of  a noun phrase: “. . . the Lord declares . . .”, 
���  �)7�, ������  �	
 ���, 
�������	
��� / y�be ��gzi�ab��er, �� ��  � �+ #�, and ����  ��� / �mar 

m�ry�, respectively.

Gen. 22:16—
 �� �
 � �� �� �
-� �� ���� �' �� � �" #� � �� �� � �� ùhÎ�aun“ � �& �� �$ �" �� � �$ � �+�� 2 �) 
= ��� �� ��-� �� = �� �$-� �� �& ��� �' �� �� � �)—“And he said, ‘By myself  I have sworn, 
says the LORD, because you have done this, and have not withheld 
your son, your only son.’”

Again, in the next example 	 
- �� �� is part of  an oath, and in this case 
the whole utterance is attributed to God. Also, 	 
- �� �� appears immedi-
ately after the opening oath formula, � �� ��-� ��, separating it from the oath 
content. A clause, “. . . says the Lord . . .,” appears in the JPS translation, 
similarly to the RSV translation. A clause, 
��� �)7� / ������ �	
 ���, appears 
in the Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translation and al-kit�b al-muqaddas. Like-
wise, a clause, �������	
��� / y�be ��gzi�ab��er, appears in the Geez 
translation, a clause, �� ��  � �+ #�, appears in Onkelos, and a clause, ��� 
���� / �mar m�ry�, appears in the Peshitta. All these clauses replace the 
original Hebrew noun phrase 	 
- �� ��.

Num. 14:28—� ��  � �� �* �� �$  �& �� �$ �� � �" #� �� �� �- �� ùhÎ�aun“  � �� ��-� ��  �
 �� #� �� + 1� 
 �� �� 
� �' 1� ��—“Say to them, ‘As I live,’ says the LORD, ‘what you have 
said in my hearing I will do to you.’”

The remaining examples are utterances attributed to God. The phrase 
	 
- �� �� might appear at the beginning of  the utterance, as in the �rst 
appearance in 1 Sam. 2:30, it can follow an adverb and separate it 
from the following clause as in the second appearance in 1 Sam. 2:30, 
it may be in the middle of  an utterance, as in Jer. 1:19, and it may be 
in �nal position as in 2 Kgs. 19:33 and 2 Kgs. 22:19 below. This �ex-
ibility in word order of  	 
- �� �� is a prominent sign of  its being a full 
parenthesis from a functional-pragmatic and from a linguistic-syntactic 
standpoint.

6 References to this phrase in prophetic language are numerous, e.g., Isa. 14:22, 
17:6, 30:1, Jer. 2:3,9,12, 31:34,37,38.
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The phrase 	 
- �� ��, in apposition to the name of  God � �� ��� �' ��  � �
0 1�, 
introduces the word of  God in �rst half  of  the next verse, and inter-
venes between the adverb 
 �& �� �) and the word of  God in the second 
half  of  the verse.

1 Sam. 2:30—=� �� ��  �� ���  = ��� �$  � �& �� �+ ��  ��+ ��  laer:c]yI  yheløa‘  ùhÎ�aun“  � �� �� 
� �*� ��  � �$ �� #�  � �� �$ �� �+-� ��  � ��  
 ��� �� ��  ùhÎ�aun“  
 �& �� �)   ���5-� ��  � �� �( ��  �� �� �
 �� �� 
�� �7 ��—“Therefore the LORD the God of  Israel declares: ‘I prom-
ised that your house and the house of  your father should go in and out 
before me for ever’; but now the LORD declares: ‘Far be it from me; 
for those who honor me I will honor, and those who despise me shall be 
lightly esteemed.’”

	 
- �� �� signi�es the end of  the word of  God in the following 
 example.

2 Kgs. 19:33—ùhÎ�aun“ �� � �� �� � ��� � �
 �� �� �
-� �� �) ��" �� > �$ �� � ��-� �" #� 3 �� �� �$—
“By the way that he came, by the same he shall return, and he shall not 
come into this city, says the LORD.”

Next, 	 
- �� �� again marks the conclusion of  the word of  God.

2 Kgs. 22:19—�7 �; �
-� �� � �& �� �$ �� � �" #� = #� �+ �" �$ 	 
 � �� �� �+ 5 �� �� �& �) = �� �� ��-3 �� � �� �� 
 �? �)  � �� �( ��  
 �� �� �& �)  =� �� �? �$-� ��  5 �� �7 �& �)  
 �� �� �7 �� �)  
 �; �" ��  ��� �
 ��  )� �� �"� �-� �� �)  
 �� �
 
ùhÎ�aun“ � �& �� �+ �" � ��� � ��—“Because your heart was penitent, and you humbled 
yourself  before the LORD, when you heard how I spoke against this 
place, and against its inhabitants, that they should become a desolation 
and a curse, and you have rent your clothes and wept before me, I also 
have heard you, says the LORD.”

In the next example 	 
- �� �� separates the nominal clause � �� #� = �& �� from 
its extension by a construct in�nitive complement expressing purpose, 
= ��� �% �
 ��.

Jer. 1:19—= ��� �% �
 �� ùhÎ�aun“ � �� #� = �& ��-� �� 3 �� �� ����-�� � �) =� �� �� �+ #� �� �� �)—“They 
will �ght against you; but they shall not prevail against you, for I am with 
you, says the LORD, to deliver you.”

An example with both 	 
  �� �� and 	 
 � �� �� �� side by side in the same verse 
is the following, 2 Kgs. 9:26. The two appearances of  	 
  �� �� take part 
in swearing by the name of  God as evident from the use of  a negative 
conditional clause beginning �� �- ��.7 The phrase 	 
  � �� �� �� refers to an 

7 For oath formulas in Biblical Hebrew including those containing negative condi-
tional clauses see §2.1.4 above, and, e.g., GKC 1910:471–472, §149, Joüon & Muraoka 
2006:582–584, §165, and Azar 1981:11–38.
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order by the wish of  God: 
 �7 �� �� �$  �
 �� �� �" �
  �� �'  
 �& �� �). The RSV omits 
one of  the Biblical Hebrew occurrences of  	 
  �� ��.

2 Kgs. 9:26—ùhÎ�aun“  " �+ ��  � ��� �� ��  )� �� ��  � �+ ��-� �� �)  ��� ��  � �+ ��-� ��  �� �- �� 
rb'd“Ki  
 �7 �� �� �$  �
 �� �� �" �
  �� �'  
 �& �� �)  ùhÎ�aun“  ��� � �
  
 �7 �� �� �$  = ��  � �& �+ �� �" �) 
ùh—“As surely as I saw yesterday the blood of  Naboth and the blood of  
his sons—says the LORD—I will requite you on this plot of  ground. 
Now therefore take him up and cast him on the plot of  ground, in 
accordance with the word of the LORD.”

3.1.1.1.3 Example with 	 
 � ��-� �� / 	 
 � ��-� ��
The following examples usually illustrate a speci�c speech or command 
attributed to God, and frequently a less speci�c utterance, but to what 
seems to be a recollection and ful�llment of  God’s will. In all cases 
the functional-pragmatic role of  the prepositional phrases 	 
 � ��-� �� and 
	 
 � ��-� �� is parenthetical. The free position of  these phrases within the 
clauses in which they appear, which is initial, middle, or �nal, makes 
their parenthetical status more prominent from a linguistic-syntactic 
standpoint.

In the next example the phrase 	 
  � ��-� �� appears in the middle of  
the whole verse, but at the end of  the clause � �� ��� �' ��-� �� �$  � �� #�-� ��  �5 �6 �2 �) 
 �
� �� �6 �+ �� �� �6-� �$ �� �; �+, which conveys a previous command attributed to 
God. Therefore, the syntactic position of  	 
 � ��-� �� here should probably 
be considered �nal.

Exod. 17:1—ùh  yPiÎl['   �
� �� �6 �+ ��  �� �6-� �$ �� �; �+  � �� ��� �' ��-� �� �$  � �� #�-� ��  �5 �6 �2 �) 
 �� �
 ��& �" ��  �� �+ �� �� �) � ��� �( �� �$ �� #� �2 �)—“All the congregation of  the people 
of  Israel moved on from the wilderness of  Sin by stages, according to 
the commandment of the LORD, and camped at Rephidim; but 
there was no water for the people to drink.”

The following example demonstrates again the occurrence of  the phrase 
	 
 � ��-� �� in �nal position.

Lev. 24:12—ùh yPiÎl['  �
 �� "� � �( �� � �+ �" �; �$ �
 ��� �4 �2 �)—“And they put him in 
custody, till the will of the LORD should be declared to them.”8

8 The RSV translation correctly conveys the content of  the clause, but deviates 
from the Hebrew syntax, which uses a construct in�nitive and a prepositional clause 
referring to God.
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In contrast to the previous examples, Num. 3:16 demonstrates a middle 
position of  	 
  � ��-� ��, though the clause extension following it, � �" #� �� 

 �� �!, is in fact another reference to God as responsible for the act of  
counting by Moses.

Num. 3:16—
 �� �!  � �" #� ��  ùh  yPiÎl['  
 �"� +   ��� �  �� 7 �( �2 �)—“So Moses 
 numbered them according to the word of the LORD, as he was 
 commanded.”

Another example which clearly reveals middle position of  	 
  � ��-� �� is 
Num. 3:39.

Num. 3:39— ��� � �� �" �+ �� ùh yPiÎl[' �� � #
 �� �) 
 �"� + � �7 �� � �" #�  �2 �) �� �
 � ���7 ��-� �� 
< �� �� � ��� �' �� �)  �� �� �" 
 �� �� �+ �) " ��� �-� �$ �+ � �� �*-� ��—“All who were numbered of  
the Levites, whom Moses and Aaron numbered at the commandment 
of the LORD, by families, all the males from a month old and upward, 
were twenty-two thousand.”

Next, 	 
 � ��-� �� appears twice, each time referring to a different clause. 
Its position is initial both times.

Num. 9:18—�� � �" �� � �" #� � �+ ��-� �� �� #� �� ùh yPiÎl['w“ � �� ��� �' �� � �� �$ �5 �6 �� ùh yPiÎl[' 
�)� #� �� � �� �" �; �
-� �� � �� �� �
—“At the command of the LORD the people of  
Israel set out, and at the command of the LORD they encamped; as 
long as the cloud rested over the tabernacle, they remained in camp.”9

Another apparent middle position is shown next, where 	 
 � ��-� �� sepa-
rates Moses’ declaration conveying God’s command to the Israelites, ) �! �� �) 
� �� ��� �' �� � �� �$-� �� 
 �"� +, from the following in�nitive, ��+� ��, which introduces 
the direct speech of  the command.

Num. 36:5—< �6��-� �� �� 
 �@ �+ � �� �� +� �� ùh  yPiÎl['  � �� ��� �' ��  � �� �$-� �� 
 �"� + ) �! �� �) 
� �� ��� �—“And Moses commanded the people of  Israel according to 
the word of the LORD, saying, ‘The tribe of  the sons of  Joseph is 
right.’”

The following example contains the phrase 	 
  � ��-� ��, which is fully 
equivalent in content to 	 
  � ��-� ��. Again, the Hebrew version reveals 
middle position of  	 
 � ��-� ��, and the extension of  the verse that follows 
it is in apposition to the sentence component that precedes it.

9 This phrase is especially common in Numbers, and see other examples in Num. 
3:51, 4:37,41,45,49, 9:20,23, 10:13, 13:3, 33:2,38, 36:5.
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Josh. 15:12—['vu/hyli  ùh  yPiÎla,  
 ���
 ��-� �� �$  3�� �$  7 �� ��  � �� ��  
 �4 �( ��-� �$  � �� �� ��� 
��� �� ��  �� �
  7 �� #� �
  � �� #�  5 �$ �� ��  � �� �� �7-� ��—“According to the com-
mandment of the LORD to Joshua, he gave to Caleb the son of  
Jephunneh a portion among the people of  Judah, Kiriath-arba, that is, 
Hebron (Arba was the father of  Anak).”

	 
 � ��-� �� appears in the next verse too, again in middle position, between 
the verb � �& �2 �) and its direct object 
 �� #� ��. Here its parenthetical content 
refers to God, but also to his messenger Joshua: �� �"�
� �� 	 
 � ��-� ��.

Josh. 17:3—� ���� �' �4 �
 � �� �( �� �) ���-� �$ �� �"�
 �� � �� �( �� �) � �
� � �
 � �* �� �� �� � �� �( �� 
 �� �� �� �7 �& �) 

 �� #� �� ùh yPiÎla,  �
 �� � �& �2 �) ��� �� �� 3�� �$ 
 �� #� �� �� ��-� �� �� 
 �"� +-� �� 
 �� �! 	 
 �� +� �� 
� �
� �� #� � �� #� 3�� �$—“They came before Eleazar the priest and Joshua the 
son of  Nun and the leaders, and said, ‘The LORD commanded Moses 
to give us an inheritance along with our brethren.’ So according to the 
commandment of the LORD he gave them an inheritance among 
the brethren of  their father.”

Another example, showing initial position of  	 
 � ��-� ��, is the following.

Josh. 19:49—� �
 �$ � �� �6-� �� �+ �&-� �� � �� �" � �" #� �� �� �
-� �� �� �� �� �� ùh yPiÎl[' 
> �$ � �" �2 �) �� �� �
-� �� 
 �� �� �2 �)  �� �� �( ��—“By command of the LORD they 
gave him the city which he asked, Timnath-serah in the hill country of  
Ephraim; and he rebuilt the city, and settled in it.”

	 
  � ��-� �� appears in the next example of  Josh. 21:2, again in middle 
position, between a verb �� �& �2 �) and its direct object 
 �� �� �
  � �� �� �
-� �� 
� �
� �" �� �? �+-� �� �).

Josh. 21:2—
 �� �� �
 � �� �� �
-� �� ùh  yPiÎla,   �� �� #� �4 �+   �2 �) �� ��  � �� ��� �' ��-� �� ��  �� �& �2 �) 
� �
� �" �� �? �+-� �� �)—“So by command of the LORD the people of  Israel 
gave to the Levites the following cities and pasture lands out of  their 
inheritance.”

	 
 � ��-� �� reappears in the following example in the �nal position. The 
parenthetical content refers to God and his messenger Moses.

Josh. 22:8—� �� �$  � �� �+  
 � AB �� �+ �
  8 �� �"  � �! #� �)  � �?-� �� ���  � ���� ��-� �� �$  �� �� �2 �)  �� �" �2 �) 
 �� �� �� #�  C �� ��-� ��  � �� �� �9 �
  C �� ��-� ��  � �� �� ��  � �� �� ��-C �� �� �$  � �" #�  
0 � AB �+  � �� ��� �' �� 
hv,moÎdy"B] ùh yPiÎl[' > ��-�* #��� � � �" #�—“So the Reubenites and the Gadites 
and the half-tribe of  Manasseh returned home, parting from the people 
of  Israel at Shiloh, which is in the land of  Canaan, to go to the land 
of  Gilead, their own land of  which they had possessed themselves by 
command of the LORD through Moses.”
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The last example has 	 
  � ��-� �� in the initial position. Its parenthetical 
information seems to express a reference to God as responsible for the 
fate of  Jehoiakim and Judah, like the parenthetical clauses collected 
as expressing theological remarks and discussed in §2.3.4 above. This 
example is mentioned there along with similar clauses and phrases 
referring to the fate of  Judah in verses 2–4 of  2 Kgs. 24.

2 Kgs. 24:3—
 � AB �� �+ ���@ �� �$ )� �� �� � �� �+ �� �6 �
 �� 
 ���
� �$ 
 �� �� �
 ùh yPiÎl[' Ja' 

� �' ��  � �" #�  �� � ��—“Surely this came upon Judah at the command of 
the LORD, to remove them out of  his sight, for the sins of  Manasseh, 
according to all that he had done.”

3.1.1.2 Examples with Other Speakers

The following examples demonstrate the use of  the phrase � �� �� ��, 
including its appearance in the comparative pattern . . . � �� . . . � �� �� ��, and 
the phrase � ��-� ��. The discussion ends with a few constructions refer-
ring not to individuals but to spoken words, written documents, and 
similar content. These are treated here because of  their similarity in 
structure and content to the other constructions in this section. Again, 
as in previous examples referring to God in §3.1.1.1.1 above, Bible 
translations differ in their choice of  pattern for the translation of  the 
prepositional phrase � �� �� ��: sometimes a full clause involving prediction 
and sometimes only a phrase.

3.1.1.2.1 Examples with � �� �� ��
The phrase � �� �� �� accompanied by a name of  a speaker generally serves 
as a parenthesis which refers to the name of  a speaker. However, in a 
few cases, like Gen. 47:30 and Num. 14:20 below, it might also con-
tain a modal nuance of  af�rmation or submission, which belong to 
the realm of  deontic modality. This modal nuance contributes to the 
treatment of  this phrase as a parenthetical unit, since modal nuances 
often appear in parentheses.

The �rst example shows the prepositional phrase � �� �� �� with a 2nd 
person suf�x in the form = �� �� �� ��. It stands in initial position and intro-
duces an address followed by a direct speech. Syntactically, this phrase 
in the whole clause is of  independent status. It is not a complement 
of  the following components or any other clause part, and it might be 
understood as a one-member clause expressing parenthesis, external 
to whatever follows.

114 chapter one
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10 On these repetitions see Peretz 1967:146–148, §15.

1 Kgs. 20:4—� �� #�  = ��  3 �� �; �
  � ��� � #�  Úr“b;d“Ki  � �+�� 2 �)  � �� ��� �' ��-3 �� �+  � �� �2 �) 
� ��-� �" #�-� �� �)—“And the king of  Israel answered, ‘As you say, my lord, 
O king, I am yours, and all that I have.’”

The one-member clause status, just a possibility in the foregoing struc-
ture, is the only possible interpretation in the next example. Here it 
appears again in speech and as a reply to another speaker, and it is 
clearly detached from the following purpose clause 	 
 �� �� ��-� �� 5 �� �& � �� �+ �� 
��� �
0 1�.

Exod. 8:6—��� �
0 1� 	 
 �� �� ��-� �� 5 �� �& � �� �+ �� Úr“b;d“Ki � �+�� 2 �) � �� �+ �� � �+�� 2 �)—“And 
he said, ‘Tomorrow.’ Moses said, ‘Be it as you say, that you may know 
that there is no one like the LORD our God.’”

In the next example, Gen. 30:34, as in all the other examples below, 
the prepositional phrase � �� �� �� is set in �nal position. The RSV renders 
it by a clause: “. . . as you have said.”

Gen. 30:34—Úr<b;d“Ki  � �
 ��  ��  � �
  � �� ��  � �+�� 2 �)—“Laban said, ‘Good! Let it 
be as you have said.’”

The next example again shows � �� �� �� in �nal position. This time it does 
not stand by itself  but is continued by the name of  the speaker, Joseph, 
but also by a relative clause, � �$ �� � �" #�. This relative clause repeats the 
fact that the preceding action is executed according to the word of  
Joseph. The duplication of  this content also involves a repetition in the 
use of  the root �D ��, once in a noun, � �� ��, and once in a verb, � �$ ��, 
creating alliteration. Relative clauses often form such repetitions and 
alliterations in Biblical Hebrew, and this means is considered typical 
of  biblical style.10

Gen. 44:2—< �6 ��  � �� �)  �� 8 �: �
  � �� �& �+ ��  � �( �$  �� �' �&  < �6 �� �
  ��� �� �9  � ��� �� �9-� �� �) 
rBeDI  rv,a}  �se/y  rb'd“Ki � ' �� �2 �)  �� �� �"—“‘And put my cup, the silver cup, in 
the mouth of  the sack of  the youngest, with his money for the grain.’ 
And he did as Joseph told him.”

The next example displays once more � �� �� �� in �nal position, and it is 
employed here to mention a certain speaker, but also as an af�rmation 
that his death wish and command, cited in the �rst half  of  the verse, 
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will be executed. This additional meaning incorporates a nuance of  
deontic modality.

Gen. 47:30—� �+�� 2 �)  �� �� �� �7 �$ � �� �& �� �� �7�  �� �� �! �; �+ � �� ���� �' ��� � ��� � #�- �� � �& �� �� �" �) 
Úr<b;d“ki  
� �' 1� ��  � ��� � ��—“‘. . . But let me lie with my fathers; carry me out 
of  Egypt and bury me in their burying place.’ He answered, ‘I will do 
as you have said.’”

The position of  � �� �� �� should also be regarded �nal in the following 
example, since it follows and concludes the clause 	 
 �' �� �2 �).

Exod. 8:9—�� � �! #� �
-� �+  � �& �$ �
-� �+  � �� �� �� �( �! �
  �� �+ �2 �)  hv,mo  rb'd“Ki  	 
  �' �� �2 �) 
�� �� �B �
-� �+�—“And the LORD did according to the word of Moses; 
the frogs died out of  the houses and courtyards and out of  the �elds.”

The function of  � �� �� �� in the next example seems again to involve more 
than just indicating a speaker’s name. In this case God acquiesces to the 
Moses’ plea to forgive the Israelites’ sins, so � �� �� �� might be understood 
as carrying a nuance of  deontic modality related to a plea.

Num. 14:20—Úr<b;d“Ki � �& �� �� �6 	 
 � �+�� 2 �)—“Then the LORD said, ‘I have 
pardoned, according to your word.’”

The phrase � �9-� �� �� ��, which appears in the next example, recalls a certain 
prophecy revealed through the prophet Gad.

2 Sam. 24:19—	 
 
 �� �! � �" #� �� dN:Îrb'd“Ki � �) �� � �� �2 �)—“So David went up at 
Gad’s word, as the LORD commanded.”

The following verse describes certain activities of  a widow whom the 
prophet Elijah chanced to meet on his way to a place called Zarephath. 
The phrase �
 �2 �� �� � �� �� �� here might be regarded as standing in middle 
position, because it appears in the middle of  a chain of  wayyiqtol verbs, 
3 �� �& �), 
� �' #� �& �), � ����& �). On the other hand, the third verb, � ����& �), might 
also be understood as opening a second clause, detailing the type of  
activities done by the widow.

1 Kgs. 17:15—��
 �)  �� �
 �)-�� �
  ��
  � ����& �)  WhY:liae  rb'd“Ki  
� �' #� �& �)  3 �� �& �) 
� �+ ��  > ��� ���—“And she went and did as Elijah said; and she, and he, 
and her household ate for many days.”  

The following phrase � �$ ��  � �" #�  5 �"� �� 1�  � �� �� ��, like the majority of  the 
examples so far, is in �nal position, and as in Gen. 44:2 above it involves 
alliteration by repetition of  the root �D �� in the subsequent relative 
clause. Its meaning refers to a prophecy,  �� �; ��  � ��� �� ��  	 
  � �+ ��-
� �  � �+�� 2 �) 
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� �� �� �" �+� � �) �+ ��5  � AB �+ 
 �� �
 ��-�� � 
 �� �� �
, which is mentioned in the previous 
verse and spoken by Elisha in the name of  God.

2 Kgs. 2:22—rBeDI rv,a} [v;ylia‘ rb'd“Ki 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � ��  �� �; �
 �( �� �2 �)—“So the 
water has been wholesome to this day, according to the word which 
Elisha spoke.”

� �� �� �� again appears in middle position in the next verse, but seems to 
conclude the �rst clause, � �+ �� �� 5 �� �" � �� �� �2 �$ �� $ �8 �2 �) � �� �2 �), while the follow-
ing verb, � �" �2 �), appears to open a second clause which describes the 
consequence of  the activities indicated in the �rst.

2 Kgs. 5:14—��� �' �$  � �" �2 �)  �yhiløa‘h;  vyai  rb'd“Ki  � �+ �� ��  5 �� �" � �� �� �2 �$  �� $ �8 �2 �)  � �� �2 �) 
� �
 �8 �2 �) �� 8 �7 � �� �� �� �' �� ��—“So he went down and dipped himself  seven times 
in the Jordan, according to the word of the man of God; and his 
�esh was restored like the �esh of  a little child, and he was clean.”

The last example shows � �� �� �� in �nal position. Again God ful�lls the 
request of  an individual, in this case the prophet Elisha.

2 Kgs. 6:18—� �� �) �� �E �$ 
 �� �
-��9 �
-� �� � ��-3 �
 � �+�� 2 �) 	 
-� �� 5 �"� �� 1� � �� �� �� �2 �) )� �� �� �� �� �2 �) 
[v;ylia‘  rb'd“Ki  � �� �) �� �E �$   �� �2 �)—“And when the Syrians came down against 
him, Elisha prayed to the LORD, and said, ‘Strike this people, I pray 
thee, with blindness.’ So he struck them with blindness in accordance 
with the prayer of Elisha.”

3.1.1.2.2 The Pattern . . . � �� . . . � �� �� ��
The ensuing examples contain a pattern with a reference to a speaker 
and with an af�rmation that his words will be executed. It is con-
structed either of  . . . � ��  . . . � �� �� �� or of  a full clause � �" #� ��  /� �" #�  �� � �� 
� ��  . . . 
 �� �!. The examples with a full clause, discussed in §2.1.1.2 and 
§2.1.1.4 above, include references to God as the speaker or to other 
characters. When this pattern appears in direct speech, both types, 
phrase and clause, belong to the realm of  deontic modality, since they 
convey a subjective af�rmation expressed by the speaker. As for word 
order �exibility, contrary to our expectations of  parenthetical phrases 
the prepositional phrase � �� �� �� always appears in initial position in the 
following examples.

The �rst example is a direct speech which is part of  the dialogue 
between Joseph and his brothers in the cycle of  the Joseph stories. 
The speech utterance is made by Joseph to his brothers, accepting 
their offer to become his slaves should he �nd the stolen money in 
their possessions.
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Gen. 44:10—� �� ��  � ��-
 �� �
 ��  �& ��  � �! �; ��  � �" #�  aWhÎ˜K,  �ik,yrEb]dIk]  
 �& ��- �9  � �+�� 2 �) 
 �2 �7 �� �� �
 �&  �& �� �)—“He said, ‘Let it be as you say: he with whom it is 
found shall be my slave, and the rest of  you shall be blameless.’”

The next example again has the phrase . . . � �� . . . � �� �� �� in direct speech. 
The speech utterance contains only this phrase, and it is said by Rahab 
con�rming the suggestion made by the two Israelite spies hidden in her 
house that she mark her window with a scarlet cord to save her life.

Josh. 2:21—� �� � AB �
  � �) �7 �&-� ��  ��" �7 �& �)  �� �� �2 �)   �� �� �" �& �)  aWhÎ˜K,  �k,yrEb]dIK]  � �+��& �) 
��� �� �$—“And she said, ‘According to your words, so be it.’ Then 
she sent them away, and they departed; and she bound the scarlet cord 
in the window.”

Another example of  the phrase . . . � ��  . . . � �� �� �� in direct speech is the 
following. However, contrary to the previous example this time . . . � �� �� �� 
. . . � �� appears in a larger pattern of  an oath. The oath-introducing 
formula is ��� ����� �$ �� �+�" 
 �� �
 ��  	 
, and it is followed by the negative con-
ditional pattern �� �- ��, which conveys positive intentions.11 The oath 
frame in which the phrase . . . � ��  . . . � �� �� �� appears con�rms its deontic 
modal meaning and its function as a strong af�rmation.

Judg. 11:10—Úr“b;d“ki �� �- �� ��� ����� �$ �� �+�" 
 �� �
 �� 	 
 � �& �( ��-� �� � �� �� �?-� �� �7 �* �� �+�� 2 �) 
hc,[}n"  ˜Ke—“And the elders of  Gilead said to Jephthah, ‘The LORD will 
be witness between us; we will surely do as you say.’”

Contrary to all other examples in this section, which are direct speech, 
the following is not part of  a speech utterance but of  the narrative. 
. . . � ��  . . . � �� �� �� is the general frame of  a content which concludes a 
preceding prophecy revealed to the prophet Nathan by God, and it 
mentions that the revelation was eventually transmitted by Nathan to 
King David.

2 Sam. 7:17—˜t;n:  rB,DI  ˜Ke  hZ,h'  ˜/yZ:jih'  lkok]W  hL,aeh;  �yrIb;D“h'  lkoK] 
dwID:Îla,—“In accordance with all these words, and in accor-
dance with all this vision, Nathan spoke to David.”

The last example again displays direct speech. Nevertheless, contrary 
to the examples involving direct speech in Gen. 44:10, Josh. 2:21, and 

11 Again, for more on oath formulas in Biblical Hebrew including negative condi-
tional clauses see §2.1.4 above, and, e.g., GKC 1910:471–472, §149, Joüon & Muraoka 
2006:582–584, §165, and Azar 1981:11–38.
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Judg. 11:10 above, which convey af�rmation regarding a future event, 
in 2 Sam. 13:35 below the phrase . . . � ��  . . . � �� �� �� con�rms a contem-
porary situation, since it refers to what Jonadab perceives in the very 
moment of  his speech.

2 Sam. 13:35—˜Ke  ÚD“b]['  rb'd“Ki  �� �$  3 �� �; �
-� �� ��  
 �4 �
  3 �� �; �
-� ��  � �� ����  � �+�� 2 �) 
hy:h;—“And Jonadab said to the king, ‘Behold, the king’s sons have come; 
as your servant said, so it has come about.’”

3.1.1.2.3 Examples with � ��-� ��
Similarly to the �ndings for 	 
 � ��-� �� and 	 
 � ��-� �� in §3.1.1.1.3 above, 
the following examples show that the prepositional phrase � ��-� �� does 
not have a �xed position in the clause. Again, the original Hebrew 
word order is not always kept in the RSV, and the position of  � ��-� �� 
might be different from that in the original. Such rendering suggests 
that the RSV interprets � ��-� �� as a parenthesis. Here too, Bible transla-
tions might occasionally translate this phrase by a clause, e.g., the Geez 
translation of  Gen. 45:21 below by ������������� / bakama y�belo 

Far�on—“. . . as Pharaoh told him. . . .”
In the �rst example the phrase 
� 5 �� �(  � ��-� �� appears in the middle, 

between two verbal clauses opening with a similar verb, � �& �2 �), and shar-
ing one subject, Joseph.

Gen. 45:21—h[or“p'  yPiÎl['  ��� �? #�  < �6��   �
 ��  � �& �2 �)  � �� ��� �' ��  � �� �$  � ��-��' #� �2 �) 
3 �� �� ��  
 �� �!   �
 ��  � �& �2 �)—“The sons of  Israel did so; and Joseph gave them 
wagons, according to the command of Pharaoh, and gave them 
provisions for the journey.”

Another middle position is demonstrated in the following example, 
where a series of  attributives to � �� �" �; �
 � ���7 �( is split by this phrase.

Exod. 38:21—� ��� � #�  hv,mo  yPiÎl['  � �: ��  � �" #�  � �� �� �
  � �� �" �+  � �� �" �; �
  � ���7 �(  
 �� �� 
� �
� � �
  �� � #
 ��-� �$  � �+ ��� ��  � �� �$   �2 �) �� �
—“This is the sum of  the things for the 
tabernacle, the tabernacle of  the testimony, as they were counted at 
the commandment of Moses, for the work of  the Levites under the 
direction of  Ithamar the son of  Aaron the priest.”

Next, the phrase )� �� ���  �� � #
 ��  � ��-� �� is set in initial position, introducing 
a verbal clause.

Num. 4:27—�� � ���   ��� �B �+-� �� �� � �4 �" �� �9 �
 � �� �$ � ��� � #�-� �� 
 �� �
 �& wyn:b;W  ˜roh}a'  yPiÎl[' 
 ��� �B �+-� �� � �� � �� �+ �" �+ �$  �
 �� #�  �& �� �7 �(�  �� ��� � #�—“All the service of  the sons 
of  the Gershonites shall be at the command of Aaron and his 
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sons, in all that they are to carry, and in all that they have to do; and 
you shall assign to their charge all that they are to carry.”

Initial position is found in the next example as well. Although the 
phrase )� �� ���  �� � #
 ��  � ��-� �� occurs in the middle of  the verse, � ��-� �� is in 
initial position in the second clause: � �� ��-
 �"0 �" � ��-� �� �� � �� �� � �� �" � ��-� �� 
� �� ��  �7 ��. This is probably for pragmatic reasons, namely the content 
is almost certainly brought up �rst, in opposition to the content of  the 
preceding negative clause, �� �@ ��-� �� ���  �� ) ��-� �� ��  "� �� �$  � �� ��  � ��  �7 ��-�� � 
� �8 1� �� � �" #� � �8 ��-� �� �$. Still, the possibility to change the position of  this 
phrase is typical of  parenthetical units.

Deut. 19:15—� �8 1� �� � �" #� � �8 ��-� �� �$ �� �@ ��-� �� ��� �� ) ��-� �� �� "� �� �$ � �� �� � �� �7 ��-�� � 
� �� �� �7 �� �ydI[eÎhv;løv]  yPiÎl[' /a �ydI[e  ynEv]  yPiÎl['—“A single witness shall 
not prevail against a man for any crime or for any wrong in connection 
with any offense that he has committed; only on the evidence of two 
witnesses, or of  three witnesses, shall a charge be sustained.”12

In the following verse too a pragmatic factor probably causes the phrase 
 �
� ��-� �� �) to stand in initial position, as a logical predicate of  the clause 
5 �? ��-� �� �) �� ��-� �� 
 �� �
 ��  �
� ��-� �� �) in which it appears. The initial position of  
this phrase is parallel to the initial position of  the direct object  �� in 
the preceding clause: 	 
  �" �$ 3 �� �� ��� �� �� �" �� =� �
0 1� 	 
 � �� �$  �� � ��.

Deut. 21:5— �" �$  3 �� �� ���  �� �� �" ��  =� �
0 1�  	 
  � �� �$   ��  � ��  � �) ��  � �� �$  � �� #
� � �
  �" �9 �� �) 
5 �? ��-� �� �)  �� ��-� �� 
 �� �
 ��  �h,yPiÎl['w“  	 
—“And the priests the sons of  Levi shall 
come forward, for the LORD your God has chosen them to minister to 
him and to bless in the name of  the LORD, and by their word every 
dispute and every assault shall be settled.”

The example in 2 Sam. 13:32 below displays the phrase �� �" �� �� � ��-� �� 
once more in initial position, and once more for pragmatic reasons, 
since the clause � �+ �& � �� ��� 4 ��  �2 �+  
 �+��' 
 �� �� �
  �� �" �� ��  � ��-� ��-� �� stands 
in opposition to the second preceding clause, � ��  � ��� � #�  � �+�� �-� ��  � �+�� 2 �) 
��� �+ �
 3 �� �; �
-� �� �$ � �� �� �4 �
-� ��, and functions as a causal clause of  the pre-
ceding clause � �+ �� �� �� ��� �+ ��-� ��.

2 Sam. 13:32—� �� �� �4 �
-� �� � �� � ��� � #� � �+�� �-� �� � �+�� 2 �) � �) ��-� �� #� 
 �� �+ �"-� �$ � �� ���� � �� �2 �) 
� �� ��� 4 �� �2 �+ 
 �+�� ' 
 �� �� �
 �/lv;b]a' yPiÎl['-� �� � �+ �� �� �� ��� �+ ��-� �� ��� �+ �
 3 �� �; �
-� �� �$ 
��� � #� � �+ �&—“But Jonadab the son of  Shimeah, David’s brother, said, ‘Let 

12 See a closely similar example in Deut. 17:6.
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not my lord suppose that they have killed all the young men the king’s 
sons, for Amnon alone is dead, for by the command of Absalom this 
has been determined from the day he forced his sister Tamar.’”

The phrase 
� 5 �� �( � ��-� �� in the last example in this section appears in �nal 
position. Although in the middle of  the verse, it concludes the clause 
to which it belongs: 
� 5 �� �( � ��-� �� < �6 �� �
-� �� � �� �� C �� �� �
-� �� 3� �� 1� �
 3 ��.

2 Kgs. 23:35—C �� �� �
-� ��  3� �� 1� �
  3 ��  
� 5 �� �( ��  � �7 ���
 ��  � �� ��  � �
 �� �
 �)  < �6 �� �
 �) 
 ��-� ��  � �
 �� �
-� �� �)  < �6 �� �
-� ��  �' �? ��  �� �� �� ��  "� ��  h[or“p'  yPiÎl['  < �6 �� �
-� ��  � �� �� 

� � ��  
� 5 �� �( ��  � �� ��  C �� �� �
—“And Jehoiakim gave the silver and the gold to 
Pharaoh, but he taxed the land to give the money according to the 
command of Pharaoh. He exacted the silver and the gold of  the 
people of  the land, from every one according to his assessment, to give 
it to Pharaoh Neco.”

3.1.1.2.4 Reference to Spoken Words
In all the previous examples the reference expressed by the preposi-
tional phrase � ��-� �� indicates an individual. In the following examples 
the reference is to the spoken words themselves.

In the �rst example the prepositional phrase 
 �� �� �
  � �� �� �� �
  � ��-� �� 
refers to a speci�c speech utterance in the �rst half  of  the verse. The 
phrase is similar to references illustrated in the preceding section, 
which include � ��-� �� followed by an individual name or a reference to 
an individual, but its content is slightly different. In the following case 
� ��-� �� refers to two questions posed in the �rst half  of  the verse, ��5 �
 
� ��  �� �� " �� #
 � ��  ��� �� #�, and it denotes a reply as well as a reference. As 
to word order, the phrase 
 �� �� �
  � �� �� �� �
  � ��-� �� stands in �nal position 
in the clause 
 �� �� �
 � �� �� �� �
 � ��-� �� ��-� �9 �� �).

Gen. 43:7—" �� #
 � ��  ��� �� #� ��5 �
 �� +� �� �� �& �� ���+ ��� �� �� "� �� �
-� �� �" ��� �" �� �+�� 2 �) 
 ��� �� #�-� �� ��� ���
 � �+�� � � �� 5 �� �� ���� �� #
 hL,aeh; �yrIb;D“h' yPiÎl[' ��-� �9 �� �) � ��  �� ��—
“They replied, ‘The man questioned us carefully about ourselves and our 
kindred, saying, ‘Is your father still alive? Have you another brother?’ 
What we told him was in answer to these questions; could we in 
any way know that he would say, ‘Bring your brother down’?’”

The second example contains two references which involve � ��-� ��. One 
refers to a speech utterance, = ��  ��� �9 ��  � �" #�  � �� �� �
, the other to instruc-
tions, =���� � �" #� 
 ���& �
 and = �� �� �+�� �-� �" #� 8 �� �" �; �
. The two references 
differ in word order. The �rst is in middle position, the second in initial 
position.
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Deut. 17:10–11—� �" #� ��
 �
 �7 �; �
-� �+ Úl] WdyGIy"  rv,a} rb;D:h'  yPiÎl[' ���� �' �� �) 
fP;v]Mih'Îl['w“ ÚWr/y rv,a} hr:/Th' yPiÎl[' .=���� � �" #� �� � �� �� )F� ' #� �� �& �� �+ �" �) 	 
 � �� �� �� 
��� +� �'�  �� �+ ��  = ��  ��� �9 ��-� �" #�  � �� �� �
-� �+  ��6 ��  �� �  
� �' #� �&  Úl]  Wrm]ayoÎrv,a}—“Then 
you shall do according to what they declare to you from that place 
which the LORD will choose; and you shall be careful to do according to 
all that they direct you. According to the instructions which they 
give you, and according to the decision which they pronounce 
to you, you shall do; you shall not turn aside from the verdict which 
they declare to you, either to the right hand or to the left.”

The next verse refers to words spoken by God to Moses, which are 
about to be written according to God’s instruction. The phrase � ��-� �� 

 �� �� �
 � �� �� �� �
 appears in a causal clause in initial position, probably due 
to pragmatic motivation: its content is parenthetical to the following 
clause but it serves as a logical predicate.

Exod. 34:27—�yrIb;D“h' yPiÎl[' yKi 
 �� �� �
 � �� �� �� �
-� �� = ��-� �� �� 
 �"� +-� �� 	 
 � �+�� 2 �) 
� �� ��� �' ��-� �� �) �� �� �$ = �& �� � �& �� �� hL,aeh;—“And the LORD said to Moses, ‘Write 
these words; in accordance with these words I have made a covenant 
with you and with Israel.’”

In the next three examples, Lev. 27:8, Lev. 27:18, and Num. 26:56, 
the reference is neither to an individual nor to spoken words but to 
other entities, either abstract nouns, like ‘ability’ in Lev. 27:8 or con-
crete nouns, like ‘years’ in Lev. 27:18 and ‘lot’ in Num. 26:56. These 
examples are not related to speech at all and their prepositional phrases, 
which include � ��-� ��, play adverbial roles expressing manner. The 
prepositional phrase � ��-� �� in these examples has probably undergone 
semantic change. This started to appear in the previous examples, where 
the literal meaning ‘according to the mouth of ’ is used for ‘according 
to the words/commands of ’ or ‘according to the evidence of.’ Further 
developed, the following examples show additional semantic extension, 
and the meaning of  � ��-� �� is widened to ‘according to’ in general.13

13 On the meaning of  the prepositional phrase � ��-� �� see, e.g., BDB: 805b. A very 
similar prepositional phrase is � �( �� and to a lesser extent � �( ��. The phrase � �( �� is not dis-
cussed here since it evinces even greater semantic change and its meaning is restricted 
to ‘according to the number / quantity / measure / time of ’ (ibid.). However, � �( �� once 
carries the meaning of  ‘according to the words of ’ in 1 Kgs. 17:1—� �$ �" �& �
 �
 �2 �� �� � �+�� 2 �) 
� �8 �+� � �8 
 �� �� �
 � �� � AB �
 
 �� �
 ��- �� )� �� �( �� � �& �� �+ �� � �" #� � �� ��� �' �� � �
0 1� 	 
-� �� � �� �� ��-� �� � �� �� �? � �� �"� & �+ 
yrIb;d“ ypil]- �� � ��—“Now Elijah the Tishbite, of  Tishbe in Gilead, said to Ahab, ‘As the 
LORD the God of  Israel lives, before whom I stand, there shall be neither dew nor 
rain these years, except by my word.’” Also, � �( �� once has the meaning of  ‘according 
to the word / command of ’ in the Late Biblical Hebrew text 1 Chron. 12:24—
 �� �� �) 
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These examples do not really belong to the sphere of  speech ref-
erences, and they are given only because their structure is similar to 
previous examples. The phrases below that involve � ��-� ��, like previous 
examples with this phrase, demonstrate �exible clausal position.

In the �rst example the phrase � ��� 4 �
  � ��  ?�� �B �&  � �" #�  � ��-� �� occurs in 
�rst position. Since the clause introduced by this phrase, � �
� � �
 �4 ��� �� #� ��, 
repeats the content of  the preceding clause, � �
� � �
  ��� �  3� �� 1� �
 �), we can 
safely assume that its role is to set the phrase � ��� 4 �
 � ��  ?�� �B �& � �" #� � ��-� �� 
in initial position. This position allows the phrase � ��  ?�� �B �&  � �" #�  � ��-� �� 
� ��� 4 �
 to ful�ll a pragmatic function of  a logical predicate in the clause 
it introduces.

Lev. 27:8—yPiÎl['  � �
� � �
  ��� �  3� �� 1� �
 �)  � �
� � �
  � �� �( ��  ��� �+ 1� �
 �)  = �� �� �� �+  ��
 3 �+- �� �) 
� �
� � �
  �4 ��� �� #� ��  rdeNoh'  dy"  gyCiT'  rv,a}—“And if  a man is too poor to pay your 
valuation, then he shall bring the person before the priest, and the priest 
shall value him; according to the ability of him who vowed the 
priest shall value him.”

In the next verse the phrase � ��� 2 �
 � �� �" � �� �� � ���4 �
 � �� � AB �
 � ��-� �� appears 
in middle position.

Lev. 27:18—�ynIV;h' yPiÎl[' < �6 �� �
-� �� � �
� � �
 ��-� � AB �� �) �
 ��� �' "� �� �7 �� � ��� 2 �
 � �� ��- �� �) 
= �� �� �� �+ 5 �� �? �� �) lbeYoh"  tn"v]  d[' trot;/Nh'—“but if  he dedicates his �eld after the 
jubilee, then the priest shall compute the money-value for it according 
to the years that remain until the year of jubilee, and a deduc-
tion shall be made from your valuation.”

Initial position is demonstrated once more with � ���9 �
 � ��-� �� in the last 
example.

Num. 26:56—8 �� �+ ��  � ��  �� �$  �� �� #� ��  7 �� �� �&  lr:/Gh'  yPiÎl['—“Their inheri-
tance shall be divided according to lot between the larger and the 
smaller.”

3.1.1.2.5 Reference to Written Documents
Contrary to the examples cited in §3.1.1.2.3 above, where � ��-� �� refers 
to an individual, and §3.1.1.2.4, where � ��-� �� mainly refers to spoken 
words, the following examples refer to certain written documents. 
These references are not conveyed by the phrase � ��-� �� but through 

ùh ypiK] )� �� �� ��� �" ��� �� �+ � �6 �
 �� 
 ���� �� �� �� �) ��-� �� �� �$ � �� �% �� C�� �� �
 � �"� �� � �� �� �6 �+—“These are 
the numbers of  the divisions of  the armed troops, who came to David in Hebron, to 
turn the kingdom of  Saul over to him, according to the word of the LORD.”
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a phrase beginning ��� �� ��—“. . . according to what is written/as it is 
written.” These examples are syntactically and functionally-pragmati-
cally related to all examples discussed so far that refer to speakers or 
to spoken words.

However, while the earlier examples display non-obligatory comple-
ments or parenthetical units which play integral part in the narrative or 
discourse embedded in the narrative, the next example might suggest 
another interpretation. The complement or parenthetical unit of  the 
following verse, ��� �� �� �+��-�� � �� +� �� 	 
 
 �� �!-� �" #� 
 �"� +-� ���& � �( �6 �$ ��� �� �� 
� �+�� ��+ �� �� �8 �� �$ "� ��- �� � �� ��� ��-� �� �� �+��-�� � � �� ��� � �� �$-� �� seems most 
likely a remark by the scribe or the narrator, aimed at explaining a 
deviation from an expected common practice. It is an aside explaining 
why Amaziah, the son of  Joash, refrained from killing the descendents of  
his father’s killers. Although long, this remark is syntactically a phrase, 
not a clause, because it starts with a prepositional phrase initiated by 
the comparative preposition ��, and the clauses that follow are embed-
ded in this prepositional phrase. As to word order, this phrase stands 
in �nal position.

2 Kgs. 14:6—hW:xiÎrv,a{{}  hv,moÎtr"/T  rp,seB]  bWtK;K'  �� �+ �
  �� �  � �� �; �
  � �� �$-� �� �) 
/af]j,B]  vyaiÎ�ai  yKi  t/ba;Îl['  Wtm]WyÎalø  �ynIb;W  �ynIB;Îl['  t/ba;  Wtm]WyÎalø  rmoale  ùh 
tm;Wy  tWmy:—“But he did not put to death the children of  the murderers; 
according to what is written in the book of the law of Moses, 
where the LORD commanded, ‘The fathers shall not be put 
to death for the children, or the children be put to death for 
the fathers; but every man shall die for his own sin.’”

The phrase 
 �"�+ � ���& � �( �6 �$ ��� �� �� in the next example might also be a 
comment by the scribe or narrator. It  follows a reference to a speaker, 
� �� ��� �' �� � �� �$-� �� 	 
-� �� �� 
 �"� + 
 �� �! � �" #� ��, thus af�rming twice, orally and in 
a written document, the content of  the command. As to word order, the 
phrase 
 �"�+ � ���& � �( �6 �$ ��� �� �� might be regarded as standing in middle 
position, following a reference to a speaker and introducing the other 
part of  the verse. Another possibility is to regard 
 �"�+ � ���& � �( �6 �$ ��� �� �� 
as standing in initial position, since its syntactic status is equal to that 
of  the preceding reference to the speaker, � �� �$-� �� 	 
-� �� �� 
 �"� + 
 �� �! � �" #� �� 
� �� ��� �' ��, and both can be regarded as two coordinated sentence members 
sharing similar syntactic status. In any event, this position differs from 
the �nal position demonstrated in the previous example, 2 Kgs. 14:6; 
clearly, phrases opening with ��� �� �� enjoy freedom of  position.
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Josh. 8:31—hv,mo trÆ/T rp,seB] bWtK;K' � �� ��� �' ��  � �� �$-� ��  	 
-� �� ��  
 �"� +  
 �� �!  � �" #� �� 
�� �$ �* �2 �)  	 
 ��  ���� 5  )� �� ��  �� #� �2 �)  � �* �� �$  � �
� �� #�  <� �� �
-�� �  � �" #�  ��+ �� �"  � �� �� #�  � �$ �* �+ 
� �+ �� �"—“As Moses the servant of  the LORD had commanded the people 
of  Israel, as it is written in the book of the law of Moses, ‘an 
altar of  unhewn stones, upon which no man has lifted an iron tool’; and 
they offered on it burnt offerings to the LORD, and sacri�ced peace 
offerings.”

In contrast to the previous example, the middle position is de�nitely 
found in the next, which, however, differs from the preceding two in 
that the phrase 
 �"�+ � ���� �$ ��� �� �� is in direct speech, and therefore is 
not a later addition by the scribe or the narrator but an integral part 
of  the utterance.

1 Kgs. 2:3—)� ��� ) �! �+ )� ��� : �� �� + �" �� )� �� �� �� �$ � �� �� �� =� �
0 1� 	 
 � �� �+ �" �+-� �� �& �� �+ �" �) 
� �� �)  
� �' #� �&  � �" #�-� ��  � ��  �� ��� �' �&  � �� �+ ��  hv,mo trÆ/tB] bWtK;Kæ  )� ��� ) �� �� �)  )� �8 �� �" �+� 
 �" 
 �� �( �& � �" #�-� ��—“And keep the charge of  the LORD your God, walking 
in his ways and keeping his statutes, his commandments, his ordinances, 
and his testimonies, as it is written in the law of Moses, that you 
may prosper in all that you do and wherever you turn.”

Another case of  direct speech is found in the following example, where 

 �� �
 �� �� �$ �
 � �( �6 � �� ��� �� �� is within the utterance and in �nal position.

2 Kgs. 23:21—l[ bWt™…™æ  ��� �
0 1� 	 
 �� � �6 �( ��' #� �� +� ��  �� �
-� ��-� �� 3 �� �; �
 ) �! �� �) 
hZ<hæ  tydIB]hæ  rp,se —“And the king commanded all the people, ‘Keep the 
passover to the LORD your God, as it is written in this book of 
the covenant.’”

3.1.2 Observer’s Identity

This section covers prepositional phrases 	 
 � �� �( ��/ 	 
 � �� �( � �� / � �� �( ��, 	 
 � ��� �� �$, 
and � ��� �� �$, which identify God or any other character as approving or 
judgmental observers. These phrases convey modal asides to the clause 
in which they appear, so at least functionally-pragmatically they deserve 
to be treated as a borderline type of  parenthesis. The syntactic status 
of  these phrases, however, is more problematic and less clear.14 Phrases 
like 	 
 � �� �( �� and 	 
 � �� �� � �� can be regarded as adverbial non-obligatory 
predicate complements or as parenthetical units.

14 Livnat, for instance, classi�es these phrases as a separate group sharing certain 
qualities with adverbs and others with parenthetical units; see, e.g., Livnat 1994a.
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The prepositional phrase pattern ‘� ��� �� �$ + a proper name or its 
replacement’ shows characteristics of  an idiom, and it is often restricted 
to being combined with adjectival verbs constructed from �� �!+, �'�, 
�)8, 5�, and the like. Such combinations form a single syntactic unit. 
More signi�cantly, as part of  an idiom, even to a relatively limited 
degree, the phrase ‘� ��� �� �$ + a proper name or its replacement’ does not 
usually enjoy freedom of  position in a clause, and since the idiom as a 
whole contains both the predicate and its complement the phrase ‘� ��� �� �$ 
+ a proper name or its replacement’ is an obligatory adverbial comple-
ment to the predicates it accompanies. Accordingly, the prepositional 
phrase ‘� ��� �� �$ + a proper name or its replacement’ cannot be regarded 
as independent, hence as possibly parenthetical, syntactically.

Now, what can we learn from Bible translations about the syntactic 
status of  these prepositional phrases and how far they can be considered 
parenthetical units? Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translation, in the examples 
for which it is available, renders most of  these phrases in connection 
with God’s name, namely 	 
 � �� �( ��, 	 
 � �� �� � ��, 	 
 � ��� �� �$, by one phrase, ��� 
. . . ���, and those without God’s name by the prepositions ��5 or ��5. 
These uniform translations reveal Saadya Gaon’s interpretation of  all 
these prepositional phrases as similar in meaning and probably also as 
having similar syntactic function.

The Geez translation of  the Octateuch is relatively uniform in this 
matter too. It mostly renders 	 
 � �� �( ��, 	 
 � �� �� � ��, � �� �( ��, and � ��� �� �$, in com-
bination with God’s name or other names, by the prepositions ���� 
/ ba-q�dma, ‘in front of ’. Once the Geez translation employs instead the 
preposition ��� / ba�aba—‘in the presence of ’ (in Deut. 24:3 below), 
whose meaning is similar; once it uses the preposition � / la, ‘to’ (in 
Gen. 34:18); and once, where both � �� �( �� and � ��� �� �$ occur in the same 
verse (Gen. 20:15 below), both ���� / ba-q�dma and �� / �aba, a 
short form of  ��� / ba�aba, appear. Onkelos’ translation for this last 
example also employs two distinct prepositions: Aramaic �7 for � �� �( �� 
and Aramaic ���5� for � ��� �� �$; at �rst sight this might look literal and �xed. 
The latter translation in this case might similarly be due to the wish to 
provide two distinct translations for � �� �( �� and � ��� �� �$, especially since � �� �( �� 
holds a physical meaning in this verse, and � ��� �� �$ does not.

The distribution of  the Aramaic translations in Onkelos is some-
what more complicated. While the common translation of  Onkelos for   
	 
  � �� �( ��,  	 
  � �� ��  � ��,  � �� �( ��, and 	 
  � ��� �� �$ is in all cases by the particle �7, 
the particle ���5� seems to be the preferred translation for all examples 
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in which � ��� �� �$ appears beside individuals other than God (examples 
of  which are displayed in 3.1.2.2.2 below). This twofold translation of  
� ��� �� �$, when it appears with the name of  God or of  another individual, 
by �7 and ���5� respectively, might suggest that the latter is avoided in 
reference to God in order to refrain from anthropomorphism. Exactly 
the same choices are made by Targum Jonathan of  the former prophets, 
which usually employs �7 for � �� �( �� and for � ��� �� �$ accompanied by the 
name of  God, and prefers ���5� for all examples in which it is attached 
to individuals other than God.

Identical particles also appear in the Peshitta, though the differentia-
tion between them in reference to God or other individuals is not as 
apparent. In any case, all Aramaic translations examined for this book, 
that is, Onkelos, Targum Jonathan, and the Peshitta, reveal only two pos-
sible translations, and hence should be regarded, like Saadya Gaon’s 
Arabic translation and the Geez translation, as uniform. To conclude 
so far, Saadya Gaon’s translation, the Geez translation, Onkelos, Targum 

Jonathan, and the Peshitta all interpret 	 
 � �� �( �� / 	 
 � �� �� � �� / � �� �( ��, 	 
 � ��� �� �$,  
and � ��� �� �$ as generally similar in meaning and use.

Some Bible translations do not conform to this interpretation. al-kit�b 

al-muqaddas offers more diverse translation possibilities, using a variety 
of  prepositions in combination with God’s name or names of  other 
individuals for the prepositional phrases 	 
 � �� �� � �� / 	 
 � �� �( �� / � �� �( ��. The 
most common preposition is ��� ����, in Gen. 6:11, 19:13, Num. 15:15, 
Deut. 6:25, and 1 Sam. 20:1 below; also �� �� in Gen. 7:1 and Deut. 
24:3 below, and ��� �� �� in Josh. 6:26 below. The prepositional phrases � ��� �� �$ 
	 
 and � ��� �� �$ + a name of  another individual are translated literally in 
al-kit�b al-muqaddas by the preposition ��� �� ��. Analogous variety exists in 
the RSV and JPS translations. These translations, then, re�ect a more 
�exible and manifold interpretation of 	 
 � �� �( �� / 	 
 � �� �� � �� / � �� �( ��, 	 
 � ��� �� �$, 
and � ��� �� �$. Examples and discussion of  these prepositional phrases are 
presented in the series of  sub-sections following.

3.1.2.1 Examples with 	 
 � �� �( ��  / � �� �( ��   and the Like

Note �rst that the phrase � �� �( �� might mean a genuine physical appear-
ance before God or any other individual; such cases are irrelevant 
and are excluded from the present discussion. What then remains for 
consideration? What might still be considered relevant for a possible 
parenthetical interpretation from a syntactic or at least functional-
pragmatic standpoint?
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Only one type of  prepositional phrases involving � �� �( �� might be 
regarded as belonging to the realm of  parenthesis, namely that where 
the phrase � �� �( �� mentions a subjective viewpoint expressed by God or 
any other individual regarding a situation, an event, certain qualities, 
or certain conduct. This latter non-physical meaning is common as 
regards God in the combination 	 
 � �� �( ��, but it is relatively rare in ref-
erence to individuals other than God. As we can learn from the only 
example displaying this option, 1 Sam. 20:1 below, the interpretation 
of  the phrase � �� �( �� followed by a reference to an individual as conveying 
a subjective opinion might be amenable to a physical interpretation as 
well. In any event, of  the examples discussed next only this one might 
display a non-physical interpretation by a phrase involving � �� �( �� and 
an individual other than God. All other phrases refer to the subjective 
viewpoint of  God by the combination 	 
 � �� �( ��.

What can we learn this time from Bible translations? The English 
RSV and JPS, the Arabic of  Saadya Gaon and al-kit�b al-muqaddas, the 
Geez, and the Aramaic of  Onkelos, Targum Jonathan, and the Peshitta all 
translate 	 
 � �� �( �� and � �� �( �� followed by an individual other than God with 
prepositional phrases which generally express a basic physical meaning. 
These translations do not readily support the interpretation of  these 
phrases as expressing God’s or another individual’s viewpoint, so the 
Hebrew phrases themselves as well as their rendering in translation 
should be considered as re�ecting a continuous process of  a semantic 
shift. The basic physical meaning passes to a more mental one involv-
ing deontic modality.

Syntactically the prepositional phrases  	 
 � �� �( ��, � �� �( ��  followed by an 
individual name, and the like, are non-obligatory sentence components. 
With a physical meaning they should probably be considered adverbial, 
but when they convey a subjective viewpoint, namely a non-physical 
meaning involving deontic modality, they can be treated as parentheti-
cal units as well.

In the �rst example, although the phrase � �
0 1� �
  � �� �( �� may carry 
no more than a simple physical meaning it can also be interpreted 
as indicating God’s viewpoint on the state of  corruption described in 
the verse. In that case, this is a type of  parenthesis both syntactically 
and functionally-pragmatically. Syntactically a non-obligatory sentence 
component composed of  a prepositional phrase can play an adverbial 
or a parenthetical role, and functionally-pragmatically it inserts a subjec-
tive opinion on a situation, hence conforms to the nuance of  modality 
which is frequently embedded in parenthesis.
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Gen. 6:11—6 �+ �� C �� �� �
 � �� �; �& �) �yhiløa‘h; ynEp]li C �� �� �
 � �� � AB �& �)—“Now the earth 
was corrupt in God’s sight, and the earth was �lled with violence.”

Another example in which � �� �( �� most likely bears a non-physical meaning 
is Gen. 7:1. This verse contains � �� �( �� in �rst person within a direct speech 
utterance by God, so it should be considered as referring to God. The 
meaning of  � �� �( �� in this case is most certainly mental, conveying God’s 
viewpoint on Noah’s personality, or more precisely his righteousness.

Gen. 7:1—7� �� �!  � ��� �� ��  = ��� �-� ��  
 �� �& �
-� ��  = ��� �$-� �� �)  
 �& ��-�� $  ��� � ��  	 
  � �+�� 2 �) 

 �� �
  ��� �$  yn"p;l]—“Then the LORD said to Noah, ‘Go into the ark, you 
and all your household, for I have seen that you are righteous before 
me in this generation.’”

Next the phrase 	 
  � �� �( �� is part of  a demand that the Israelites and 
the strangers who live among them be treated equally. This demand 
is concluded by the statement that the Israelites and the strangers will 
enjoy equal status by God.

Num. 15:15—� �9 ��   �� ��   ��� ��� �� � ��   ���5  � �: ��  � �9 �
  � �9 �� �)   �� ��  � �� ��  
 �: ��  � �
 �: �
 
ùh ynEp]li 
 �� �
 ��—“For the assembly, there shall be one statute for you and for 
the stranger who sojourns with you, a perpetual statute throughout your 
generations; as you are, so shall the sojourner be before the LORD.”

Deut. 6:25 below contains the phrase ��� �
0 1� 	 
 � �� �( �� in connection with 
a declaration of  intentions regarding righteous conduct and ful�llment 
of  God’s commands. God is mentioned here as the target of  this dec-
laration of  intentions, not as a witness of  a speci�c physical event or 
sight, so the example should again be interpreted as involving mental 
and parenthetical usage of  � �� �( ��.

Deut. 6:25—ùh  ynEp]li  ��� � �
  
 �) �! �; �
-� ��-� ��  �� )F� ' #� ��  �� + �" ��-� ��  �� ��-
 �� �
 �&  
 �7 �� �!� 
�� �� �!  � �" #� �� Wnyheløa‘—“And it will be righteousness for us, if  we are careful 
to do all this commandment before the LORD our God, as he has 
commanded us.”

The relevant clause in the following example is 	 
  � �� �( ��  �) �
  
 �� ����-� ��. 
The meaning of  this clause is once more most certainly non-physical, 
and its content refers to a certain conduct deemed highly inappropri-
ate in God’s eyes.

Deut. 24:3—
 � AB �� �� �� ��� �
 �� > �& �� �7 �� ��" �� > �� �� �"-� �" #� ��"� �� �
 > �� �� �$ � ����-�� � 
=� �
0 1� 	 
 � �" #� C �� �� �
-� �� �� �8 #� �� �� � �) ùh ynEp]li �) �
 
 �� ����-� �� 
 �� �; �@ �
 � �" #� � �� #� �� 

 �� #� ��  = ��  � ��� �—“Then her former husband, who sent her away, may not 
take her again to be his wife, after she has been de�led; for that is an 
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abomination before the LORD, and you shall not bring guilt upon the 
land which the LORD your God gives you for an inheritance.”

The next example has the phrase 	 
 � �� �( �� within an oath containing a 
curse. Again, this phrase conveys a non-physical meaning of  � �� �( ��, since 
God is called on as responsible for executing the curse. 	 
  � �� �( �� is set 
between the head, "� �� �
, and its attributive clause . . . 
 �� ���  �7 ��  � �" #�, 
although it can be regarded as an adverbial of  ��� ��. This less obvious 
interrupted position of  	 
 � �� �( �� might support a parenthetical interpreta-
tion of  this phrase.

Josh. 6:26—
 �� ��� �7 �� � �" #� 	 
 � �� �( �� "� �� �
 ��� �� �� +� �� �� �
 �
 � �� �$ �� �"�
 �� 5 �$ �" �2 �) 
�
� �� �� �� �� �% �� ��� �� �! ��� 
 �4 �� �E �� �� ��� � �� �$ ��� �� ��-� �� ��� � �
 �� �� �
-� ��—“Joshua laid an 

oath upon them at that time, saying, ‘Cursed before the LORD be 
the man that rises up and rebuilds this city, Jericho. At the cost of  his 
�rst-born shall he lay its foundation, and at the cost of  his youngest son 
shall he set up its gates.’”15

A similar non-physical meaning appears in the following example, in 
which instead of  the more common prepositional phrase 	 
 � �� �( �� another 
preposition, � ��, is in use in the prepositional phrase 	 
 � �� ��-� ��. Similarly 
to Gen. 6:11 above, God’s opinion on corrupt conduct is expressed by 
the phrase 	 
 � �� ��-� ��.

Gen. 19:13—ùh  ynEP]Îta,   �� �7 #� �!  
 �� �� �?-� ��  
 �� �
  �7 �; �
-� ��  �� �� �� #�  � �� �� �" �+-� �� 
> �� #� �" �� 	 
 �� �� �� �" �� �)—“For we are about to destroy this place, because the 
outcry against its people has become great before the LORD, and the 
LORD has sent us to destroy it.”

All the examples above carry the meaning ‘before God’ as a non-
physical appearance, actually re�ecting God’s opinion. This meaning 
is generally absent in references to other individuals in the Bible. Still, 
the following example, 1 Sam. 20:1, might present such a meaning in 
the phrase =� �� �� � �� �( �� � ��� �@ ��—“What is my sin before your father.” The 
phrase � �� �( �� can be interpreted here both as non-physical and physi-
cal. The non-physical interpretation is possible, and ��(�  �8� might 

15 More references are Gen. 10:9, Num. 18:19, Deut. 24:12, 1 Sam. 26:19. Note also 
a related meaning in the idiom ��(� G�
�
, which does not necessarily mean physical 
walking before God but a certain relation to God and behavior which God favors, in, 
e.g., Gen. 17:1, 24:40, 48:15, 1 Sam. 2:30,35. For such a meaning see, e.g., BDB 236a. 
See a similar meaning with G�
 in, e.g., 1 Kgs. 2:4, 3:6, 8:23.
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mean ‘to sin against someone according to his opinion’. The physical 
interpretation is also possible in this case since it speaks of  David who 
used to spend time with Saul, and this activity is described in the Bible 
through the term � �� �( �� in other verses, that is, 1 Sam. 16:21—� �) �� �� � �2 �) 
� �� ��  �� �'� �  ��-� �
 �� �)  �� � �+ �
 �� �
 1� �2 �)  wyn:p;l]  dmo[}Y"w"  ��� �"-� ��—“And David came 
to Saul, and entered his service. And Saul loved him greatly, and 
he became his armor-bearer,” 1 Sam. 16:22—��+� �� � �" ��-� �� ��� �" � �� �" �2 �) 
� ��� �� �$ � �� � �! �+-� �� yn"p;l] dwId: an:Îdm;[}y"—“And Saul sent to Jesse, saying, ‘Let 
David remain in my service, for he has found favor in my sight’,” 
and 1 Sam. 19:7—
 �� �� �
 � �� �� �� �
-� ��  � �� � �� ���
 ��  ��-� �9 �2 �)  � �) �� ��  � �� ���
 ��  � �� �7 �2 �) 
�" �� �"  ��+ �� �� ��  wyn:p;l]  � �
 �� �)  ��� �"-� ��  � �) ��-� ��  � �� ���
 ��  � �� �2 �)—“And Jonathan 
called David, and Jonathan showed him all these things. And Jonathan 
brought David to Saul, and he was in his presence as before.” Here 
is the example of  1 Sam. 20:1.

1 Sam. 20:1—� ���� �' �� 
 �+ � �� ���
 �� � �� �( �� � �+�� 2 �) �� � �2 �) 
 �+ �� �$ ��� �4 �+ �) ��4 �+ � �) �� � �� �� �2 �) 
� �" �( ��-� �� " �: �� �+ � �� Úybia;  ynEp]li � ��� �@ ��-
 �+� � ��� ) #�-
 �+—“Then David �ed from 
Naioth in Ramah, and came and said before Jonathan, ‘What have I 
done? What is my guilt? And what is my sin before your father, that 
he seeks my life?’”

3.1.2.2 Examples with 	 
 � ��� �� �$ / � ��� �� �$
Contrary to � �� �( ��, the prepositional phrase and idiom � ��� �� �$ holds no 
physical literal meaning but refers exclusively to someone’s opinion. 
Moreover, in contrast to the dearth of  examples with � �� �( �� carrying 
this meaning, � ��� �� �$ is frequently employed, and it is common in ref-
erence to God and to other individuals. In all its uses � ��� �� �$ serves as 
an  obligatory complement of  an adjectival verb or an adjective, like  
��  �!+, �'�, �)8, 5�, and its position is usually �xed, following, not 
preceding, this verb or the verb and its subject (except in one example, 
2 Sam. 3:36 below, which has an opposite word order). In this respect, 
phrase � ��� �� �$ does not function as a full and obvious parenthesis syn-
tactically. On the other hand, it does show one case of  more �exible 
(2 Sam. 3:36 below) word order, it is part of  an expression conveying 
a modal nuance referring to a certain subjective opinion, and it adds 
to this modal expression an aside regarding the name of  the holder of  
this opinion. In these latter respects, � ��� �� �$ presents parenthetical features 
at least from a functional-pragmatic standpoint. This phrase is widely 
used both in biblical narrative and in biblical discourse.

The following clauses are only a small number of  the many instances 
present in Biblical Hebrew. Since the many cases referring to God’s 
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viewpoint form a uniform group, the examples here are divided into 
those in which � ��� �� �$ appears in combination with the name of  God, 
namely, 	 
  � ��� �� �$, and those which appear in combination with other 
individuals.

3.1.2.2.1 Examples with 	 
 � ��� �� �$
Here � ��� �� �$ in combination with the name of  God follows an adjectival 
verb or an adjective expressing a subjective opinion. In certain cases 
� ��� �� �$ follows more than the verb, generally the verb and its subject. 
The syntactic status of  the combination 	 
  � ��� �� �$ in the examples is 
obligatory complement of  the adjectival verbs or adjectives, and it 
adds asides by mentioning God as the holder of  the subjective opinion 
expressed by the verb.

The �rst example contains an instruction to behave in a certain way 
that is considered righteous and good, according to God, in order to 
win a good future.

Deut. 6:18—C �� �� �
-� �� �& �" �� �� �) ��� ��� 3 �� � �8� �� � �� �+ �� ùh ynEy[eB] ��@ �
 �) � �" �2 �
 ���� �' �� �) 
=� ��� � #� ��  	 
  5 �$ �" ��-� �" #�  
 ��� @ �
—“And you shall do what is right and good 
in the sight of the LORD, that it may go well with you, and that 
you may go in and take possession of  the good land which the LORD 
swore to give to your fathers.”

The following example displays God’s negative opinion of  a previous 
wrongdoing and a description of  its consequences.

Gen. 38:10—��� �- �9 � �+ �2 �) 
� �' �� � �" #� ùh ynEy[eB] 5 �� �2 �)—“And what he did was 
displeasing in the sight of the LORD, and he slew him also.”

Next, God’s negative opinion to a certain conduct of  the Israelites.

Judg. 2:11—� �� �� �$ �
-� ��  �� �� �� �2 �)  ùh  ynEy[eB]  5 �� �
-� ��  � �� ��� �' ��-� �� ��  ��' #� �2 �)—“And 
the people of  Israel did what was evil in the sight of the LORD and 
served the Baals.”

Another expression which indicates a negative opinion attributed to 
God appears in the following example.

2 Sam. 7:19—7�� �� �+ �� = �� �� ��-�� �$-� ��  �9 � �$ �� �& �) ùh yn:doa} Úyn<y[eB] ��� * ��5 � �8 �7 �& �) 
	 
 � ��� � #�  �� �� �
 � ���& ��� * �)—“And yet this was a small thing in thy eyes, 
O Lord GOD; thou hast spoken also of  thy servant’s house for a great 
while to come, and hast shown me future generations, O Lord GOD!”
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The last example in this section mentions again a negative opinion 
attributed to God and its consequences.

2 Kgs. 3:18— �� �� �� �$  � ���+-� ��  � �� �� �)  ùh  ynEy[eB]  ��� *  � �7 �� �)—“This is a light 
thing in the sight of the LORD; he will also give the Moabites into 
your hand.”

3.1.2.2.2 Examples with � ��� �� �$
Here individuals other than God are shown to have various opinions 
on a certain conduct, situation, or event. These are mostly positive or 
negative, and less frequently some other attitude (e.g., disbelief  in Gen. 
19:14 below, humiliation in 2 Sam. 6:22 below, and wonder in 2 Sam. 
13:2 below). Accordingly, the �rst group of  examples, Gen. 20:15, 34:18, 
Josh. 22:32, 1 Sam. 1:23, 16:22, 18:20, and 2 Sam. 3:36, re�ects posi-
tive attitudes. The second group, displaying Gen. 21:11,12 and Num. 
22:34, re�ects negative attitudes. The third group, Gen. 19:14, 2 Sam. 
6:22, and 2 Sam. 13:2, presents other attitudes. As to syntactic position, 
only one example, 2 Sam. 3:36, has an inverted word order, in which 
� ��� �� �$ precedes a verb or a verb and its subject. This sole example of  
a different word order involving � ��� �� �$ supports possible parenthetical 
information being conveyed by these prepositional phrases.

The �rst example appears in direct speech uttered by Abimelech to 
Abraham. The prepositional phrase =� ��� �� �$ is an obligatory complement 
of  the positive adjectival verb and adjective ��8.

Gen. 20:15—� �"  Úyn<y[eB]  ��@ �$  =� �� �( ��  � �! �� ��  
 �4 �
  3 �� �+� �� #�  � �+�� 2 �)—“And Abi-
melech said, ‘Behold, my land is before you; dwell where it pleases 
you.’”

The next phrases, ��+ #�-� �$   �� �"  � ��� �� ���  ��+ #�  � ��� �� �$, appear within nar-
rative, and they refer to the reaction of  Hamor and Hamor’s son to 
a previous suggestion made by Jacob’s sons. Again, these phrases are 
obligatory complements of  the adjectival verb �� �8� �2 �).

Gen. 34:18—r/mj}Î˜B, �k,v] ynEy[eb]W r/mj} ynEy[eB]  �
� �� �� �� �� �8� �2 �)—“Their words 
pleased Hamor and Hamor’s son Shechem.”

The phrase � �� ��� �' �� � �� �$ � ��� �� �$ in the next example appears again in nar-
rative, and it is once more an obligatory complement of  the verb � �8� �2 �). 
It refers to previous explanatory words spoken by the people of  the 
tribes of  Reuben and Gad in order to prevent a projected attack on 
them by the Israelites.
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Josh. 22:32—�� �+ �� �� � �) � �� ��� �' �� � �� �$ � �
0 1� �� #� �� �� �) laer:c]yI yn´B] yney[eB] � �� �� �
 � �8� �2 �) 
> �$ � �� �"� � � �?-� �� ��� � ���� ��-� �� �$ � �" #� C �� �� �
-� �� � �� �" �� � �� �% ��  �
� �� #� ��� #� ��—“And 
the report pleased the people of  Israel; and the people of Israel blessed 
God and spoke no more of  making war against them, to destroy the land 
where the Reubenites and the Gadites were settled.”

The following phrase, 3 �� ��� �� �$, appears in direct speech, and it too follows 
the adjectival verb and adjective ��8.

1 Sam. 1:23—��� �  3 �� �+ �9-� ��  � �� �"  JyIn"y[e �$  ��@ �
  �� �' #�  > �"� ��  
 �� �7 �� ��  > ��  � �+�� 2 �) 
��� � > �� �+ �?-� �� > �� �$-� �� 7 ��� �& �) 
 � AB �� �
 � �" �& �) �� �� ��-� �� 	 
  �7 �� 3 ��—“Elkanah her 
husband said to her, ‘Do what seems best to you, wait until you have 
weaned him; only, may the LORD establish his word.’ So the woman 
remained and nursed her son, until she weaned him.”

The next example in direct speech introduces a new positive ver-
bal phrase, � ��  � �! �+, into the discussion. � ��� �� �$ is again an obligatory 
complement of  the verbal phrase � ��  � �! �+, and like previous examples 
it maintains its position after the verb.

1 Sam. 16:22—� ��  � �! �+-� ��  � �� �( ��  � �) ��  � ��-� �+ #� ��  �� +� ��  � �" ��-� ��  ��� �"  � �� �" �2 �)
yn:y[eB]—“And Saul sent to Jesse, saying, ‘Let David remain in my service, 
for he has found favor in my sight.’”

Next, another adjectival verb conveys positive content of  a kind we have 
not yet observed, namely � �" �2 �). The prepositional phrase )� ��� �� �$ which 
follows � �" �2 �) and its subject � �� �� �
, is an obligatory complement of  this 
verb in this example too, and it appears this time in narrative.

1 Sam. 18:20—� �� �� �
  � �" �2 �)  ��� �" ��  �� �9 �2 �)  � �) ��-� ��  ��� �"-� �$  � ��� �+  � �
 1� �& �) 
wyn:y[eB]—“Now Saul’s daughter Michal loved David; and they told Saul, 
and the thing pleased him.”

The last example of  a positive verb is part of  the narrative, and it 
displays two phrases,  �
� ��� �� �$ and  �� �
-� �� � ��� �� �$, accompanying similar 
adjectival verbs, � �8� �2 �) and ��8, which we have frequently observed above. 
In these respects the example does not convey any new information, 
in contrast to the foregoing. Its signi�cance lies in its less typical and 
less �xed word order, revealed in the position of  the second phrase 
 �� �
-� �� � ��� �� �$. This precedes the adjectival phrase and adjective ��8 in 
contrast to all other examples, in which � ��� �� �$ follows a verb or a verb 
and its subject. The very fact that such an atypical position exists, albeit 
only once, supports at least a partial interpretation of  such phrases as 
parenthetical units.
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2 Sam. 3:36—ynEy[eB]  3 �� �; �
  
� �' ��  � �" #�  �� � ��   �
� ��� �� �$  � �8� �2 �)  ��� �� �
   �� �
-� �� �) 
��8 �[;h;Îlk;—“And all the people took notice of  it, and it pleased them; 
as everything that the king did pleased all the people.”

The next example is the �rst with a negative opinion. The verb is 
5 �� �2 �), and it is followed by its subject � �� �� �
, an adverb ��� �+, and �nally 
the phrase  �
 �� �� �� � ��� �� �$, indicating the holder of  the negative attitude. 
This word order is typical of  the prepositional phrase � ��� �� �$, this being 
in a position which does not precede the verb. Yet note that in this 
example it follows the verb and its subject, but also the adverb ��� �+. 
In this respect the phrase  �
 �� �� ��  � ��� �� �$ shows the lesser connection to 
the preceding verb than to all other clause components, and it seems 
unique among all examples involving � ��� �� �$ introduced so far and fol-
lowing. The example is part of  the narrative.

Gen. 21:11—�� �$  �� ���  � ��  �h;r:b]a'  ynEy[eB]  �� � �+  � �� �� �
  5 �� �2 �)—“And the thing 
was very displeasing to Abraham on account of  his son.”

Next is another example of  a negative attitude, where =� ��� �� �$ follows a 
negated verb 5 �� ��-� ��, this time in direct speech.

Gen. 21:12—�� � = �� �+ #�-� �� �) � �� �4 �
-� �� Úyn<y[eB] 5 �� ��-� ��  �
 �� �� ��-� �� � �
0 1� � �+�� 2 �) 
5 �� �*  = ��  � �� �: ��  7 �� �! �� ��  � ��  > ��� 7 �$  5 �+ �"  
 ��� �'  =� �� ��  � �+��&  � �" #�—“But God said 
to Abraham, ‘Be not displeased because of  the lad and because of  your 
slave woman; whatever Sarah says to you, do as she tells you, for through 
Isaac shall your descendants be named.’”

In the last example of  negative attitude the phrase =� ��� �� �$ follows the 
adjectival verb and adjective 5 ��. Here too =� ��� �� �$ is in direct speech.

Num. 22:34—� �% ��  
 �& ��  � ��  � �& �� �� ��  �� �  � ��  � ��� �8 ��  	 
  3 �� �� �+-� ��   �� �� �$  � �+�� 2 �) 
� ��  
 ���" ��  Úyn<y[eB]  5 ��- ��  
 �& �� �)  3 �� �� �$  � ��� �� �7 ��—“Then Balaam said to the 
angel of  the LORD, ‘I have sinned, for I did not know that thou didst 
stand in the road against me. Now therefore, if  it is evil in thy sight, 
I will go back again.’”

The next example does not display a positive or negative attitude, but 
indicates disbelief. After Lot predicts the destruction of  Sodom and 
suggests that his sons-in-law and daughters �ee Sodom in time, his 
sons-in-law express disbelief  revealed in the participle 7 �� �! �+. This is 
followed by the prepositional phrase )� �� �� #� � ��� �� �$, referring to Lot’s sons-
in law, to whom the disbelief  is attributed. The combination of  the 
participle and the prepositional phrase � ��� �� �$ appear here in narrative, 
describing a reaction to a previous speech utterance.
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Gen. 19:14—�7 �; �
-� �+ �� �% �+�7 � �+�� 2 �) )� ��� � �� � �� �70 )� �� �� #�-� �� � �$ �� �� �) 8�� � �! �2 �) 
wyn:t;j}  ynEy[eB] 7 �� �! �+ �� � �
 �� �)  �� �� �
-� �� 	 
 �� �� �" �+-� �� 
 �� �
—“So Lot went out and 
said to his sons-in-law, who were to marry his daughters, ‘Up, get out of  
this place; for the LORD is about to destroy the city.’ But he seemed to 
his sons-in-law to be jesting.”

The following example has the phrase � ��� �� �$16 following the adjective 
� �( �" in direct speech. In content it is part of  David’s response to his 
wife, Michal, after she indicates David’s humiliation by dancing among 
others in front of  God. The combination � ��� �� �$  � �( �"  � ��� �� �
 �) expresses 
humiliation and the prepositional phrase � ��� �� �$ indicates the individual 
who interprets a certain conduct as humiliating.

2 Sam. 6:22— �& �� �+ ��  � �" #�  ��
 �+ #� �
- �� �)  yn:y[eB]  � �( �"  � ��� �� �
 �)  ��� � �+  ��5  � ��H �7 ��� 

 �� �� �� ��   �; ��—“I will make myself  yet more contemptible than this, and 
I will be abased in your eyes; but by the maids of  whom you have 
spoken, by them I shall be held in honor.”

The last example in this section deals with a reaction of  wonder, and 
the phrase ˜/nm]a'  ynEy[eB] refers to the individual reacting that way. As to 
syntactic position, the phrase ��� �+ �� � ��� �� �$ follows the verb � �� �� �2 �) and the 
whole combination of  the verb and the prepositional phrase appears 
in narrative.

2 Sam. 13:2—� �� �� �2 �)  �� �
  
 ���� ��  � ��  ��� � #�  � �+ �&  ��� #� �$  ��� �� �� �
 ��  ��� �+ �� ��  � �! �2 �) 

 �+�� �+  > ��  �� )F� ' #� ��  ˜/nm]a'  ynEy[eB]—“And Amnon was so tormented that he 
made himself  ill because of  his sister Tamar; for she was a virgin, and it 
seemed impossible to Amnon to do anything to her.”17

3.1.3 God’s Standpoint

The following are two unique examples in which God’s attitude is 
expressed in the parenthetical expressions 	 
  � �� �+ �� �$ and 	 
  � �� #
 �� �$, 
which appear nowhere else. The RSV translates 	 
 � �� �+ �� �$ as part of  a 
parenthesis, between commas: “. . ., the LORD being merciful to him,” 
and 	 
  � �� #
 �� �$, as part of  a causal clause: “Because the LORD loved 
Israel for ever.” For the �rst example a parenthetical phrase between 

16 According to the context, the translation assumes that the personal pronoun af�xed 
to � ��� �� �$ should be 2nd and not 1st person.

17 Other examples are: Judg. 3:12, 4:1, 10:6, 14:7, 1 Sam. 8:6, 18:26, 29:6, 2 Sam. 
3:19, 10:12, 11:25,27, 12:9, 15:26, 17:4, 18:4, 1 Kgs. 3:10, 9:12, 2 Kgs. 3:2; many 
more exist.
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dashes appears in the JPS translation too: “. . .—in the Lord’s mercy on 
him— . . .,” and for the second again a causal clause. The interpreta-
tion of  	 
  � �� #
 �� �$ as a causal clause is reasonable, but it can perhaps 
also be translated otherwise, better to re�ect this phrase’s adverbial or 
parenthetical nature: “In accordance with God’s everlasting love 
for Israel, he has made you king, that you may execute justice and 
righteousness.”

In the �rst of  these two examples  	 
 � �� �+ �� �$ occurs in middle posi-
tion, and in fact in �nal position syntactically, since it follows a complete 
clause )� ��� � �� � �& �" � �� ��� �& �" ��-� �� ��� �� �� �$ � �" �� #� �
 �7 �* #� �2 �)  > �+ �
 �+ �� �2 �).

Gen. 19:16—ùh tl'm]j,B] )� ��� � �� � �& �" � �� ��� �& �" ��-� �� ��� �� �� �$ � �" �� #� �
 �7 �* #� �2 �) > �+ �
 �+ �� �2 �) 
�� �� �� C�� �+ �
 �� �4 �2 �) �
 �� �!� 2 �) wyl;[;—“But he lingered; so the men seized him and 
his wife and his two daughters by the hand, the LORD being merciful 
to him, and they brought him forth and set him outside the city.”

In the second example 	 
 � �� #
 �� �$ likewise appears in the middle of  the 
verse, and also in �nal position as regards syntactic structure since it fol-
lows a full clause � �� ��� �' ��  � �E ��-� �� = �& �� �� = �$ C �( �� � �" #� 3�� �$ =� �
0 1� 	 
 � �
 ��.

1 Kgs. 10:9—tb'h}a'B]  � �� ��� �' ��  � �E ��-� �� = �& �� �� = �$ C �( �� � �" #� 3�� �$ =� �
0 1� 	 
 � �
 �� 

 �7 �� �!�  8 �� �" �+  �� )F� ' #� ��  3 �� �+ ��  = �+�� �' �� �)  �l;[ol]  laer:c]yIÎta,  ùh—“‘Blessed be the 
LORD your God, who has delighted in you and set you on the throne 
of  Israel! Because the LORD loved Israel for ever, he has made 
you king, that you may execute justice and righteousness.’”

As to other Bible translations, the phrase )� �� ��  	 
  � �� �+ �� �$ (Gen. 19:16 
above) is translated by Saadya Gaon 
��5  
���  
7('� and in al-

kit�b al-muqaddas �� �� �� ��  �� ����  �� �� �! �"��, namely a syntactic construction of  a 
prepositional phrase, similar to the Biblical Hebrew original structure; 
likewise, it can safely be interpreted as a parenthesis. But the Geez 
translation offers a causal clause: �������������	
��� / ��sma 

m�hkomu ��gzi�ab��er—“. . . because God was merciful to them . . .,” and 
similarly the Peshitta: ��	
�  ���  ���  ��� / me		ol d�-�as m�ry� 

�l�w(hy). The interpretation of  )� �� �� 	 
 � �� �+ �� �$ as a clause, as in the last 
two translations, is comparable to an interpretation in several Bible 
translations of  the second example,  ��� 5 ��  � �� ��� �' ��-� ��  	 
  � �� #
 �� �$, from 
1 Kgs. 10:9, as a causal clause. As it is from 1 Kings, Saadya Gaon’s 
translation and the Geez translation of  the Octateuch are not avail-
able for it. But al-kit�b al-muqaddas and the Peshitta for 1 Kgs. 10:9, like 
the RSV and JPS translations, use a causal clause here. Only Targum 

Jonathan maintains the original Hebrew prepositional phrase: �+��� 
�5� ���'� �� �)�.
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3.1.4 Epistemic Modal Adverbials

This section treats special words which af�rm the truth of, or cast doubt 
on, a certain clausal content: � �� ��, 
 �� �+ ��  / �� �+ �� �
/  �� �+ ��, � �+ 1�, � ��, � �+ �� 
and � ����. These words do not depend syntactically on any clause part 
but refer to a whole clause or a chain of  clauses, and they operate on 
the functional-pragmatic level by adding to the clauses in which they 
appear external epistemic modal information. These sentence units are 
considered epistemic in modality since they always display the belief  or 
knowledge of  a speaker in direct speech, concerning the truth or falsity 
of  his words. These units mostly do not re�ect deontic modality as they 
do not involve a subjective expression of  will, command, and similar 
emotions, though nuances of  deontic modality might occasionally arise 
and co-exist alongside the basic expression of  epistemic modality.18

In syntax these units are frequently called ‘epistemic modal adver-
bials’ or ‘sentence adverbials,’19 though they seem to be on the bor-
der between adverbials and parenthetical units. These words can be 
regarded as parenthetical units since they do not function as adverbial 
complements of  certain speci�c predicates but of  the whole clause 
or the predicative relation, and they display a statement which refers 
to a full clause or utterance. They are also syntactically independent, 
and they hold dispensable non-obligatory information without which 
a sentence still remains complete.

All these arguments can hold for sentence adverbials as well as 
parenthetical units, yet regarding syntax one criterion with respect to 
the position of  these so-called adverbials within a clause remains to be 
checked. Parenthetical units are deemed to hold a free position, while 
sentence adverbials are expected to have a �xed position. If  so, what 
can we learn from word order of  these mostly epistemic units? All the 
epistemic words and phrases discussed here present a somewhat �xed 
position, because they are usually in �rst position in direct speech utter-
ances, at once introducing and af�rming the speech. In this regard they 
act like sentence adverbials and introductory particles simultaneously. 
Their introductory role might still be understood as parenthetical.

18 For de�nitions of  epistemic modality and their complexity see, e.g., Lyons 
1977:793–809, §17.2, Palmer 1986:51–95, and ibid. 96–125 for deontic modality. Also 
see Crystal 2003:130, 163.

19 Especially see Blau’s treatment of  such examples in Blau 1977:18–30, §2.1.
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The examples below are presented in separate sections for each 
type.

3.1.4.1 Examples with � �� ��
The word � �� �� is employed to af�rm a certain content, hence it belongs 
to the domain of  epistemic modal adverbs. BDB classi�es this word as 
an adverb, and mentions its asseverative force.20 A different de�nition of  
the role of  this word appears in HALOT which labels it an “exclama-
tion to emphasize the unexpected.” Yet HALOT translates this word like 
BDB, namely by the adverbs ‘surely’ and ‘however.’21 The four examples 
discussed below, Gen. 28:16, Exod. 2:14, 1 Sam. 15:32, and 1 Kgs. 
11:2, are the only cases of  � �� �� appearing in our corpus of  Classical 
Hebrew prose. Other examples of  � �� �� belong to the later prophets, e.g., 
Isa. 40:7, 45:15, and more, or to the Hagiographa, e.g., Ps. 31:23, Job 
32:8, and more. In any event, all examples of  � �� ��, from our corpus or 
from other types of  biblical texts, appear in direct speech.

The �rst example presents the word � �� �� within an af�rmation of  the 
existence of  God as a result of  his revelation to Joseph in a dream. It 
appears in direct speech and in initial position.

Gen. 28:16—�� �  � ��� � �� �)  
 �� �
  �7 �; �$  	 
  " ��  ˜kea;  � �+�� 2 �)  �� �� � AB �+  �� 7 #� ��  C �7� �2 �) 
� �& �� �� ��—“Then Jacob awoke from his sleep and said, ‘Surely the LORD 
is in this place; and I did not know it.’”

Derenbourg edition of  Saadya Gaon’s translation of  � �� �� in this verse 
is ���7��, namely a question meaning ‘Is it surely so?’22 Like the RSV 
translation and the identical JPS translation, �as�d edition of  Saadya 
Gaon’s translation gives �	 �� for � �� ��, namely a regular af�rmative 
adverb. An af�rmative adverb, ��� �#, also appears in al-kit�b al-muqaddas, 
and likewise ������ / šar
r�� 
� in the Peshitta. The Geez translation 
avoids any rendering of  this word in this verse. Only Saadya Gaon’s 
Arabic in Derenbourg edition, ‘Is it surely so?’ is in fact a full clause, 
and syntactically too it is completely independent and parenthetical.23 

20 BDB:38b. Muraoka describes this word as asseverative-emphatic (Muraoka 
1985:132–133).

21 HALOT I:47.
22 Derenbourg indicates that the version with a question mark appears in the manu-

script of  Constantinople, and mentions two other versions in which the translation is 
��  �, namely a protasis of  a conditional clause which means: ‘If  so’ (Derenbourg 
Edition:43, note 5).

23 The translation of  Ms. St. Petersburg is missing.
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Yet its absence from the Geez translation is meaningful as well because 
it re�ects � �� �� as dispensable. Similar Arabic versions also occur for 
the following verse, Exod. 2:14, though their distribution is somewhat 
reversed: Derenbourg edition and Ms. St. Petersburg exhibit �	 ��; a 
comment by Derenbourg indicates that in another manuscript the ver-
sion is ���7��;24 and ���7�� also appears in �as�d edition.

The next verse, Exod. 2:14 has � �� �� in an expression of  af�rmation 
uttered by Moses, when he �nds out that his involvement in a previous 
killing is known to others. The af�rmative word is found again in direct 
speech and in initial position.

Exod. 2:14—� �" #� ��  � �+� � 
 �& �� � �� �? �� �
 �� �
  ��� �� ��  8 �(�" �)  �� �' "� �� ��  = �+� �' � �+ � �+�� 2 �) 
� �� �� �
  5 ����  ˜kea;  � �+�� 2 �)  
 �"� +  � ��� �2 �)  � �� �! �; �
-� ��  �& �? �� �
—“He answered, ‘Who 
made you a prince and a judge over us? Do you mean to kill me as you 
killed the Egyptian?’ Then Moses was afraid, and thought, ‘Surely the 
thing is known.’”

A third example, 1 Sam. 15:32 below, again has the af�rmative word 
� �� �� in direct speech and in initial position. The af�rmation is part of  
the response re�ecting the awareness of  Agag, the Amalekites’ king, of  
his forthcoming death (described in 1 Sam. 15:33).

1 Sam. 15:32—? �? #�  )� �� ��  3 �� �2 �)  7 �� �+ #�  3 �� �+  ? �? #�-� ��  � �� ��  �"� �9 �
  � ���+ �"  � �+�� 2 �) 
� �) �; �
-� �+  � �6  ˜kea;  ? �? #�  � �+�� 2 �)  �� 4 �� #� �+—“Then Samuel said, ‘Bring here to 
me Agag the king of  the Amalekites.’ And Agag came to him cheerfully. 
Agag said, ‘Surely the bitterness of  death is past.’”

Like the RSV translation of  1 Sam. 15:32 above, al-kit�b al-muqaddas 
translates � �� �� in this verse by the af�rmative adverb ��� �# and the Peshitta 
gives the af�rmative adverb ������ / šar
r�� 
�. A complete deviation 
from the expected translation by af�rmative adverbs is the rendering 
of  al-kit�b al-muqaddas of  the next example, from 1 Kgs. 11:2, � �� �� 
 �
� �
0 1�  � �� #� ��   �� �� �� ��-� ��  �@ ��: instead of  an af�rmative adverb it has a 
causal clause . . . � �$%�&
 �� ��  �'
 ��� �( �  �) � �*�+ “. . . because they will turn away your 
hearts. . . .” Another deviation, though opposite in content, appears in 
Targum Jonathan, which translates  �
� �
0 1�  � �� #� ��   �� �� �� ��-� ��  �@ ��  � �� �� as a 
negative purpose clause: �)
�)58  ���  �)���  ��  �)58�  �+��. A similar 
translation containing a negative purpose clause also appears in the 
Peshitta: �������  ��  �	���  �����  ��� / dalm� nas	�y�n lebb��n 

24 Derenbourg Edition:83, note 1.
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b��ar al�hayh�n. These latter translations should actually be regarded as 
some sort of  a commentary. They re�ect the dif�culty in understanding 
 �
� �
0 1�  � �� #� ��   �� �� �� ��-� ��  �@ ��  � �� �� as af�rmative, and suggest a solution 
which does not exist in the Hebrew original.

In the last example of  this section � �� �� appears again in direct speech 
and should be considered in initial position as regards the clause �@ �� 
 �
� �
0 1� � �� #� ��  �� �� �� ��-� ��.

1 Kgs. 11:2—��� � ��-�� �  �
 �)  �
 �� ��� � ��-�� � � �� ��� �' �� � �� �$-� �� 	 
-� �+ �� � �" #�  ���9 �
-� �+ 

 �� #
 �� ��  
� +0 �" 7 �� ��   �
 �$   �
� �
0 1�  � �� #� ��   �� �� �� ��-� �� �@ ��  ˜kea;   �� ��—“From the 
nations concerning which the LORD had said to the people of  Israel, 
‘You shall not enter into marriage with them, neither shall they with you, 
for surely they will turn away your heart after their gods’; Solomon 
clung to these in love.”

3.1.4.2 Examples with  �� �+ �� /  �� �+ �� �
 / 
 �� �+ ��
The word  �� �+ ��, and its variants  �� �+ �� �
 in questions and 
 �� �+ �� elsewhere, 
are again af�rmative, and accordingly they too belong to the �eld of  
epistemic modal adverbs. The BDB and HALOT also mark these words 
as adverbs.25 The adverbial origin of   �� �+ �� and  �� �+ �� �
 is re�ected in 
the suf�x -�m attached to these words.26 They usually appear in initial 
position in direct speech.

In the �rst example below, Gen. 18:13,  �� �+ �� appears in a rhetorical 
question, which is similar in meaning to a negative statement. Here 
 �� �+ �� should therefore be understood as part of  a negative statement, 
and it consequently renders Sarah’s doubt regarding the prediction of  
her future pregnancy, instead of  her af�rmation.

Gen. 18:13—� �� �� �n:m]au  < �� �
 �� +� �� 
 ��� �' 
 �7 #� �! 
 ��  
 �; ��  �
 �� �� ��-� �� 	 
 � �+�� 2 �) 
� �& �� �7 �*  � �� #� �)—“The LORD said to Abraham, ‘Why did Sarah laugh, and 
say, ‘Shall I indeed bear a child, now that I am old?’”

All versions of  Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translation of   �� �+ ��  < �� �
 here 
combine the Arabic question particle � and the af�rmative adverb ���7�, 
namely, ���7��. The same Arabic translation occasionally appears for � �� �� 
noted in the previous section, indicating that this scholar probably took 
Hebrew  �� �+ �� and � �� �� to share the same meaning. al-kit�b al-muqaddas 

25 BDB:53b, HALOT I:65, and similarly Muraoka 1985:133–134.
26 On this suf�x see Kogut 2002:115. Kogut suggests that 
 �� �+ �� is an alternate form 

re�ecting another adverbial suf�x: -� (Kogut 2002:117–118).
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translates  �� �+ �� < �� �
 by �� ��� �� �,��� �- �., using a prepositional phrase analogous 
to the adverb ��� �# employed for � �� �� above. Again, a connection between 
 �� �+ �� and � �� �� is evident in this translation.

This connection is more apparent in the following example, Gen. 
20:12, for which all versions of  Saadya Gaon’s translation and al-kit�b 

al-muqaddas use a variant of  the prepositional phrase employed by al-

kit�b al-muqaddas for Gen. 18:13: 
7�7���  ��5) (Derenbourg edition), 

7�7� ��5) (Ms. St. Petersburg), 
7�7����) (�as�d edition and al-kit�b 

al-muqaddas, the last obviously in Arabic script). The Peshitta employs 
the af�rmative adverb ������ / šar
r�� 
�, likewise regularly found as 
the translation of  � �� ��, for Gen. 18:13 above and Gen. 20:12 below, 
and of   �� �+ �� in Josh. 7:20, 1 Kgs. 8:27, 2 Kgs. 19:17, below. Exceptions 
are Num. 22:37, which has an entirely different version in the Peshitta, 
and Ruth 3:12, which has a similar adverb ���!"� / b-qušt�.27 Gen. 
20:12 contains the variant 
 �� �+ �� in direct speech and in initial position, 
introducing the subsequent clause.

Gen. 20:12—
 � AB �� ��  � ��-� �
 �& �)  � �; ��-� ��  �� �  3 ��  �) �
  � �� ��-� ��  � ��� � #�  hn:m]a;- �? �)—
“Besides she is indeed my sister, the daughter of  my father but not the 
daughter of  my mother; and she became my wife.”

The translation by ��� �# in combination with the question particle �� 
occurs again for  �� �+ �� �
 of  the following verse, Num. 22:37, in al-kit�b 

al-muqaddas. A translation by ��� �# also appears in the remaining verses in 
this section, for which Saadya Gaon’s translation is not available (except 
for Ruth 3:12, where the translation is by /� � �0). For Num. 22:37, though, 
this translation has another version which deviates from the original 
meaning and is exegetical. The variant found in Derenbourg edition 
is G+��� �� ��7� �6� ������—“Do you consider me unable to honor 
you?” and it involves prolepsis.28 A similar version without prolepsis 
appears in �as�d edition: G+��� �� 7�8� 6�� ����.29 The word  �� �+ �� �
 
in the following verse introduces a question in direct speech. Since 
the question is rhetorical and negative it actually indicates a positive 
content, af�rmed by the word  �� �+ �� �
.

27 The Peshitta translation of  the book of  Ruth is according to the edition of  the 
Syriac Bible.

28 For the syntactic pattern of  prolepsis see Zewi 1996.
29 This verse was not preserved in Ms. St. Petersburg.
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Num. 22:37—
 �; ��  3 ��-�� � �7 ��  =� �� ��  � �& �� �� �"  ��0 �"  �� � #
   �� �� �$-� ��  7 �� �$  � �+�� 2 �) 
= �� �$ ��  � ����  �� �  �n:m]au �
  � �� ��  �& �� �� �
-�� �—“And Balak said to Balaam, ‘Did I 
not send to you to call you? Why did you not come to me? Am I not 
able to honor you?’”

The next example contains the variant 
 �� �+ �� in �rst position in direct 
speech and it serves to af�rm Achan’s admission of  his sins against 
God before Joshua.

Josh. 7:20—��� * �� �) � �� ��� �' �� � �
0 1� 	 
 �� � ��� �8 �� � ��� � �� hn:m]a; � �+�� 2 �) �� �"�
 ��-� �� � �� �� � �� �2 �) 
� ���� �' �� ��� * �� �)—“And Achan answered Joshua, ‘Of a truth I have sinned 
against the LORD God of  Israel, and this is what I did.’”

The following example again presents  �� �+ �� �
 initiating a rhetorical 
question in direct speech. The question in this case anticipates a nega-
tive reply, namely it indicates that God does not dwell on the earth, 
and the word  �� �+ �� �
 should be understood as casting doubt on the 
supposition conveyed in the question that God dwells on earth, or as 
af�rming its negative reply.

1 Kgs. 8:27—�� �   �� �+ � AB �
  � �+ �"�   �� �+ � AB �
  
 �4 �
  C �� �� �
-� ��  � �
0 1�  � �" ��  �n:m]au �
  � �� 
� ��� �� �$ � �" #� 
 �� �
 � �� �$ �
-� �� < �� =�� �� �� �� ��—“But will God indeed dwell on the 
earth? Behold, heaven and the highest heaven cannot contain thee; how 
much less this house which I have built!”30

The next example presents the word  �� �+ �� in a positive statement, which 
is part of  Hezekiah’s prayer to God. It is in initial clausal position and 
in direct speech.

2 Kgs. 19:17— �! �� ��-� �� �)   ���9 �
-� ��  �� AB ��  � �� �� �+  ��� �� 1� �
  	 
  �n:m]a…—“Of a 
truth, O LORD, the kings of  Assyria have laid waste the nations and 
their lands.”31

The last example also displays a positive statement, in which  �� �+ �� 
is in initial position and in direct speech. But in syntactic structure 
it deviates from all constructions we have discussed so far since here 
 �� �+ �� plays a role of  a predicate to a content clause, � ��� � �� � ��� ? **  �� � �� 
� �4 �; �+  ��� �7  � ��� 9  " ��   �? �), introduced by the content particle � ��. Being a 
predicate  �� �+ �� cannot be considered parenthetical or dispensable as it 
is essential syntactically in the clause. Such a syntactic movement from a 

30 Compare this example with 2 Chron. 6:18.
31 A similar version appears in Isa. 37:18.
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 parenthetical to a predicate role is familiar elsewhere. Modern Hebrew 

����, which plays a role of  a parenthesis, can be substituted by ' 
���, 
in which 
��� plays a predicate role of  a content clause introduced by 
'. Another example is Modern Hebrew 5)���, which may be replaced 
by ' 5)��, in which ' introduces a content clause, etc.

Ruth 3:12—� �4 �; �+ ��� �7 � ��� 9  " ��   �? �)  � ��� � �� � ��� ?  **   �� � �� �n:m]a;  � �� 
 �& �� �)—“And 
now it is true that I am a near kinsman, yet there is a kinsman nearer 
than I.”

3.1.4.3 Examples with � �+ ��
The word � �+ �� is another biblical af�rmative, and it is formed from 
the same root as  �� �+ ��. Likewise, it belongs to the sphere of  epistemic 
modal adverbs; BDB marks it as an adverb and HALOT translates it 
as the adverb ‘surely,’ de�ning it as “. . . solemn formula, . . . by which 
the hearer accepts a) the validity of  a curse of  declaration . . .; b) an 
acceptable order . . . or announcement . . .; c) belonging to a doxology.”32 
Nonetheless, contrary to the af�rmative words discussed previously, 
the word � �+ �� is mostly not translated in Bible translations. The RSV, 
the JPS, Saadia Gaon’s Arabic translation al-kit�b al-muqaddas, the 
Geez translation, Onkelos, Targum Jonathan, and the Peshitta all eschew 
rendering it by another language, choosing instead to transcribe the 
Hebrew form. This choice is probably due to the widespread use of  the 
word � �+ �� in liturgy in later periods. Its public use is already revealed 
in biblical texts, like the sequence of  examples with � �+ �� appearing in 
Deut. 27:14–25.

In the �rst example � �+ �� appears as the sole content of  a speech 
utterance, thus serving as a one-member clause. This also applies to 
verses 15–25 of  Deut. 27. In all these examples � �+ �� af�rms a previous 
statement containing a curse.

Deut. 27:14—" �� �� � �� ��  
� �' #� �+ 	 
 � �� #��& 
 �� �E �+�  � �6 �( 
� �' #� ��  � �" #� "� �� �
 ��� �� 
˜mea;  �� �+ �� �)   �� �
-� ��  �� �� �)  � �� �E �$  � �' �)—“‘Cursed be the man who makes a 
graven or molten image, an abomination to the LORD, a thing made 
by the hands of  a craftsman, and sets it up in secret.’ And all the people 
shall answer and say, ‘Amen.’”

32 BDB:53a, HALOT I:64.
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In the next example � �+ �� introduces direct speech, whose content it 
af�rms.

1 Kgs. 1:36—� ��� � #� � �
0 1� 	 
 � �+�� � � �� ˜mea; � �+�� 2 �) 3 �� �; �
-� �� 5 �� ���
 ��-� �� �
 �� �� �$ � �� �2 �) 
3 �� �; �
—“And Benaiah the son of  Jehoiada answered the king, ‘Amen! 
May the LORD, the God of  my lord the king, say so.’”

The following example is from Jeremiah and is presented here since it 
demonstrates a similar use of  � �+ �� in introducing and af�rming direct 
speech.

Jer. 28:6— ��� �$ ��  � �" #�  =� �� �� ��-� ��  	 
   �7 ��  	 
  
� �' #� ��  � ��  ˜mea;  �� �� �4 �
  
 �� �+ �� ��  � �+�� 2 �) 

 �� �
  �7 �; �
-� ��  � �� �$ �+  
 ���9 �
-� �� �)  	 
-�� ��  � �� ��  �� �" �
 ��—“And the prophet Jer-
emiah said, ‘Amen! May the LORD do so; may the LORD make the 
words which you have prophesied come true, and bring back to this 
place from Babylon the vessels of  the house of  the LORD, and all the 
exiles.’”

The next example demonstrates again a similar use of  � �+ �� in Jeremiah. 
However, in contrast to all the RSV translations displayed above, this one 
is rendered by an af�rmative meaning “So be it”. al-kit�b al-muqaddas 
and the JPS keep the Hebrew form in transcription.33

Jer. 11:5—C �� ��   �
 ��  � �� ��   ��� ���� #� ��  � �& �� �$ �" ��-� �" #�  
 ���� � AB �
-� ��  � �7 �
  � �� �+ �� 
	 
 ˜mea; � �+� � �) � �� �� �) 
 �� �
 �2 �� " �� ��� � �� �� � �� �*—“‘That I may perform the oath 
which I swore to your fathers, to give them a land �owing with milk and 
honey, as at this day.’ Then I answered, ‘So be it, LORD.’”

3.1.4.5 Examples with � �+ 1� and � ��
The majority of  appearances of  � �+ 1� is in nominal use and is irrelevant 
to this study. However in several instances � �+ 1� plays a modal adverbial 
and partially parenthetical role.34 As to the next example, though BDB 
and HALOT generally treat � �+ 1� as a noun,35 HALOT is aware of  its 
adjectival and adverbial roles.36 The RSV considers it an adjective, like 

33 The Arabic translation of  Saadya Gaon for this verse is not extant.
34 BDB:54a, number 5, indicates the adverbial meaning of  � �+ 1�. Muraoka 1985:

133–134 regards this word, as well as  �� �+ �� and its variants, as emphatic, and indicates 
the derivation of  both from the same root. Muraoka also mentions that the emphatic 
particle < �� is sometimes combined with these words, e.g., Gen. 18:13, Job 19:4, 34:12 
(Muraoka 1985:134).

35 BDB:54a, where Deut. 13:15 and Deut. 17:4 are mentioned under number 4. 
HALOT I:68–69.

36 HALOT mentions these roles regarding Deut. 13:15, Deut. 17:4, and a few other 
examples (HALOT I:69).
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the following af�rmative particle ��� ��: “if  it be true and certain”; and 
similarly the JPS translation: “if  it is true, the fact is established.” All 
versions examined of  Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translation also employ an 
adjective here, 7� taking the form �7� in the accusative (object/adver-
bial) case (1 �2� 3), since it functions as a predicate of  the copula ���.37 
Confusion regarding the translation of  � �+ 1� in this example appears in 
the Peshitta. Its translation for � �� ��,  �� �+ ��, and � �+ 1� in Deut. 13:15 is by 
the af�rmative adverb ��#$%  ��!���  ������ / šar
r��
�� 
��w(hy) 

pe���m�, but for Deut. 17:4 it is by an adjective: �$�&  ��  ��� / 
šar
r� (h)
 mell���. In any case, the translation by an adverb demonstrates 
that an adverbial translation, namely “. . . if  it be truly certain . . .,” is 
also acceptable.

Deut. 13:15 / Deut. 17:4—� �� �� �
 ��� �� tm,a‘ 
 �4 �
 �) � �8� �
 �& �� �� �" �) �& �� �7 �� �) �& �" �� �� �) 
= �$ �� �7 �$ ��� � �
 
 �� ���& �
 
 ��� �' �� ��—“Then you shall inquire and make search 
and ask diligently; and behold, if  it be true and certain that such an 
abominable thing has been done among you.”

A clearer modal adverbial role of  � �+ 1� is revealed in the following 
example from Jeremiah. This role is wholly adverbial and not at all 
parenthetical, since the word � �+ 1� in this verse is the complement of  
a speci�c predicate. The af�rmative word � �+ 1� also appears in this 
clause in �nal position, in contrast to all the other af�rmative words, 
which are in initial position. An adverbial role is also re�ected in the 
JPS translation which is similar to the RSV, and in al-kit�b al-muqaddas, 
where the translation is by a prepositional phrase employed adverbially 
�4 �,�� �5 �6 �( � �7�& �) � �7�8 �� �� �.. Such a prepositional phrase is also attested in Biblical 
Hebrew itself, as in Judg. 2:11 below and in its translation by the RSV 
and al-kit�b al-muqaddas. Again, the JPS employs in the latter an adverb: 
“honorably.” The Geez translation, which is available only for Judg. 
9:15, has a prepositional phrase, albeit quite literal: �
�� / ba�am�n.

Jer. 23:28—tm,a‘ � �� �� �� � �$ �� �� �& �� � �� �� �� � �" #� �) �� #� � �� �6 �� �� #� �& ��-� �" #� �� �� �4 �
 
	 
- �� ��  � �$ �
-� ��  � �� �& ��-
 �+—“Let the prophet who has a dream tell the 
dream, but let him who has my word speak my word faithfully. What 
has straw in common with wheat? says the LORD.”

37 al-kit�b al-muqaddas settles for one translation, ���!, either for ��� �� alone or for 
��� ��  � �+ 1� together.
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Another important use of  the word � �+ 1�, this time set in �rst position, 
is within the prepositional phrase � �+ 1� �$. This use is closely akin to 
the use of  the other af�rmative words mentioned above and it can be 
interpreted as adverbial and parenthetical alike.

Judg. 9:15— ��� �� #� 3 �� �+ �� � ��� � � �� �"� +  �& �� tm,a’B,  �� � �! �� �
-� �� � �8 �� �
 � �+�� 2 �) 
��� �� �� �
  � �* �� ��-� �� � ����� �)  � �8 �� �
-� �+  " �� � �! �&  � �� ��- �� �)  � �� �! ��  �6 #�  ��� $—“And the 
bramble said to the trees, ‘If  in good faith you are anointing me king 
over you, then come and take refuge in my shade; but if  not, let �re come 
out of  the bramble and devour the cedars of  Lebanon.’”

Like the RSV translation of  � �+ 1� above, the word � �� is considered an 
adjective by the RSV in the translation of  the next example, “The 
daughters of  Zelophehad are right,” and the closely similar JPS 
translation: “The plea of  Zelophehad’s daughters is just.” Still, this 
word can also be translated adverbially: “The daughters of  Zelophehad 
speak honestly.” An adverbial interpretation is further supported by 
Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translation, ��(�!  ����  ��7  �+5�, where the 
verb is preceded by the form �+5� which is adverbially marked by the 
accusative (object/adverbial) case (1 �2�3), and by al-kit�b al-muqaddas, 94 �,�& 
�:� �, �! �� �; �<��=�& �> �( � �7�?, where the verb is preceded by a prepositional phrase, 
94 �,�&, expressing an adverbial role. An adverbial translation should also 
be applied to the Geez translation by �� —r�tu�, ‘honest’, probably 
‘honestly’ in this case since it accompanies a verb of  speech; the Peshitta 
has the adverb ������ / k�n�� 
�, ‘rightly’. In any event, again, like � �+ 1� 
above, � �� plays a wholly adverbial non-parenthetical role here, because 
it is an adverbial complement of  a speci�c predicate.

Num. 27:7— �
� �� #� � �� #� 3�� �$ 
 �� #� �� � �� �� #�  �
 �� � �& �& �� � �� �� � ��� � � �� �( �� �! ��� �$ ˜Ke 
� �
 �� � �
� �� #� � �� #� ��-� �� �& �� �� #� �
 �)—“The daughters of  Zelophehad are right; 
you shall give them possession of  an inheritance among their father’s 
brethren and cause the inheritance of  their father to pass to them.”

3.1.4.4 Examples with � ����
In contrast to all the epistemic modal words and phrases discussed so far, 
which play an af�rmative role, the word � ���� covered in this section casts 
doubt and at the same time exhibits certain expectations, encouraging 
or discouraging, regarding a state or a situation. Nevertheless, the word 
� ���� still belongs to the same category of  modal words and phrases, 
namely to epistemic modal adverbs, not as an af�rmative particle but 
as a particle exhibiting uncertainty.
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As to scholarly treatments of  this particle, Livnat insightfully claims 
that Biblical Hebrew � ���� evolved from an epistemic modal adverb, 
re�ecting reservation on the part of  some individual about a certain 
state or situation, into an adverb combining both an epistemic and a 
deontic expression of  modality. That is, � ���� refers to the uncertainty 
of  a proposition and also displays the type of  modality involving an 
expression of  will. The roots of  this development may lie in the exis-
tence of  positive and negative expectations expressed through � ���� by 
participants in biblical episodes. Expectations, positive or negative, at 
least partially semantically overlap expressions of  will.38

Syntactically � ���� is considered an adverb in two major Biblical dic-
tionaries, BDB and HALOT.39 Its �xed position in the beginning of  a 
clause, introducing direct speech utterances, as well as its function as 
a non-obligatory complement of  the predicate, con�rm its adverbial, 
possibly non-parenthetical, sentence role. The adverbial interpretation 
is also found in Bible translations. All versions of  Saadya Gaon’s Arabic 
translation for the verses below translate � ���� by �5�, that is, adverbi-
ally. al-kit�b al-muqaddas also gives only an adverbial meaning in all its 
renderings, though it exhibits alongside �@ �A�� other translations, like �B �� 
�'� for Gen. 18:24 and � �(�& �C for Gen. 24:39 below.

The Geez translation shows diverse possibilities. It sometimes ignores 
this particle (Gen. 16:2, Exod. 32:3 below), elsewhere it translates it by 
the adverb !"	 / yogi, meaning ‘perhaps’ ( Josh. 9:7 below), on occasion 
uses the conditional particle ��� / la��mma (Gen. 18:24 below), and 
at times combines the adverb !"	 / yogi with the conditional particle 
��� / la��mma (Gen. 24:39 below). Some sort of  a conditional pattern 
for the two last verses also appears in the JPS translation, which trans-
lates � ���� by “What if. . . .” Such is the regular translation of  Onkelos, 
 �� �+/� �+, as well. Targum Jonathan, however, employs �+��, ‘perhaps’ 
( Josh. 9:7 below), and likewise the Peshitta renders � ���� by the particle 
��' / kbar, ‘perhaps.’

In the �rst example, Gen. 16:2, � ���� conveys uncertainty. It is used 
by Sarai regarding the possibility that her maid replace her in bearing 

38 Livnat 2001 & Livnat 2002. Livnat 2001:83 and Livnat 2002:109–110 indicate 
the occurrence of  � ���� in Biblical Hebrew in directive speech acts which are, as she 
states, indirectly related to deontic modality, but she still insists that � ���� functions in 
the “modal framework known as epistemic” (Livnat 2001:89).

39 BDB:19b, HALOT I:21.
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children as a solution for her childless state. Moreover, expectations of  
a positive outcome are evident in Sarai’s proposition also.40 As to syn-
tax, the position of  � ���� is �xed. It precedes the verb, and like sentence 
adverbials it refers to the whole clause, 
 �4 �; �+ 
 �� �$ �� � ����, which is part 
of  a direct speech utterance.

Gen. 16:2—� �� �� �( �"-� ��  � ��-�� $  � �� �� �+  	 
 � �� �� �! #�  � ��-
 �4 �
   �� �� ��-� ��  � ��� �'  � �+��& �) 
� ��� �' ��7 ��  �� �� �� 5 �+ �" �2 �) 
 �4 �; �+ 
 �� �$ �� yl'Wa—“And Sarai said to Abram, ‘Behold 
now, the LORD has prevented me from bearing children; go in to my 
maid; it may be that I shall obtain children by her.’ And Abram 
hearkened to the voice of  Sarai.”

In the next example � ���� again introduces a direct speech utterance, 
part of  a long dialogue between Abraham and God in Chapter 18 
from verse 23 to verse 33. � ���� features in this dialogue several times, 
in addition to verse 24 in the example: verses 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32. 
In all these occurrences the word plays a similar role in casting doubt 
on the validation of  the statement made by God in Chapter 18, verse 
20 on the indecent nature of  the inhabitants of  Sodom: � �7 #� �* 	 
 � �+�� 2 �) 
�� � �+  
 �� �� ��  � ��   ��� �@ �� �)  
 �$ ��-� ��  
 ��� + #� �)  � � �6—“Then the LORD said, 
‘Because the outcry against Sodom and Gomorrah is great and their 
sin is very grave. . . .’” In addition to casting doubt, an expectation for 
a better solution for the city of  Sodom than the one planned by God 
is implicit in the use of  � ���� in these examples as well.41

Gen. 18:24—�7 �; �� �� �B ��-�� � �) 
 �� �6 �& < �� �
 �� �� �
 3�� �$  �7� �� �! � � AB �+ #� " �� yl'Wa 
> �$ �� �7 �$  � �" #�   �7� �� �% �
  � � AB �+ #�  � �� �+ ��—“Suppose there are �fty righteous 
within the city; wilt thou then destroy the place and not spare it for the 
�fty righteous who are in it?”

In contrast to the examples above, which exhibit positive expectations 
alongside an expression of  doubts, the next example, whose content is 
repeated in Gen. 24:39, reveals the concern of  Abraham’s servant, also 
implicit in � ����, about possibly failing in the mission assigned to him by 
his master to �nd a bride for his son Isaac.42 In this example too � ���� 
introduces direct speech, and it refers to the entire subsequent clause.

40 See a discussion of  � ���� in this example in Livnat 2001:84 and Livnat 2002:
108.

41 A discussion of  � ���� in this example appears in Livnat 2001:88–89.
42 A discussion of  � ���� in this example is found in Livnat 2001:87–88 and Livnat 

2002:109.
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Gen. 24:5—��� � �
 C �� �� �
-� �� � �� #� �� � �� �� �� 
 � AB �� �
 
 �����-�� � yl'Wa � �� �� �
 )� �� �� � �+�� 2 �) 
 � AB �+ ��� �! ��-� �" #� C �� �� �
-� �� = �� �$-� �� �� �" �� � �" �
 �
—“The servant said to him, 
‘Perhaps the woman may not be willing to follow me to this land; must 
I then take your son back to the land from which you came?’”

The following example reveals once more both doubts and expecta-
tions, this time positive, side by side. It contains a direct speech utter-
ance expressed by Moses, in which he offers to accept the Israelites’ 
repentance. Implicit in the use of  � ���� are Moses’ doubts regarding his 
ability to make good, and also his hopes that his offer is realized.43

Exod. 32:30—
 ��� � �?  
 �� �8 #�   ��� �8 #�   �& ��   �� �
-� ��  
 �"� +  � �+�� 2 �)  � �� I� �; �+  � �
 �� �) 
 �� ��� �@ �� � �� �$ 
 �� �� �� #� yl'Wa 	 
-� �� 
 �� 1� �� 
 �& �� �)—“On the morrow Moses said 
to the people, ‘You have sinned a great sin. And now I will go up to the 
LORD; perhaps I can make atonement for your sin.’”

The last example of  � ���� given here shows the Israelite’s uncertainty 
about the geographical status of  the Hivites, namely the inhabitants 
of  Gibeon, he being concerned that these inhabitants might not be 
what they claim.44 Again, � ���� introduces direct speech and refers to 
the whole subsequent clause, � �"�� 
 �& �� � �$ �� �7 �$ � ����.

Josh. 9:7—��� �� �� 3� �� �) � �"�� 
 �& �� � �$ �� �7 �$ yl'Wa � �� �� �
-� �� � �� ��� �' ��-"� �� � �+�� 2 �) �� �+�� 2 �) 
�� �� �� = ��-� �� �� ��—“But the men of  Israel said to the Hivites, ‘Perhaps you 
live among us; then how can we make a covenant with you?’”45

3.1.5 Appeal and Plea

The examples in this section contain the words and phrases of  appeal 
and plea � ��� � #� � �$,  � �4 ��/
 �4 �� and � ��.46 They are included in this book 
since they serve as modal parenthetical units.

43 See a discussion of  � ���� in this verse in Livnat 2001:87.
44 For a discussion of  � ���� in this example see Livnat 2001:88 and Livnat 2002:

109.
45 More examples are Gen. 18:29, 24:5, Num. 22:6, 1 Sam. 6:5, 2 Sam. 14:15, 1 

Kgs. 18:5.
46 Another possible appeal and plea interjection is � �� #� ��/� �� #� �� which appears only once 

in Classical Biblical Hebrew prose in the form � �� #� �� in 2 Kgs. 5:3—> �& �� �� �9-� ��  � �+��& �) 
�& �� �� �% �+  ��� �  <� 6 1� ��  * ��  ��� �+�" �$  � �" #�  �� �� �4 �
  � �� �( ��  � ��� � #�  ylej}a'—“She said to her mistress, 
‘Would that my lord were with the prophet who is in Samaria! He would cure him 
of  his leprosy.’” This particle is probably more a wish than a plea particle, and it is 
similar in meaning to �� “would that,” also re�ected in the translation of  the RSV. It 
appears only twice in the Bible, and its second appearance is in the form � �� #� �� in Ps. 
119:5, where it functions as a wish particle.
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As to the basic meaning of  the phrase � ��� � #�  � �$, BDB, for example, 
explains the word � �$ as a “particle of  entreaty,” “craving permission 
to address a superior,” and this dictionary points out its constant com-
bination with � ��� � #�.47 Another major biblical dictionary, HALOT, treats 
the particle � �$ only in combination with � ��� � #� and explains the two as a 
“formula beginning a conversation with a person of  higher rank.”48

The word � �4 ��/
 �4 �� is again treated in BDB and HALOT as an entreaty 
particle, but in the BDB it is initially marked as an interjection.49 BDB 
de�nes � �� as a “particle of  entreaty or exhortation,”50 so already accord-
ing to the BDB � �� is only partially an appeal and plea particle. HALOT 
de�nes this particle as “giving emphasis,”51 and thus avoids attaching to 
it a meaning of  plea. Fassberg takes this line of  thought even farther, 
showing that the main role of  � �� is in reference to consequence and 
that it functions as an appeal and plea particle only alongside � �4 �� and 
� ��� � #� � �$.52 Kaufman disagrees, and still regards all appearances of  � �� as 
expressing a plea, de�ning it as enclitic and belonging to the sphere of  
direct address.53 Whether � �� is always a plea particle or not, it anyway 
functions as an enclitic modal marking of  verbs or certain particles.54 
Therefore, it is not parenthetical by itself, and can be regarded as such 
only as part of  a longer pattern with � ��� � #�  � �$ or � �4 ��.

Appeal and plea are also expressed by the idiom � ��  � ��� �! �+  � ��- �� 
=� ��� �� �$ and more phrases which are syntactically considered full clauses, 
and are consequently discussed above among other parenthetical or 

47 BDB:106b.
48 HALOT I:121–122.
49 BDB:58a, HALOT I:69–70.
50 BDB:609a–b.
51 HALOT II:656–657.
52 Fassberg 1994:71. For the complete description of  the syntax of  � ��, including syn-

tagms in which it follows � �4 �� or � ��� � #� � �$, see Fassberg 1994:36–73. Lambdin 1971:170 
reaches a similar conclusion: “the particle seems rather to denote that the command 
in question is a logical consequence, either of  an immediately preceding statement or 
of  the general situation in which it is uttered.” See also Waltke & O’Connor 1990:684, 
§40.2.5.

53 Kaufman 1991. On the role of  the address itself  as parenthesis see §3.1.6 
below.

54 For more references on the origins of  this particle and its modal marking see, e.g., 
Gottlieb 1971 who connects � �� with the energicus in form, meaning, and use, and Zewi 
1999a who objects to this connection, because the use of  the energicus is related to the 
indicative while the particle � �� occurs with jussive, cohortative, and imperative Moods 
as well as other particles (Zewi 1999a:153–155, §3.2.7). For additional references see 
Zewi 1999a:153–154, notes 263–265.
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semi-parenthetical clauses in the appropriate section (§2.1.2 above). The 
appeal and plea words and phrases mentioned in the current section 
are very common in Biblical Hebrew, and most examples of  each type 
are generally similar in use and meaning. They are demonstrated below 
with only a few examples of  each.

What can we learn about these words and phrases from Bible 
translations? The RSV translation of  � ��� � #�  � �$, the JPS translation, the 
Arabic translations of  Saadya Gaon for examples of  the Pentateuch 
and al-kit�b al-muqaddas for all examples, the Geez Bible translation for 
the Octateuch, Onkelos for the Pentateuch, Targum Jonathan for the 
former prophets, and the Peshitta for all examples are mostly �xed and 
idiomatic, and use a certain form of  an address. Nevertheless, we can 
still observe a certain variation in all these translations.

First, the RSV occasionally adds the appeal and plea verb ‘pray.’ 
It appears in Judg. 6:13 below for � ��� � #�  � �$ without � �� in the Biblical 
Hebrew original, and it appears again in all other examples below for 
� ��� � #�  � �$ accompanied by � ��. Our other English translation, the JPS, 
often uses the plea word ‘please.’ al-kit�b al-muqaddas adds a preceding 
verb, either � �DE �F�, in the majority of  the examples below, or �G �( �8 �F�, in 1 
Kgs. 3:17 and Exod. 4:13 below. The Geez translation sometimes adds 
a plea verb as well, such as #/
���$%&� / n�/��stabaqqw��akka. This 
possibility appears in Gen. 43:20 and Exod. 4:13 below. Onkelos and 
Targum Jonathan employ )5��, namely ‘please’. This translation appears in 
Gen. 43:20 below in Onkelos and in Josh. 7:8, Judg. 6:13, 1 Sam. 1:26, 
and 1 Kgs. 3:17 below in Targum Jonathan. Finally, the Peshitta mostly 
employs a similar appeal and plea verb in various declensions: �(��� / 
b���nan in Gen. 43:20 below, ���  ��� / b��� n� in Judg. 6:13, Exod. 
4:13 below, ���  ���� / b��y� n� in 1 Sam. 1:26, 1 Kgs. 3:17 below, 
and 	��� / b�-b��� ‘please’ in Judg. 13:8 below, for � ��� � #� � �$ without � �� 
or with � ��. Since address in itself  should be considered parenthetical, 
the translations of  these words and phrases as addresses support the 
interpretation of  the phrase � ��� � #�  � �$ as parenthetical.55

The words � �� and � �4 ��, when standing alone, are mostly translated 
in the RSV by the appeal and plea verb ‘pray,’ in the JPS by ‘please,’ 
in al-kit�b al-muqaddas by the interjection ���, in Onkelos, for the verses 
from the Pentateuch, and Targum Jonathan, for the former prophets, 

55 On address see below §3.1.6.
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�5�, and in the Peshitta by either 	��� / b�-b��� ‘please’ (Gen. 50:17 in 
§3.1.5.2.2 below) or, like al-kit�b al-muqaddas, the interjection �!� / 
n (2 Kgs. 20:3 in §3.1.5.2.2 below). Saadya Gaon’s Arabic translation 
of  the verses from the Pentateuch and the Geez Bible translation for 
the verses from the Octateuch below choose to ignore these words in 
their translations.

Though a certain variation exists among these translations in their 
choices for � ��� � #� � �$, � �4 ��/
 �4 �� and � ��, they mostly share the inclusion of  
a modal nuance of  appeal and plea alongside an address. Both this 
nuance of  deontic modality and the de�nite parenthetical syntactic 
status of  an address support the assumption that � ��� � #� �$� , � �4 ��/
 �4 ��, and 
� �� belong to the realm of  parenthesis.

3.1.5.1 Examples of  � ��� � #�  � �$
In all these examples � ��� � #� � �$ appears without a following � ��. This phrase 
in combination with � �� is demonstrated in the next section.

� ��� � #�  � �$ in the �rst example here is a special form of  an address, 
introducing direct speech utterance. It is said by Joseph’s brothers to 
someone of  a higher rank, namely Joseph’s house steward.

Gen. 43:20—� ��� �-� �$ �" �� 
 �� �� �& �$ �� �� �� �� �� � �� ynIdoa} yBi �� �+�� 2 �)—“And they said, 
‘Oh, my lord, we came down the �rst time to buy food.’”

The next example is again a special type of  an address introducing 
direct speech. This time the higher-ranking addressee is God, and the 
speaker is Joshua, turning to God after the defeat of  the Israelites by 
the people of  the Ai. The address by � ��� � #� � �$ is preceded by a simpler 
form in which the name of  God is indicated following the exclamation 
> �
 #�, in Josh. 7:7—	 
 � ��� � #�  > �
 #� �� �"�
 ��  � �+�� 2 �)—“And Joshua said, ‘Alas, 
O Lord GOD.’” The choice of  � ��� � #� � �$ for a second address might be 
due to the need to include here a nuance of  plea.

Josh. 7:8—)� �� ��� �  � �� �( ��  < ��� 5  � �� ��� �' ��  3 �( �
  � �" #�  � �� #� ��  � �+� �  
 �+  yn:doa}  yBi—“O 
Lord, what can I say, when Israel has turned their backs before their 
enemies!”56

A nuance of  plea is found again in the following example, in which 
� ��� � #� � �$ introduces direct speech. The speaker this time is Gideon and 

56 Fassberg shows that � ��� � #� � �$ appears without � �� when it does not precede a modal 
verbal form (Fassberg 1994:45).
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he turns to God’s angel in reply to the angel’s prior approach to him. 
Gideon’s employment of  � ��� � #�  � �$ precedes his complains about the 
troubles caused to the Israelites by Midian. The nuance of  plea is 
rendered in the RSV by the word ‘pray.’

Judg. 6:13—��� *-� ��  �� �� �� �! �+  
 �; �� �)  �� �; ��  	 
  " �� �)  ynIdoa}  yBi  ��5 �� �9  )� �� ��  � �+�� 2 �) 

 �& �� �)  	 
  �� �� 1� �
   �� �� �! �; �+  �� � #
  �� +� ��  ��� ���� #�  �� ��-�� �� �6  � �" #�  )� ��� � �� �( ��-� ��  
 �2 �� �) 
� �� �� �+-< �� �$  �� �� �& �2 �)  	 
  �� �" �8 ��—“And Gideon said to him, ‘Pray, sir, if  the 
LORD is with us, why then has all this befallen us? And where are all 
his wonderful deeds which our fathers recounted to us, saying, ‘Did not 
the LORD bring us up from Egypt?’ But now the LORD has cast us off, 
and given us into the hand of  Midian.’”

Another example, 1 Sam. 1:26 following, has the phrase � ��� � #�  � �$ in 
introduction to a direct speech utterance addressed at Eli, God’s 
priest, by a simple lower rank woman, Hannah, who approaches him 
in order to ful�ll her vow to God. The employment of  � ��� � #� � �$ in this 
verse is again related to plea, since the content of  the direct speech is 
plea and prayer.

1 Sam. 1:26—
 �* �$  
 �� �; ��  � �� �% �4 �
  
 � AB �� �
  � �� #�  � ��� � #�  = �" �( ��  � ��  ynIdoa}  yBi  � �+��& �) 
	 
-� ��  � �� �� �� �
 ��—“And she said, ‘Oh, my lord! As you live, my lord, I 
am the woman who was standing here in your presence, praying to the 
LORD.’”

The last example again contains the phrase � ��� � #� � �$ in introduction to 
a direct speech utterance, and it is once more expressed by a simple 
lower rank woman. This time it is addressed to a king, Solomon. The 
general scene to which this direct speech belongs is a court case heard 
by king and awaiting his judgment.

1 Kgs. 3:17—� �� �� � �� �� �$ �� � �"� � ��� � �
 
 � AB �� �
 �) � �� #� ynIdoa} yBi � �� �� �
 
 � AB �� �
 � �+��& �) 
� �� �$ �$ > �; �� � �� �� �)—“The one woman said, ‘Oh, my lord, this woman and 
I dwell in the same house; and I gave birth to a child while she was in 
the house.’”

3.1.5.2 Examples of  � �� in Combination with � ��� � #� � �$ or � �4 ��
The discussion of  the phrase � ��� � #� � �$ above showed examples in which it 
stands by itself, not accompanied by � ��. In this section a few examples 
are given in which � ��� � #�  � �$ appears in combination with � ��. Of  � �4 �� 
Fassberg rightly says that it can only appear in combination with a 
following � ��,57 and accordingly � �4 �� also features in this section when 

57 Fassberg 1994:44.
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it is combined with � ��, although without the phrase � ��� � #� � �$. Examples 
include � �� in combination with � ��� � #�  � �$, and with � �4 �� but without � �$ 
� ��� � #�, in two subsections respectively.

3.1.5.2.1 Examples of  � �� in Combination with � ��� � #� � �$
Fassberg indicates that � ��� � #�  � �$ occurs with � �� almost always only in 
combination with some sort of  modal expression. This is demonstrated 
in two examples.58

The �rst example displays � ��� � #�  � �$ in introduction of  direct speech 
initiated by a verb combined with � ��: � ��-� �� �". The content of  this verse 
is certainly a plea, and it is made by Moses to God. God demands that 
Moses go to speak before Pharaoh; Moses declines this mission, making 
a plea to God to send someone else.

Exod. 4:13—� �� �" �&-� �� �$  an:-� �� �"  yn:doa}  yBi  � �+�� 2 �)—“But he said, ‘Oh, my 
Lord, send, I pray, some other person.’”

In the second example � ���� #�  � �$ again introduces direct speech, which 
also includes a verb, ��� ��, combined with the particle � ��: � ��-��� ��. The 
speech is spoken by Manoah and addressed to God. The content 
of  the speech is de�nitely a plea, as evinced by the use of  the verb 
� �& �� �2 �)—‘entreated’—at the beginning of  the verse.

Judg. 13:8— �& �� �� �"  � �" #�  � �
0 1� �
  "� ��  yn:/da}  yBi  � �+�� 2 �)  	 
-� ��  ���� �+  � �& �� �2 �)
� ���2 �
  � �� �4 ��  
� �' #� �4-
 �+  �� ���� �)  ��� �� ��  ��5  an:-��� ��—“Then Manoah entreated 
the LORD, and said, ‘O, LORD, I pray thee, let the man of  God 
whom thou didst send come again to us, and teach us what we are to 
do with the boy that will be born.’”59 

3.1.5.2.2 Examples of  � �� in Combination with � �4 ��
The two examples in this section comprise both � �� and � �4 �� with and 
without the phrase � ��� � #�  � �$.

In the �rst example the two words � �� and � �4 �� are re�ected in the RSV 
translation, as well as in the JPS, al-kit�b al-muqaddas, and the Peshitta, 
by one translation only. This choice is probably due to the repetition in 
meaning implicit in the duplicate use of  � �� and � �4 ��. Another choice, 
the omission of  both particles, is made in all versions of  Saadya Gaon’s 

58 Fassberg 1994:45–46.
59 More examples of  this pattern are Gen. 44:18, Num. 12:11, and 1 Sam. 25:24–25. 

Also see Fassberg 1994:45.
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Arabic translation and in the Geez translation. Onkelos shows a third 
preference, translating both � �� and � �4 �� literally by a form of  
D 5� and 
�5� respectively.

Gen. 50:17—=�� �+ �? 
 �� ��-� ��  ��� �@ �� �) =� �� �� 5 �" �� an: �� �' aN:a; < �6�� �� �� �+���-
� � 
)� �� ��  �� �$ �� �$ < �6�� �J �� �2 �) =� �� �� � �
0 1� � �� �� �� 5 �" �( �� an: �� �' 
 �& �� �)—“‘Say to Joseph, 
Forgive, I pray you, the transgression of  your brothers and their sin, 
because they did evil to you. And now, we pray you, forgive the trans-
gression of  the servants of  the God of  your father.’ Joseph wept when 
they spoke to him.”

The second example contains both � �4 �� and � ��, and again only one 
translation for the two words appears in the RSV, the JPS, al-kit�b 

al-muqaddas, and the Peshitta for similar reasons, while Targum Jonathan 
literally translates both by a form of  
D 5� and �5�.

2 Kgs. 20:3 (= Isa. 38:3)—� �+ 1� �$  =� �� �( ��  � �& �� �� �
 �� �
  � �" #�  � ��  an:-� �� �*  	 
  hN:a; 
��� �?  � �� �$  �
 �2 �7 �* ��  �J �� �2 �)  � ���� �' ��  =� ��� �� �$  ��@ �
 �)   �� �"  � �� �� ���—“‘Remember now, 
O LORD, I beseech thee, how I have walked before thee in faithfulness 
and with a whole heart, and have done what is good in thy sight.’ And 
Hezekiah wept bitterly.”60

3.1.6 Address

The term address, also known as vocative, is here applied to the sentence 
part which mentions the addressee, usually a proper name or its substi-
tute, that is, a personal pronoun, a title, a nickname, etc. Syntactically 
the address is external to the clause or phrase it precedes. It is usually, 
though not always, in initial position and it is frequently, yet not neces-
sarily, followed by a reference to the addressee in the following clause or 
phrase. This external position imparts to the address a syntactic status 
similar to any other full parenthetical unit. More support for applying 
parenthetical status to the address arises from the fact that it does not 
depend syntactically on, and is not a complement of, any sentence part 
or the sentence as a whole.61

Where a certain reference to a previous address appears in the sub-
sequent clause, the address might also be considered an extraposed 

60 One more reference in Classical Biblical Hebrew is Exod. 32:31–32, and see other 
references in Late Biblical Hebrew in Fassberg 1994:44.

61 On the similarity between parenthetical clauses and vocatives and interjections 
regarding syntactic status and non-syntagmatic relations to their host clause, see Peter-
son 1999:231–232, §2.1.
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part in a pattern of  extraposition, which usually includes an anaphoric 
or cataphoric pronoun referring to the extraposed part. In general, 
parenthetical units and extraposed sentence parts share an equal exter-
nal status as regards the clause to which they are adjacent. However, 
parenthetical units and extraposed sentence parts differ in the type of  
information they convey. Parenthetical units hold external information, 
which is marginal and outside the clause in which they appear; extra-
posed sentence parts play the crucial role of  logical subject to which a 
complete clause refers as its logical predicate.

Addresses are very common in the Bible, and their structure is usu-
ally ordinary and unsophisticated. Any example of  an address will do 
for explaining and demonstrating this construction, and only a few 
examples are presented.62

The �rst example displays the address 	 
  � ��� � #� in �rst position in 
direct speech, and it is followed by a reference to the addressee, which 
is implicit in the verb agreement pronoun.

Gen. 15:2—� ��� �$  7 �" �+-� ���  � ��� �� #�  3 ���
 � ��� � �� �)  � ��-� �& �&-
 �+ ùh  yn:doa}   �� �� �� � �+�� 2 �) 
� �* ��� �� 1�  7� �' �; ��  ��
—“But Abram said, ‘O Lord GOD, what wilt thou 
give me, for I continue childless, and the heir of  my house is Elie’zer of  
Damascus?’”

In the following example the address 	 
  3�� �$ is in second position in 
direct speech, following a verb in the imperative. It mediates between 
an anaphoric pronoun implicit in the agreement of  the imperative 
form of  the preceding verb ��$ and a cataphoric pronoun implicit in 
the agreement of  following pre�x conjugation verb ��+ #� ��.

Gen. 24:31—�7 �+�  � �� �$ �
  � ��� �4 ��  � ��� � �� �)  C�� �$  �� + #� ��  
 �; ��  ùh  JWrB]  a/B  � �+�� 2 �) 
� �� �+ �9 ��—“He said, ‘Come in, O blessed of the LORD; why do 
you stand outside? For I have prepared the house and a place for the 
 camels.’”

The last example displays an address in the form of  a proper name, 

 �4 ��, set in initial position and introducing a direct speech. Again, an 
anaphoric reference occurs in the agreement pronouns of  the subse-
quent verbs � �� �� ��, � �� �����, and in the possessive pronoun 3 �� �� ��.

62 I would like to thank Prof. Gideon Goldenberg who kindly indicated to me the 
necessity to include address in this discussion.
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1 Sam. 1:8—5 �� �� 
 �+ �� �) � �� ����� �� � 
 �+ �� �) � �� �� �� 
 �+ �� hN:j' > �"� �� 
 �� �7 �� �� > �� � �+�� 2 �) 
� �� �$ 
 ��� �' #� �+ 3 �� ��8 � ��� � �� ��� #
 3 �� �� ��—“And Elkanah, her husband, said to 
her, ‘Hannah, why do you weep? And why do you not eat? And why is 
your heart sad? Am I not more to you than ten sons?’”

3.2 Narrative Time Co-Ordinates

The foregoing three types of  parenthetical and semi-parenthetical units, 
that is, epistemic modal adverbial (§3.1.4 above), appeal and plea (§3.1.5 
above), and address (§3.1.6 above) were all related to direct speech. All 
the phrases discussed in this section appear in narrative They are par-
ticular syntagms which add external, marginal information to the story 
�ow. The content concerns the time of  an episode, and it is relevant 
to audience or readers in later periods. The best de�nition for these 
phrases is ‘time co-ordinates.’63

Time co-ordinates might refer to points in time which are earlier 
or later than the time of  the story, and they try to bridge the interval 
between the time a certain event or situation actually takes place or 
exists and the time the story is written, told, or edited. We should prob-
ably see these time co-ordinates not as integral spontaneous sentence 
components, which are part of  a living �uid language, but as some 
sort of  literary formulas, arti�cially and deliberately inserted into texts 
through later intervention of  scribes, narrators, or editors. Still, from 
the syntactic and functional-pragmatic points of  view both types, either 
certain words and phrases appearing in direct speech or narrative for-
mulas, should be considered parenthetical, since they are unattached to 
the clause in which they appear both syntactically and contextually.

Syntagms of  time co-ordinates also appear very frequently as part of  
larger narrative formulas, which take the form of  clauses. These clause 
types are discussed above in §2.2, which conveys narrative formulas 
that form parenthetical clauses.64 Examples of  all major types of  time 
co-ordinate which exist in Biblical Hebrew, that is, 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � �� and 
�2 �
  � ��, � �� �( ��, ��
 �
  �2 �$ and  �
 �
  � �+ �2 �$, �� �
 �
  � �� �$, and 
 �+� �+ ��  � �+ �2 �+, 
are presented in separate sections below.

63 For the term ‘time co-ordinates’ see Lewis 1972:175–176, Brown & Yule 1983:40–
41, §2.2.1, and §1.2 above.

64 On the role of  these time co-ordinates in the biblical narrator’s insertions in the 
text see Sternberg 1985:121.
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3.2.1 The Phrases 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� and �2 �
 � ��
The time formulas 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � �� and �2 �
  � �� often occur alongside 
explanatory narrative clauses introduced by � ��-� ��/� �� ��. These extended 
types of  narrative formula are discussed above in §2.2.1, and can be 
observed once more in examples Gen. 26:33, 32:33 below. As stated 
above regarding time co-ordinates in general, the phrases 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� 
and �2 �
  � �� are external to the content of  the clause in which they 
appear, since they are mentioned by the scribe or the narrator in refer-
ence to a period later than that of  the story line. They should generally 
be considered a scribe’s or a narrator’s later editorial insertion.65

The examples below are presented in two sub-sections, those with 
the longer formula 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � �� and those with shortened formula � �� 
�2 �
. Bible translations might switch between the two. Examples of  such 
exchanges are the Geez translation for Gen. 26:33 cited below, in which 
a short translation lacking a demonstrative pronoun ��� !�/ ��ska yom 
appears for the longer Hebrew formula 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � ��, and the longer 
translation of  Onkelos �� �� � �+�� � �� for the shorter Hebrew formula � �� 
�2 �
 in Gen. 19:37 below. Once, in Josh. 5:9 below, the Geez translation 
use two formulas for only one Hebrew formula, 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � ��: ��� !� 
'��� (�)  �* / ��ska yom wa-��ska z�ti ��lat.

Another possibility is the rendering of  both the short and the long 
formulas in one way. The Peshitta, for example, offers only one uniform 
translation for both the longer and the short Hebrew formulas: ��)* 
���!�� / ��amm� l�-y�wm�n� = “to our day.” This translation refers to 
the scribe or the narrator by a 1st personal pronoun in plural attached 
to the time expression. This is an exceptional indication of  the scribe or 
the narrator in the text itself  and it provides the reader or the audience 
with external information referring to a later period which is additional 
to the time co-ordinate. As we will see in §3.2.1.1, traces of  translations 
which contain a 1st personal pronoun occasionally appear in Saadya 
Gaon’s translation of  the Pentateuch as well.

As to syntax, though the position of  the time co-ordinates discussed 
below is usually �xed, it might still change in Bible translation, for 

65 Note de Regt’s interpretation of  the phrase 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � �� in Deut. 10:6–9 as 
information given to the reader by a narrator (de Regt 1999:89, §3.5.1). See more 
information on this formula and its variants in Brin 2005, and also DeVries 1975:51, 
151–154, who considers the role of  these phrases as synchronism, sequence, and 
time-identi�cation.
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example, the RSV and JPS translations for Gen. 32:33 cited below, 
where the time co-ordinate moves from the end of  the clause to a 
preverbal position. As we have stated many times, freedom of  position 
of  a phrase is typical of  a full parenthesis.

3.2.1.1 Examples with 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � ��
The usual Arabic translation of  the time phrase 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � ��, in Saadya 
Gaon’s translation and in al-kit�b al-muqaddas, is )��� �	 �
 ���. Never-
theless, several occurrences of  a different translation, �	 �
 ��+)� ��� = 
“to our day,” appear in two examples of  Saadya Gaon’s translation of  
the Pentateuch, one for 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� in �as�d edition of  Gen. 32:33 cited 
below and another for �2 �
  � �� in Derenbourg edition, �as�d edition 
and Ms. St. Petersburg for Deut. 3:14 cited below. As stated previously, 
the representation of  the scribe or the narrator by the 1st personal pro-
noun in plural in a few examples of  Saadya Gaon’s translation of  the 
Pentateuch probably follows the similar practice in the Peshitta, where 

 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� and �2 �
 � �� are regularly translated by ���!��  ��)* / 
��amm� l�-y�wm�n� = “to our day.” Such a translation by the Peshitta 
exists for all examples in this section and the next.

The �rst example, Deut. 2:22, has the time co-ordinate 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� 
in a verse that is part of  Moses’ speech to the Israelites. Though this 
verse should be considered direct speech, the content is mostly a nar-
rative about earlier historical events. This particular verse refers to an 
earlier episode describing the fate of  the Horites and its consequences 
for the sons of  Esau. The phrase 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � �� within the verse relates 
the situation of  the sons of  Esau to the very day when the speech is 
spoken. 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� appears here in �nal position, the most common 
with this phrase.

Deut. 2:22—� ��� � �
-� ��  �� �+ �" �
  � �" #�  �� ��� �' �$  � �� �"� 2 �
  K �' ��  � �� �� ��  
� �' ��  � �" #� �� 
hZ<h' �/Yh' d['  �& �� �� �� �" �2 �)  �" ��� �2 �)  �
� �� �� �+—“As he did for the sons of  Esau, 
who live in Seir, when he destroyed the Horites before them, and they 
dispossessed them, and settled in their stead even to this day.”

The next example, Josh. 4:9, should probably be understood as offering 
a historical explanation for a construction of  twelve stones still extant 
in the time of  the narrator or scribe. Again, the phrase 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � �� 
appears in �nal position.

Josh. 4:9—� �� #
� � �
 � �� �? �� � �% �+ � �� �& � �� �� �2 �
 3�� �$ �� �"�
 �� � �7 �
 � �� �� #� 
 ��� �' �� � �& �"� 
hZ<h' �/Yh' d['  �" �� �
 �2 �) �� �� �$ �
 ��� #� � ��� �'� �—“And Joshua set up twelve stones in 
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the midst of  the Jordan, in the place where the feet of  the priests bearing 
the ark of  the covenant had stood; and they are there to this day.”

The following example tells us that Rahab was allowed to live among 
the Israelites as a reward for aiding the Israelite spies in Jericho. The 
time co-ordinate 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � �� states that her life among the Israelites 
has continued to the time of  the scribe or narrator. Again, 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� 
should be regarded as standing in �nal position, because it appears at 
the end of  the main clause � �� ��� �' ��  � �� �7 �$ � �" �& �).

Josh. 6:25—� �" �& �) �� �"�
 �� 
 �� 1� �
 > ��-� �" #�-� ��-� �� �) �
� �� �� �� �$-� �� �) 
 ���� �
 � �� ��-� �� �) 
� �9 �� ��  �� �"�
 ��  � �� �"-� �" #�  � �� �� �� �; �
-� ��  
 ��� �$ �� �
  � ��  hZ<h'  �/Yh'  d['  � �� ��� �' ��  � �� �7 �$ 
��� �� ��-� ��—“But Rahab the harlot, and her father’s household, and all who 
belonged to her, Joshua saved alive; and she dwelt in Israel to this day, 
because she hid the messengers whom Joshua sent to spy out Jericho.”

The following verse is a narrative telling us about an earlier event, the 
conquest of  Ai. The phrase 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� here relates to a certain ruin, 
where Ai supposedly stood, which the narrator or scribe interpret as 
the remains of  that conquest and which still exists in his own day. Here 
too 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� is in �nal position.

Josh. 8:28—hZ<h' �/Yh' d[' 
 �+ �+ �"  ���5-� �& �
 �+�� �' �� �) � �� �
-� �� �� �"�
 �� <� �� �' �2 �)—“So 
Joshua burned Ai, and made it for ever a heap of  ruins, as it is to this 
day.”

Next, 2 Kgs. 16:6 is again a narrative. It probably tells us about the 
settling in Elath in southern Israel of  Edomites, not Arameans, accord-
ing to conventional emendation, also re�ected in the RSV. 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� 
connects this settling to the period of  the scribe or narrator. The whole 
verse should in fact be considered a historical explanation for Edomites 
inhabiting Elath in his day.

2 Kgs. 16:6—� ���
 �� �
-� �� � � AB �� �� �)  �� #� �� � ��� ��-� ��  �� #�-3 �� �+ �� �! �� �� �" �
 �� �
 �
 � �� �$ 
hZ<h' �/Yh' d['  �" �� �" �2 �) � ��� �� �� �$ � �+�� #� �) � �; �� #� �) ���� �� �+—“At that time the 
king of  Edom recovered Elath for Edom, and drove the men of  Judah 
from Elath; and the Edomites came to Elath, where they dwell to this 
day.”

The formula 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� might also appear in connection with a descrip-
tion and an explanation of  an ancient custom practiced uninterruptedly 
up to the time of  the scribe or narrator. Such customs feature in the 
next two examples, Gen. 32:33 and 1 Sam. 5:5. These were previously 
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discussed in §2.3.5 above on historical comments, and are cited here 
again due to the appearance of  
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� in them.

Gen. 32:33 following describes a custom related to food restrictions. 
Note that both the RSV and the JPS translations change the position 
of  the time-coordinate 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � ��. The RSV changes it from �nal to 
initial position, “Therefore to this day . . .,” and the JPS changes it to 
middle position, “That is why the children of  Israel to this day. . . .” 
These changes are signi�cant since, as frequently noted, freedom of  
position of  a phrase is typical of  full parenthesis.

Gen. 32:33—d['  3 �� �2 �
  < ��-� ��  � �" #�  
 �" �4 �
  �� �9-� ��  � �� ��� �' ��-� �� ��  �� ���� �-�� �  � ��-� �� 

 �" �4 �
  �� �? �$  �� 7 #� ��  3 �� ��-< �� �$  5 �? ��  � ��  hZ<h'  �/Yh'—“Therefore to this day the 
Israelites do not eat the sinew of  the hip which is upon the hollow of  
the thigh, because he touched the hollow of  Jacob’s thigh on the sinew 
of  the hip.”

The next example is a conclusion of  a historical explanation for a cer-
tain practice in a holy place, in this case the house of  Dagon, which is 
familiar up to the time of  the scribe or narrator. The phrase �2 �
  � �� 

 �� �
 is again set in �nal position.

1 Sam. 5:5—��? ��  � �& �( �+-� ��  ��? ��-�� �$  � �� �$ �
-� �� �)  ��? ��  � �� #
� �  �� �� �� ��-�� �  � ��-� �� 
hZ<h'  �/Yh'  d['  ��� �" �� �$—“This is why the priests of  Dagon and all who 
enter the house of  Dagon do not tread on the threshold of  Dagon in 
Ashdod to this day.”

As is clear from the next examples, 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� often appears in con-
nection with explanations provided for place names or proper names. 
The four examples below, Gen. 26:33, Deut. 3:14, Josh. 5:9, and 2 Sam. 
6:8, all indicate place names. Another example, Gen. 19:37, presented 
in the next sub-section, because it contains the shortened syntagm � �� 
�2 �
, refers to a personal name. In all these examples the phrase � �� 

 �� �
 �2 �
 appears in �nal position.

Gen. 26:33 below is an explanation of  the place name Beer-sheba, 
so known up to the time of  the scribe or narrator.

Gen. 26:33—hZ<h' �/Yh' d[' 5 �� �" � �� �$ �� �� �
- �" � ��-� �� 
 �� �� �" > ��� � � �� �7 �2 �)—“He 
called it Shibah; therefore the name of  the city is Beer-sheba to this 
day.”

The next example explains the place name Havvoth-jair.

Deut. 3:14—� �� �� #� �; �
 �)  � ���" �9 �
  ��� �9-� ��  �� 9 �� ��  � �� ��-� ��-� ��  � �7 ��  
 � AB �� �+-� �$  �� �� �� 
hZ<h'  �/Yh'  d['  �� �� ��  �� � ��  � �" �$ �
-� ��  �+ �"-� ��   ��� �  � �� �7 �2 �)—“Jair the Manassite 
took all the region of  Argob, that is, Bashan, as far as the border of  the 
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Geshurites and the Ma-acathites, and called the villages after his own 
name, Havvoth-jair, as it is to this day.”

The third example is an explanation for the place name Gilgal.

Josh. 5:9— �" � �� �7 �2 �)  ��� �� #� �+  �� �� �! �+ � �� �� ��-� �� � ���� �9 �2 �
 �� �"�
 ��-� �� 	 
 � �+�� 2 �) 
hZ<h' �/Yh' d[' � �9 �� �9 ��
 �
 �7 �; �
—“And the LORD said to Joshua, ‘This day 
I have rolled away the reproach of  Egypt from you.’ And so the name 
of  that place is called Gilgal to this day.”

Finally, in 2 Sam. 6:8 the place name in question is Perez-uzzah.

2 Sam. 6:8—C �� ��  ��
 �
  �7 �; ��  � �� �7 �2 �)  
 �� �� �$  C �� ��  	 
  C �� ��  � �" #�  � ��  � �) �� ��  � �� �2 �) 
hZ<h' �/Yh' d[' 
 �� ��—“And David was angry because the LORD had broken 
forth upon Uzzah; and that place is called Perez-uzzah, to this day.”

3.2.1.2 Examples with �2 �
 � ��
�2 �
  � �� is a much less common phrase than 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � ��. This short 
formula appears four time in our corpus of  Classical Hebrew prose, 
in Gen. 19:37,38, 35:20, 2 Kgs. 10:27, out of  eight in the whole Bible. 
The longer formula appears more than 80 times in the whole Bible, of  
which over 60 are in our corpus. Therefore, �2 �
  � �� is demonstrated 
below only by two examples, and they are similar in context and struc-
ture to the longer formula 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � ��.

The �rst example, Gen. 19:37, refers to a proper name, Moab, and 
to its relevance in the days of  the scribe or narrator.

Gen. 19:37—�/Yh' d[' � ���+-� �� #� ��
 � ���+ �+ �" � �� �7 �& �) � �$ 
 ��� �� �$ �
 � �� �& �)—“The 
�rst-born bore a son, and called his name Moab; he is the father of  the 
Moabites to this day.”

The second example, 2 Kgs. 10:27, refers to the fate of  the house of  
Baal, and its state up to the days of  the narrator or scribe.

2 Kgs. 10:27—��� �� #� �+ ��  �
 �+� �' �� �)  � �� �$ �
  �� �$-� �� �! �& �2 �)  � �� �$ �
  � �� �% �+  � �� �! �& �2 �) 
�/Yh' d[' ��� �!�+ ��—“And they demolished the pillar of  Baal, and demolished 
the house of  Baal, and made it a latrine to this day.”66

66 The formulas �2 �
-� �� and 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� are widespread. Other examples are Gen. 
19:38, 32:33, Deut. 10:8, 34:5, Josh. 7:26, 8:29, 13:13, 14:13, Judg. 1:26, 15:19, 1 Sam. 
6:18, 2 Sam. 18:18, 1 Kgs. 10:12, 12:19, 2 Kgs. 8:22, and many more exist.
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3.2.2 The Phrase � �� �( ��
The prepositional phrase � �� �( �� is another type of  Biblical Hebrew time 
co-ordinate. In biblical texts the phrase occurs 20 times, 13 of  them in 
Classical Hebrew prose: Deut. 2:10,12,20, Josh. 11:10, 14:15, 15:15, 
Judg. 1:10,11,23, 3:2, 1 Sam. 9:9 (twice), and Ruth 4:7. Contrary to 
the time co-ordinates discussed previously, � �� �( �� refers to a period not 
later but earlier than the era of  the scribe or narrator. Mostly these 
examples refer to the earlier existence of  a certain people (Deut. 
2:10,12,20) or an earlier place name ( Josh. 11:10 conveys information 
about a certain place and Josh. 14:15, 15:15, Judg. 1:10,11,23 refer to 
more ancient place names).

Since these examples convey historical notes, several are indicated in 
the appropriate section, §2.3.5 above. In syntax, � �� �( �� and the whole 
clause containing this phrase should in fact be regarded as parenthetical. 
Following are three typical examples of  � �� �( ��. One indicates a certain 
people (Deut. 2:12 below), the next indicates a certain place name ( Josh. 
14:14 below), and the third adds information about a place name ( Josh. 
11:10 below). This third example, Josh. 11:10, refers to the status of  a 
certain city in ancient times.

Two other examples which contain this time phrase are 1 Sam. 9:9, 
which refers to an ancient term, 
 ��� � �
 � �� �( �� � �� �: �� �2 �
 �� �� �4 �� � ��. Since 
the whole clause, not just its time co-ordinate, should be treated as a 
parenthetical historical note, it is discussed only in the appropriate sec-
tion, §2.3.5 above. A further example with such a time phrase is Ruth 
4:7, and it deals with an ancient practice, 
 ���� �9 �
-� �� � �� ��� �' �� �$ � �� �( �� ��� * �) 
�
 �� �� ��  � �� �� �)  �� #� ��  "� ��  < �� �"  � �� ��-� ��   �2 �7 ��  
 ���+ �& �
-� �� �). This example too 
contains a complete clause, not only a time co-ordinate, that should be 
considered parenthetical, so it too is discussed in §2.3.5 above.

All the examples cited here are part of  the narrative, and accordingly 
can be regarded as a later scribe’s or narrator’s insertion into the text 
of  some marginal information on ancient times. This narrative’s use 
of  � �� �( �� as part of  the editing contrasts with the use of  this adverb 
in discourse, for instance, in Ps. 102:26—=� �� ��  
� �' #� �+� �& �� �6 ��  C �� �� �
 � �� �( �� 
 �� �+ �"—“Of  old thou didst lay the foundation of  the earth, and the 
heavens are the work of  thy hands,” where � �� �( �� is an ordinary tem-
poral adverb.67

67 Regular use of  a similar temporal adverb is attested in the Akkadian dialect of  the 
El-Amarna letters, which was heavily in�uenced by Canaanite. The temporal adverb 
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� �� �( �� is found in all possible syntactic positions, initial, middle, and 
�nal, and thus enjoying completely free word order, as expected from 
a parenthetical unit. Examples are as follows.68

The �rst example is information regarding a certain people, the 
Horites. The content of  this verse is similar to Deut. 2:22—
� �' �� � �" #� �� 
 �& �� �� �� �" �2 �)  �" ��� �2 �)  �
� �� �� �+ � ��� � �
-� �� �� �+ �" �
 � �" #� �� ��� �' �$ � �� �"� 2 �
 K �' �� � �� �� �� 

 �� �
  �2 �
  � ��—“As he did for the sons of  Esau, who live in Seir, when 
he destroyed the Horites before them, and they dispossessed them, and 
settled in their stead even to this day.” This verse is discussed in §3.2.1.1 
above because it contains the phrase 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � ��. As to word order, 
� �� �( �� is in �nal position following the clause � ��� � �
 �� �" ��  �� ��� �' ���.

Deut. 2:12— �
� �� �� �+  ��� �+ �" �2 �)  �" ��� ��  K �' ��  � �� ���  �ynIp;l]  � ��� � �
  �� �" ��  �� ��� �' ��� 
 �
 �� 	 
 � �� ��-� �" #� �� � AB �� �� C �� �� �� � �� ��� �' �� 
� �' �� � �" #� ��  �& �� �& �� �" �2 �)—“The Horites 
also lived in Seir formerly, but the sons of  Esau dispossessed them, and 
destroyed them from before them, and settled in their stead; as Israel did 
to the land of  their possession, which the LORD gave to them.”69

Of  the Arabic translations examined for Deut. 2:12, only al-kit�b al-

muqaddas translates the adverbial prepositional phrase � �� �( �� by the 
independent adverbial form HI �- ��. This translation also appears in the 
following verses from Joshua. By contrast, all versions of  Saadya Gaon’s 
translation, available only for the verse from Deuteronomy, change the 
verse’s syntactic structure entirely, using an extraposition in which the 
adverbial prepositional phrase � �� �( �� introduces another noun: �( �+�) 
. . . wç[ ynb lbq �)��)��� �7�( ��5'.

The second example connects a later place name to its earlier name. 
� �� �( �� is set in this example in middle position, between the subject,  �" �) 
��� �� ��, and predicate, 5 �$ �� �� � �� �� �7, of  a nominal clause.

Josh. 14:14—C �� �� �
 �)  ��
  � �7 �� #� �$  ��� �9 �
   �� �� �
  5 �$ �� ��  � �� �� �7  �ynIp;l]  ��� �� ��   �" �) 

 �+ �� �� �; �+ 
 �8 �7 �"—“Now the name of  Hebron formerly was Kiriath-arba; 
this Arba was the greatest man among the Anakim. And the land had 
rest from war.”70

The last example indicates the status of  the city Hazor in ancient times. 
It is cited here because of  the phrase � �� �( ��, though in fact the whole 

p�n�nu(m) is found in several examples of  this dialect in direct speech. For explanation 
and examples see Rainey 1996 III:123–126.

68 Also see Brin 1986:53–54, 1995:7–15.
69 More examples are Deut. 2:10 and Deut. 2:20.
70 More examples are Josh. 15:14, Judg. 1:10,11,23.
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clause, 
 �� �� �
 ��� �� �+ �; �
-� �� "�� � �� �
 � �� �( �� ��! ��-� ��, should be considered 
a parenthetical historical comment indicating the grounds for Joshua’s 
treatment of  Hazor. The phrase � �� �( �� appears here again in middle 
position, between a subject of  a nominal clause, ��! ��, and its predicate, 

 �� �� �
 ��� �� �+ �; �
-� �� "�� � �� �
.

Josh. 11:10—� �� �� ��  
 �� �
  > �� �� �+-� �� �)  ��! ��-� ��  �� � �� �2 �)  �� �
 �
  � �� �$  �� �"�
 ��  � �" �2 �) 

 �� �� �
  ��� �� �+ �; �
-� ��  "�� �  �� �
  �ynIp;l]  ��! ��-� ��—“And Joshua turned back at 
that time, and took Hazor, and smote its king with the sword; for Hazor 
formerly was the head of  all those kingdoms.”

Since all the three examples in this section present only middle and 
�nal position of  � �� �( ��, we should note that initial position also occurs 
once, in 1 Sam. 9:9: . . . � �� ��� �' �� �$ � �� �( ��—“Formerly in Israel. . . .”

3.2.3 The Phrases ��
 �
 �2 �$ and  �
 �
 � �+ �2 �$
The basic meanings of  the phrase ��
 �
 �2 �$ and its plural form � �+ �2 �$ 
 �
 �
, when referring to the past, are ‘that/those day/days,’ ‘on that/
those day/days,’ and ‘then’. This phrase is very common in Biblical 
Hebrew, with over 200 occurrences. Some refer to the past, others to 
the future, the latter mainly in the prophetic books. Mostly the occur-
rences are not an external scribe’s or narrator’s comment, but function 
as time co-ordinates within the sequence of  the story. Nevertheless, in 
some examples referring to the past these time co-ordinates seem to 
have been inserted into the story later, to bridge the gap between the 
scribe’s or narrator’s time and the time of  the event. Such examples 
belong here, and several are demonstrated below.71

In all these examples the time co-ordinates ��
 �
 �2 �$ and  �
 �
 � �+ �2 �$ 
appear in narrative, at the end of  a story and playing a part in its con-
clusion. However, in syntactic word order ��
 �
 �2 �$ and  �
 �
 � �+ �2 �$ may 
appear in initial, middle, and in �nal position in a clause. They thus 
display freedom of  word order, typical of  parenthetical units.

71 For more information on the role of  these time expressions see Brin 1986:50–52, 
and also DeVries 1975:51–52, 57–136, who considers this phrase part of  a gloss, an 
incorporated supplement, a concluding formula, a transitional formula between episodes, 
and a narrative element in non-narrative pericopes. Especially note DeVries’ assertion 
that “. . . there are a considerable number of  occurrences in the narrative literature of  
the Old Testament, almost always referring to events that are past from the point of  
view of  the speaker or writer” (DeVries 1975:57).
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The �rst example, Gen. 15:18, concludes the event of  the making of  
a covenant between God and Abram. By using the phrase ��
 �
  �2 �$ 
the scribe or narrator clearly refers to this event as occurring at a point 
in time earlier than his own. ��
 �
 �2 �$ appears in initial position.

Gen. 15:18—C �� �� �
-� �� � �& �� �� = #� �� �* �� �� +� �� �� �� �$  �� �� ��-� �� 	 
 � �� �� aWhh' �/YB' 
� �� ��-� �
 ��  �� � �9 �
  � �
 �4 �
-� ��   �� �� �! �+  � �
 �4 �+  ��� � �
—“On that day the LORD 
made a covenant with Abram, saying, ‘To your descendants I give this 
land, from the river of  Egypt to the great river, the river Euphrates’.”72

The next example, Exod. 14:30, concludes the story of  the Exodus of  
the Israelites from Egypt through the Red Sea. Again, the phrase �2 �$ 
��
 �
 points to the earlier time of  the event. Its position here is in the 
middle of  the clause, between the verb and its subject, 	 
  5 �"�2 �), and 
the objects,  �� �� �! �+ � �2 �+ � �� ��� �' ��-� ��.

Exod. 14:30— �� �� �! �+-� �� � �� ��� �' �� � �� �2 �)  �� �� �! �+ � �2 �+ � �� ��� �' ��-� �� aWhh' �/YB' 	 
 5 �"�2 �) 
 �2 �
  � �(� �'-� ��  � �+—“Thus the LORD saved Israel that day from the 
hand of  the Egyptians; and Israel saw the Egyptians dead upon the 
seashore.”73

The following example, Deut. 31:21, concludes the era of  Moses as 
the leader of  the Israelites by his writing and teaching them whatever 
they need to know after his imminent death. The phrase ��
 �
  �2 �$ 
again refers to an earlier point in time. The position of  this phrase in 
the clause is �nal, since it appears at the end of  the clause 
 �"�+ �� & �� �2 �) 
��� � �
 
 ��� � AB �
-� ��.

Deut. 31:21—� �� �$-� ��  > �� �; �� �� �)  aWhh'  �/YB'  ��� � �
  
 ��� � AB �
-� ��  
 �"� +  �� & �� �2 �) 
� �� ��� �' ��—“So Moses wrote this song the same day, and taught it to the 
people of  Israel.”74

The next verse refers to a covenant made by Joshua and the Israelites 
at the end of  the era of  his leadership. ��
 �
 �2 �$ indicates once more 
an earlier point in time. Its position is �nal, at the end of  the clause 
 �� �� �� �� �$ �� �"�
 ��  �� � �� �2 �).

72 DeVries considers this use not as a synchronism but as emphatically indicating a 
unique moment in Abram’s life (DeVries 1975:73–74).

73 DeVries connects this verse to a cultic celebration of  the event (DeVries 1975:75).
74 Note DeVries’ assertion that “bayyôm hahû’ stands here as a highly arti�cial syn-

chronism, connecting the secondary command to write the song with the speaking of  
it” (DeVries 1975:69).
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Josh. 24:24— �� �" �$ 8 �� �" �+� 7� � �� � �' �2 �) aWhh' �/YB'  �� �� �� �� �$ �� �"�
 �� �� � �� �2 �)—“So 
Joshua made a covenant with the people that day, and made statutes 
and ordinances for them at Shechem.”75

The last example, which also consists of  the phrase ��
 �
 �2 �$, concludes 
the event of  the Israelites’ victory in the battle against Jabin the king of  
Canaan, in this case with a poem. Again, ��
 �
 �2 �$ refers to an earlier 
point in time. The phrase should be regarded as set in the middle of  the 
clause: although it is at the end of  the clause  ��� �� �� #�-� �$ 7 �� ��� 
 ���� �� � �" �& �), 
it still mediates between this clause and the direct speech introductory 
particle ��+� �� which belongs to it, hence its middle position.

Judg. 5:1—��+� ��  aWhh'  �/YB'   ��� �� �� #�-� �$  7 �� ���  
 ���� ��  � �" �& �)—“Then sang 
Deborah and Barak the son of  Abinoam on that day.”76

The last example in this section displays the plural form of  this time 
co-ordinate ��
 �
 �2 �$, namely  �
 �
 � �+ �2 �$. This time coordinate is not 
a concluding remark but introduces the wars between the Israelites 
and the Arameans. Still,  �
 �
  � �+ �2 �$, like ��
 �
  �2 �$, refers to a point 
in time earlier than the time of  the scribe or narrator. It is in initial 
position here.

2 Kgs. 10:32—��� �9-� �� �$  � �� �* #�   �� �2 �)  � �� ��� �' �� �$  ��% �7 ��  	 
  � �� �
  �heh;  �ymiY:B' 
� �� ��� �' ��—“In those days the LORD began to cut off  parts of  Israel. 
Hazael defeated them throughout the territory of  Israel.”

3.2.4 The Phrase �� �
 �
 � �� �$
�� �
 �
 � �� �$ is another time co-ordinate which might be used in Biblical 
Hebrew as a scribe’s or narrator’s insertion referring to an earlier period. 
This phrase was previously mentioned in §2.3.1 above on background 
information, where it is noted that it should be regarded as a scribe’s 
or narrator’s external remark introduced into the text later. All three 
examples of  �� �
 �
  � �� �$ below appear in narrative, and the phrase is 
in various positions: initial in 2 Kgs. 16:6 and Judg. 14:4, middle in 1 
Kgs. 8:65.

75 DeVries regards this use as a “formal conclusion to the covenant narrative itself ” 
(DeVries 1975:76–77).

76 Note DeVries’ observation about this phrase: “The introductory verse of  Judges 
5, containing the phrase under study, is clearly recognizable as an editorial device 
for connecting two originally independent sources of  tradition concerning the battle 
at Kishon. Here bayyôm hahû’ functions as an arti�cial synchronism between the two 
reports” (DeVries 1975:63). DeVries clearly considers this use an editorial insertion 
into the text.
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The following example, 2 Kgs. 16:6, is also cited above (in §3.2.1.1) 
since it contains the time co-ordinate 
 �� �
 �2 �
 � �� alongside �� �
 �
 � �� �$.77 
While 
 �� �
  �2 �
  � �� relates to the time of  the scribe or narrator, � �� �$ 
�� �
 �
 refers to an earlier time. �� �
 �
  � �� �$ is in initial position in this 
example.

2 Kgs. 16:6—� ���
 �� �
-� �� � � AB �� �� �)  �� #� �� � ��� ��-� ��  �� #�-3 �� �+ �� �! �� �� �" �
 ayhih' t[eB; 

 �� �
 �2 �
 � ��  �" �� �" �2 �) � ��� �� �� �$ � �+�� #� �) � �; �� #� �) ���� �� �+—“At that time the 
king of  Edom recovered Elath for Edom, and drove the men of  Judah 
from Elath; and the Edomites came to Elath, where they dwell to this 
day.”

�� �
 �
  � �� �$ is in initial position in the following example too, where it 
refers again to a time earlier than that of  the narrator or the scribe.

Judg. 14:4—� �& �" �� �� �+  " �: �� �+-��
  
 �� #�� �-� ��  �� �
  	 
 �+  � ��  �5 �� ��  �� �  �; �� �)  )� �� �� �) 
� �� ��� �' �� �$ � �� �"� + � �& �" �� �� ayhih' t[eb;W—“His father and mother did not know 
that it was from the LORD; for he was seeking an occasion against the 
Philistines. At that time the Philistines had dominion over Israel.”

In the last example the phrase �� �
 �
 � �� �$ appears after a previous verse, 
1 Kgs. 8:64, which refers to events connected to the dedication of  the 
temple to God and contains the phrase ��
 �
 �2 �$. Other examples are 
in Jer. 33:15, 50:4,20, where both �� �
 �
 � �� �$ and plural variants of  �2 �$ 
��
 �
 appear side by side, though in a context of  prophecies referring 
to future events, not the past. This time �� �
 �
  � �� �$ is in middle posi-
tion, between the predicate and the subject, 
�+0 �" �' �� �2 �), and a following 
object ? �� �
-� ��.

1 Kgs. 8:65—��� �� �+ ��� �9 � �
 �7 �; �� � �� ��� �' ��-� �� �) ? �� �
-� �� ayhih' t[eb; 
� +0 �" �' �� �2 �) 
�� �' ��  
 �� �$ �� ��  � �+ ��  � �� �� �" �)  � �+ ��  � �� �� �"  ��� �
0 1�  	 
  � �� �( ��   �� �� �! �+  � �� ��-� ��  � �+ #� 
��—“So Solomon held the feast at that time, and all Israel with him, 
a great assembly, from the entrance of  Hamath to the Brook of  Egypt, 
before the LORD our God, seven days.”

3.2.5 The Phrase 
 �+� �+ ��  � �+ �2 �+
The basic meaning of  the phrase 
 �+� �+ ��  � �+ �2 �+ is ‘year by year’/‘every 
year’/‘annually’. Accordingly, it occurs with habitual repeated practices. 

77 On the role of  such phrases in indicating synchronicity, see Talmon 1978:11.
Talmon actually employs the term ‘synchroneity,’ which refers, according to him, to 
“in-between situations” (Talmon 1978:17). For more information on the role of  this 
time expression see Brin 1986:47–50.
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Still, this phrase is not always a time co-ordinate inserted by a later 
scribe or narrator in reference to practices known to him as recurring 
every year in a certain period, and even up to his own day. It might also 
appear in regular discourse indicating routine practices contemporane-
ous with the story time. One such case is Exod. 13:10—
 �: �� �
-� �� �& �� �+ �" �) 
hm;ymiy:  �ymiY:mi > �� #��+ �� ��� � �
—“You shall therefore keep this ordinance at 
its appointed time from year to year,” in which 
 �+� �+ ��  � �+ �2 �+ refers to 
God’s command. Another is Judg. 21:19—�ymiY:mi �� �" �$ 	 
-? �� 
 �4 �
 �� �+�� 2 �) 

 �+ �� �"  � ��-�� �$ �+  
 ��� 5 �
  
 �� �6 �+ ��  " �+ � AB �
  
 �� �� �* �+  � ��-�� �� ��  
 ���( �% �+  � �" #�  hm;ymiy: 

 ���� �� ��  � �? �4 �+�—“So they said, ‘Behold, there is the yearly feast of  the 
LORD at Shiloh, which is north of  Bethel, on the east of  the highway 
that goes up from Bethel to Shechem, and south of  Lebonah’”; here 
the reference to a repeated holiday is part of  a conversation.

Moreover, in two instances 
 �+� �+ �� � �+ �2 �+, which occurs in a narrative, 
refers to habitual practices limited to the story itself, and carries no 
implications for a later period or for that of  the scribe or the narrator. 
One is 1 Sam. 1:3— ��� $ �* �� �) �� ) #� �& �" �
 �� hm;ymiy: �ymiY:mi ��� �� �+ ��
 �
 "� �� �
 
 �� �� �) 
	 
 �� � �� #
� � 6 �� �� �(� � �� �( �� � �� ��-� �� �� � �� �"  �" �) 
0 �" �$ ��� �� �! 	 
 ��—“Now this man 
used to go up year by year from his city to worship and to sacri�ce to 
the LORD of  hosts at Shiloh, where the two sons of  Eli, Hophni and 
Phinehas, were priests of  the LORD.” The other is 1 Sam. 2:19—�� �� �+� 
� �� �*-� �� ��� $ �* �� > �"� ��-� �� > ���� #� �$ hm;ymiy: �ymiY:mi �� 
 �� �� �� �
 �) �; �� ��-
� �' #� �& �� 8 �7 
� �+ �2 �
—“And his mother used to make for him a little robe and take it 
to him each year, when she went up with her husband to offer the 
yearly sacri�ce.”

Only Judg. 11:40—� �& �( ��-� �� ��  ��4 �� ��  � �� ��� �' ��  ��� �$  
 �� �� �� �&  hm;ymiy:  �ymiY:mi 

 �� � AB �$ � �+ �� � �� �$ �� �� � �� �� �� �9 �
—“That the daughters of  Israel went year by 
year to lament the daughter of  Jephthah the Gileadite four days in the 
year,” seems to be a scribe’s or narrator’s insertion telling a common 
practice among the Israelites’ young women, probably still in his own 
day. Since this example is also a historical remark, it is displayed and 
discussed in the relevant section, §2.3.5 above.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSION

This monograph was meant to offer a complete description of  paren-
thetical units in Biblical Hebrew, through integration of  several research 
disciplines and scienti�c approaches. The �elds of  research consulted 
in this study include linguistics, discourse studies, text linguistics, textual 
philology, comparative Semitics, and literature. The review and analysis 
of  the linguistic aspects of  parenthesis have taught us that the identi�-
cation and de�nition of  a parenthetical unit is elusive from a linguistic 
viewpoint, and that it is often more productive to pinpoint parenthesis 
by employing functional-pragmatic and literary perspectives, namely 
issues usually discussed in discourse studies or text linguistics, and up 
to a point in literary studies.

More speci�cally, we have learned that parenthetical units are 
expected to be syntactically unattached to the clause or sequence of 
clauses in which they appear, though frequently parenthetical informa-
tion is conveyed within a clause or a sequence of clauses by constructions 
which maintain a certain syntactic connection, occasionally loose, to 
their host clause. Still, in this study the aim was to analyze parenthetical 
units by linguistic means as much as possible. Therefore the collection 
and classi�cation of the parenthetical units according to their context 
and content-related contribution to their host clauses were joined by 
an effort to indicate their linguistic properties as well.

By this method the division and classi�cation of the examples of 
parenthesis was based �rst on linguistic criteria and only later on func-
tional-pragmatic ones. The main division of the parenthetical units was 
�rst according to their basic linguistic structure: clauses or words and 
phrases. The type and degree of syntactic attachment of each paren-
thetical unit to the clause or sequence of clauses in which it appeared 
remained to be discussed separately for each kind, mostly because it 
was often impossible to decide whether to consider a certain construc-
tion attached or unattached syntactically to its host clause or sequence 
of clauses. For many examples this question was left unanswered. In 
any event, only then, at the second stage, was each division, clauses or 
words and phrases, subdivided into sub-sections according to content-
related considerations.
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Several patterns of parenthetical clauses and parenthetical words and 
phrases were found typically related to discourse prose, for example, 
appeal and plea, oath patterns, epistemic modal adverbials, and address; 
others were usually related to narrative prose, for example, special nar-
rative formulas and narrative time co-ordinates. A criterion differenti-
ating discourse and narrative might also be productive and frequently 
serve as a main divider between two major groups of examples—in 
discourse versus narrative; however, this differentiation did not always 
work, and parenthetical clauses and parenthetical words and phrase 
appeared in both types of prose, for example, references to a speaker 
and the mention of an observer’s identity or an individual standpoint. 
Therefore, syntactic and content-related criteria for the main division 
and sub-division of the examples were preferred to the criterion of 
appearance within discourse or narrative. Nevertheless, special attention 
was certainly paid to the latter question in the individual treatment of 
each construction discussed.

Additional issues were tackled regarding each type of parenthesis: 
the degree of syntactic relation between a parenthetical unit and its 
host clause; the context of a parenthetical unit; its function in inserting 
extra information or commenting on a certain sentence component or 
on the whole sentence; whether that information expressed epistemic or 
deontic modality and possibly subjectivity or not; and whether it was a 
spontaneous parenthetical remark, mainly in discourse, namely direct 
speech, or an editorial contribution to the text, mainly in narrative, 
in consequence of the author’s, narrator’s or perhaps even another 
editor’s interference.

The constructions in the �rst section, namely parenthetical clauses, 
consisted of three major groups. The �rst was references to a speaker, 
appeal and plea, af�rmation of God’s existence, identity, and status, 
or references to external interference, and oath patterns. Second, nar-
rative formulas were discussed: a formula introduced by � ��-� �� / � �� 	�, 
another introduced by 
 �� � ��  � �� �
 ��, and another indicating a proper 
name, a month name, or related information. Third, other types of 
narrative information were displayed and examined, the common 
denominator being that they were mostly expressed by circumstantial 
clauses. Examples of mainly circumstantial clauses, occasionally along 
with several other subordinate clause types, which conveyed marginal 
information, were divided according to the type of information they 
held: background, foreshadowing, explanatory, theological comments, 
historical comments, and lastly other marginal information.
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The constructions tackled in the second section, namely parenthetical 
words and phrases, were presented in only two major groups. The �rst 
covered all types of parenthetical words and phrases other than narrative 
time co-ordinates, that is, references to a speaker, mention of an observer’s 
identity or an individual standpoint, epistemic modal adverbials, appeal 
and plea, and address. The second group consisted of special types of 
narrative time co-ordinates whose role was to �ll a gap in time. These 
were the phrases � �� ��  ��� ��  � �� and ��� ��  � ��; �
 �� 	� ��; ��� ��  ��� ��; and 
� �� 	�  �
 �� 	� ��; �
 �� ��  � �� 	�; and � 	�
 �� 	
 �
 �� 	� ��.

As to the other levels of Hebrew, all in all the variety of construc-
tions, both clauses and words and phrases, which form parenthetical 
or semi-parenthetical units in Biblical Hebrew differs from that found 
in later stages of Hebrew. Modern Hebrew demonstrates many types 
of parenthetical expressions whose use, at least as parentheses, does not 
originate in Biblical Hebrew. More speci�cally, most Modern Hebrew 
adverbs, sentence adverbials, and parenthetical words and phrases 
arose in Medieval Hebrew, in the Hebrew of the enlightenment and 
revival, and in later Hebrew phases. Most of them do not exist at all 
in Biblical Hebrew. Moreover, parenthetical clauses, many in the form 
of circumstantial clauses, are very common in Biblical Hebrew nar-
rative, considerably more than in later stages of Hebrew. By contrast, 
the variety of parenthetical words and phrases seems to be sparser and 
more limited in Biblical Hebrew.

This book turned its attention to Bible translations of the original 
biblical passages, to see if they shed any speci�c light on parentheti-
cal constructions or re�ected them in any particular manner. Several 
representative Semitic and non-Semitic translations were chosen, and 
examined for each of the parenthetical units presented. Semitic Bible 
translations included Saadya Gaon’s early 10th-century Arabic transla-
tion of the Pentateuch, the Christian Arabic translation known as al-kit�b 
al-muqaddas, the Geez Bible translation of the Octateuch, Onkelos Ara-
maic translation of the Pentateuch, Targum Jonathan Aramaic translation 
of the former Prophets, and the Peshitta Syriac Bible translation. The 
non-Semitic RSV was chosen as a standard basic English translation for 
all verses cited, and the JPS English translation was sometimes cited 
to support a signi�cant RSV translation or offered a notably different 
interpretation.

The contributions of these translations to the understanding of the 
syntax of parenthetical constructions and their functional-pragmatic 
status were regarded as a sort of exegetical approach to the biblical 
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text. Bible translations in general, and those chosen here in particular, 
sometimes conform to the plain and straightforward sense of a con-
struction, and sometimes suggest other interpretations. But like Bible 
exegesis, the translated renderings were treated as additional viewpoints 
offering diverse understandings of certain texts and constructions. No 
one interpretation was ever deemed decisive and conclusive, ruling 
out the others.

The contribution of Bible translations to the current study emphasizes 
the importance of translation studies in general and of Bible translations 
in particular for syntactic and discourse studies. Only few translations 
were selected for the current study, mostly Semitic Bible translations; 
considering the overwhelming number of Bible translations in numerous 
languages, much still remains to be done. This monograph is offered 
not as the �nal word on parenthesis, but in the hope of stimulating 
more studies on this topic.

As stated, the intention of this monograph was to integrate various 
research �elds related to Biblical Hebrew and general Bible studies. 
Bible translation studies also join other disciplines consulted for this 
study, that is, linguistics, discourse studies, text linguistics, textual philol-
ogy, comparative Semitic, and literature. Finally, the wish to combine 
various �elds of research should not be restricted to parenthesis but 
applied to other topics in Biblical research as well.
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